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Abstract

A detailed study has been made of thei

Neolithic pottery of south-eastern Englana, 	 orty-two

new or prviously unclassified finds have been added to

published lists.	 The text is accompanied by an illustrated

catalogue recording all material known in the Spring of

1956.

The results of the study may be summarized under

headings referring to the three ceramic groups with which

it is concerned:

The Windmill Hill complex: The characteristics and. inter-

relationships of the three major styles of decorated wares

In the area are distinguished more precisely than hitherto.

The Peterborough complex: A refined definition of the two

styles already familiar, and the recognition of a third,

has disclosed an evolutionary and chronological sequence.

In the light of this, peculiarities of the later I\eolithic

wares of Ulster and Scotland and of developed Peterborough

ware can be explained more economically in terms of culture

contact between the groups concerned than by postulating

foreign Influences, and the relationship between Peterboroui

ware and Overhanging-rim Urns can be more clearly understood.

It is further su,gested that Peterborough ware is not so

associated with an assemblage of distinctive archaeological
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traits as to represent a culture of Baltic or Mesolithic

origin, or even an. independent culture, but in its earliest

form is associated with traits regnlarly occurring In the

'Vindmill Hill complex, as if its makers sprang from the

same Western Neolithic stock. 	 It Is the survival of this

stock, after the disappearance of the Windmill Hill culture,

that is attested by the Peterborou,h ware of the Late

Neolithic and its Bronze Age successors.

The Rinlo-Clacton complex: A third stylistic group Is added

to the two now recognized In the south of England. 	 he

cultural individuality of the Rino-Clacton complex over

against the Windmill Hill-Peterborough complexes is brought

out more clearly.	 A genetic relationship between Rinyo-

Clacton ware and biconical urns is suggested.

A revised chronological framework for the Middle and

Late Neolithic periods in south-eastern England is put

forward.
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INTRODUCT ION

1. History of the subject

It Is customary to begin a dissertation with a brief

history of previous work upon the subject, but in this

instance such a rsumó will be omitted, for It could do no

more than repeat the facts so recently sunirnarized by

Professor PIgott in The Neolithic Cultures of the British

Isles (Cambridge, 1954), where the relevant data are presented

In Chapters III and XI.

In the present study an attempt has been made to examine

and classify in greater detail the eolithIc cultures of a

liidted area of England, with primary emphasis upon the

ceramic components of those cultures.	 Such a detailed exam-

ination could not have been undertaken in the absence of the

foundation laid by Professor PIgott in 1931 ("The Neolithic

Pottery of the British Isles", Arch.J., lxxxviii) and In the

monograph referred to above. His work has been drawn upon

throughout for basic lists of sites, classifications of

groups and general concepts.

II. Man of the study

This examination of the r1eollthlc ceramics of south-

eastern England Is presented in two parts, Volume I consisting

of the analysis of the material and of Its relationships,

Volume II of an illustrated catalogue. In the catalogue

all the Teo11thic pottery of the area known to the writer in
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the Spring of 1956 is recorded and described, with ful].

reference to published accounts. No attempt has been made

to figure pottery which has been adequately and accessibly

published elsewhere except in instances where it was desired

to use the material to emphasize certain characteristics of

the group concerned. Owing to the kindness of many people

it has been possible to Include illustrations or descriptions

of much unpublished and important material; indebtedness for

such assistance is acknowledged in the relevant parts of the

catalogue.	 Unless otherwise specified, all illustrations

are full size.

It is necessary to say a word at the beginning about the

use of simple statistics in this study in order to avoid mis-

underatandins. For the purpose of comparing various aspects

of the material cultures of the Neolithic coninunities con-

cerned it has been necessary to compile figures showing the

frequency of occurrence of certain traits and to reduce these

to percenta,es.	 The actual number of units in every instance

Is so small, arid so many possibilities of error are inherent

in the method, that It would give a spurious air of accuracy

to such percentages were they worked out to the last decimal

point. Therefore, usinb as a precedent the method adopted

by the late ir Lindsay cqtt (l95)for analysing In a

similar fashj.on the pottery from Ei1ean . anTighe, all per-
thc. -%cast

centages have been given injihole numbers. 	 By this means

it has been possible to .Isolate major cultural distinctions
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with reater clarity than could have been achieved In any

other way. ' ith the limited aiiount of material available,

nothing further can be attempted.

Iii, The geographical area covered by the study

The area, south-nstern England, to which this study is

confined, Is delimited by the western boundaries of the

count les of Norfolk, Cambridgeshire, Iorthamptonshire,

Oxfordshire, Berkshire and snipshire, which run In an

irregularly diaonal line from The lash to the entrance

to Poole Harbour.

This use of modern county boundaries to delimit the

area may require justification, since it Is usual to choose

for such detailed studies areas which are wither physio-

graphically or culturally homoeneous, or which are defined

by natural features. 	 In choosing these artificial boundaries,

convenience has been an important consideration. 	 It has

seemed more satisfactory and more useful to prepare a cata-

logue of all knowi sites in a given number of counties than

to leave border counties only partially represented. There

exists, In any case, no natural boundary to the area with

which It Is proposed to deal: river systems run, in general,

east-west or north-south, and geophysical features mainly

from north-east to south-west. 	 oie overlapIng in

Hampshire and Berkshire with the area defined as "iessex"

by Plggott (1938, 53) is unavoidable; but essex does not



appear to have formed a cultural entity in the later Feolithic

period to the degree that is apparent durin Q the succeeding

part of the Bronze Abe.	 The over-riding consideration has

been, however, that it is the area east of Riltshire and

Dorset that apears to have been the scene of the major

developments and transformations in t'ie 'iistory of the

Teolithic period in southern Enland.

iv. Definition of the chronological period covered

The cultures with which this study is concerned are

flTIeolithic Tt in the sense of "stone-using" cultures: the

adjective refers specifically to economy and technology and.

to the absence of associated metal artifacts. 	 Only during

the first phase of the period to be examined has "Neolithic"

a purely chronological implication, denotin a time prior to

the knowlede and use of metal in the area. At some not as

yet precisely determined date durin the latter part of the

period, ornaments and small implements of metal were Intro-

duced by the immigrant Beaker cultures, but are found assoc-

iated exclusively with the burials characteristic of the

latter.	 Pi,gott (1954, 374-6) has discussed the termino-

logical difficulty, and sugests that "B beakers certainly,

and in all probability the greater part of the A beakers,

must be regarded as parallel to the Late ieolithic stage"

and that the makers of B beakers should be regarded as a

component element in the coimun1ties representing "ITiddle



Neolithic" cultures.	 In the present study no attempt will

be made to discuss the Beaker cultures as such, and they

will be referred to only in connexion with the chronology of

the formally Ieolithic cultures and with the evidence for

their influence upon the latter,

It vill be convenient to adopt here Plggott's tripartite

division of the Neolithic into Early, Iiddle and Late phases

(1954, 373-5), but with a number of modifications. 	 Material

belonging to the Early phase (defined by "those cultures

which show clearest sins of the relationship with early or

relatively early Meolithic cultures on the Continent") cannot

with any certainty be detected In our area, which seems to

have been an area of secondary settlement from centres

farther to the west.	 The earliest pottery to be considered

falls within the Middle feolithic phase ("the stage of

evolution represented by the AbIndofl, 1laitehawk and ast

Anglian bowl styles. . .contemporary with the Ebbsfleet phase

of Feterborouh pottery"), and for the present purpose the

Middle Neolithic is to be defined as the period during which

these styles f1ourihed in south-eastern England.

For reasons explained elsewhere in this study arid in

Appendix I, Piott's suestIon that the Lyonesse trans-

gression mi c,ht serve as a natural boundary between the

Middle and Late Neolithic phases Is now seen to be Invalid.

This event must In fact have occurred towards the end of the



Late Neolithic and, as suested in Part V, may serve as a

boundary between the latter period and the beginnin of the

full essex Bronze A be.	 The beginning of the Late reolithic

may be defined by the disappearance of the .indniill ilill

culture in recognizable form, by the emergence of new social

and economic organizations, the advent of the Rlnyo-Clacton

and B 1, beaker cultures. Thus the whole of the final phase

of the leolithic runs parallel with Childe's Period III,

his first section of the Bronze A;e (1949, 8),as defined, by

the appearance of the Beaker cultures.

In brief, the period of time with which we shall be

concerned extends from the date at which the 1ndniill Hill

culture began its eastward expansion to the beginning of the

first phase of Childe's Period IV (the essex culture).
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II

PBX WINDMILL 11TLL COMPLEX

Within the south-eastern area decorated, Windmill. Hill

pottery falls into three major groups, each of which exhibits

well defined. stylistic peculiarities and. each confined, to a

relatively olrcuniaoribed. geographical area. For these groups

Professor Piggott (1954, 74) has suggested. the names Abingd.on,

Whitehawk and, East Anglian. 	 In his usage, it appears,

Abinga.on and. Whitehawk wares comprise assemblages of decorated.

and plain vessels, but East Anglian refers to decorated. bowls

only.

The present writer has proposed. elsewhere (Appendix III,
1

224) that the term ttMild.enhall ware" might appropriately be

substituted. for "East Anglian", partly for the reason that

the distribution extends outside east An.glia proper, but

mainly because the abundant material recently recovered, in

the vicinity of Mild.enhall, Suffolk, makes it clear that the

decorated. bowls are just the most distinctive members of a

sub-family including simpler undecorated. pots; on grounds

1. It is regrettable that when the new name was put forward.
the writer had. overlooked. the fact that Professor Clark had..
already used. the term "Mildenhall ware" in connexion with a
Bronze Age ceramic form (Clark, 1936, 40). In spite of the
fact that it constitutes a breach of the rules of nomen--
clature, the name Mildenhall ware will nevertheless be re-
tained. in this study to designate the most easterly group
of Windmill Hill pottery, since no further examples of the
Bronze Age ceramic in question have come to light and it may
prove to be a purely local variant. The term "Hurst Fen
ware" might of course have been used. for the Neolithic
pottery, but is rejected. as lacking In euphony.



of form alone the whole group can be shown to d.iffer suf-

ficiently fr m any other sub-family to warrant separate

classification.

Although the present study is concerned, primarily with

decorated, pottery, sites yielding plain wares only are con-

sidered. briefly in. the text, listed. in. the oatalogu.e, and.
1

included. In. the distribution map (text-fig. 1). Such wares

have not , however, been illustrated except in certain

instances where they occur as components of assemblages

including decorated pots.

Table I lists all the Windmill Hill sites known in. the

south-eastern area in the Spring of 1956. Eight new local-

ities have been added to the lists published. by Piggott in

1931 and. 1954, but without altering the distribution pattern

significantly.

I. The distribution of Windmill Hill pottery in South-Eastern

The distribution of the three distinctive d,eoorated.

ceramic styles, as well as of plain wares, is shown in text-

fig. 1. Although all the sites yielding plain wares only

are represented by the sane symbol, it should. be noted that

stylistic variations can be detected here as well, as will be

1. The sherd,s from Cold.rwn and Julliberrie's Grave in Kent
are omitted; those from the latter site are small, indeter-
minate wall sherds (Jessup, 1937, 133) and the rim-sherd.
from. the former site, now in the Maidatone Museum, is in-
sufficiently documented and may conceivably be an Iron Age
Intrusion.
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TABLE I

THE flDMILL HILL COMPLEX

List of sites In the South-Eastern Area

An asterisk indicates a site not included in Piggott's
lists of 1931 and 1954.

I
Column 1: Pottery illustrated in the catalogue; not

previously published.
Column 2: Pottery Illustrated in the catalogue; previously

published elsewhere.
Colunni. 3: Unpublished pottery, described but not i11ustrate,
Column 4: Pottery adequately Illustrated elsewhere, but

described in the catalogue.
Column 5: Undecorated pottery; described but not

illustrated.

Beds:	 Dunstable - Barrow 2,
The Five Knolls

Maiden Bower
AStreatley - Barton Hill Farm,

Site 1

Berks.:	 Abingdon
Blewbury - Churn Plain
Pangbourne

Bucks.L Alver
Iarlow
Ivonk's Risborough - Whiteleaf

-	 Barrow

Cainbs.:	 Chippenham - Barrow 5
Shippea Hill - Peacock's Rarm

Es sex:	 Clacton - Lion Point
Dovercourt - Mill Bay
MElseitham Cross - Pledgdon

Sand Pit
dalton-on-the-Naze - stone

Point

12345

x
x

x

x
xx
x

xx
x

x

xx
xx

x	 ix
x	 xx

x

x	 x
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TABLE I contd. (Site list ofindmil]. Hill complex)

12345
Hants.:	 Corhampton	 x	 x

Haddon Hill	 x
Holdenhurst	 x x
Michelmersh - Broom Hill	 x
Southbourne	 x x

I.of dight:Niton	 xx

Kent:	 Grovehurst	 x
V ingham	 x	 x

Norfolk: Edingthorpe	 x
Gayton	 x	 x
Grime's Uraves	 x

XShropbaml	 x
Snett ishaan	 x	 x

Northants. :Lilton Ferry - from the Nene 	 x

Oxon.:	 Dorchester	 x	 x
ANorth Stoke	 x	 x

Suffolk: Creeting St. Mary	 x
Eriswell - Foxhole Heath	 x
Ipswich - Dales Road Brickfield x
Ipswich - Kesteven Road	 x
Ipswich - Norwich Road

Brickfield	 x
1iartlesham Plantation	 x
Mi].denhall - Bombay Cottage 	 x
Mildenhall - Hayland House 	 x
Wilderihall - Hurst Fen	 x
Kildenhall - Site E	 x

Xviorlington	 x

Surrey:	 Farnhani - Badshot Long Barrow	 x

Sussex:	 Brighton - Qhitehawk Camp	 x
Cissbury	 xx
Goodwood - The Trundle 	 x
New Barn Down	 x
Rye - P].ayden	 x
Selsey	 x

1. Iistakenly listed in the Peterborouh group by Piggott,
1954, 384.
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explained, below.	 In a few instances it has not been possible

to assign decorated sherd.s with certainty to any recognized.

group; these are represented by a special symbol. 	 Similarly,

certain sites have yielded. pottery in. which more than one

tradition of decoration seems to be present and. these too are

shown by a special symbol as mixed. groups.

The map shows three main areas of settlement: along the

South Coast; in the upper Thames valley and along the

Chilterns; and. in the eastern counties north of the Thames.

The great blank spaces along the lower Thames valley, in the

Weald. and North Downs, and. north-west of the Chilterns are

especially striking.	 If the area shown on the map be com-

pared with the appropriate section of Piggott's map of un-

chambered. long barrows (1954, fig.l), it will be seen that

there appears to be a real relationship between the distri-

bution of pottery and. of barrows. But the excess of barrows

over sites yielding pottery in Sussex and. Hampshire indicates

a denser population than the pottery alone suggests.

As Piggott has recently remarked (1954, 36),our conception

of the kind. of habitat preferred. by the Windmill Hill people

has had. to be modified. in view of numerous discoveries of

settlement m,terial in low-lying sites. The map shows that of

a total of 44 localities some 20 are on the edges of the fens,

in river valleys, or in coastal areas subsequently submerged.

The pot from Milton Ferry, Northants., was actually fished. up
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from the bed, of the River Nene. 	 So far as south-eastern

England. is concerned., therefore, we can no longer think of

Windmill Hill settlements as confined. to the chalk uplands.

As mentioned above, each of the three major stylistic
1

groups is confined. to a limited. area. Abingdon ware Is

found only in the Upper Thames valley: at the type site and.

at Pangbourne, Berks.; on grounds of form the undecorated.

sherds, one bearing part of a strap-handle, from Iver, Bucks.,

may be ad.ded. to the group.
2

WhItehawk ware is confined. to the South Downs and, the

Sussex coast, except for the group from Broom Hill, Miohel-

mersh, Eants., which seems to be more closely allied. to the

Whitehawk than to either of the other styles. The undecor-

ated. sherd.s from. Ciesbury and. New Barn Down clearly belong

to the group as well, as may the bag-shaped. pot with lugs

from Corhairipton, Hants.	 Although the latter type is found

in the primary levels at Windmill Hill, it also accompanies

Whitehawk ware at The Trundle.

Mild.enhall ware occurs within the area defined, by the

Rivers Ouse and Come, with a probable outlier In the plain

ware from Pled.gd,on Sand.pIt, Elsenham Cross, Essex. 	 With

the possible exception of the aherds from Grime's Graves,

all the plain wares In this area are to be classified. in

1. As defined. on p.1VLbelow.
2. For reasons discussed on p.'z.S' below, the pottery from The

Trundle and. from Selsey is classified. as Whitehawk ware.



1. Beds:
2.
3.
4. Berks:
5.
6.
7. Bucks:
8.
9.

].O. Cambs:
1]..
12. Essex:
13.
14.
15.
16. Hants:
17.
18.
19.
20.
2].. I.of Wight:
22. Kent:
23.
24. Norfolk:
25.
26.
27.
28.
29. Northant s:
30. Oxon:
31.
32. Suffolk:
33.
34.
35.
36.
3.
38. Surrey:
39. Sussex:
40.
4]..
42.
43.
44.

r.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF INDMILL HIL' POTTERY IN THE
SOUTH-EASTER1 AREA

Key to map, textfig. 1.

Dunstable - Barrow 2, The Five Xnolls
Dunstable - aiden Bower (causewayed camp)
Streatley - ite 1, Barton Hill Farm
Abingdon (causewayed camp)
Blewbury - Churn Plain
Pangbourn
Iver
Marlow
Monk's Risborough - Vhiteleaf Barrow
Chipperiham - Barrow 5
Shippea Hill - Peacock's Farm
Clacton - Lion Point
Dovercourt - Mill Bay
Elsenham Croas - Pledgdon Sand Pit
Walton-on-the-Naze - Stone Point
Corhainpton
Haddon Hill
Holdenhurst Long Barrow
Michelmersh - Broom Hill
Southbourne
..Nito
Grov ehur st
W ingham
Edingthorpe
Gayton
Grime's Graves (flint-mines)
Shropham
S net t is ham
Milton Ferry (from the River Nene)
Dorchester
North Stoke
Creeting St. ary
Eriswel]. - Foxhole Heath
Ipswich (all sites)
Matt le sham Plant at ion
Mildenhall (all sites)
Worlington
Farnham - Badshot Long Barrow
Brighton . Whitehawk (causewayed camp)
Cisabury (flint-mine)
Goodwood - The Trundle (causewayed camp)
New Barn Down
Rye - Playden
Selsey



Abindon style	 A
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)Llldenhall style +
*hitehaw style	 0
Mixed brOUB	 a
Decorated pottery
of uncertain
affinities	 o

plain pottery only •

S

I

Text-f i. 1: Tne c&istribution ox àinuaili iil wares
in soutu-eastern itn6lana.

ca].e; 24 ixii.Les to the men, 300' contour, iia,or rivers,
and course ox the lciJi.Le.Lu. aj snown.
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1
the Mild.enhall group.

The mixed, groups are found. in the Chilterns, along the

course of the Icknield. Way. 	 It must be of significance in

this connexion that the 8ites prod.ucing Abingd.on ware are

clustered. near the Thames crossing of the Icknield. Way and.

that there is a concentration of localities yieid.in€ Mild.en-

hail ware at the north-eastern extremity of its oourse as at
2

present established..	 At the sites near Dunstabie, there

is a mixture of Abingd.on. and. Mild.enhall styles; at Whiteleaf

and. at Barton Hill Farm, the Miid.enhall style is accompanied.

by other elements which are to be classified. (according to

ourrewt conventions) as belonging to the bbsfleet variety

of Peterborough ware.

Finally, the plain wares from the three sites just

insid.e the Dorset bord.er in Hampshire - Had.d.on Hill, Hold.en-

hurst and. Southbourne - have been assigned. by Piggott to the

Henibury group (1954, 383), of which they seem to be the most

easterly representatives.

ii. The pottery.

Although all three major ceramic styles in the area are

linked. by shared. features of form and. d.eooration, the real

distinctions which exist can best be shown by a separate

treatment of each.	 It will then be possible to discuss the

1. As d.efined. on p.iA-3Zbelow.
2. The course of the Icknield. Way shown on the map is taken

from Ancient Britain (South Sheet), published. by the
Ordnance Survey (1951).
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mixed, groups and, the few others which are lees certainly

classifiable.

a. Abingdon ware

Mr. H. J. Case has most generously made available to the

writer in advance of publication the main results of his

excavation during 1954 of the last remaining segment of the

outer ditch at Abingdon.	 Such new facts as are referred to

below come from Mr. Case's observations during his meticu-

lou,sly careful examination of the ditch stratigraphy.

Although very few sherds were recovered during his excavation,

the inferences drawn as to the suocession of wares oan to

some extent be supported by the earlier records (Leeds, 1927,

1928).

Leeds had previously observed, the presence of two kinds

of ware at Abingdon: abundant quantities of soft, shell-

gritted sherd,s and, a much smaller number of relatively hard,

stone-gritted sherd.s.	 It Is now established that the shell-

gritted ware was that of the builders of the camp and. that

it probably continued in. use for the whole of the period
the.

represented by the ditch silting. Duringreoent excavation

only one sherd. of stone-gritted ware was recovered, but it

came at a high level, In a layer laid down when the silting

was nearly complete. Mr. Case believes, however, that this

layer can be correlated with other finds, notably at Site D



(Leeds, 1928, 466), of stone-gritted wares.	 Leeds did not

think it was possible to differentiate the two wares on

stylistic grounds. But in spite of the small number of the

stone-gritted sherds, certain features of form and decoration

do in fact distinguish them from the shell-gritted type, even

though they seem as a whole more closely related to the latter

than to any other recognized group.

Thus it becomes necessary to distinguish between the

primary, shell-gritted ware and the secondary, stone-gritted

ware; these will be discussed separately under the headings

Ware I and Ware II.

Ware I

Fabric: The shell used fo grit has recently been identified

as coming from fresh-water mussels; these would readily be

gathered up with the river mud which probably was used in

making the pots. The shells were normally pounded into

quite small fragments before being mixed with the clay. In

section the sherds have a densely laminated appearance,

resulting from the arrangement in parallel planes of the thin,

flat shell fragments. The surfaces of the sherds have often

a characteristically speckled appearance, since final smooth-

ing would not force such fragments into the clay as it tends

to do with hard, angular grits, and also because the quantity

of shell used was very large, nearly 5O of the mass in some

cases (Leeds, 1927, 450). Although this pottery is very
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soft, Mr. Case has been able to show by an ingenious experi-

inent that the vessels when new would have been perfectly

serviceable for heating liquids by means of pot-boilers

(1955, 237).

The colour of the pottery varies from warm brownish-greys

to reddish-blacks. Although the surfaces have sometimes a

slightly greasy appearance, true burnishing seems to be absent

( )L0.(14	 1.1	 c	 (t -	 '
Forms: The recent excavation has further shown that the most

"developed" forms, with heavy rims and strap-handles, were

already in use when the camp was constructed.

As a whole, the Abindon pots have a clumsy, inelegant

appearance, especially in comparison with the open, carinated

Whitehawk bowls. The necks of shouldered bowls are rather

short and straight, and the shoulders themselves comparatively

weak; they tend merely to mark off the neck from the wall

of the pot without introducing a change in the directiQn of

the curve (of. Leeds, 1927, fIg. 6:19 or fig. 2:e). 	 some

shoulders are just pinched out and have no apparent structural

function.

A peculiarity of Abingdon ware is the tendency for the

walls of heavy-rimmed pots to become progressively thinner

towards the base (Leeds, 1927, fig. 6:11; fig. 7).

Of the 243 shell-gritted rim-sherds now In the Ashmolean
1

Luseum, 8' are heavy forms. These enlarged rims may be

1. These figures are based on an analysis made by !r. Case.
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classified as T-headed (36%), sharply outbent (22), and

rounded (2). The T_headed rims project on either side of

the neck and are set either at a right angle or somewhat

obliquely (Leeds, 1928, fig. 3:1; 1927, fig. 6:14).

Squashed-down T-rims (are especially characteristic. The

outbent rims frequen'tly form a sharp angle with the inner

edge of the neck (Leeds, 1927, fig. 6:10; fig. 7:a), but

there are a number of variations. 	 In rounded forms the rim

may be rolled so that the enlargement is confined to the

outer edge of the neck (Leeds, 1927, fig. 6:16; 18, 20), or

an extra strip of clay may be added to the iri.ner edge of the

neck and moulded to produce a swelling profile with a sharp

ridge at the outer edge (Leeds, 1927, fig. 6:21, 23, 25).

Rims of the types described above occur on carinated or

uncarinated vessels, but the light rims (13% of the total)

seem to be confined to simple bowls and cups.

A few vertically perforated lugs and some ledge-handles

occur, but the dominant form is the strap-handle, set verti-

cally or horizontally. 	 In some instances the ends of these

may have been set into holes in the walls (Leeds, 1927, 453).

Decoration: The simple, light-rimmed bowls and cups are

generally undecorated. Ornament on the more elaborate

forms consists of linear incisions, punctuations, and

occasional stamped impressions.

True channelling (broad, shallow strokes of semicircular

cross-section) seems to be rather rare in the shell-gritted
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were; narrow incisions are much more common. Linear ora-

ment is confined almost exclusively to closely spaced oblique

or transverse strokes across rims, although one sherd recov-

ered from a primary level during the 1954 excavations has

vertical channels in the neck. Some rims bear two rows of

short oblique incisions.

Punctuat ions are normally made with a sharp point,

jabbed into the clay vertically or upwards towards the right.

The impressions tend to be somewhat irregular. Lines of

dots appear on the rims and in the necks; shoulders are

frequently accentuated by a line of stabs abov& and another

below.	 Panels of dots, in rare instances extending below

the shoulders of the vessals, also occur.

Two kinds of stamped impressions may be distinguished:

lines of deep dots made with a six-toothed comb (Leeds, 1928,

P1.LXXIV, fig. 2: e) and, more commonly, lines of closely

spaced shallow dots across rims (Leeds, 1927, P1.LI1, fig.

2:1). The latter are of the type found on the pottery from
(ercvai &

Michelmersh, Hants., and identified by Piggott /1934) as the

impressions made by a string of small seeds. A sherd orna-

mented in this fashion was recovered from a primary level in

the 1954 excavation at Ab1non.

It will be recalled that Leeds (1928, 473) suggested

that some of the rim-sherds bore cord-impressions (P1.LXXII,

tig.2: 1-rn).	 xamination of the sherds in question reveals,
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however, that the decoration was almost certainly not made

with a twisted cord, but that the potter took pains to produce

a similar effect by drawing each short oblique stroke separ-

ately.	 It seems possible that the seed-impressions referred

to above are also to be interpreted as an attempt to achieve

the appearance of whipped cord impressions,

With one doubtful exception, fluting is absent on the

shell-gritted ware; there are no pits (as contrasted with

punctuations) or holes made before firing. 	 It is notable

that no pots are internally decorated.

In the following pages, the term "Abingdon ware" will

refer only to the ceramic style described above.

Ware I

Stone-gritted wares, as mentioned previously, form a

very small proportion of the pottery from Abingdon. In the

collection now in the Asbmolean Museum, only 37 vessels are

represented by rims. The tempering materials are crushed

quartz, burnt flint or sand, and the fabric is iich harder

than that of Ware I. Of the 37 rim sherds, 65 are simple

or only slightly enlarged; but except for the reduction in

size the rim forms correspond with those of '1are I.

Shoulders remain weak. Although lugs are present, there

are no strap-handles. (The absence of strap-handles may, of

course, be purely accidental.) Decoration is on the whole

restrained and again rarely appears on the simpler forms
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and never inside the rims. Transverse and oblique strokes

and seed-impressions recur on the rims. True channelling1

(Leeds, 1927, Pl.LII, fig. 2:n and o) and fluting (ibid., p)

are distinctive new eatures; these seem to link Ware II

more closely with the Whitehawk and Milderihall series.

Finally, the sherds of a flat, splayed base from Site D

(Leeds, 1928, fig.5) are of stone-gritted ware and suggest

an attempt to imitate the form of a Beaker. Beaker sherds

appear to be present in the material from this site as well

as in the upper ditch-layer which yielded the sherd of

ware II in 1954,

The siificance of the chronological distinction

between Wares I and II lies in the fact that sherds similar

to Ware II only seem to be present in the ceremonial sites

at Dorchester and North Stoke; at Dorchester there was

reason to think that Beaker sherds were contemporary

(Atkinson et al., 1951, 65).	 The possibility therefore

exists of correlating the initial phases of some of the sites

at Dorchester with the final occupation at Abingdon, but

full examination of the implications cannot be undertaken

until the Second Report on the Dorchester excavations is

published.

On the basis of the still scanty evidence, it seems

rather doubtful whether the Abingdon sequence of wares and

forms has other than a strictly local validity. The heavy-

1. Thouh in the southern wares the stroaes are netA1er so
broad. nor so deep as in tte 'channe.LJ.ea ware' escribeo. bI
Mrs. Iiawkes (193b), the technjue is es8entiaLLr the saie.
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rimmed bowl accompanying a female inhurnation at Pangbourrie,

Berks., is typo1o,ically comparable both in form and in

decoration to shell-ritted bowls from Abingdon, yet it is

tempered with sand and flint. Similarly, the sherds from

Iver, Bucks., are stone-gritted though one has part of a

strap-handle (Lacaille, 1937, 297, X) and others show a thin-

ning of the wall towards the base; both features are peculiar

to shell-gritted pots at Abingdon.

Further, as discussed in detail in the catalogue, those

sherds from Lialden Bower and from Barrow 2, The Five Knolls,

Dimstable, which on typological grounds may be assigred to

the Abin.gdon group, are gritted either with shell ox with

stone.

b Whitehawk ware

Within this category may be placed, in addition to the

pottery from the type-site, the material fromThe Trundle,
1

e1sey, New Barn Down and Cissbury in Sussex and that from

Miche].mersh in Hampshire. In fabric, decoration and/or

form these groups are a.11 closely related to each other.

Fabric: The pottery is normally fairly well-fired, though

black cores occur quite commOnly. The tempering material

1. Althouji Pigott (1954, 72) has compared the pottery with
Abingdon ware rather than with that from The .Prundle, it
is in fact entirely comparable with the rest of the Sussex
material and sharply differentiated in several respects
from Abingdon. ware.
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preferred was burnt flint (doubtless derived from pot-boilers),

but occasionally shell or ainall fragments of chalk appear.

To supplement Professor Pigott's careful analysis of

the wares from 1h1tehawk (in Curwen, 1934), the following

general observations may be made. Two qualities of pottery

were evidently deliberately produced. The majority of the

sherds are from utilitarian vessels, somewhat carelessly

shaped and finished; these often contain quite large particles

of flint which protrude from the surfaces. Although the

surfaces were smoothed to some extent, it Is doubtful whether

a "slip" was always present.	 Such vessels are plain or very

simply ornamented. A much smaller proportion, mostly from

carinated bowls, was more carefully made and also more ela-

borately decorated. Here the grit, though sometimes

abundant, was reduced to very fine particles; although

these may be visible, they never protrude.	 1here particles

of chalk have been incorporated in the clay, the exposed area

has often a scrped appearance and in fact the smoothness of

the surfaces sugests that they were finished by scraping

with a sharp tool. Such herds are also notable or the

exactness of control exercised over thickness and curvature.

A thin "slip", which has not survived well, covered the

surfaces of these bowls originally.

1. Mr. N. . S. Norris, Curator of the aiseum at Lewes, very
kindly lent to the writer a large quantity of unattached
sherds for examination at leisure.
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Althouji, as is well known, it is usually impossible to

determine the method of manufacture in Nindmill Hill pottery,

clear evidence for ring-building may be seen in one pot from

Whitehawk (Ross il1ianison, 1930, P1. IX:25; Brijiton useu.m,

reg.no. R/3162/30). At the bottom the sherd has broken

along a ring-joint for a distance of 3"; in the section

above, faint indications of two or three more joints can be

seen.

Forms: Piggott has emphasized that the graceful open carinated

bowl is the characteristic Whitehawk form and has attempted

to make a distinction between the pottery from The Trundle

and that from iTh.itehawk Camp on the grounds of its absence

at the latter site, and of the relative scarcity there of

shouldered forms. But it is important to realize the great

disparity in quantity of pottery from the two sites. If a

count is made of published sherds which are large enough to

indicate reliably the forms of the pots, it is seen that The

Trundle yielded only 30, whereas there are 91 from ihitehawk.

The absence of a particular form may thus be to some extent

accidental. As regards the range of rim forms and of decor-

ation, no significant difference can be detected between

the two sites. Similar considerations apply to the sherds

from Selsey, where not more than half a dozen vessels are

represented.
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In addition to the open carinated forms (as Curwen, 1934,

figs. 23-4), other shouldered pots have rim and shoulder of

equal diameter (Curwen, 1936, fig. 24), or rim diameter less

than that of shoulder (Ross lyIlliamson, 1930, Pl.X:28),

The profile of the neck is also subject to considerable

variation. Peculiarities which may distinguish Whitehawk

from !'i1denhal1 ware are that pinched-out carinations are

conmion in the former (as Ross Williamson, 1930, Pl.X:30),

whereas they seem quite rarO in the latter; and that slight

shoulders occur on pots with Simple rims in hitehawk ware

(as FIG. 29 from Selsey, with which may be compared a sherd

from Vhitehawk, Ross Ti1uiamson, 1930,Pl.IX:24), but in

kildenhall ware the rims of shouldered bowls seem always to

be of more elaborate form. Vessels with the carination

separating a very long,riearly vertical neck from a shallow

body (as Curwen, 1936, fig. 23) seem to be confined to the

Whitehawk group, and in general the necks are more elongated

and the bodies proportionately shallower than in the Abingdon

or !ii1denhal1 styles.

Other leading forms are bag-shaped pots with lugs set

close beneath the rim; the walls are straight (Curwen, 1929,

E1.XIII; 1936, fig. 3) or the greatest diameter may be well

below the rim (Ross Villiamson, 1930, Pl.IX:27). 	 The

former type is represented at Windmill Hill by several

specimens from the primary levels (Pigott, 1954, Pl.III;1-3);
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the single pot from Corhampton, Hants., is similar. The

presence of this somewhat primitive form and of numerous

simple bowls in the Whitehawk groups suggests that this

style is more closely related to the early pottery from

indmil1 Hill than is either Abingdon or kildenhall ware.

The wide, shallow dishes from Nhitehawk (Curwen, 1936, figs.

25-6) seem still to be unparalleled elsewhere.

The proportion of simple and slightly LcKgb! rims in

nitehawk ware is relatively high, but T-rims, outbent, rolled,

externally and internally enlarged forms arelconlmon.

Though their dimensions are rather more modest than in

Abindon ware, the closest parallels are to be found in the

latter series.

any carinated vessels have vertically perforated lugs

on the shoulders and these tend to be fairly large; but the

small imperforate projection on one of the pots from Selsey

(FIG. 29) cannot have been functional. With one possible

exception (Curwen, 1934, fig. 11), loop-handles are absent,

As will be discussed in detail In a later section, a

number of undecorated sherds of atypical forms from Whitehawk

are now seen to have their best parallels in Ebbsfleet ware.

Decoration: All the basic decorative techniques used in

Abingdon ware recur in the Whitehawk style: drawn lines,

punctuations and impressions made with a string of seeds

(at 7hitehawk, Curwen, 1934, f1.6; at Michelmersh, Percival
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& Pi,gott, 1934, fig.1:l; and at Selsey, FIG. 30:4).

Other techniques, not found in shell-gritted ware at Abingdon

but present in stone-gritted ware, are fluting (Curwen, 1936,

fig. 18) and channelling - almost without exception linear

ornament is of this type.

Rims bear closely spaced transverse or (more often)

oblique lines; shoulders are commonly emphasized by a row

of vertical or oblique lines; necks are filled with long

vertical or oblique lines; and sometimes vertical lines

extend below the shoulder towards the base. Horizontal

lines are grouped to form panels in the neck or to delimit

zones of ornament.

The necks are commonly filled with dots; In several

Instances a shoulder is emphasized by a line of dots above

and another below; and dots are occasionally combined with

lines (as FIG. 29 from Selsey).

As in the pottery from the primary levels at Iindmill

Hill (Piggott, 1954, 71), a number of otherwise plain vessels

have a line of deep pits and/or perforations immediately

below the rim. This feature recurs in Mildenhall ware, but

is absent in Abingdon ware.

Other notable differences from Abingdon ware are the

frequent appearance of internal decoration aria the use of

ornament on vessels with simple rims (both features are rep-

resented at Selsey, FIGS. 28-30). 	 Fingernail impressions

seem also to be confined to Nhitehawk ware (FIG.30), but th-

are quite uncommon here.



c. Mildenhall ware

Before considering in detail the characteristics of

Mildenhal]. ware it will be necessary to make clear exactly

whioh groups of pottery the term Is intended to include.

Piggott has suggested (1954, 36) that tvo strains In the

local Windmill Hill ceramic are present in Essex and East

atnglia: an "earlier phase", characterized by undecorated

ware allied to that of Lincolnshire and Yorkshire, and a

"later Intrusive element" represented by decorated and

carinated "East Anglian bowls", a specialized form of

Abingdon ware. That the undecorated ware was In fact the

earlier seemed to be supported by the presence of a few

sherds stratified in peat of Zone VITa at Peacock's arm,

Shippea Hill, Cambs.

Since the time when Piggott's remarks were written, a

great deal more pottery from East Anglia has come to light,

partly as the result of the excavations conducted at Hurst

Fen, Lildenhall, by Lady Briscoe (1954) and[Professor Clark

(as yet unpublished) and partly in the form of a large

collection of sherds which comes almost certainly from the

same locality (but is referred to below and in the catalogue

as from Site E, Mildenhall ). This coLlection has been

examIned in detail by the writer; there is no reason to

doubt that it forms a homogeneous oup, and as a group it

cannot be distinguished from the excavated material referred

to above. Unless stratigraphical differentiation oan be
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shown during future excavations at Hurst Fen, it seems that

we must consider the "East Anglian bowl" as simply the more

carefully made, and normally the only decorated, member of

a ceramic consisting otherwise of simpler forms. The orna-

mented bowl in East Ang].ia occupies, in fact, the same

position as the graceful carinated bowL at Whitehawk; it

is tempting to think that these were used for serving food or

drink rather than for preparing it.

Further, the characteristic bowl form appears sometimes

without decoration. The small plain bowl found by Leaf at

Chipperthaln (1939, fig. 14) is almost identical in form and

size with the decorated bowl from Milton Ferry, Northants.

(FIG.lO). among the plain sherds from Site E, Lilderhal1,

there are rims and. carinated fragments which can be matched

on ornamented vessels. So far as surface finds are concerned

then, all must be assigned to the same group.

There still remain, however, the sherds from Peacockts

Farm. If an earlier, less developed form of Nindmill Hill

ware exists in East Anglia, it should be represented here.

Yet neither in fabric nor in form does it seem possible to

distinguish this group of sherds from the Hurst Fen material.

All seem to be tempered with sand and quartz, and these grits

are used in a proportion of the pottery from Site E, although

burnt flint is more conmion. As to the forms (Clark, 1935,

f 18.12), two sherds seem io belong to carinated bowls with

rolled rims (nos. 43 and 48); two small fragments have
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s iinilar rims (nos. 44 and 45); and two rims are upri6ht,

but just perceptibly enlarged (nos. 46 and 4?). 	 The latter

form seems to be particularly characteristic of the Hurst Fai,

material (of. Briscoe, 1954, fig. 3:b; fig.5:a; and Site E,

FIG.l7:3,13; FIG.27:79). The small cup from Peacock's Farm

(no.42) has little diagnostic value, but It is matched at

Hurst Fen (Briscoe, 1954, f 1g. 3:a).	 There remains only

one bowl from Peacock's Farm (no.41) for which no parallels

have been found; the combination of simple upright rim with

a carination does not seem to occur elsewhere In East Abglia

(though somewhat similar shapes are seen at v[hitehawk).

But the group cannot be differentiated on the basis of this

bowl alone.

Once It Is realized that in form the Peacock's Farm

sherds are connected with the Hurst Fen group, the absence

of decoration ceases to be of Importance. Of the 56 indiv-

idual pots figured by Briscoe (1954), the proportion of

decorated to plain vessels Is 26:30; of the 79 figured here

from Site E (FIGS.16-27), the proportion is 24:55. 	 Thus

it is probably simply by accident that no ornament appears

at Peacock's Farm.

With the possible exception of the nteria1 from

Grime's Graves, where the forms are too simple to permit
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detailed classification, all the iindrnill Hill ware found in

Essex and. East Anglia may be classified as kildenhall ware.

It is of interest to observe that this ceramic variant is

recorded from 17 localities, whereas all other groups com-

bined have been found at only 27 localities in the south-

eastern area. But this apparent preponderance must be due

largely to the fact that many of the find-spots are in areas

which have not subsequently been cultivated.

Ware: The very high standard of craftsmanship exhibited by

the finer carinated bowls at Vlhitehawk seem2 not to have

been attained by the makers of Mildenhall ware, though the

decorated vessels are usually of better quality than the

plain; the latter are frequently of coarse fabric and

irregular shape.	 "Slip" seems normally to have covered the

surfaces, but, as in Whitehawk ware, it has not survived

well. Tempering material consists mainly of fragments of

burnt flint, though quartz and other rocks available as

orratics in glacial deposits or on the beaches were sometimes

used; a proportion of sand is occasionally to be detected;

shell was very rarely used. The pottery is fairly hard and

well fired as a whole, though quite soft fabrics occur.

The predominant colour is shades of brown, but blacks and

greys are seen as well.

1. It is notable that at Hurst Fen, only 10 miles distant
from	 Graves, much use was made of honey-coloured,
brown and light grey flints of more attractive appearance
than the normal dark grey flint from1nes (Briscoe,
1954, 18).
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Traces of ring-building have been detected in several

instances.	 At Site 111, Clacton, a large plain vessel had

come apart along the joints; joints can also be seen

in a sherd from site E, Mildenhall (FIG. 27:74). The

carinated vessel from Kesteven Road, Ipawich (FIG.13) shows

the neck applied as a separate piece; and many specimens

from Site E, Mildenhall (as FIG.l9:19-22) show how a simple

rim was enlarged by the addition of a strip of clay. The

fact that joints can so frequently be detected bears out the

remark made above as to the genera1y lower standard of

potting as compared with Whitehawk ware. The walls of the

pots are perceptibly thicker than at riitehawk or Ablngdon;

if greater care had been taken to thin them by beating out

after construction the ring-joints would almost all have

disappeared.

Forms: The distinctive form, that singled out by Pigott as

the East Anglian bowl, is characterized by a heavy rim, a

neck which may be ooncave or straight, and a pronounced

shoulder of diameter equal to or greater than that of the

rim.	 Pinched-out shoulders are sometimes seen (FIG. 18:17),

but in most instances it seems that the form of the shoulder

was determined by the method of conabruction (PIG.13). 	 The

bowl from Hayland House (Leaf, 134, P1.1) has a stepped

shoulder of a type cozmnon in Lyles Hill ware, 	 In the

Lilderthall group the necks are always more clearly differ-
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entiated than in Abingdon or in ihitehawk ware. Typical

specimens of this bowl form are illustrated in FIGS 13 and 36.

The heavy rims are T-shaped. (as in the Hayland house

bowl, Piggott, 1954, fig. 11:4; or at Site E, FIG. 16),

enlarged externally (Site 109, Clacton, Appendix II, fig.2:l;

and FIG.5:25-7), outbent (FIG.17:4) or bulbous (FIG.25:59;

FIG.4:24); related to the latter is the type where the

enlargement has been worked Into a ridge externally (FIG,3:8;

FIG.25:56-8) - this seems to be the most connon form.

Simple rims, just perceptibly enlarged, are seen In FIG.3:6

and 9).	 All these forms are subject to minor variations of

shape and angle which are probably of little significance.

What does seem significant, and characteristic of this group,

Is the high proportion of enlarged rims which have a flat

internal bevel - FIG.7:2,4,5; FIG.19:l9-22.

All the rim forms found in Lildenha11 ware are present

also in the Abingdon and Whitehawk styles; the differences

consist chiefly, it seems, In the relative proportions in

which certain forms occur - T-rims are more numerous in

Abingdon ware and simple or ony slightly elborated rims in

Whitehawk ware.

Although straight-sided or bag-shaped vessels are

represented fairly frequently in the sherds from Site E,

i1denhal1 (as FIG.2l and FIG.26:63,70), many vessels which

lack sharp carinat ions have nevertheless constricted necks

(FIG24:47,50,55; FIG.27:73).
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AU. vessels appear to have had round bottoms with the

exception of the fragment of flat base from Pled.gdon andpit.

This base resembles in fabric and to some extent in form the

flat-based sherds in stone-grttted ware from Abin,don. 	 It

is impossible to be certain, however, that the Pledgdon

specimen is not intrusive.

Lugs are q-uite rare; when present they seem normally

to have been perforated and set on the shoulders of decorated

bowls (as Dales Road, Ipswich, FIG. 12, and Hayland House,

Piggott, 1954, fig. 11:4). 	 The three lugs from Site E,

kildenhall, illustrated. in FIG. 22 are, however, more closely

related to the strap-handles of Abingdon type; No, 31 was

evidently made as a single piece and luted into a concave

neck.

It Is worth noting that the bag-shaped pot with a pair

of lugs set beneath the rim, a type primary at Windmill Hill

and found again in Thitehawk ware, seems to be absent

altogether in Mildenhall ware.

Decoration: In decorative techniques, Mildenhall ware is

more closely allied to dhitehawk ware and to the stone-gritted

ware from Abindon than to Abingdon ware sensu stricto.

True channelling is freely employed and fluting is

coimnon (as FIG. 3:8; FIG. 11; FIG. 13).	 Punctuations are

rather variable in shape - circular (FIG. 13), oval (Appendix

II, fIg. 2:1), semicircular (FIG. 10 and FI&. 25:58),

triangular (FIG. 7:1) or rectangular (FLz. 3:4). 	 In the



reconstructed bowl from Site E, Lildenhall (FIG. 16), lines

of deep narrow dots alternate with lines of shallow broad

ones.

The patterns on Lildenhall ware are remarkably standard-

ized; FIGS. 10 and 13 may be taken as typical specimens.

The lines across the rim and the zone of dots below the

shoulder are reguiarly recurrent features. Vertical or

oblique channels are normally present in the neck, though

this is sometimes left plain, filled with dots (FIG. 18:17)

or with a complicated linear pattern (FIG. 4:22). 	 Internal

decoration (fluting or channelling) is often added. 	 In a

few instances (FIG. 4:22 and FIG. 12) decoration extends

below the zone of dots under the shoulder; sometimes the

punctuated zone is interrupted by such patterns, notably

in the restored bowl from Whiteleaf Barrow, Bucks. (Appendix

III, fig. 5:1), with which may be compared the small bowl

from Clacton (FIG. 4:22).

Features found in Mildenhall ware, but not in the

Ihitehawk or Abingdon styles, are chevrons on the rims (at

;hite1eaf, Appendix III, fig. 5:2-7; at Clacon, FIG. 5:25);

chevron patterns in the necks or on the walls (IVhiteleaf,

1. Three exceptional sherds from rhitehawk have chevron patt
over the shoulders (Curwen,1934,figs.19-21). Although
Piggott suggested in h.s discussion of these sherd.s that
they should be classed with the Ebbsfleet group, the shou]de
profiles and the channe11in, technique in which the pattern
are executed indicate that they fall within the ihitehawk
class.
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Appendix III, fig. 5:1; Clacton, FIG. 4:22; Edingthorpe,

FIG. 8; Shropham, FIG. 9); and lattice patterns (1hiteleaf,

Appendix III, fig. 5:1; Clacton, FIG. 4:24, FIG. 5:26).

With the exception of bag-shaped vessels with a row of

holes or pits beneath the rim (FIG. 6:29-33; FIG. 21; FIG.

24:51, 52; FIG. 26:72), decoration seems to be confined

entirely to carinated bowls (or to sherds with heavy rims

which probably belonged to such bowls).

d. Mixed groups;

As mentioned in the discussion of the distribution of

Windmill Hill ware in the south-east, the mixed groups are

found along the course of the Icknield Way in the Chilterns.

At all four sites pottery in the Mildenhall style is present,

but mingled with It are sherds of Abingdon type (at the two

sites near Dunstable) or of Ebbsfleet type (Barton Hill Farm,

Site I, and Whiteleaf),

The pottery from Barrow 2, The Five Knolls, Dunstable,

cannot be considered as an associated group, since the sherds

were incorporated in the mound of the barrow and had perhaps

been scraped up from the surface (most of them show signs of

weathering).	 They may therefore represent successive

occupations or visits by different groups of peopled 	 The

decorated. rim sherd (FIG.l) is best matched as regards fabric,

colour and style of ornament In Lildenhall ware, whereas the
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shell-gritted sherds (described in the catalogue) might come

from bingdon itself. The cord-ornamented rim sherd of

Ebbsfleet ware (FIx.31), which also comes from the mound,

may relevantly be mentioned here, in view of the Barton Hill-

White leaf evidence.

The pottery from the causewayed camp at Laiden Bower

may be considered an associated group in that it all seems

to have come from the same ditch section. 	 It would be inter-

esting to know which, if either, of the two styles preceded

the other here. AS discussed in detail in the catalogue,

both shell-gritted and stone-gritted wares are present, but

some shell-gritted sherds are decorated in a manner more

appropriate to Mildenhall than to 4tbingdon ware. The sherd

with the strap-handle (Piggott, 1931, fig. 6:5) is the most

characteristic Abingdon form present and it is in fact shell-

gritted. But of three decorated bowls of Iiildenhall type

(identified by the zone of dots below the shoulder; nos. 4,

10, 11), two are flint-gritted and one (no. 4) contains

shell. The rlm-sherd which has been figured with the latter

belongs to a different (flint-gritted) pot, though in form

and decoration it is a good match.	 Two other shell-gritted

sherds are ornamented in a manner alien to the Abingdon

tradition: one has narrow f1utins on the rim and. vertical

burnish marks in the neck (no. 9); tie other has two per-

forations made before firing below the rim (no. 6).
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Although some doubt must remain about the association

and chronological relationship of the sherds from the sites

discussed above, the evidence from lhiteleaf supports rather

strongly the hypothesis that a genuine cultural intermingling

took place.	 There can be no doubt that the various stylistic

traditions represented in the pottery from Whiteleaf were

reproduced by a sinc,le group of people.	 The affinities of

the Whiteleaf pottery have been described in detail elsewhere

(s.ppendix III, 221-8) and here only a few supplementary

comments are necessary in connexion with the elements of the

Ebbsfleet style which are present.

In the published account of the ornamental panels on

the restored vessel (Appendix III, 228, fig. 5:1), reference

was made to somewhat similar panels on a "proto-Food Vessel"

from Ireland. But in view of the fact that rim forms of

Ebbsfleet type are seen to be present in significant numbers

at Whiteleaf, a more appropriate comparison may be drawn with

certain sherds of Ebbsfleet ware from the Thames (FIGS. 50

and 90), where organized patterns are also found. Despite

the differences in detail and in position of these features,

it seems to be significant that in the south of England

organized designs are confined almost exclusively to Ebbsfleet

(and other styles of Peterborough) ware and to Mildenhall
1

ware.

1. There is no reason at present to connect these designs
in any way with those on Rinyo-Clacton pottery.
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The small group of sherds from Site I, Barton Hill Farm,

Streatley, Beds., are of much greater interest than their

rather insignificant appearance would suggest ) in view of

their clear connextons with the pottery from Whiteleaf.

The heavy rim with chevron pattern (which if found as a stray

would unhesitatingly be classified as Feterborough ware on

grounds of form, decoration and fabric) is closely matched by

Whiteleaf No. 6.	 FIG. 2:2 is an undecorated version of

Whiteleaf No. 19; and there is a mere scrap of rim from

Barton Hill which almost certainly had deep transverse

corrugations like those on Whiteleaf No. 19.	 FIG. 2:3 may

be compared with a number of T-shaped rims from White].eaf,

But FIG. 2:4 is perhaps the most important fragment: on the

rim are oval dots arranged in a loose chevron pattern

(paralleled in Mildenhall ware at Clacton, FIG. 5:25; similar

shallow oval depressions occur fairly often on rims in

Li1denhall ware, e.g. FIG.8); inside, below the rim, is a

horizontal twisted cord impression.	 In its position this

recalls Vlhiteleaf io. 15, where a single channelled line

presumably encircled the interior of the pot below the rim.

The Barton Hill site is described in the catalogue and

it is necessary only to mention here that in structure and

probably in function it seems to have been analogous to the

Whiteleaf barrow.
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e. Other groups

In addition to the three major decorated styles, there

is a small series of plain sherds from three sites in the

extreme western part of our area which seem also to belong

to a reco&nized group. These are the sherds from Haddn

Hill, Holdenhurst Long Barrow, and Southbourne, all near the

Dorset-Hampshire border. .lthough no truinpet-lugs are

present, the affinities seem to lie with the pottery from

Hembury and Maiden Castle (Pi,gott, 1954, 383). 	 These sites

apparently represent the most easterly point reached by

Hembury ware in a recognizable form.

Finally, it is necessary to consider briefly the pottery

from Grovehurst, Kent (Piggott, 1931, fig. 21). 	 Bag-shaped

vessels of this kind, with a single line of perforations made

before firing below the rim, occur quite frequently in both

the Whitehawk and the Lildenha1l styles. The Grovehurst

pot is, in fact, virtually identical with FIG. 21 (from

Site E, Mildenhal]. ).	 Piggott has recently suggested that

perforated vessels of this type should be removed from the

(Jindmill Hill family and classified as Ebbsfleet ware (1954,

304, 308).	 But since pots with exactly the same lines of

holes (or pits) beneath the rims were recovered from the

primary levels at Windmill Hill itself (Piggott, 1954, 70-1),

and since perforations made before firing are not found in
1

Ebbsfleet ware, it Is difficult to understand the reasons

1. There is one possible exception, which will be discussed in
Part III. The pits in Ebbsfleet ware are nearly always
broader and shallower than those found in Vindmill Hil].ware,1



for such a change.

The real importance of the Grovehurst site lies, of

course, in the interesting collection of implements it

yielded; these Include flint and stone axes, single-piece
I

flint sickles, piano-convex knives, leaf-shaped arrowheads,

a scraper with one edge blunted by grinding, serrated

flakes, and other types.	 But, as has been discussed in

detail in the catalogue, there Is no guarantee that the

flints and the pottery which is now preserved in the
2

British Museum and at Cambridge were associated. Grovehurst

may well have been occupied by a number of cultural groups

over a considerable period of time, just as was the case

at Clacton, Edingthorpe or Greeting St. Mary. 	 It is still

uncertain, therefore, to which culture single-piece sickles

belong.

Of the few remaining Windmill Hill sites in the south-

1. Some are fine specimens of the developed type associated
In Yorkshire and in Scotland with Food Vessels (Payne,
1880, F and H); this suggests that the flints may
represent more than one archaeological period.

2. From Payne's lamentably vague description (1880, 124), it
might appear that all the pottery wqs of NIndmill Hill
type, since he doubtless would have referred specially to
cord impressions or other conspicuous forms of ornament
had these been present. The statement that the vessels
were "flat-bottomed" is difficult to reconcile with. the
profile of the existing pot. If flat bases really were
present, we may assume either that these belonged to
another ceramic group altogether or to the (probably later
form of Windmill Hill ware found at Site IX, Dorchester,
and at Playden (see below).
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eastern area which have not been included in the foregoing

typological discussion, the only one 	 - requirv" special

mention is P].ayden, near Rye in Sussex. 	 Mr. R. 3. C.

Atkinson has recently suggested verbally that this pottery

may after all belong to the Nindmill Hill group, since a

biconical, flat-based, lugged vessel which in form closely

resembles the Playden vessels comes from a site at

Dorchester, Oxon. (Site IX), which evidently is attributable

to the Windmill Hill culture. ir. Atkinson has further

detected similarities between the partly excavated rectangular

enclosure at Playd8n and the Long Mortuary Enclosures found

at Dorchester arid elsewhere. But apart from the flat-based

vessels, other sherds from Playd.en seem to have been of

normal Windmill Hill form. There was at least one round-

bottomed pot (Cheney, 1935, fig. 6:A.4) and the T-headed

and rolled rims (B.2 and B.5) could easily be matched at

Vhitehawk, for example.

iii. Artifacts associated with the pottery

I\o essentially new information can be added to

Professor Piggott's very full discussion of the artifacts

accompanying indmill Hill pottery (1954, 75-89), but it

seems useful to set forth in tabular form all the types

found in direct association in the south-eastern area

(Table II, A and B). The material from causewayed camps
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Artifacts associated with 7indinill Hill pottery in the
South-eastern Area
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has been listed separately (Part A), because it may be

assumed to reflect somewhat different activities than do

the artifacts found on other sites (listed in Part B).

Further, pottery attributable to other cultural groups has

come from the ditch-fillings at \Ihitehawk and at Abingdon,

ao that it is impossible to be certain that al]. the artifacts

listed were the products of the 1 1indm1ll Hill culture.

It will be noted that, iweluding the causevayed camps,

only seventeen sites have produced sufficiently unambiguous

evidence of direct association of pottery and other artifacts

to be worth listing in Patt B.

The data presented in Table II do not require detailed

comment, but certain observations may be made. The cause-

wayed camps have produced a greater number of different types

of art.ifacts than the other sites, but, as seen in Part B,

the number of types varies directly with the quantity of

pottery also found.	 sites producing abundant pottery

(Clacton, Hurst Fen, hiteleaf) have also yielded the

greatest number of other types of objects.

Essentially the same ran6e of flint, stone, antler and

bone objects seems to be found with all the stylistic groups;

although no artifacts of bone or antler are recorded in

association with Mildenhall ware, this Is probably the

result of conditions unfavourable to their preservation

(as at Hurst Fen).
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If it were possible to give statistical expression to

the relative nunerical proportions of the various types at

each site, the results might be more illuminating; but the

available data are quite insufficient for this purpose.

It must be emphasized, hovever, that the following objects,

which are not normally considered to be products of the

Windmill Hill culture, do in fact occur only once in each

of the assemblages in which they are shown: single-piece

flint sickle, petit tranchet or derivative arrowheads,

triangular arrowhead.

The following list, based on Table II, shows the

relative frequency of occurrence in the seventeen sites of
1

the artifacts which may with some degree of certainty be

attributed to the Jindmill Hill culture:-

No • of
sites

Flint axes (including fragments
and rough-outs)

Leaf-shaped arrowheads
Javelin-heads
Flint awls
Scrapers
$errated flakes or blades
Trimmed flakes or blades
darxunerst ones
Facetted pebbles - polishers
Grain-rubbers
Stone axe-factory products
Antler combs
Imperforate bone points
Other objects of antler/bone
Objects carved in chalk

8
S
5
3

11
11
7
7
3
7
2
4
4
4
2

Percentage of
total no. (17)

48
48
29
17
64
64
41
41
17
41
11
23
23
23
11

1. Excluding cores, utilized and waste flakes.
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One particular type which calls for further comment is

the javelin-head, which is recorded from 29 of the sites.

This variant on the leaf-shaped arrowhead has aLready been

discussed briefly by Piggott (1954, 78), but no typological

study has yet been attempted. 	 Provisionally, javelin-heads

may be distinguished as comparatively heavy bifaclally

trimmed points, approximating to the laurel-leaf in shape,

and 2" to 4" or more in length when complete. The form Is

recorded from Windmill Hill, Hembury and Whitehawk; the

broken point from Abingdon (Leeds, 1927, fig. 5:a), thought

by Leeds to be part of a dagger of Beaker type, is more pro-

bably a javelin-head. 	 Similar fragments come from the pit

at Southbourne and from Site 106 at Clacton.	 Specimens

have been found in considerable numbers at Hurst Pen, most

of them -unf 1ihe-Q. or broken during manufacture (several are

figured in Briscoe, 1954, fig. e:a,b,d; many more were

recovered durin Professor Clark's excavation in 1955).

An interesting result of the discoveries at Hurst Pen is

that a cultural context has now been provided for the

"Solutrean laurel-leaves" recorded by earlier workers in

East Anglia.	 The fine specimen from the Colne Valley

(Layard, 1927, fig. 8) is made of brown flint; since flint

of this colour was commonly employed at Hurst Fen it seems

possible that the Come Valley javelin-head is a product of

this workshop. The fact that these objects have been found
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at considerable depths below the present surface is no

obstacle to this view, for Zeuner (1950) has shown in a

discussion of the equally deeply burled habitation site

yielding I ilderihall ware at Norwich Road, Ipswich, that

thick deposits have washed into East Anglian valleys in

comparatively recent times.

iv. Mode of occurrence

Table XII lists the various kinds of contexts in which

indmill Hill pottery has been found in the south-eastern

area and indicates the proportion of the total number of

sites represented by each category.

It is obvious that, In attempting an analysis of thls

kind, arbitrary decisions must be made as to the categortes

within which certain of the sites are to be included, either

because precise information is lacking or because the evi-

dence may suggest more than one interpretation. 	 Fuither,

since In certain localities (as at Clacton) pottery has been

found in a variety of contexts (hut-sites, pits, general

scatter on the old surface), it has been necessary to divide

the material from such localities among a number of cate-

gories. Appendix V lists the individual sites under the

same headings as used In Table III, showing the basis upon

which the classification has been made.

A few of the headlns in Table III may require explan-

ation.	 "Hut floors" are those where some traces of
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structures and hearths were seeri (as at Norwich Road,

Ipswich) or where the material was found in hollows too

large to be classified as pits (as New Barn Down).

"Occupation sites" are those where sherds, pot-boilers and

flints have been found in association within a limited area,

but where no pits or postholes were detected. The category

"single strays" is self-explanatory; "multiple strays" ±efer

simply to localities yielding sherds of more than one pot,

but where the sherds were not in direct association with

each other or with anything else, so far as the writer has

been able to ascertain.	 Since accidental factors affecting

preservat ion and discovery must have produced a random

selection of the original material in such cases as these,

more precise interpretation is precluded. 	 On the whole,

however, it may be assumed that stray finds represent dom-

estic refuse discarded during brief visits to the localities

in question.	 Similar considerations apply to sherds

redeposited in the mounds of round barrows.

Such a detailed arid, in some respects, artificial

classification, which has necessarily involved arbitrary

and subjective decisions or decisions based upon incomplete

information, may seem of little value in connexion with the

Windmill Hill culture. The primary purpose in undertaking

it has been to devise a method whereby certain aspects of

the Windmill Hill, Peterborough and Rinyo-Clacton complexes
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may be compared artd contrasted.	 Since the contexts (or

even lack of contexts) in which pottery is found must betray

the habits and preoccupations of its makers, it is possible

to emphasize cultural similarities and differences by com-

paring the modes of occurrence of the pottery characteristic

of the three major complexes that are the subject of this

study. This matter will be discussed in greater detail in

Part III in connexion with Peterborough ware. The modes of

occurrence of Peterboroigh and Rinyo-Clacton wares have been

listed in Tables VI and IX under the same headings, so far

as possible, as those used in Table III for Windmill Hill

ware.

A few points of interest in coririexion with the activities

of the makers of Windmill Hill pottery emerge from the

figures given in Table III and may be considered briefly.

If stray and redeposited sherds be taken to represent

domestic refuse and included with those coming from definite

settlements, 77 of the sites are seen to have been occu-

pation sites. Piggott has shown that causewayed camps were

probably frequented only in late suimner and autumn (1954,28);

although direct evidence is lacking, it seems equally pro-

bable that sites on the margins of the f ens and on the

Lyonesse surface were also occupied seasonally for wild-

fowling and. fishing. On the other hand, the large quantity

of pottery recovered from the Hurst Fen site and the evi-

dence it yielded for the production of specialized flint
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implements might suggest more permanent settlement. It

may also be taken that pits - probably cooking-holes -

indicate relatively longer stays than stray sherds.

In only l of the sites is the pottery directly con-

nected with burials and funerary or ritual structures; in

this figure are included sherds from the primary silt of the

ditches of long barrows, as it seems probable that here, as

in the case of monuments of less obvious function, the

pottery was deposited by the builders either during constric-

tion or in the course of subsequent ceremonies. But only

in the case of the Nhiteleaf Barrow is It possible to stte

with some assurance that the pottery actually represents a

ritual deposit.

The excess of long barrows over sites yielding pottery

in Hampshire and Sussex has already been noted; yet within

this area only the Holdenhurst Long Barrow can with some

degree of certainty be related to a group using a recognized

ceramic style - Hembury ware. The sherds from the Badshot

Long Barrow and from Julliberrie's Grave are too small and

indeterminate to permit detailed classification.	 In East

Kn.glia, on the other hand, there are many more habitation

sites than long barrows, and there is as yet no means of

connecting the barrows with the cultural group represented

by settlement material.

But sherds of decorated Llildenhall w gre are said to have

been found in direct association with the as yet incompletely
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excavated crematorium (?) at Worlington; and ilderthall

ware was again present in the two unusual and perhaps

structurally related monuments at lNhiteleaf and Site I,

Barton Hill Farm.

atbingdon ware sensu stricto has not been found in

sepulchral contexts, but a stylistically related pot accom-

panied a s1nle thhuniation in a simple grave at Pangbourne.

AS we have seen, the ?indmill Hill pottery from the ritual or

funerary sites at Dorchester and North Stoke appears to be

coimeoted with that found in a secondary position at

Ibingdon.

v. Economy

Nothing new can be added to Plggott's description of

the basic economy of the indmill Hill culture (l954,89-9l)

Grain-rubbers and bones of domesticated animals appear so

regularly on major sites that there can be no doubt that

all groups represented by the various ceramic styles depended

chiefly on mixed -farming. As previously mentioned, It might

be expected that hunting, fowling, and fishing would have

played a greater part at sites such as Hurst Fen; In fact,

however, only the relative abundance of missile weapons

(arrowheads and javelin-heads) suggests that this may have

been the case, for teeth of sheep and ox only have been

identified at the one site where there is any evidence at

all (Briscoe, 1954, 20).

1. Yurther inform€tion is now, aowever, avaiiao..e as to the
crops cultavatea bi the rirat sett.iers at *iZ1WLiLL kii.U.
(11e1bae, l9).



Participation in flint-mining Is attested from Grime's

Graves and. Cissbury a sherd of Nhitehawk ware was found in

a shaft at the latter site and flint-mine axes at hitehawk

Camp and at New Barn Down. But there does not appear to be

a similar connexion between Grime's Graves and the surrounding

East Anglian habitation sites. As already noted, the Wind-

mill Hill pots from this mine are too simple to be attributed

to any particular stylistic group and the flint-.lmappers at

Hurst Fen preferred to use for their missile weapons flint

from other, unidentified, sources.	 The axes, too, are made

of light-coloured flint. On the other hand, flint from

Grime's Graves seems to predominate (so far as can be seen -

most of the objects are heavily patinated) in the material

from such industrial sites as Cranwich, Norfolk, and Cavenhani,

Suffolk.	 Leaf-shaped arrowheads, javelin-heads, and probably

some of the polished axes from surface collections in East

Anglia, indicate that the Windmill Hill culture flourished

more vigorously here than the long barrows or sites yielding

pottery would suggest.

Whether or not the large-scale production of tools and

weapons carried out in these localized areas, and the spec-

ialization attested at Hurst Fen, imply mass-production for

trading purposes or simply for use by the manufacturing group

must remain an open question. That some trading was carried

on is evident from the presence of stone axes at Hurst Fen

and it may be that the honey-coloured, brown and light grey

flints in use there were also acquired by trade.
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vi. Relative chronology

The chronological relationship between the sites yield-

ing Hembury ware in the westernmost part of our area and the

first periods of occupation at Henibury Fort or at Maiden

Castle cannot be established with precision, for this sihtiple

ceramic style continued to be produced at both these camps

for a long time.	 since, however, other evidence seeni to

indicate that the initial Ieolithic colonization took place

to the west of our area and was followed by expansion towards

the east, it is possible that the pottery from Holdenhuret,

daddkn Hill and Southbourne should be assigned at earliest to

the beginning of the L9.ddle Neolithic. 	 The other major

groups with which we are concerned belong by definition to

the Middle Neolithic.

As described In previous sectiotis, associations and

stylistic similarities show the Abln bdon, Iildenhall and

Whitehawk wares to have been regional varieties of the Wind-

mill Hill ceramic tradition whose periods of manufacture must

all have overlapped to some extent. 	 Of these, 'dhitehawk

ware Is the one which seems most closely related to the

pottery from the primary levels at indmill Hill and which

may have had the shortest life. The bag-shaped pots with

lugs below the rim and the use of decoration on vessels with

simple rims give a somewhat primitive, less evolved appear-

ance to the -iItehak group In comparison with Abingdon and

ildenhall wares.	 The absence of stone axe-factory products
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from the Sussex camps may indicate that they were no longer

occupied by the time trade in these products had been organ-

ized. At hitehawk a small quantity of Ebbsfleet ware

occurred in association with t he Whitehawk ware from the

initial phase onwards, but only one major period of occu-

pation could be discerned and the site had been abandoned

long before Beakers and rusticated ware were deposited in

the top of the filling of the Third Ditch. On this evidence,

it appears that Whitehawk vare had ceased to be manufactured

before the end of the I1ddle Neolithic.

Mildenhall ware, which looks stylistically more evolved

than Whitehawk ware, seems to have had a longer life.	 Its

earliest appearance is at Peacock's Farm, in peat of Zone VIla,

but the community living at Hurst Fen in the same region had

been able to acquire the products of a stone axe-factory.

This settlement can thus be correlated approximately with

the stone axe from Upware, found in a position equating with

the Zone VIIa-VIIb transition (Pigott, 1954, 95), and so

may belong to the end of the Iiddle Neolithic or even the

beginning of the Late Neolithic.	 ltbough the segregation

in separate areas of pits yielding LAildenhall ware and Rlnyo-

Clacton 'ware at Lion Point, Clacton (Warren et al., 1936, 181)

need have no chronological significance, it may in fact indi-

cate that here the representatives of these two different

cultures were living side by side. 	 As we sliall see in Part

IV, Rinyo-Clacton ware seems to belong exclusively to the
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Late Neolithic period in south-eastern England. But a

terminus ante quem for Lildenhall ware is provided by the

stratification t Hayland House where, despite severe dis-

turbance of the deposits, it was seen that the horizon yield-

ing pottery of this class underlay one containing A beakers

and rusticated wares (Leaf, 1934f, 108).

The stratification in the ditches of Windmill Hill,

where sherds of typical shell-gritted, heavy-rimmed pots

occurred above the levels yielding pure Windmill Hill ware

and below those yielding Peterborough ware o:P Beakers

(Piggott, 1954, 72), affords a relative date for the appear-

ance of Abingdon ware sensu stricto. Since, however, this

ceramic style continued in u-se throughout the period repre-

sented by the silting of the deep Outer Ditch at Abingdon,

it Is not possible to correlate the secondary sherds from

indmi1l Hill with any precise phase of the occupation at
1

Abingdon.	 In the final phase at Ablngdon, the new stone-

gritted Ware II appeared together with Bbeakers and this

seems to be the time of the ceremonial sites at North Stoke

and Dorchester.	 At Site I, Dorchester, Ware II was contem-

porary with Rlnyo-Clacton ware - this is the only site in our

area where there is clear evidence that the indmill Hill

1. In the absence of detailed stratigraphical records, the
Great Langdale axes from Abingdon (Stone & Wallis, 1951,
119) cannot be correlated wltn those In the Peterborough-
Beaker levels at vIndniill Hill either. It seems probable,
however, that the axes belong to a late period of the
occupation.



tradition was still being maintained after the Rinyo-Clacton

culture had appeared.	 (There is, however, evidence for an

overlap of the same kind at oodhenge.)

AbiflbdOfl II, the Dorchester sites, and perhaps Playden -

all with a few flat-based pots suggesting that the old ceramic

tradition was undergoing modification as a result of contacts

with new cultures - seem to represent the last appearance of

the Windmill Hill culture as a recognizable entity in tlie

archaeological record in south-eastern England. This cannot

mean, of course, that the human population imown to us

through the medium of their artifacts and monuments became

extinct.	 It simply means that in response to changing con-

ditions the old techniques and customs were Qradually aban-

doned and new ones evolved or adopted to replace them. All

that is implied in the phrase "changing conditions" is not

yet clear. One disturbing factor must have been the settle-

ment in the south of England of other groups - representatives

of the Rinyo-Clacton and B-beaker cultures. 	 Others are

likely to have been the alterations in the natural environ-

ment brought about 'oy the activities of the first I\eolithic

settlers themselves and the increasin b density of population,

necessitating adjustment of social and economic organizations.

vii. Relationships with other Western reolithic groups

a. ilthin the British Isles

The close relationship which seems to obtain between



the primary pottery from *lindmill Hill and thitehawk ware

has already been touched upon so far as decorative techniques

are concerned, L ildenhall ware and the stone-gritted Ware II

from Abingdon are also connected with this series, for they

too have ornament in the form of shallow channellings and

punctuat ions.

Outside south-eastern England a similar system of decor-

atton is found only in the Class I and Ia pottery from

Lou	 Gur, Co. Limerick (O'Riordáin, 1954). 	 Here, however,

the strokes are sharply incised and the punctuations take

the form of stabs, resembl1n most closely the decorative

techniques on Abingdon Ware I. Certain of the ornamental

motifs in the Lough Gur pottery do not occur in England, but

others can be matched quite precisely at Abingdon: a coinbin-

ation of dots and short strokes on the rim (compare O'Riordin

1954, fig.14:1O and Leeds, 1928, P1.LXXII, fig.2:h); rows

of short oblique strokes (O'Rfordin, 1954, P1.XXIX and Leeds,

1928, Pl.LLXII, fig.2:f); and simulated cord impressions

(O'R1ord1n, 1954, fig.14:7 and Leods, 1928, P1,LCII, fig.

2:1 and 1). One of the fragments from Lough Gur has also

a line of stabs above the shoulder nd two below (O'R1ordin,

1954, fi.5l:l7), again recalling the arrangement of dots on

vessels from Abingdon (as Leeds, 1928, P1.LXXIV, fig.2:a) and

on many specimens in hitehawk and 'ilden.hall wares.

Although none of the T-shaped rims in Abindon ware is of

such exagerated proportions as some of those in Class la
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series from Lough Gur, nearly all the characteristic Abingd.on

rim forms (except the bulbous ones) can be matched. here.

Here, too, are pinohed.-out should.ers (O'Rford.aln, 1954, fig.

12:2) which recall the Abingd.on type.

o far as morpholoioal features are concerned., however,

the C.ass I .n& Ia pottery from Lough Gur is far more closely

related. to Lyles Hill ware (Evans, l93) than to any other

ceramic group.	 The latter ware, which is d.ecorated. almost

exclusively by flutings mad.e with the finger-tip or with a

rounded. implement, seems in turn to be connected. with the

earinated. and. fluted. bowls of the type found. at asterton

of Roseile (Calland.er, 1929, fig.34:4) and. at other sitea

in Scotland., and. again with the aimilar series from North-

wnberland. and. Yorkshire (Newbigin, 1937, 21. IV:1O). These

vessela from the Highland. Zone seem again to be connected.

with Mildenhal]. ware, insofar as the latter is also frequently

fluted. though always In combination with other decorative

motifs which occur rarely or not at all on. the series referred.

to above). The trough-like shoulder on the Mild.enhall bowl

from Ha1and. House (Plggott, 1954, fig.11:4) seems to be

another link, for it occurs once in Yorkshire (Newbigin, 1937,

P1.IVII:2) and. very commonly in the Lyles Hhll-]Lough Gur

series. But in their proportions and. rim forms the carinated.

pots from. Yorkshire and Scotland. are more closely allied. to

Thitehawk ware - the greatest diameter is at the rim and the
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rims themselves are everted, rolled outwards or flanged..

T-shaped. rims seem to be very rare between East Anglia and.

Ulster.

Piggott has discussed. In detaIl. (1954, 116 .-Zi) the pro-

bable relationships between the Windmill Hill pottery styles

of south-eastern Ligland., Yorkshire, Scotland. and. Ulster,

suggesting that the evidence Indicates diffusion northwards

and westwards from centres in the south. In connexion par-

ticularly with the Yorkshire and. Northumberland. pottery,

which occurs onietIines in association with crematoria under

barrowe, it ma be remembered that gildenhiall ware has recent-

ly been found at Worlington, Suffolk, on. the site of what

may prove to be a crematorium of related. type.

But the tylistio inter-relationships of all these

ceramic groups are so complex that it is hardly possible to

derive one directly from another. Each seems to represent

a regional specialization, combining in. various ways certain.

basic characteristics of form and decoration.

There is little evidence of connexiona between the

decorative schemes applied to pottery of Wind-mill Hill origin

in. the south and. the designs which appear on the Beacharra-

Untan series in western and northern Scotland.. Only the

panels on the bowl from Whiteleaf indicate that Windmill Hill

pottery ever bore organized. designs, and. this particular

design is not paralleled. exactly elsewhere. It may be that,
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as Piggott has suggested. (1954, 183), the arrangement of the

ornament on a sherd. from The !rru.nd.le (Curwen, 1929, P1.VIII:2)

afford.s a hint that decoration of the southern type derives

ultimately from the same sources as the Beacharra style, but

there is little else to support this view. 	 The only vessel

in. the south having the distinctive Beacharra earinated. form,

with the greatest diameter at the shoulder, is undecorated

and associated with the Henibury ware from Holdenhuret (Piggott,

1937, fig.4).

b. Outside the British Isles

Since all the evidence suggests that sQuth-eastern

!ngland was an area of secondary colonization by the Windmill

Hill culture 1 the q.uestion of the ultimate origin of the Cu).-

ture does not come directly within the scope of this study.

Indeed., nothing new can here be added to the studies recently

made by Piggott (1954, and 1954a) of the Continental relation-
1

ships of the Western Neolithic groups in the British Isles.

1. Notice must, however, be taken of Vogt's recent reclassi-
fication of the Miohelsberg culture as a member of the
Funnel-beaker family of cultures (Vogt, 1953), in. view of
the paralleliems between its Belgian and Rhenish faoies
and the Windmill Hill culture. This recognition of the true
affinities of the Miohelsberg culture does not throw any
new light on the origins of the Windil1 Hill culture, for
as Mrs. Hawkes first showed (1935) the latter cannot be
derived from the former. Moreover, it is not possible to
indicate any allied Funnel-beaker group which might be
ancestral, for, as in the Miohelsberg ceramic series, all
known Funnel-beaker groups include forms such as "baking-
plates", lugged flasks, and. handled jugs that are not rep-
resented., even by debased imitations, in the Windmill Hill
repertory. And, the baggy pots with luge set close beneath
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But certain of the niore "deve1ope. t' features of the

indmill Hill ottery have viest uropean or I editerranean

analogues which may be mentioned briefly. 	 Childe (1950a)

has pointed to the stylistic affinities between decorated

Beacharra ware, Abinbdon ware and the pottery from the

passage-graves and such settlements as Vil Nova de an

Pedro in Portugal, and has emphasized the fact that heavy

rims seem to be confined on the Continent to the area round

ou of
the rim which seem to beLthe Urtypen of the ivestern eo-
].ithic ceramic groups in the south ÔT England as well as in
Scotland (cf.Scott, 1935, 536) find their counterparts only
In specifilly .estern Neolithic contexts on the Continent
(Plggott, 1954a, 417; von Gonzen.baeh, 1949, Abb.l).

The Iiche1berg culture in Belgium niu.st have acquired
its leaf-shaped arroheads and antler combs throu bh contact
with another culture. This .iht be the vindrill Hill cul-
ture or, i.ore plausibly, the still largely hypothetical
lestern Neolithic culture In the north of France between
Belgium and Brittany which Pi ott has suested (1954,99)
to be the inirnediate ancestor of the indnil1 Hill culture.
The stray antler comb from Heikendorf In chleswido1steIn
("chwantes, 1939, 142) is best interpreted as representing
an otherwise unattested northward extension of the ichels-
berg culture. The causewayeci enclosures of this broup are
reminiscent in a beneral way of the LnUsh camps, but only
Die Eeusterbur c,, (Tackenberg, 1951) has been Interpreted as
a cattle corral, and this has a sin,1e ditch, with the
bank outside and a palisade inside, so that it differs in
Important details of structure from the carnps of 'Indmi11
Fill type.

Of particular si bnifIcance Is the fact that In the
rural econoiiies of the T ichelsberg and !indmIll Hill cul-
tures different kinds of wheat were cultivated. For Helbaek
(1954, 204) states that Triticum compactum Host. consti-
tutes the bulk of the brain associated	 the 1ichelsberg
potters of Switzerland (and that itso occur frequently
in the earliest Funnel-beaker pottery of Denmark); but he
was only able to find (1952) a single Impression of
T.co ipactum in the l TeolIthIc pottery of southern England.
Helbaek has also shown that the Impressions of flax-seeds
in sherds from T iIndmIll Hill (1952, 199) may indicate a
limk with the Early Cortaillod culture of 'witzer1and

*otk1er iuiresson ias suce beezi jouno .n a sneru
from Wkute.Leai	 enax
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the mouth of the Tagus. The likelihood of connexions

between the Baaoharra and the Portuguese pottery is in.-

creased by the fact that they have in connon not only

heavy rIitis but also such decorative motifs as concentric

semicircies. But, though many of the rim forms in the

Abingdon series (except the bulbous type) can be matched

in portugal, there seeruis to be rio real slrnllarity between

the decorative styles of the Abingdon and Portuguese wares.

The lines and dots on Abingdon ware seem to be purely

decorative and non-symbolic, and In this respect the

style cannot be separated from the simi],arly ornamented

Whitehawk, Milderthall and Lough Gur Class Ia and I wares.

Another, but unrelated, characteristic which seems

also to have specifically south European and Lediterranean

analogues Is the use of fluted or burnished patterns w1iich

occur once at Whitehawk, and commonly on Mildenhall and

the allied pottery from the north of England, Scotland

and Ulster.	 Similar,treatrnent was applied to the surfaces

of vessels In the Lagozza variety of Western Neolithio

pottery, and again in the Neolithic wares of Crete (Furness

1953).	 It is impossible to point to any direct ConnexiQn

between the groups thus ornamented In the British Isles

and those In northern Ital t or in Crete and the resemblance

may be purely fortuitous. Nevertheless, it is perhaps

1. Iuformat.on from professor V. 0. Childe.
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to be recrded in ceramio asseitblages o on-Nesteri origins
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TH PZTBOROU COM?LX

It ii generally admitted. that two important families of

cord-ornamented. pottery Overhanging-rim Urns and Food.

Vessels - represent the strong sirvival in the Bronze Age of

a ceramic tradition which first appears in the Neolithic

period in the guise of Peterborough ware. Yet, despite its

obvious bearing on. our understanding of the development of

Bronze Age culture, the precise nature of thie relationship

has not been eimined. in. detail. This neglect is doubtless

due in part to the tact that large concentrations of Peter-

borough ware are seldom found, but especially to the elusive

netu.rs of the Woulture represented. by the pottery. 	 For

the pottery is not regularly found. in priniary association

with monuments nor is it accompanied by a distinctive flint

industry. A high proportion has been discovered by accident

in the course of agricultural and. industrial operations, in

circumstances which have precluded. the recording of tetail

observations.

Professor Piggott (1954, 302) has included the Peter-

borough complex within his group of Secondary Neolithic

oulturea, 'with the reservation that ceramic style seems to

be its sole distinguishing criterion. In the following

pages we shall try by various means to clarify the cultural
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statue of the Pet.rborough complex and, to sketch a provisional

outline of the history of its development.

The south-eastern area was extremely important for the

history of this ceramic group; not only are over 50% of all

find-spots of Peterborough ware in Britain located. within it,

but it evidently was the scene of the evolution of PeterborotLgh

ware from simple Neolithic bowl to Bronze Age Overhanging-rim

Urn.

The first two stages in this evolutionary sequenc. were

recognised. by Piggott when he demonstrated that Mortlake wars

represents a stylistic development of the simpler Zbbsfleet

type (Burchell & Piggott, 1939; Piggott, 1954, 310). 	 Ph.

third. stage was recognized by Leeds as long ago as 1922, when

in his description of the pottery from Peterborough itmeif

he remarked. (1922, 221-2) that "both the quantity that has

been brought to light and. the wide variation of the decoration

seem to contain within itself (sic) the whole history of the

final stages of the pottery of the Late Neolithic period. and

also afford a remarkable insight into the elements of Neolitb.ia

ceramic which survived. in that of the Bronze Age". It can

now be seen that Leeds laid too much stress on minor differ-

ences of form and. decoration, thinking these to represent

1. He does not imply that this development was spontaneous,
but suggests rather that it "might well be the result of
the adoptiofl of oertaln elements from the evolved. Western
Neolithic wares of southern Thgland." (1954, 310).
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various stages from early to late in the evolution of what

we now call the Mortlake bowl type. But this does not alter

the fact that, with customary perspicacity, he had. grasped.

the true significance of a certain class of pottery from

Peterborough. Yet his remarks have been virtually ignored

ever since, although entirely comparable material is known

from. a considerable number of sites in. England..

Thanks to the generosity of Mr. G. Wivan Abbott, who

has made a temporary loan of his collection of Neolithic and.

Bronze Age pottery to the Institute of Archaeology, the present

writer has been able to re-examine the material from. Peter-

borough in detail. As a result of this study it baa beoom

clear that the bulk of the Neolithic pottery is typologioally

evolved and. that certain specimens, notably those included.

in Leeds' group VI.b, are - if ceramic typology can be relied.

upon at all - ind.ubitably the prototypes of the Overhanging-

rim Urn.

It is therefore suggested. that for this special group

a fitting name would. be Tengate ware or style, after the

auburb of Peterborough where the finds were made and where

their importance was first recognized. Peterborough ware

would thu. remain as a general term for the whole complex,

of which the Ebbsfleet, Mortlake and Fengate styles uld

represent the successive developmental stages.

The uni ,ue character of the Peterborough complex derives



from the d.ynamio processes that can be detected. within it;

in this there is a contrast with the other two groups of

Neolithic pottery with which we are particularly concerned.,

where active development is more &iffioult to trace. The

discussion in the following pages will be based. upon the

explicit assumption that the Xbbafleet, Mortlake and. Fengate

styles represent an evolutionary series. The testing of

this assumption by independent &ating evidence will be reserye

for Section v-i, but it may be stated. here that this evidence

does support the theory that the series is also a chronological

one.

1. The distribution of Peterborough ware in the south-eastern
area.

In hi lists of 1931 and. 1954, Piggott recorded. 44

localities where Peterborough ware had. been found. in our area;

19 additional localities appear in fable IV, raising the total

to 63. There are few large finds and. many consist of a

single eherd. only; nevertheless it is interesting to see that

the total number of find-spots of Petorborough ware in the

south-eastern area is consid.erably higher than the total fox

either Windmill fill ware (44) or for Rinyo-Claoton ware (33).

The outstanding feature of the distribution, as shown

In text-fig.2, Is the great concentration of find-spots along

the course of the Thames and. in the lower reaches of its

tributaries. In contrast, the distribution maps of Windmill
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TABLE IV

TIlE PETERBOROUGH COMPLEX

List of sites in the South-eastern Area

An asterisk indicates new or previously unrecognized material,
or a site not included in Piggott's lists of 1931 and 1954.

Colmnn 1: Pottery illustrated in the catalogue, not
previously published.

Colunin 2: Pottery illustrated in the catalogue, originally
published elsewhere.

Coluxin 3: Unpublished pottery, described but not illustrated.
Co1uiin 4: Pottery adequately illustrated elsewhere, but

described in the catalogue.
1234

Beds.:	 xDunstable - Barrow 2, The Five Knolls
xaton Socon
Kempston - from the Ouse

AStreatley - Barton Hill Farm,Site III

Berks.:

Bucks.:

Cambs.:

Essex:

Hant S.:

I.of Wight:

Hunt 8.:

Kent:

Abingdon - causewayed camp
Blewbury - Churn Plain

ANewbury - Enborne Gate

Hedsor - from the Thames
AHigh Wyconibe
Iver

AChippenham - Barrow 5
AThr iplow

Clacton - Lion Point
Danbury
Walthamst ow

xBishop's tJaltham
HintonAmpner - Long Barrow
Holdenhurst - Long Barrow
Prior t s Dean
Nit on,.
Ryde

Orton Longueville

AC ant erbury
xCanterbury (near)
Ebbsfleet
Folkestone - Caesar t s Camp
Tankerton Bay

ATunbridge Wells - High Rocks Cave

x
x

x
x

x
x

x

x x
x

x

x
x

x	 x
x

x

x
x
x

x
x

x

x

x
x
x
x

x
x



TABLi IV contd. (Peterborough site list)

London:

! iddle sex:

Norfolk:

Northants.:

Oxon.:

Suffolk:

Surrey:

Sussex:

AHammersmith - from the Thames
Putney - from the Thames
Wamdsworth - from the Thames

He s.throw

Edingtho rpe
Grime 'S Graves - flint-mines
Ickburgh

4tstrop
Pete rborough

Asthall
Cassington - Tolley' Pit
Cassington - Tuckwell's Pit
Cassin.gton - Par1idgeis Pit
Cassington - Smith's it II
Dorchester

xEynsham - Foxley Farm
Mongewell - from the Thames
Stanton Harcourt - Linch Hill Pit

Barnham
ACreeting St. kary
xlloningt on

I cklingham
Ipswich - Bramford Road

xLakenheath

Brocitham - Barley Low Sand Pit
Croydon - Beddington Lane
Farnham - Badshot Long Barrow
Farnham - Bourne kill Spring
Mort lake - from the Thanie
Thorpe
Weybridge - from the Thames

xWisley

Brighton - 1hitehawk Camp
Fris ton
Jevington - Combe Hill

xNewhaven - Castle Hill
Selmeston
Selsey

1234

x
x
x

x

x
x

x

x
x

x
x
x
x

x
x

x	 x
x
x

x
x

x
x x

x
x

x
x

x	 x
x

xx
x

x
x

x	 x
x

x
x

x
x
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Hill and. Rinyo-Claoton wares (text-figs.l and. 6) show the

Thanle8 valley as almost entirely blank as far west as the

crossing of the Icknield. Way; it is only beyond. this point

that in each case a concentration of find-spots occurs.

In other regions the distribution patterns of all three

groups are comparable; but Peterborough ware .lso extend.s

into the territory north-vest of the Chilterns, and. this iv

almost a blank on the other maps. Attention may be drawn

to the surprisingly small number of Peterborough find-spots

in the coastal regions of ssex and. Zast Anglia.

As will be apparent from the map, the Mortlake style is

found. almost everywhere within our area, whereas the distri-

bu.tions of the Ebbafleet and Fengate styles overlap only in

the Thames valley and. at Clacton (at the latter site each

style is represented by a single pot only). For the rest,

bbefleet ware occurs mainly south, and. the Fengate group

exclusively north, of the Thames. On the map only one

Xbbsfleet find-spot on the Icknield. Way is recorded.; it

will be recalled., however, that the "Mixed. Groupe" of Windmill

Hill ware are distributed. along this traokway and. that some

of the sherda in two of these groups - those from the Thite-

leaf Barrow and Site I, Barton Hill Farm - are stylistically

indistingu.ishable from bbrtleet ware.
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THE DISTRIBUTION OF PETERBOROUGH dARE IN
S OUTH-EAS TERN ENGLAND

Key to map, text-fig. 2.

1. Eeds.:
2.
3.
4.
5. Berks.:
6.
7.
8. Bucks.:
9.

10.
1].. Cambs.:
12.
13. Essex:
14.
15.
16. Hants.:
17.
18.
19.
20. I.of Wight:
21.
22. Hunts.:
23. Kent:
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29. London:
30.
31.
32. Iidd1esex:
33. Norfolk:
34.
35.
36. Northants.:
37.
38. Oxon.:
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44. Suffolk:
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Dunstable - Barrow 2, The Five Knolls
Eaton Socon
Kempston
Streatley - Barton Hill Farm, Site III
Ab ingdon
B1ebury - Churn Plain

- Enbo me Gate
Hedsor
High Wycombe
Iv em
Chippenham - Barrow 5
hrip1ow

Clacton - Lion Point
Danbury

a1thamst ow
Bishop's ialthana
Hinton atmpner
Ho J.denhurst
Prior's Dean
Niton.
Ryde
Orton Longueville
Canterbury
Canterbury (near)
Ebbsfleet
Folkestone - Caesar's Camp
Tankerton Bay
Tunbr.dge dells - High Rocks Caves
Hanmie ramith
Putney
Wandsworth
Heathrow
Edingthorpe
Grime's Graves
Ickburgh
Astrop
Pete rborough
As thai 1
Cassinton (all sites)
Dorchester
Eynsham
I. ongewell
Stanton Harcourt - Linch Hill Pit
Barnham
Creeting St. lary
Honington
Icklingham
Ipswi ch
Lake nhe ath



Surrey:

Sussex:

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.

Badshot Long Barrow
Bourne Mill Spring

Whitehawk Camp

- Combo Hill
Castle Hill

Key to map, text-fig. 2. - contd. (Peterborou,h ware)

Bro ckham
Croydon
Farnham -
Farrtham -
port lake
Thorpe
Weybridge
Wisley
Brighton -
Friston
Jevington
Newhaven -
Se lines ton
Selsey
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Text-ri6. 2; Txe itrut1ozA o	 eteruorouL1 wd.re
ill 5outk1-ea6terZL n1aia.

Scale: 24 wiles to the ancAi; 300' contour, iajor rlverb,

and course oX' the .Lcn1ela	 snown.
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ii. The pottery
In this section our concern will be to establish the

typologioal differences between the Xbbsfleet, Mortlake and,

Fengate styles and, to illustrate the range of variations in

form and. decoration characteristic of each. As a prelim-

mary to the description of the less well-known Ebbefleet and

Fengate styles we shall give lists showing the quantity of

material u.pon which the classification has been based.

A word. should be eaid. here about the method. of olasi-

floation that has been used. At an early stage in the study

of th. pottery it became apparent that the most u.sefu]. primary

criterion was form. In praotioe, since so much of the

pottery is fragmentary, the shape and angle of the rim have

mainly to be used; but a. auffiøient number of complete or

nearly complete pots exists to show that rim form is a quit.

reliable indicator of the general shape of the vessels.

Profile drawings were made of some 350 rime (including, when-

ever possible, neck and, shoulder); these must represent ) so

far as the writer has been able to ascertain, at least 85%

of the Peterborough ware found. to date in Britain. Analysis

of this collection revealed that a number of constantly re-

curring variants oould. be singled. out within each of the

three major groups and also led to the recognition of certain

regional styles which are not represented. within the south-

eastern area.

L. The fjure incluaes mater.ia.L Irom tzie soutti-eastern area,
from other parts of ,L%nbJ.ana., from a.Les ana rroii cot.Lanu.
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In text-figs. 3-5 are illustrated, the various forms

which the analysis has shown to occur most frequently in the

bbsfleet, Mortlake and. Fengat. styles respectively. Natur-

ally the •peoimens chosen for the type series are those that

illustrate most clearly the range of forms which in each ease

fashion or tradition permitted. the potter to manufacture.

But, as is to be expected., intermediate and. transitional.

forms constantly occur, since each hand-made pot is an unhlue

creation.

It 18 not suggested. that this classificatory schem. has

any permanent value in detail. It is an expedient adépted.

for the purpose of reducing a mass of largely unclassified.

material to at least provisional order. But its use has

brought to light certain hitherto unsuspected facts and. has

revealed. more clearly the nature of the relationships between

a number of ceramic styles.

a. The bbsfleet style

Material upon which the classification has been based

The primary basis for the classification is of course

Piggott'a description of the pottery from the type-site

(Bu.rchell & Piggott, 1939). But since it is our intention

to attempt a somewhat more detailed. analysis of Zbbsfleet ware,

it will be as well to indicate the quantity of pottery upon

which this analysis is founded.. The following list will

also serve as a guide to the sites that have produced. Ebbafleet



(IG.46)

(FIG.47)

(FIGS .49-51)

(FIGS .90-2)

(FIG. 100)
(FIGS. 102-108

1'-

within our area as well as to those outside it which are
1

known to the writer. In each instance the minimum number of

individual pots, as represented by rims or other easily iden-

tifiable features, is shown. Documentation of the material

found within our area is given in the catalogue and references

are cited only for finds in other areas.

Sites within the south-eastern area

Beds.: Dunstable - Barrow 2,
The Five Knolls

Bucks.: Iligh Wycombe

Essex: Clacton - Lion Point
flaithams tow

No.of pots

1	 (FIG.31)

5

I
1

Hants.: Hinton impner - Lamborough Barrow ].

Kent: Canterbury	 3
Ebbsfleet	 27
Tunbridge Wells - High Rocks Caves 4

London: Hanmiersmith
	

3

Surrey: Mort lake
	 4

Thorpe
	

8
2

Bussex: Brighton - Whitehawk Camp
	

13
Jevington - Combe Hill Camp
	

23

1. The list is not complete; it neither includes the unpub..
lished Ebbsfleet ware from Dorchester, Oxon., nor the
sherds of Ebbsfleet type from the Whiteleaf Barrow and
Site I, Barton Hill Farm. The latter can be discussed more
conveniently in a later section.

2. The figure includes the cord-ornamented sherds figured in
the excavation reports (Curwen, 1934 and 1936) and the
following undecorated sherds, assigned to the Ebbsfleet
group because of their characteristic shape: Ross il1iamson
1930, Pl.XI:36; Curwen, 1934, figs.8, 25, 30, 35; and the
decorated sherd illustrated in our FIG.l00.



Sites outside the south-eastern area
	

No.of pots

Dorset: raiden Castle

Glos.: Nympsfield Long Barrow1

Lines.: Grantham - Great Ponton'

Som.:	 Rowberrow Cavern

Wilts,: Windmill Hill

Yorks.: North Deighton - Green Howe

Thixendale - Gill 1 s Farm

Thornton-le-Dale
Weaverthorpe and other sites

1 (?Iheeler,].943,
fig.34: 118)

2 (C1ifford,19,
fig. 3)

1 (Phillips,1935,
348)

1 (Taylor,1925,
fig.1:4)

10 (Avebury useum)

11 (Sherd.s from
material of
mound - unpit.

1 (Newbigin,l937,
fig.6: 1)

2 (York Museum)
5? (Newbigin, 1937)

Thus we have within our special area 13 sites which

have produced a minimum of 94 pots; outside this area

approximately 10 sites have yielded a total of at least 35

pots.	 Very nearly 130 vessels, represented by one or more

sherds, are therefore available for study.

1, These vessels have hitherto been classified as 'indmill
Hill ware, though in each case it was admitted that the
forms were atypical; it can now be seen that, typologi-
cally, they belong to the Ebbsfleet group.	 Since all
three are nearly complete they are a valuable addition
to this very fragmentary group.

2. Kindly made available for ln8pectlon by Mr. .. b. *00th



Ware

Typical Ebbafleet ware is comparatively thin and hard,
1

fairly well fired right through, and with surfaces rather

gritty to the touch. It falls well within the range of

variations tobe found in the Windmill Hill complex, as demon-

strated at Whitehawk where the texture of the Ebbsfleet sherds

ts said to be identical in consistency with the normal Wind-

mill Hill wares of the site (Piggott in Curwen, 1934, 116-7).

The relative hardness of the ware implies firing at

somewhat higher temperatures than were used for kortlake and,

especially, Fengate ware; but the thinner walls and finer,

more abundant grit may also have helped to improve the quality.

But certain vessels which in form are not far removed from

Mort lake ware consist of heavier, more sparsely gritted

fabric with a thick black core.

In section the sherds tend to be finely laminated, but

not noticeably more so than the majority of indmil1 Hill

pottery in our area.	 It is to be presumed that the pots

were ring-built, but, like Windmill Hill ware again, joints

can rarely be detected. 	 It is evident that a good deal of

trouble was taken to beat out the walls and consolidate the

joints.

Tempering material usually consists of small to medium-

sized fragments of burnt or unburnt flint, but crushed granite

1. Unless fresh breaks are present, however, it is difficult
to be sure of this.



and sand were also used in areas where flint was not abundant

(as at Thorpe, Surrey).	 In normal Ebbsfleet ware shell grit

appears to be uncommon.

On sherds viith well-preserved surfaces it is evident

that both interior and exterior were smoothed; tooling marks

are sometimes retained on the interior, but the exteriors

seem to have been finished by wiping a wet hand over the clay.

This treatment has produced a kind of thick, matt "slip t' which

tends to flake off; this type of surface is particularly

characteristic o± the three groups of pottery from Kent.

Forms

The ceramic repertoire includes a small number of simple
1

hemiserical bowls, but-the typical Ebbsfleet pot has a

globular body surmounted by a clearly differentiated neck.

Neck length in proportion to depth of body varies a good

deal, but elongated necks are especially characteristic.

Below the necks the profiles fall into three classes. The

most distinctive is that in which the line of the wall curves

smoothly outward and downward from the base of the neck, as

in FIGS. 46 and 49. 	 The second type is simply a variation

on the latter form; here, as seen in FIGS. 50 and 51, there

is a slight angularity at the base of the neck and the wall

curves outward below this. The third type, with a sharp

carination below which the wall curves down and inwards

1. Similar shoulderless bowls are also found in the Mortlake
and Fengate styles, so that the type by itself has no
dianstic value,



(FIGS. 91 and 107:1), is the most closely related to the

classical ort1ake shoulder form; it seems to occur in a

small number of pots in most groups of Ebbsfleet ware.

Such bases as survive are round and none of the wall

profiles sujests either flat or pointed bases.

Since in Ebbsfleet ware the rims are frequently not

clearly differentiated from the necks, the following classi-

fication is based, with one exception, on the shape of rim

and neck and upon their relationship to the body of the pot.

The five most characteristic profiles are illustrated in

text-fig. 3.

In forms El and E2 the greatest diameter of the vessel

is at the rim, thus producing a wide-mouthed bowl (see FIG.46).

In form E2 the rim is simply everted and forms a flattened

or rounded termination of the neck.	 In form El the rim Is

inturned so that the profile forms a flattened S-curve from

the highest point down over the shoulder.

Forms E3 and E4 belong to vessels having the greatest

diameter at a point well below a vertical neck, thus producing

a necked bowl or jar (see FIG. 103:5). In form E4 (as in

E2) the rim Is flattened or rounded; in E3 it is inturned

(as in El).

It should be noted that the shape of these relatively

thin rims is subject to secondary alteration during the

application of ornament.

In the case of form E5, a T-shaped rim projecting on
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either side of the neck , the classification rests on the

shape of the rim only. Not more than four such rims still

attached to a complete neck are known to the writer, three

from Windmill Hill and one from Ebbsf].eet (Th.irohell & Piggott,

1939, fig.4), so that no generalization can be made as to the

shape of the vessels to which this type of rim normally

belonged.	 The four vessels referred to aproxin1ate to the

necked bowl in shape and the rims lie horizontally.

In this series of forms it is El, E3 and, to a lesser

extent, E5, that have the greatest diagnostic value. It

seems that the potter formed El and 3 by running her hand

round the top of the neck, the fingers outside and the thumb

inside.	 In this way the edge of the rim was drawn inwards

to form a slight thickening of the outer side, or even a

sharp ridge, as in FIG.104:11,12 and 16.	 Form E5 was made

by adding a strip of clay to the outer edge of an inturned

rim of the type just described; it clearly leads to the

heavy rims characteristic of Lortlake ware and it occurs

rarely in pure Ebbsfleet groups.

It will be useful now to see the proportions In which

these various rim forms occur in the four groups of Ebbsfleet

ware in. our area to which such statistical treatment can be

applled.	 In the fo11owin, analytical list forms El-E3 and

E2-E4 are grouped to bether) slnce in many small sherds the

shape of the neck Is uncertain.
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65
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15
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23
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100

El and E3

E2 and E4

Hemispherical
bowl

Combe Hill

Site
	 Rim form

Ebbsfleet El and E3

E2 and E4

E5

Number	 of total rims

	

9	 42

	

10	 48

	

2	 10

	

21	 100

Thorpe	 El and E3
	

4
	

57

E5
	

1
	

14

Hemispherical
bowl
	

2
	

29

'7
	

100

Whit ehawk
	

El and E3
	

3
	

33

E2 and E4
	

5
	

55

E5
	

1
	

12

9
	

100



From this analysis it emerges that the simple everted

or upright forms E2 and E4 occur more commonly than other

types at three of these sites; small, plain herds of this

kind would not easily be distinguished from simple Windmill

Hill rim forms. But forms El and E3 occur in significant

numbers at all four sites, and it is these forms that have

a real diagnostic value. They result from a technique of
1

modelling the rim not normally employed by the makers of

Windmill Hill ware, who customarily rolled their rims outwards.

Further, it can often be seen that (e.s in Ebbsfleet form 5)

the heavy rims of bowls of fort lake type have been made by

adding a strip of clay to a light inturned rim.

Decoration

It now remains to be seen whether Ebbsfleet ware has a

decorative stylQ of its own. The most convenient method

will be to take the familiar L'ortlake style as a standard of

comparison and examine the extent to which Ebbsfleet ware

deviates from this or approaches it.

The most striking deviation lies in the entire absence

of decoration on a proportion of Ebbsfleet pots, since
2

undecorated Lortlake ware is extremely uncommon. At

l.Inturned rims of similar kind do occur sporadically in
practically every large assemblage of 1indmill Hill ware,
as at Lyle's Hill in atntrim (Evans, 1953, fig.l3:l5,17).

2. There is a single bowl from Selsey (llhibe, 1934) and perhaps
another from Tolley's Pit, Cassington, Oxon., with pits in
the neck only (see catalogue entry).



1	 2
Ebbafleet, Whitehawk and Combo Hill the proportion of plain

pots amounts to 30%, 40% and 44% respectively. From the

same geographical area conies also the virtually plain group

found at High Rooks Caves near Tunbride o1ls; only the

rim sherds are Illustrated in FIG. 48, but there Is a con-

siderable quantity of undecorated wall sherds as well.

Further, many of the pots from Combo Hill, Ebbsfleet,

and from the Thames have ornament, usually simple oblique

Incisions, on the rim only (as FIGS. 103:5; 104:11-15; 90:4).

No specimens of Iortlake ware with decoration confined to

the rim are known to the writer.

We may thus take It that lack of ornament or ornament

confined to the rim is an early or primitive characteristic

of Ebbfleet ware.

There decoration was applied, the techniques include

scorin6, fingernail impressions, pitting, punctuation and

cord impressions.

The scoring may be distinguished from the channelling

on Windmill Hill ware and from the grooving on Rinyo-Clacton

ware by the relative deepness of the lines and their tn-

angular cross-sections; a sharp flint seems to have been

1. The figure represents the five pots Identified by form,
as previously noted.

2. The proportion of plain pots from Combe Hill was probably
much hiher than this, since about a thousand sherds are
said to have been recovered and the excavator has told the
present writer that he deliberately destroyed two-thirds of
the "featureless" pieces in an attempt to ascertain the
nature of their constituents.



the implement most frequently used. The fingernail was evi-

dently employed on occasion for incising the rim or for pro-.

ducing rows of simple oval depressions (FIG.46); in FIG.91,

however, the end of a hollow bone or similar object seems to

have been used. Rustication of the surface rarely accom-

panies fingernail oriament.

Large and deep pits were produced normally with the tip

of finger or thumb (FIGg . 46 and 49); but an implement with

a flattened end was occasionally employed (FIG. 103:4; pre-

cisely similar pits occur on several sherds from North

Deighton). In thin-walled pots the wall for some distance

round the actual pit is often slightly depressed. 	 In Mort-

lake ware, pits are almost invariably set along the central

line of the hollow neck, but in Ebbsflaet ware the position

is variable, for they may occur in a straight neck (as

Ebbsfleet 10 and 14), on the shoulder (FIG. 103:4), or at

the base of the neck (FIG. 46).	 The two sb.erds from Combe

Hill (FIG. 105:24-5) with the pits Inside the rim are unique.

Short vertical strokes (as at VhItehawk, Curwen, 1934, fig.15)

or vertical fingernail impressions (Ebbsf].eet 4 and 26) may

take the place of pits in the neck.

It should be emphasized that holes_made before firing

do not normally occur; the sing.e exception is the sherd

from High Rocks Caves (FIG.48:4). The sherd from Hammersmith

illustrated in FIG.51 has a biconical perforation drilled

after firing.	 In this respect the Ebbsfleet (and the other
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Peterborough) styles differ from rlindmill Hill ware, where

both holes and pits frequently occur ininediately below the

rims of otherwise plain pots.

Punctuated decoration is uncommon in Ebbsfleet ware, but

occurs four times at the type-site (nos.2, 3, 6 and 17) and

once at Iortlake (FIG.90:5). 	 Another bowl from Mortlake

(FIG.92) has had a line of punctuations around the neck in

place of the normal large pits. ' Dots of this kind probably

were made with biTd-bones, but bird-bone patterns of the type

seen on Mortlake ware do not occur.

Cord ornament is found on only one pot from Ebbsfleet

(5) and one from Combe Hill (FIG.102:1); whipped in the

former case and twisted in the latter.	 'm twisted cord
LV

impressions areomparative1y rarely seenwhereas whipped

cord of varying degrees of fineness and coarseness seems to

be much more common. An impression of the range of variation

may be gained by comparing FIGS.3l and 92. Very coarse

maggots may sometimes seem to have been made by a comb with

oval teeth; but close examination reveals that a flexible

stamp has been used and sometimes, as in FIG.92, one end of
1

the core can be seen to project beyon4 the whipping.

ithin our area these whipped cord impressions tend to be

quite long, but at Windmill Hill and florth Deighton short,

fat maggots are characteristic.	 Curved or crescentic cord

1. A couple of wall sherds from North Deighton whioh may be
Ebbsfleet ware do seem to have impressions made bycomb
with small circular teeth, but the effect is quite
different.
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maggots do not occur in Ebbsfleet ware. 	
1

Chevron patterns are absent at Ebbsfleet and Combe Hill;

those on the ornamented sherds from Whitehawk are quite neatly

rranged, but in general the cord-impressed chevron patterns

in Ebbsfleet ware tend to be loose and confused in comparison

with those on Mortlake ware; FIG.92 is a good example.

Ceored lattice patterns on the rims are common and may

be repeated on the shoulders (Ebbsfleet Nos.l and 3) or on

both sides of the neck (several examples from North Deighton).

In Mort lake ware lattice patterns are confined, aloat without

exception, to the inside of the neck.

Decoration of the interior of the neck below the rim

occurs on probably under 50% of those Ebbsfleet pots which

are r ccirteofajt Ial1i; in Mort lake ware the proportion

rises to at least 75%. This internal ornament may simply

be a repetition of motifs used on the outside of the vessel,

or may take the form of oblique scorings. Most important,

however, are the organized designs in the form of triangles

pendant from the inner edge of the rim. In the specimen

from Hammersmith (FIG.50), the triangles are filled with

parallel lines and edged with a series of small semicircular

impressions; in that from Lortlake (FIG.90:5) they are

filled with lattice pattern. 	 jt small rim sherd, probably

Ebbsfleet ware, from Windmill Hill (No.62) has had similar

triangles formed by parallel lines of whipped cord and the

1. The nearest approach to chevrons is seen on FIG.102:2-3,
but these were made with a V-shaped stamp of some kind.
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design occurs again on the light-rinraed sherd from Barnham,

Suffolk (FIG.83), in this instance evidently made *ith a bird-.

bone stamp.	 It should be noticed that these are angular

designs and that curvilinear patterns and concentric semi-

circles do not occur on Ebbstleet ware. 	 Attention has been

drawn in Part II to the possible relationship between these

angular patterns and the enclosed panels on the pot from the

Whiteleaf Barrow.

A curious feature that recurs quite regularly is a broad,

shallow groove made vith the fingertip and encircling an

otherwise plain and usually upright neck; this is seen at

Combe Hill (FIGS.l0$:4; 105:22, 24), at Uhitehawk (Curwen,

1934, fig.25) and at Windmill Hill (No.5951).

Finally we may remark that, in comparison with Ilortlake

ware, patterns tend to be rather open and simple; individual

stamped impressions are more widely spaced, it is not usual

to find that more than two decorative devices are combined

on the same pot, and the necks are frequently left plain.

When ornament extends to the lower part of the vessel .t Is,
att,

however,arlanged in the same mariner as in Lortlake ware: a

zone of horizontal lines begins in the base of the neck and

continues below fr a variable distance, so that it seems to

hang from the shoulder. The fringe of vertical twisted cord

impressions on FIG.l02:l from Combe Hill seems to be just a

variation on this motif.
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b. The lvortlake style

The general characteristics of this style are well known,

so that it is unnecessary to list the specimens upon which

the followin6 description is based; the total amounts to
:1.

approximately 150.

Ware

The fabric is, on the whole, coarse and poorly fired;

it often contains large, angular grits.

In section the sherds tend to have a flaky appearance,

since the walls were less carefully beaten out and thinned

than in Ebbsfleet ware. But some sherds have a jagged,

irregular fracture surface, and are not noticeably layered.

Tempering material is usually burnt or unburnt flint

in areas where flint is plentiful; but crushed granite,

quartzite and shell were also used on occasion, as were

coinnilnuted potsherds.	 It seems to have been Leeds (1927,

460) who first published the statement that Peterborough

ware "is nearly always riade ithout grit, and has a greasy

texture". This observation was doubtless based largely

upon his experience of the pottery from Peterborough itself,

where flint or stone brits were sparingly used; in the

present writer's experience, however, the statement is a far

more accurate description of soUthern Rinyo-Clacton ware than

of the general run of Peterborough ware.

The thoroughness with which the pots were fired varies

1. The fibure inci.uaes materia.L Xounc. outsie tne bouth-
eastern area.
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a good deal, but on the whole the fabric is softer than in

Ebbsfleet ware and thick black cores are connoner. Firing

must have been carried out in a particularly summary fashion

at Peterborough, to judge from the mud-like fabric of many

of the pots.

Colour varies from black to red, but the predominant

shade is brown.	 On well-preserved pots it can be seen that

the surfaces have been smoothed by wiping with a wet hand or

a wisp of grass, but little attempt was made to press pro-

jecting grits back into the clay.

Forms

Simple hemispherical bowls seem to be fairly common.

Those from. Asthall (FI&,75:2) and &rime's Graves (Clark &

Piggott, 1933, fi,.7:b) have pointed or flattened rims.

But a more distinctive rim form - flat and projecting inter-

nally (see text-fig,4:i2b for the shape) - is found on the

specimens from Putney and ortlake (FIGS.52 and 89:3),

Eynsham (Bradford, 1943, Pl.XII:3), Ieathrow, Tonjntofl

(Fell, 1951,fig.5:3) and High heeldon, Derbyshire (Jackson,

1951, Pl.B:6).	 Perhaps the sherd from Ipswich (FIG.86)

should also be included In this group. 	 Of especial interest

is the "hybrid" bowl from Easton Down, ii1ts. (Pigott, 1934,

fi,,2), for it has the same flat, internally projecting rim,

Is decorated with whipped cord maggots, but has in addition

small pointed lugs set below the rim.
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The oval saucer from Heathrow, 6	 long, 3	 wide

arid i%" deep, with a rounded base and flat, internally

projecting rim, is the only reasonably complete specimen of

its kind reliably associated with Peterborough ware. The

small sherd with whipped cord ornament from Clacton,(FIG.40:3)

may also come from a shallow dish or saucer. For reasons

explained in the catalogue, it is uncertain whether the

undecorated flat-based saucers from Iver (FIG.37:8) and

Clacton (FIG.40:4) really belong to the Peterborough group.

On the other hand, they are not unlike the specimen with

holes through its base and wall from the West Kennet Long

Barrow (Cunnington, 1927, Pl.XIII:l13).

The dominant form in the Iortlake style is the familiar

bowl with heavy rim, short concave neck, pronounced carination

and round bottom. A few flat bases occur (as in FIG.39 from

Clacton), but as a rule the flattening appears to be the

accicnntal result of sagging before the pot was fired.
1

Pointed bases do not occur.

The body profile tends to be hemispherical, but a few

specimens have straight walls (FIGS.39 and 45). The diam-

eters of rim and shoulder are almost invariably nearly equal.

The necks are, as a rule, deeply constricted and short in

proportion to the height of the vessel; but one pot from

1. Piggott has clained (1931, fig.23; 1954, 314) that one of
the vessels from Ford, Northumberland, was conical in shape
but no actual specimens of pointed bases are imown and a
different reconstruction of the vessel in question is poss-
ible. In any case it is doubtful whether this collection
of sherds belongs to the Moptiake group.



Badshot (Keiller & Piggott, 1939, fig.58) ha8 a long straight

neck. In some instances the neck has been reduced to a mere

groove - FIGS.75 and 94.

It is sometimes possible to see how the heavy rims have

been made by adding a strip of clay to the top of the neck

(FIc1s.60; 6].; 64:7; 88; 95).	 As shorn in text-fig.4, these

heavy rims fall into three main groups: (1) the rim is T-

shaped and projects on either side of the neck; (2) the

outer side of the neck curves smoothly up to the edge of a

rim that projects internally; (3) the inner side of the

neck curves smoothly up to the edge of a rim that projects

externally.	 Forms (1) and (2) greatly outnumber form (3).

The rims may rest at an anle (forms Mla-Li3a) or lie hori-

zontally (forms IvIlb-L13b).	 The latter position is rarely

seen in the south of England except at Peterborough (see

FmS.59, 61, 62), but the majority of enlarged rims from	
1

Hedderwick and Glenluce seem to be horizontal and flat-topped.

Jith the exception of a few simple forms (as FIG.36:4

from Iver and FIG.99:3 from isley), all the rims found

within our area fit reasonably well into the categories just

described. quite a different form, and one not as yet re

ported from the south-eastern area, consists essentially of

a simple upright rim enlarged by the application of a flat

strip of clay below the outer edge; such a rim has usually

1. Hardly any of the stamp- or cord-ornamented pottery from
Hedderwick conforms in shape with the Peterborough ware of
the 8outh, but some of the pottery from Glenluce may fall
within the range of southern forms.
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an angular profile with two or more facets. There are five

specimens of this type from Bryn yr Hen Bobi, Anglesey (Hemp,

1935, fig.2:14, 15, 19; fig.3:1, 4), three from Winterbourne

Dauntsey, Vilts. (Stone, l934,Pl.3:1-3), one from flest

Kennet Long Barrow (Cuna-iington, 1927, Pl.IX:79), and one from

North Deighton, Yorks.

As for the dimensions of the enlarged rims of normal

type, the majority are under ill in breadth and none is wider

than ]. 1A . The original shapes of tue rims have often been

modified when the ornament was impressed; this is especially

noticeable where the stamp has produced deep grooves (F]t.

107:2) or facets (FIc+S.44, 98).

Decoration

Except for one entirely plain pot from Selsey (White,

1934) and a few sherds with pits in the neck only from

Tolley's Pit, Cassington, all the carinated bowls have decor-

ation on the rims and on the walls for a variable distance

below the shoulder. Some kind of ornament is nearly always

present in the necks as well, and at least 7E have internal

decoration.

The standard arran0erient of the ornament, in horizontal

rows of short stamp marks, tends to give an impression of

monotonous uniformity. But close examination reveals that,

within the limits of this convention, a wide range of



decorative effects was produced. 	 No uessel is precisely

Blinilar to any other and repetition seems to have been avoided

it is unusual to find three pots which look so much alike as

those illustrated from Orton Longueville (FIGS .43-44) and

Cassington (FIG.76:l).

The stamped ornament is arranged in horizontal rows

consisting of series of short vertical or oblique impressions;

the latter may all run in the same direction in successive

rows, but in the breat majority of instances the direction

alters from one row to the next, so that a chevron or herring-

bone pattern results. The upper row lies usually in the

base of the neck, the reriainder below the shoulder.

The devices used as stamps include short lengths of

twisted or whipped cord, cuneiform implements, fingernails,

and the articular ends of bird-bones.	 Chevron patterns

were also produced by series of short incisions. Two, and

frequently more, of these devices were often used to ornament

the same pot.

Long lines of twisted or whipped cord impressions some-

times divide the ornament into zones (F1ch32), finish off a

pattern (FIG.58), or appear alone (FIGS.59, 94, 95).

Continuous lines of fingernail impressions set end-to-end

were also used to define zones (as FIG.39), to decorate the

rim (FIG.96) or to emphasize the shoulder (FIG.87), but this



technique is uncoumion in Mortlake ware. Roughening or

rustication of the surface occasionally accompanies finger-

nail impressions of the more ordinary kind.

A number of pots are encircled by series of ridges which

were either pinched out or applied separately. Such ridges

form the sole ornament oil the walls of the pot from NeyDridge

(FIG.98).	 In other instances (as FIG.62:2) indeterminate

marks fill the spaces between the ridges. 	 Ceveral sherds

from Heathrow have ridges formed between grooves drawn in

the clay with a broad point; more frequently the ridges

have been forced out between deep grooves made by closely

spaced impressions of a bird-bone or similar stamp (FIGS.

36:4; 37:6 and 107:2) or by long lengths of cord (as on the

rim of FIG.36:1, and on two sherds from Kempston illustrated
1

by Piggott, 1931, fig.16:3 and 8 ). 	 The transverse or

oblique incisions which commonly appear on. such ridges (FIGS.

36:1; 37:6; 107:2) seem to have been made by the potter's

finger- or thumb-nail as the ornamental device was being

pressed into the clay.

The purely horizontal arrangement of ornament on the

walls was on occasion abandoned for a panelled effect, as in

FIG.81 from Mongewell and sherds from Badshot (Keiller &

Piggott, 1939, fig.57) and Bourne ]i1l pring, Farnham

(Clark & Rankine, 1939, fl g .24:4), or for curvilinear

1. The lines on No.8 are not comb-impressed as at first sight
they appear to be, but have been n.de with long lengths of
coarse whipped cord.
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patterns. Unfortunately, none of the latter can be com-

pletely reconstructed. The two fragments from Iver (FIG.

36:2 and 3) have evidently had an elaborate arrangement of

concentric semicireles made by an extremely fine cord which

has first been whipped, then twisted. Two sherds from

Heathrow bear parts of what may also have been semicircies,

but here the patterns are grooved. A sherd from the West

Keimet Long Barrow (Thurnam, 1861, rig.l4) has beneath the

shoulder a band of undulating lines. The odd combination

of incised curved lines and small pits on the wall of the

bowl from Asthall (FIG.75:l) does not seem to be organized

in any recognizable pattern.

Within the sDuth-eastern area curvilinear designs occur

inside the rime of pots of ortlake type at two sites.

From Heathrow comes a sherd with crudely drawn concentric

semieircles pendant from the rim; this design partly over-

laps a confused lattice pattern. 	 vessel from Badehot

(Keiller & Piggott, 1939, fi.55) has a series of multiple

arcs pendant from the rim; these, Piggott has suggested,

were made by pressing a string of small vertebrae into the

clay. The sherd illustrated in our FIG.88 comes from the

same site and seems to have belonged to a second vessel; in

details of form and decoration it differs from the first,

but the single arcs inside the rim have been made by the

same device as that used in the published example. A sherd
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from the test Kennet Long Barrow (British Luseuin, reg. no.

73.12-19.71; exterior illustrated in Cunnington, 1927, Fl.

IX:84) has inside the rim an undulatin c, line (or perhaps

series of arcs) that may also have been made with a string

of vertebrae or perhaps by overlapping impressions of the

articular end of a small bone.

The other semicircular designs on Peterborough ware

within our area occur on pots in the Fengate style and will

be discussed later.	 Outside the area senaicircies appear

on the rims of pots from Nympsfield, Glos. (Clifford, 1938,

fig.4:20), Ford, Northumberland (Piggott, 1931, fig.23) and.

Glenluce (Callander, 1933, fig.8:2), but none of these seems

to be typical Mortlake ware.

Other decorative motifs inside the rims of Lort1ake

bowls take the form of a repetition of the extexnal decor-

ation, scored oblique lines, or scored lattice pattern.

It should be noted that in the Llortlake style lattice pattern

is, with very few exceptions, confined to the interior of

the vessels.

Deep pits, frequently accompanied by Internal bosses,

are normally made with the finger-tip, though a small conical

implement has occasionally been used (FIGS.37:5; 95, and

others). With the exceptions mentioned below, the pits are

confined to the centre line of the neck. The sherds from

Barton Hill Farm, Site III (FIG.33) and Asthall (FIG.75:l)



have each, in addition to a line of pits round a vestigial

neck, a further series on the wall below; an.d the simple rini

from Wisley (FIG.99:3) has a small pit immediately below its

outer edge.

Finally, brief reference may be made to two unusual

forms of decoration. 	 In view of the amount of attention

they have attracted, it is surprising to note that curved or

crescentic maggots are really quite uncommon. Within our

area they are found only at Kempston (Piggott, 1931, fig.16:2)

Iver (FIGS.36:1 and 37:5), and Peterborough (FIG.6O); outside

the area a few sherds thus decorated occur in the large co].-

lections of pottery from the West Kennet Long Barrow, North

Deighton and Hedderwick. There may be other examples not

mentioned here, but such are unlikely to be numerous. Even

if we include in the reckoning the Beacharra C and Irish

Sandhill pots vith crescentic maggots, the total number of

specimens is very small in proportion to those with straight

maggots.

The two shoulderless bowls from the Thames at Putney

(FIG.52 and Liortlake (FIG.89:3) are the only specimens of

Peterborough ware with "barbedwire 11 decoration. As des-

cribed in Appendix I, this kind of decoration is proper to a

special class of Beakers. But these bowls are morpho1ogicall

identical with others found in direct association with ortlak€

ar and the overall chevron patterns are also characterist

of this style, so that there seems to be no reason for

excluding them from the group.
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In this section we shall direct our attention to a third.,

and, hitherto imperfectly recognized., ceramic style within the

Peterborough complex. As the Mortlake style can be seen to

develop from the Ebbefle.t,ao the Fengate style clearly dev-

elops from the Mortlake. But before proceeding to describe

the characteristics of the Fengate style, it will be well to

list the minimum number of individual pots upon which our

classification is based..

List of pots in the Fengate style available for etudy

(a) Within the south-eastern area
No.of

Sit.	 pots

Berks.:
	

Abingd.on	 2
	

(FIG.34:l-2)

Es sex:
	 Clacton - Lion Point 1
	

(FIG.40:2)

London:	 Wandsworth

Northants.: Astrop
P.terborough

Oxon.:	 Cas8ington (Tolley's
Gravel Pit)
Casaington (Partrldgeb
Gravel Pit)
Eynshaza - Foxley FaTm

1	 (FLG.53)

	

4	 (FIG$.55:l-2; 56; 57)

	

13	 (FIGS.63; 64:8; 65; 6
67; 68:13; 69-72)

2
	

(FIG.76 :2-3)

5
	

(FIcs.77-78)
1
	

(FIG.79)

Suffolk:	 Creeting St. Mary 	 1	 (FIG.84)
Icklinghazn	 3	 (Piggott, 1954, P1.

1:2 and FIG.85:1,5-6



Dorset:

Glos.:

Thiokthorn 163A

Hand.ley Down -
Barrow 26

Wor Barrow

1
Bourt on-on -the -Water

Avebury
West Kennet Avenue

West Kennet Long
Barrow

Windmill H111

Wilts.:

(b) Outside the south-eastern area
No • of

Site	 pots

Torks.:	 Driffield. - St.John's
Road.

Acklam Wold. - Barrow
all

3	 (Drew & Piggott l936
P.6, P.9, P.24

2	 (Pitt-Rivers, 1898,
P1.294:2 and. 4)

1	 (Pitt-Riven, 1896,
P1.261:11)

1 (Dunning,l932,fig.2:1
Warren •t al., 1936,
P1.I:1)

1	 (Gray, 1934, fig.7:167)
1	 (Avebury Museum,

P.680-4)

4	 (Cuunington, 1927,
P1.1.4, 6, 8;P1. 11:80 )

2	 (Avebury Musetim,Nos.
3460-1 and. 7603-5)

4	 (Private hand.)

2	 (Mortimer,1905,fig.
219 and. unpublished
shard. in Mortimer
Museum, Hull)

Thus a total of 54 specimens (33 found. within the south-

eastern area and 21 outside it) may be used. to define the

characteristics of shape and. decoration peculiar to the

Fengate style.

1. This large rim shard. has been classified. by Piggott (in
Warren et al., 1936) as Grooved. (now Rinyo-Claoton) ware,
but Thinning's original comparison with sherd.a in the
Fengate style from Peterborough was correct1
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Ware

Some of the pottery is of reasonably good quality, not

inferior to the better class of Mortlake ware; but the mat-

erial from the Northamptonahire and. Thames Valley sites is

sometimes incredibly ill-made and. ill-fired.. 	 (It is probable,

in faot, that a proportion of the pots from Peterborou.gh were

waSter8.) Think, flaky, blue-black cores are normal at

these sites; flint or stone grit was used. sparingly or not

at all, but crushed potsherd.s appear rather frequently.

Despite all this it seems that special pains were some-

times taken with the urfaoe finish. The sherls from Astrop,

Claoton., and. a number of those from Peterborough, have a very

thin, smooth, glossy skin over the black core. At Peter-

borough and Claoton this skin is pinkish-grey or reddish

brown; at Astrop it is grey.	 lsewhere the surfaces are

similar to those in Mortlake ware: black, red., or (usually)

brown, and rather gritty.

Forms

A few simple hemispherical bowls may be assigned to the

Fengate group, either by reason of their association with

pots of standard form or because they are decorated. in a char-

acteristic manner. There are two such bowls from Ioklinghazn

(Piggott, 1931, flg.17:1 and 2) which evidently were associated.

with the rest of the pottery; one has a confused incised
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pattern, the other three horizontal lines of twisted. cord,

below a notched. rim. The bowls from. C].acton (FIG.40:2) and.

Peterborough (FIGS.64:8 and. 71:18) are related. by the patterns

made with fingernail inipressiona on the flat, slightly in-

turned. rims and. on the exteriors to other pots which will be

d.ezcribed. below.

Shallow dishes or saucers do not, on present evidence,

seem to occur in the Fengate group. The "saucer" from

Ioklingham (Piggott, 1931, fig. 17:7) is correctly represented.

in our PIG.85:5 as an elongated. rim with an overhang. A.

"saucer" from the West Kennet Long Barrow (Cuimington, 1927,

P1.1:4 and. P1.111:4) has bean misinterpreted. in. the same way,

for it too is part of an overhanging rim.

Pots in the Fengate style may be identified. primarily

by their elongated. rims (text-fig. 5). But other morpho-

logioti. changes may also be detected.: a flattening of the

contours has t.ken place so that the walls have lost their

curvature, the necks have become vestigial or disappeared.

altogether, and. the bases (such as survive) are flat.

The rims may be divided. into three sub-types according

to their contours and the angle at which they lie, as shown

In text.flg. 5. In form Ti the rim is set vertically and.

it is externally convex. The lower edge overhangs the nook

or wall and. the upper ed.ge curves Inwards to overhan g the

interior. Form F2 retains the external convexity, but the



Text-Z1. 5.

Fenate ware: tyicaJ. rofi1ea.
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rim is set at an angle. 1 line drawn through the axis of

the rim from top to overhang will meet a vertical line at an

angle of about 300. The greatest dianieter of the pot is

thus at the lower edge of the rim. Form F3 differs from

F2 only in that the external surface is flat or even slightly

concave. In shape this rim cannot be distinguished from

those of many Overhanging-rim Urns.

These elongated rims average from tip to overhang 1 "

to 21" in length; in a minority the rim is 
l or less in

length. The form appears to have evolved mainly from the

Mortlake type (MZa) which projects internally only. A

series of intermediate forms leading from the Mortlake to

the Fengate type can be discerned.. Beginning with the

typical MZa rim illustrated. In FIG.32, we can follow a gradual

process of i.enghening and alteration of the angle In FIG.

80:].; FLG.82:l; JIa,97 and. FI(h99:2. 	 It may be noted that

a few vertical rims occur already in the Mortlake style, as

the pot from Church Dale, Derbyshire (Harris, 1953, fig. 2:2).

Certain variations in the shapes of the tops and bottoms

of the rime in the Pengate series may be pointed Out. L

form 7]. (but occasionally also in Y2) the top of the rim

curves smoothly round to form an Internal overhang (FIGS.69;

77:1 and 2 '° 85:5). In form 72, the overhanging top is, I.

normally flattened and. may be thickened. to produce a wide

bevel (FIGS.56; 70:17; 71:18; 72, and. the pot from Boutton-
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on-the-Water). Unexpanded bevels also occur in P2 and

almost always in 73 (FIGS.55:2; 71; 85:l;a shard from Windmill

H111, No.7603; the shard from Wor Barrow).

Incertain instances the outer overhang is accentuated. by

a horizontal, projection of the lower edge of the rim (PIG.34;2;

Cunnington, 1927, P1.111:6). On the other hand., there may

be no angle at the junction of the rim and wall, but simply

an outward curve (FIG$.78:6 and. 85:6) or the base of the rim

may be indicated by a horizontal line drawn round the wall.

This feature is seen In the pots from Bourton-on'4he- Water

and .Lcklam Wold. 211 (Mortimer, 1905, fig. 219); in other

respects these pots conform to type.

Pew complete or restorable vessels exist, but nevertheless

we can form some idea of the range In shape and. size. 	In

shape the pots appear to fall Into two groups: those that are

cylindrical and those that take the form of a tru.noated. cone.

Th. only restored vessel of the cylindrical type is the large

one from Ioklingham (Plggott, 1954, P1.1:2), but others of the

same shape are represented by shei'd.s (FIQ$.66; 66; 77; 85:6).

Complete or restored conical pots with flat bales are illus-

trated In FIGS.53 and. 69 and others are represented. by eherds

(FIGS.63; 67; 72). Th. basal sherd. illustrated, in FIG76:2

and. the flat base with "widely splayed angle" from Thiokthorn

163a (P.?) must have belonged. to similar pots. The restored
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pot from IoklIngham Is 15" high and. 8" In diameter; FTG.66

from Peterborough may have been even larger, f or it Ia 1]." in

diameter. The conical vessels range in size from that found.

at Iand.sworth (FIG.53), "&" high and. 7' at greatest diameter,

to that from Peterborough (FIG 63), iij" high and nearly 19"
1	 -	 -

at greatest diameter.

A well-defined. neck is still present in FIGJ.3-and 63,

but in FIGZ.56, 77 and. 85:1 it has been flattened. or reduced.

to a mere groove. The neck has entirely disappeared. in FIG8

55:2; 66; 67; 69; 71 and. 72. The cu.rious attenuation of the

wall below the rim in FIGS.72 and. 84 and. In the pot from

Bou.rton-on-the -Water may represent a vestigial neck.

The bases fall Into two classes: those that seem to have

been flattened. accidentally and those that were deliberately

made flat. The base of the restored. pot from Ickliugham

seems to fall into the first class, as the angle at the Junc-

tion of wall and. base is rounded. both outsIde and. in. The

other surviving bases belong to conical pots and. all (except

perhaps FIG.63) fall into the second. class.	 In most oases

a well-defIned. foot is present (FIG.53; 67; 69; 7a; 76:2).

(The basal shard. Illustrated. in FIG.55:l has a foot-ring, but

1. Although the vessel is so fragmentary that the rim diameter
has had to be calculated. by proàtion of the angle of the
lower wall, the error is probably not great, since the
diameter/height ratio is similar to that seen in more
complete pots of the same typs.
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this fragment is clearly part Beaker and, we shall consider

its signifioance at a later stage.) Hard.ly one of these

vessele san have stood. securely on its ridiou].ou.sly narrow

base.

We may now sum up the morphological characteristics of

the Fengat. stjie. The rims are elongated., normally over

1' long, and. are set either vertically or at an angle dev-

iating by about 300 from the vertical; they typically over-

hang both the interior and, exterior of the pot. Necks are

generally vestigial or absent. The walls are straight and

the form either cylindrical or conical. The conical type

often has a well-defined foot of a size quite out of proportion

with rim diameter. Thia tendency to top-heaviness seems to

show that we are dealing here with a transitional stage; in

the succeeding Overhanging-rim Urn stage certain alterations

have been mad.. in order to restore the balance and. produce a

pot which will etand reasonably securely on its base.

Decoration

In many pots of the Fengate type, the decorative tech-.

niq,uea and, motifs characteristic of Mortlake ware naturally

persist, though some are already beginning to disappear.

But those pots which have developed furthest in the direction

of Overhanging-rim Urns have also a distinctive style of

decoration.
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Zn the first place it is to be remarked that the line

of pits continues to appear below the rim: these help to

reassure us that we really are concerned with Neolithic pots

and not with Bronze Age urns. The pits may lie inside a

reduced neck (FIG.56 and 77:1 and 2), but if there is no

neck they are pressed into the overhang of the rim itself

(FIG.55:2; two sherds from the vest Kennet Long Barrow,

Cunnington, 1927, P1.I:E and Pl.IX:80; the unpublished sherd

from Acklam do]d 211; and a sherd from St. Job&s Road,

Driffield).

In the Lortlake style the decoration on the rims is

often repeated on the walls of the pots; in the Fengate style

there is a marked tendency towards differentiation between

rim and wall decoration. 	 The rim orna lent is rarely repeated

and characteristically takes the form of oranized designs;

the walls are normally decorated in a simple fashion or even

left plain. Bird-bone and hipped cord impressions occur

Infrequently and chevron patterns seem as a rule to be con-

fined to the rims.	 Internal decoration is present in less

than 25% of the pots.

Rim decoration is ijost commonly produced by twisted cQrd

or fingernail impressions. Cord-impressed chevrons appear

In FIG .57 and 76:3 and twice on rims from the vVest Kennet

Long Barrow; but a new design consists of filled tria±,gles

(FIGS.56; 57; 78:4; 84; sherd from \ or Barrow and P:6 from

Thickthorn). A series of cord-impressed triangles and
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lozenges ornaments the rim of a pot from Peterborough (FIGS.

67:lla and 68:llb).	 Concentric arcs embellish the sLerd

from Acklam bid 211 (Mortiiner, 1905, fig.219) and are some-

times combined (as in P;6 from Thickthorn and perhaps FIG.

78:3) with triangles.	 hort lengths of cord appear occas-

lonally on the inner rim bevels (FIG.56 and others).

Rims may be ornamented with single (FIG.69) or paired

(FIG.72) fingernail impressions; sometimes the surface i

rusticated (FIGS.66 and 72?. But the two absolutely char-

acteristic uses of the fingernail are for the production of

chevron patterns and of continuous lines. A long fingernail

has been pressed carefully into the clay so that small,

aharply cut arcs result.

Chevron patterns made vth the fingernail are seen on

the outer surfaces of the rims of FIGS.34:2; 66; of the sherd

from Bourton-on-the-Wter; and of one from the Jest Kennet

Long Barrow (P1.1:8).	 But a pattern of this kind appears

so commonly on the inner rim bevel as almost to S erve by

Itself as a diagnostic feature of the Fengate style: see

FIG'.55; 65; 66; 68:llb; 70; 71:18,19; 72; 97; the sherds

from or Barrow, Bourton-on-th- .ater, both those from

Acklam old 211, two from est I ennet Long Barrow.

e have already seen that in the I ortlake style conti-

nuous lines of finerinail impressions set end to eti.d were
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sometimes used; in the Fengate style this laborious tech-

nique was frequently resorted to. 	 The four horizontal

lines on the rim of FIG.7'7:2 and the design inside consist

of unusually widely spaced impressions; in the other

instances there Is no Interval between one impression and

the next.	 Parallel oblique lines rade by this method are

seen in FIG.68:l3 and it has been used at Ablngdon, Astrop,

Peterborough, Wandsorth and the Iest Kerinet Avenue (P.682)

to produce filled triangles or concentric arcs.	 As with

the cord-impressed desIgns, angular and curvilinear motifs

are sometimes combined, as in FIGS.64 and 65 from Peter-

borough.	 But concentric arcs alone appear in FIGS,4:l;

40:2; 53; 66; 70:17; and 85:5. 	 The pair of undulating

lines on the pot from Bourton-on-the-ater may represent

debased triangles or arcs.	 A panelled design (hurdle

pattern), consisting of roups of horizontal and vertical

lines, appears on FIG.85:6 from Icklinghani.
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Nail decoration sometimes still takes the form of hori-

zontal lines: stamped with a bird-bone in FIG.77:l arid 2,

drawn or impressed by the fingernail in FIG.55:1 aid 2. But

the general tendency appears to be toward scattered finger-

nail impressions (FIGS.59 and 69) or long vertical or oblique

lines. Vertical twisted cord lines occur in a sherd from

,est Kennet Long Barrow (P1.1:8) and on P.9 from Thickthorn;

oblique cord lines can be seen on FIGS.76:3 and 78:4 and P.40

from Thickthorn. Haphazardly arraned twisted cord lines

cover the walls of FIGS.76:2 and 78:5 and of P.26 from Thick-

thorn. A widely spaced lattice pattern has been scratched

on the restored pot from Icklingham. Three pots from Peter-

borough (FIGS.66, 67 and 71:21) have groups of shallow lines

which evidently have been drawn with a comb-like device.

Some walls are quite plain: FIG.72 and Bourton-on-the-Water.

It may be observed that, although it has been suggested

that the Lort].ake style represents the middle stage in the

typological development, in some respects the decoration on

Fengate ware resembles more closely that on Ebbsf'leet than

that on ILortlake ware. Triangular designs and the use of

sharp, oblique, fingernail impressions to ornament the edges

of rims are, for example, common to both but not especially

characteristic of ...ortlake ware. 	 But so far as form is con-

cerned, it would be difficult to derive the Fengate style,
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with its straight walls, flat bases and elongated rims

directly from the globular shapes and light rims of the

Ebbsfleet style.	 In the Mortlake series there are, on the

one hand, vessels whose features recall the Ebbsfleet style,

and, on the other, vessels whose features herald the devel-

opment of the Fengate style; but there are no vessels show-

ing a direct transition from the Ebbsfleet to the Fengate

styles.	 On purely typologica]. grounds, therefore, the

developmental sequence seems to be well established - though

future discoveries may upset it.

iii. Other artifacts associated with Peterborough ware
in the south-eastern area

In Table V are shown all the objects found directly assoc.

iated with Peterborough ware in our area. Since it is so imp-

ortant for our understanding of the Peterborough complex to

know exactly what implements of flint and other materials were

used ty the people who made the pottery, care has been taken to

include only closed finds or finds made in ech circumstances

that there is no reason to suspect contamination. For the
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sake of clarity, the sites have been listed under the headings

bbsfleet, Mortlake and. Fengate wares, bu.t there does not

appear to be any significant difference between the assoc-

iations of one group and another. Ill these sites appear to

have been domestic.

On looking at the table, two things are immediately

noticed: the small proportion of sites (22% of the total, of
1	 -

72 separate finds) where there is a reliable association of

pottery with other artifacts of any kind., and. the even smaller
careluLLy maae

proportion (e% of the total) where ec.ti implements are

present. This table, with its high proportion of sites

yielding only waste flakes and its narrow range of implement

types, contrasts strikingly with Tables II and VIII, which

show the artifacts associated with the Windmill Hill and.

Rinyo -Clacton complexes respectively.

Further, it is to be noted that, except for the tranohet

axe from Combs Hill (which was not found in situ) and. perhaps

the Itepurred.* implement from Bad.ehot, there Is not a single

association with a type defined, by Piggott as Secondary

Neolithic (1954, 283-6). Honington is an especially sig-

nificant site in this connexion, since no non_Weatern* types

were found. 11th the Peterborough ware, whereas petit tranohet

derivative arrowheads and, other Secondary Neolithic types

were associated In considerable numbers with the Rinyo-Claoton

ware In the higher level. (We ha ys already seen in Part II

that the pottery from Grovehuret oannot be attributed to the

1. The fibure incluQes I ie sites at aaan6ton an 8 at
Dorchester.



Peterborough grou.p and. that it is in any case unsafe to

assume that it was associated, with the single-piece flint

eiok].es and, other objects of flint from. the site.)

is our special area is so unproduotive of associated.

material, d,espite the fact that over 50% of find.-epots of

Psterborouh ware are concentrated. within it, vs may look

beyond. its boundaries for supplementary evidence. For reasons

previously stated., only closed. or uncontaminated. find.a are

relevant to our present enquiry. Many of the "aasociations

listed, by Piggott (1954, 310-12) are therefore automatically

excluded., since Western Neolithic, Rinyo-Clacton or Beaker

pottery was also present. Direct associations are then

found. to be few in number and. the evidence from occupation

sites is limited to that from Winterbourne Dauntsey, Wilts.,

where an axe of flint-mine type, "thunib-sorapers", blades or

knives and, waste flakes came from the pit fillings; a leaf-

shaped arrowhead. was found. at a higher level and, the excavator

did. not believe it to have been associated. (Stone, l934,449).

The other associations all occur in sepulchral contexts.

There is an arrowbeat from the Church Dale rock shelter, found.

with skeletons and, a bowl of Mortlake type, which baa been

claimed. to be a petit tranohet derivative (ifarris, 1953, fig.

2:].; Piggott, 1954, 30'?, 311).	 But this object is quite

clearly a leaf-shaped. arrowhead. with z*dimentary trimming at
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the points and. part way along the edges. Similar economy

of retouch is fairly often seen in arrowheads from oauseway.d

camps (of. Piggott, 1954, fig.12:9 and. 11, from Whitehawk and.

Windmill Hill.) and. there is a specimen from the Whiteleaf

Barrow (Appendix III, fig.4:3).
1

The poliehed. flint knife, fragment of bone skewer pin,

jet belt-alid.•rs and. pottery from the Gop Cave burials (Boyd'.

Dawkins, 1901; pottery better Illustrated in Crawford, 1927)

can. be accepted. as directly associated, as oan the belt-slider

with the burial in Barrow 26, Han.d.ley Down, Dorset (Pitt-Rivers

1898, 140-2), where Peterborough ware was found In the C?)
2

primary silting of the ditch as well, as In the mound. (five

fragments of the same pot seem to have been inserted together).

On. the strength of these associations we may include (as

Piggott has suggested, 1954, 311) the polished flint knife

and. jet belt-slider found. with a skeleton at Linoh Hill Corner,

Stanton Harcou.rt, Oxon. (Grimes, 1944) and. perhaps also the

polished-edge knife accompanying the primary burial under

Barrow 5, The Five ICnolls, Dunatable (Thinning & Wheeler, 1931).

All, these knives, Incidentally, are of the long, narrow type

and. not the diecoldal or sub-rectangular types which seem to

be associated cpiite regularly with Rinyo-Claoton ware.

1. Mentioned In Atkinson at al., 1951, 143.
2. Unfortunately, Pitt-Rivers gives neither a plan. nor a

detailed description of this barrow.
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In a small pit under Barrow 30 of the Aidro group in

Yorkshire, described on p.134, were found "half a disc of

grey flint" and "the burnt longitudinal half of a cylindrical.

jet bead with rounded ends, which had been bored lengthwise

from opposite ends".

The pottery from the Gop Cave, from Barrow 26, Handley

Down, and from Barrow 30 of the Aidro group is in each case

of developed Mot1ake oi Fengate type and for thia and other

reasons the whole series of burials is to be assigned to the

closing phase of the Neolithic period.

- $o far as i.mplements and weapons from domestic pites

are concerned, the associations are all with Ebbsfleot or

Mortlake ware. These consist of three flint axes (all likely

to be flint-mine products), two fragments of polished flint

axes, a leaf-shaped arrowhead, scrapers, serrated blades,

and grain rubbers - a].1 of types indistinguishable from those

found regularly with inmill Hill pottery. In addition

there are the unstratified tranchet axe from Combe Hill and

the "spurred" implement from Badshot, but In the circumstances

these are not very significant.

From the foregoing It is clear that present evidence

does not allow us to attribute petit tranchet or derivative

arrowheads to the Peterborough complex. It may be objected
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that in certain instances euch types have been found. assoc-

iated, with Western Neolithic and Peterborough pottery and,

that since they are Itnon_Westernit they must necessarily be

assigned to the group-making "non-Western" pottery. But

in Table IIB it is shown that at two sites arrowhead.s of the

type in question have been found. in "pure" Western Neolithic

contexts (Dovercoux't and. Hurst Fen).	 It seems, therefore,

that the occasional use of such arrowheads (in all oases only

one specimen was found.) is just as likely to be a Western

Neolithic trait as a Peterborough one.

Thus, so far as the scanty evidence allows us to draw

general conclusions, it seems that there are no grounds for

differentiating between the flint -working trad.it ions of the

groups making Peterborough and. Western Neolithic pottery

until a stage in the history of the former when the ceramic

forms were typologioally advanced. At this s4ge, which is

late in the Neolithic period., polished. flint knives (and

ornaments of jet or lignite) are associated. in graves with

Peterborough ware. There is, on the othe4hand,, a sharp

distinction between the kinds of artifacts associated with

Peterborough and. with Rinyo-Claoton pottery (see Table VIII);

it is with the latter that types defined as Secondary Neo-

lithic by Piggott regularly occur.

1. At Whltehawk Camp (Ross Williamson, 1930) and.he
chambered cairn of Bryn yr Hen Bobi, Anglesey (Heiap,l93).
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iv-. Mode o occurrence

Table VI lists the contexts in which Peterborough ware

has been. found. In. the south-eastern area. The system. of

classification follows that used. for the Windmill Hill and.

Rinyo-Claoton complexes in. Tables III and II.

Including strays and shards redeposited. in the mou.nd.s of

round barrows (in. all the oases with which we are here con-

earned the latter may be interpreted, as accidentally moor-

porated.), 6t% of the finds represent domestic occupation..

The high proportion (1$) of finds recovered from. the beds of

the rivers Ebbsfleet, Ouse and. Thames is remarkable, though

the significance of this occurrence remains obscure. Most

of the pottery is fragmentary, but there are six complete

vessels from. the Thames. Whether these finds represent

canoeing accidents, flooded riverside habitations, or votive

deposits, they indicate that the makers of Peterborough ware

habitually engaged. in some kind of activity in which the

makers of Rinyo-Claoton ware seem never to have participated.

and. the makers of Windmill Hill ware rarely.

Sines the freq,uenting of river banks (or travel on river.)

is the only aotivity which seems to be distinctive of the

Peterborough group, more information may perhaps be derived.

from a comparison of the modes of occurrence of all three

complexes.	 (For convenience of reference, a combined table
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'fABLE VI

Mode of 000uxrenoe of Psterborough pottery in the South-
eastern Area

No.of
sites

2

1

13

2

7

2

6

1

2

1

9

4

13

4

72

1. Prfmry in causewayed. camps

2. In ditch-filling of camp,
stratigraphical position
uncertain

3. In pits, assumed. to be d.omestio

4. On hut floors

5. On occupation sites, no
structures detected.

6. In primary association with a
ritua]./funerary monument

7. In secondary association with
a ritu.alffu.nerary monument

8. In primary silt of ditch of
long barrow

9. In seoond.ary silt of ditch of
long barrow

10. In shaft-filling of flint-mine

11. In bed, of river

12. Multiple strays

13. Single strays

14. Redeposited. in mound. of
round. barrow

15. Circumstances uncertain

Percentage
of total

3

1

18

3

9

3

8

1

3

1

13

S

18

6

100

A complete list of sites, divided into the categories used.
in this table, appears in Appendix VI.
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is given in Appendix VIII.)

('iven the relatively limited, number of sites with which

we are dealing, too much stress cannot be laid. on minor diff-

erences, since in some oases even a single addition wøu.ld. alter

the balance of percentages in the categories concerned..

Nevertheless, certain tendencies can be discerned.. In con-

trast with Rinyo-Clacton ware, both Windmill Hill and Peter-

borough wares 000ur in primary association with oausewayed
1

camps, in the silting of the ditches of long barrows , in the

beds of rivers, in hut floors and, as multiple or single strays.

Neither, on the other hand., is found. as frequently in pits as

is Rinyo-Claoton ware. For what this evidence le worth, then,

it seems that the ways of life (as betrayed by the contexts

in which they left behind. their pottery) of the people who

made Windmill Hill and. Peterborough wares were not d.iuimilar,

Whereas the Rinyo-Claoton group stands apart.

Although Peterborough ware Is not shown in !able TI to

occur in fu.nerary contexts other than in the ditches of long

barrows, there is a large series of more direct associations

with tombs and, burials (mostly outside the south-eastern area)

which may now be considered.. We shall deal firet with the

oonnexlone with monuments of chambered tomb-long barrow type

1. Since the eherd. from Hinton .Ampner is of Xbbefleet type,
its alleged position in the primary silt Qf the long barrow
ditch is perhaps less surprising than Piggott suggests
(1954, 306).
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(i.e. those in which collective burial was the normal rite)

and. then with round. barrowe and. related. monuments of the type

in which single-grave burial was the normal rite.

wo important monuments within our area have not been

included. in the list of Peterborough flnd.-spot because they

already appear in the Windmill Hill section, under the heading

of "Mixed. (roup&'. These are the Whiteleaf Barrow and Site I,

Barton thii Farm, where sherds typologloally indistingu.ishab.e
from Ebbefleet ware were associated with Mildenhall ware (see

Appendix III and. FIG.2). Both monuments appear to have been

structurally related.. At Barton Hill Farm, It will be remem-

bered., an area enclosed by a olx'ou.lar ditch with a causeway

contained. traces of the footing trenches of what may hays been

a rectangular wooden structure; outside the latter were two

crouched inhumations in shallow graves. Ay mound which may

originally hays existed. had. been ploughed. away. The White-

leaf Barrow, with its wooden chamber and. forecourt, seems in

turn to reflect, however vaguely, the architectural traditions

of the Severn-Cotewold. chambered. tbs. There can be no

doubt that the pottery was made and scattered. in the mound

during the course of construction by the people who built the

monument. The presence of sherd.s of Ebbafleet type at White-

leaf gives added. significance to the fact that, as we have

seen, there are two pots in the Ebbafleet style from the

Sevarn-Cotawold tomb at Nympafi.ld (Clifford, 1938, fig.3).



One of these was found. in the antechamber, but the other was

incorporated, in the structure itself, accompanied, by a packet

of bones.	 On the evld.enoe available (Clifford., 1938, 201),

it is imposeible to decid, whether this represents a deposit

mad.e when the tomb was under construction (an5. therefore by

the builders) or a later deposit (which might have been made

at any time after building and. before the final blocking of

the entrance). It is theoretically possible that some of the

dry-stone walling in the antechamber could. have been removed.,

the deposit inserted, and. the hole neatly sealed. so that no
1

disturbance was visible to the excavator. Whether these

!bbsfleet pots represent initial primary or subsequent primary,
2

or even seoo,dary, deposits in the tomb mast remain, an open

question. The Whitelsaf evidence, however, seems to weight

th. balance slightly in. favour of one of the two first -men-

tioned. alternatives.

Sherds indicating that the makers of Peterborou.gh ware

plaoed deposits in chambered. tombs at a late stage in. the

period. of use of the latter, or participated. in the ceremonies

attendant upon the final blocking, have been found. in. a number

of Severn-Cotewold. tombs; Nympsfleld. (Mortlake ware),

Notgrove (Clifford., 1936), Bown Hill and. Poles Wood South

(Crawford., 1925, 85; 125), Gatcoxnbe lodge (Piggott, 1931,150)

1. Mr. B.T.C. Atkinson has kindly passed. on information about
ocourreaces of this kind. at the West Kennet Long Barrow.

2. These terms are here used. in the senses d,efinid. by Daniel

(1950, 4).
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1
and Burn GrouEd (unpublished, possibly Ebbsfleet ware).

A large quantity of Peterborough ware (Ebbsfleet, Mortlake

Snd Fengate types are represented), together with sherds of

Rinyo-Clacton and Beaker wares, occurred as secondary deposits

in the est Kennet Long Barrow. Peterborou Qh ware also was

found in two chambered to'ibs belonging to other groups: at
2

Five Wells, Derbyshire (Nard, 1901), the sherd was in the

'chamber, but its chronological relationship to the destern

Neolithic pottery also found is uncertain; at Cairnholy I

(Piggott & Powell, 1949) sherds occurred with the final

deposits and in the blocking.

But Peterborough ware alone accompanied collective burials

in two sub-megalithic tombs inside caves or roc1-shelters -

at the Gop Cave in Flintshire and Church Dale in Derbyshire -

so that the construction of these monuments may be attributed

to the makers of the pottery.

At this point it may also be recalled that Peterborough

ware occurred not only in the ditch-silting of three long

barrows in the south-eastern area (Badshot, Hinton Ampner aria

Holdenhurst) but also in the ditches of Thickthorn l63a and

Wor Barrow. Pottery found in these circumstances is usually

interpreted as representing casual visits or temporary camps

1. Information from Mr. . F, Grimes.
2. At first sight the published profile of the sherd suggests

that it belongs to a Food Vessel. It could, however, be an
incorrectly orientated rim and wall of Fengate type.
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in the shelter of the hollows; the evidence for the interest

of the makers of Peterborough ware in chambered. tombs suggests

the possibility of a different interpretation.

n the whole it seems reasonable to conclude that the

people who made Peterborough ware had a special interest in

collective burial, ohambered. tombs and. eaxthern long barrowe,

which was not generally shared. by the people who made Rinyo-

Claoton ware in the south of Zngland., for in this region

Rinyo-Claoton ware has been found. only at West Kennet.	 (In

the Highland Zone, however, there is a Rinyo-Claoton pot from.

TTnival, a sherd. from Toxnore (Piggott, 1954, 329) and. other

artifacts of types known to belong to the northern fades of

the Rinyo-Claoton complex have been. found in. several tombs.)

The series of round barrows with which late forms of

Peterborough ware 000u.r in primary association y be divided

into two groups: those which have yielded burials and. those

which have not. Barrow Z6, Handley Down, Dorset (Pitt-Rivera,

1898, 140-2) evidently was surrounded. by an irregular ditch,

40 feet in diameter and. interrupted. by a causeway. Fragments

of a skeleton were found on a heap of flints in. the centre;

another, oontraeted., skeleton accompanied. by a jet belt-slider

was found. one foot from the surface, and. thus presumably in

the mound. itself. Also in the mound. were five sherda of a

pot with a rim of Fengate type (P1.294:2) and. a similar rim.

and. other herd.a were found. at a depth of 2 feet in. the ditch.



Beaker occurred. at a higher level, so that the Peterborough

ahords seem likely to have lain in the primary filling.

Acklam Wold. 211 (Mortimer, 1905, 92-3) was a low barrow,

without a ditch and. about 60 feet in diameter. 	 In the centre

was an oval grave containing a crouched skeleton accompanied

by two flakes and a flint knife of piano-convex type, an

implement mad.e from. the rib of a large animal, and a "Food.
1

Vessel"; of the latter only a small fragment, ornamented, with

a herringbone pattern in whipped. cord., survives. A oiroular

cavity, 2j feet in. diameter and. 10 inches deep, had. (according

to Mortinier) been out into the side of the grave-pit behind

the head, of the skeleton. In. the dark filling were fragments

of flint, and. sberd.s of a cylindrical pot in. the Fengate style

with a series of upright, cord-impressed. aemiciroles below

the rim. and. a chevron pattern made with the fingernail on its

inwardly projecting edge. From the material of the mound.

came a typical rim sherd. of Fengate type (forn P3), with

ohevrons made by the fingernail on. the Inner bevel, paired.

fingernail impressions outsid.e, and pits made with the finger-

tip below the oyerhan (Mortimer Museum, no.lxv).

In a small barrow built on the bank of the d.ou.ble-entranoe

henge-monument of Arbor Low, Bateman (1848, 64-6) found. a dat

containing cremated. bones, a bone pin, a flint and. a piece of

1. Not illustrated, by Mortimer, who gives for this the same
ftgure number as that for the pot from the cavity.
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pyrites, and. two pots.	 One is a simple cup-like vessel,

ornamented. with vertical cuneiform impressions and, with a

d.istinct foot which recalls those on several of the pots from

Peterborough. The other vessel (re-'d,rawn. with a round. bottom

by Piggott, 1931, fig.l8:) haB a rim of a form not normally

seen on Peterborough ware, though closely paralleled, by FIG.

61 from Peterborough itself. The d,eooration. on the inner

bevel, consisting of continuous lines of fingernail imprea-

sions set end.-to-end., seems to link it unmistakably with the

Fengate style. The external ornament of whipped. cord.

impressions could. belong just as well to a Food. Veael and,

this pot may well represent a transitional form. This seams

to be the only instance in. which recognizable Peterbomugh

waze has been fcund. with a cremation.

Although there need. be no connexion, it ii worth recalling

that besid.ej the pit at Bourton-on-the-Water which yield.ed.

two sherds of Peterborough ware, one in the Fengate atyle and.

another with a rim, of form Mlb, there was a second. pit in

which lay part of a woman's skull and. a complete shed. antler

(DunnIng, 2.932).

Surprising as it may seem, there can be no d.oubt that

the primary pottery from the site at Moneen, Co. Cork, exoav-

ated. by O Txelly (1952) belongs to the Fengate type of Peter-

borough ware. Inside a shallow ditch, 52 feet in diameter,

were found. stake-holes and. pits containing the aherda, patches
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of charcoal and. fragments of a hujrnn skull. All the8e had.

been oovered. by a low mound. formed. of the upoast from the

ditch.	 Implements of flint and. crystalline ciartz were

incorporated. in this mound. and, are not necessarily connected.

with the pottery.	 One of the vessels (O'Xelly, 1952, fig.7)

has a vertical rim, over 2j inches in length, its lower edge

overhanging the neck. It approximates to form Ti. On. the

rim and. walls are incised. lines forming loose chevron patterns

or triangles. A second. rim (fig.8:7) is probably not cor-

reotly orientated. In the illustration; it approximates to

form F2 and. has on the top traces of a typical, sharply-out

chevron design; ohevrona drawn with an implement appear also

on the outer surface of the rim and. below the overhang.

There are other sn11 fragments of overhanging rims and. one

fragment of flat, splayed. base. The rim of the first pot

(fig.?) and. of a second. (fig.8:l) are remarkably similar in

form, and. in the case of the seoond. also In &eooration, to

two rims from the ditch-filling of Avebury II (Gray, 1934,

fIg.7: 163 and. 167).

We come now to two barrows in whiôh Peterborough ware,

but no signs of burial,,were found.. It is possible In each

case that the association was fortuitous, but the evidence

described. above lend.s support to the view that it was not.
was su'rvou%ae

Barrow 24 on Hand.ley Hill (Pitt-Rivera, 1898, 147) &, like

Barrow 26 ,La circular ditch, just over two 
feet deep, Inter-
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rupted. by a causeway and. enclosing an area 23 feet in d.iameter.

Within this area were three exa,pty cavities. 	 A sherd. of

Mortlake type (P1.298:8) was found."at a d.epth of one foot on

the chalk floor within the barrow'. The meaning of this

statement is obscure, but in any case the sherd. appears to

have been in a primary position and. there seems no reason to

d.oubt the oonnexion.

Ald.z'o 30 (Mortimer, 1905, 68) was another small barrow,

30 feet in diameter and. without a d.itch. No grave or traces

of burial were found., but off-centre was a circular hollow,

14 inches in diameter and, one foot deep, which contained.

charcoal, hazel-nut shells, half a d.iso of flint, half a

oylinirioal bead. of jet, and. sherd.s of two pots.	 One (fig.

142) has a flattened. profile with a rim of type Mib; there

are sharply Incised. chevrons on the horizontal top of tile rim

and. irregular incised. patterns on the exterior and. interior

of the wall below.	 The other sherd. Cf ig.141) is part of the

lower wall and, flat base of a pot with scattered. finger-nail

impressions, similar to those seen on FIG.56 and. 59.

These associations with monuments of uncertain purpose

lead. us to another series of associations with monuments

which may be interpreted, as combining both ritual and. funerary

elements or as purely ritual constructions. It will be re-

called. that three of tile monuments described, above Site I,

Barton Hill Farm and. Barrowa 24 and. 2S, Handley - bad. each a
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circular ditch interrupted. by a causeway. A direct relation-

ship with the henge monuments of Class I seems certain, al-

though the r3ie of the Peterborough group in oonnexion with

the building and. use of actual henge monuniezits is not clear,

as the following examples will show.

A maggot-decorated. sherd. was found. in. the primary filling

of Ring-d.itoh A, Smith's it II, at Cassington; but a sherd.

of B beaker occurred. at the same level and. the nature of the

monument seems never to have been fully elucidated.. Similarly,

a sherd., probably of Mortlake type, occurred. in the ditch-

filling of the small Class II henge at Fargo Plantation; but

the interior of the circle was occupied. by Beaker and Food.

Vessel interments (Stone, 1938).	 In. both oases the sherds

may, but need. not, be intrusive. The relationship of the

Peterborough group to the monuments at Dorchester is not much

easier to interpret. Xbbsfleet or Mortlake ware occurred. at

six of the sites, but only at Site XX did. identifiable sherd.s

occur in. a primary position and. then in an outer ditch which

may be slightly later than the central features. Tet it is

worth noting that at Sites II, V, and. VI shards lacking d.is.

tinctive features of form or decoration, but resembling

Peterborough ware in fabric, also occurred. in primary positions.

In any ease, the makers of Peterborough ware evidently parti-

cipated. in activities connected. with these ritualffunerax'y

monuments, and, at Sites I and. XI contributed. additional
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features to the enclosures.

Some "influence" from Peterborough ceramic traditions is

evident in the pottery recovered. from Durrington Walls (Stone,

Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig,8:17,23,25,27), but, with two

possible exoeptions, the cord and bird-bone decoration. appears

On vessele o a form characteristic of the Rinyo-C].aoton ware

On the site. Peterborough ware was present on the sites of

the various features of the Avebury II-Kennet Avenue-*anotu.ary

complex, associated with Beaker (and perhaps inyo-Claoton war.)

in the posthojea ofhe Sanctuary, but not clearly connected.

with the etracture of the Avenue. Yet abraded sherda of

Mortlake type were found under the bank of Avebuiy II and one

Fengate rim and an atypical form (as well as a number of sherd.a

of uncertain affinities) were in. the chalk rubble of the ditch-

filling (Gray, 1934, figs.6 and 7). The only evidence for

the presence of the makers of Beakers on the site consists of

four shards, all from the same vessel, which were found at a

higher level than the Peterborough ware. Since the excavation

at Durrington Walls has shown that all Class II hangs monu.-
1

niente cannot be ascribed to the makers of A-C beakers , and

since the makers of Peterborough ware were on. the site of Awe-

bury II both before and shortly after2the construction of the

monument, we cannot dismiss altogether the possibility that

1. As had. been suggested by Atkinson (Atkinson St al.1951,91).
2. Gray (1934, 120) estimated that the chalk rubble stage of

filling would have been completed in. little more than a
decade. The rim eherd. of Tengate type was found in a patth
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they war. the buildei's.

y. Economy

Owing to the fact that Peterborough ware is not often

found. in direct association with other ob3eots of any kind,

evideno. for the nature of the basic economy upon dioh the

complex depen.ded. is scanty. Nevertheless, such evidence as

there is indicates a food-producing economy based upon agri-

culture and stook-breed.ing.

That cereal foods were oonswn.ed. is Indicated. by the

grain-rubbers from Combe Hill and. Znborne Gate, Newbury, and.

by impressions of what olearly have been cereal grains on one

of the pots from. the Thames at Mongewell (PIG.80:2). Unfor-

tunately these have not as yet been examined by an expert.

As for domesticated animals, bones of ox and. pi occurred.

at Combe Hill, Eynaham and. Acklam Weld. 211, and ox, pig and

sheep at Winterbou.rne Daunt sey. The evidence from the Gop

Cave is particularly important, for the sub-megalithic tomb

had been built in a layer of habitation refuse which also

yielded aherds of Peterborough ware. In this layer the bones

of domesticated. animals predominated, over those of wild animals

and. ox, pig, dog and. sheep/goat were represented., the latter

being the most abundant. 	 (It was also claimed (Boyd-Dawkina,

of burnt material and so was clearly deposited during the time
the chalk rubble was forming and. cannot have been derived. from
the male -up of the bank.
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1901) that both wild and. domesticated, horses weze present,

but	 &_tu4 latter seems ue8t.Lonabie.)

Food-gathering and. hunting seem to have played. no greater

part than in Western Neolithic groups. Hazel-nut shells in

the pit under Aldzo 30 are the only evidence for the former

activity and, bones of wild. animals were associated, with the

pottery at only four Bites: red, deer at Winterbou.rne Dauntsey,

Arbor Low and. Aoklani bid. 211; fox, martin, badger, horse,

deer and. hare at Gop Cave; and a fox's skull In a niche in

the Church Dale rook-shelter. The use of the bones of small

mmm1e and. birds (Liddell, 1929) for ornamenting the pottery

suggees that these were taken in some numbers, but probably

only to supplement th. diet. The pit-fall traps at Mys

Plantation near Glenluoe (Piggott, 1954, 306) indicate system-

atic hunting, It Is true, but it is still uncertain whether

the associated. pottery really belongs to the Peterborough

group. It might be expected., since so much Peterborough ware

has been found. in rivers, that fishing and. the trapping or

shooting of water-fowl would. have been important activitlee,

but there is no direct evidence of this either from food. ritual

or from specialized. equipment.

Participation in extractive industries Is attested. in the

flint-mining at Grime's Graves and. Eaiton Down and. the flint

atee from Winterbourne Dauzitsey, Combe Hill and. Thorpe are

likely to have been products of suoh mines. But no stone



axe-factory products have been found associated, with Peter-
1

borough ware alone, so that it is imoeeible to assert that

the makers of this kind, of pottery webs responsible for the

initiation of such industries. The evidence from Thenaid,e

Tarn and elsewhere does suggest, however, that the Peterboroh

group engaged in this trade in 00-operation with other groups

(as evidently was the oase in the flint-mines too).

The one specialized. industry we can attribute to the

Peterborough group was the manufacture of jet or lignite belt-

a].iders.	 These objects have twice been found with Peter-

borough ware (sop Cave and. Barrow 26, Handley Down)) but never

directly associated with any other kind of pottery. They

seem normally to have been most carefully made, attesting to

a standard of craftsmanship of which no other evidence sur-

vives.	 It is Interesting to note that on the basis of their

distribution (some thirteen specimens are listed by Piggott,

1954, 311), it may be possible to detect the presence of

members of the Peterborou.gh group in areas of Scotland. not

otherwise known to have been frequented. by them.

vi. Relationships and dating

The classification, in Section ii, of the Peterborou.gh

ceramic complex was primarily a typologloal one, based. on the

assumption that the three styles - Ebbefleet, Mortlake and.

Fengate - represent a developmental series. We must now see

1. Grimes (1951, 41) aara that macrosso.4c ins,gection suóe8ts
that axes from the Gop Cave ffl&2 be proguste of tao Grai
LwId factory.
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whether this assumption can be supported. by external dating

evidence. In the following paragraphs the only sites consi-

d.ered. will be those of which we have reasonably detailed and

accurate records.	 The fact that two rim sherd.s of Fengate

type were found at Abingdon, for example, is of no value for

the present purpose since we do not know the level from which

they came in the ditch-filling.

It must be admitted, at the outset that there is very

little direct stratigraphioal evidence to support our hypothesla

In the ditch-fillings of Windmill Hill and. Maiden Castle, the

three eterborough styles appear together in the secondary

silt and It cannot be shown that one is necessarily older than
1

another.	 The E'obsfleet ware deposited Inside the Nympafield.
2

chambered. tomb must, however, be older than the Mortlake ware

1. The stratigraphioal positioa of isolated aherda oa.rtifacts
within secondary silts cannot,	 be expected to
give a true indication of relative age within narrowly de-
fined limits. From the period of primary occupation onwards)
sherd.s and, other objects must have been lying about near the
edges of the d.itohes; during the formation of the first rapid
silting, contemporary with the first period of use, the
accidental dislodgement of such objeots will not affect the
interpretation of the stratigraphy. But during the relatively
much longer period represented by the formation of secondary
silting, objects belonging to the first and. to aubseq,uent
periods of use could fall from the edges into the filling
and come to rest above material which actually was younger,
but which had been deposited directly in the ditch. In uoh
ciroumatanoes only objects associated with hearthi or other
evidence of occupation of the d.ttches can afford the poss-
ibility of an accurate ahronologioal separation.

2. 1 single sherd. of Mortlake warefound in the anteohaniber
may have been dropped during an earlier investigation of
the tnb (Clifford, 1938, 205).



found in the final blocking of the entrance, though it is not

ossible to estiiiate how much older.	 Similarly, the Fengate
___e	 . j

ware in the ditch of Avebury II is younger than the Mortlake

ware found. beneath the bank, though probably no long interval

of time separated. the two. For the rest we shall ha ys to rely

for external dating evidence upon associations with monuments

or pottery belonging to other complexes. In the light of

present knowledge we may take it that the customs of buil.ing

causewayed. camps and. of d.epositin.g the dead. in collective

tombs (either chambered or not) were introduced by the earlier

Neolithic settlers in the south of Cngland and. that such monu.-

menta were no longer being built by the date when the bearers

of the Beaker cultures Introduced, the custom of aingle-raTe

burial 'under round. barrows. We may then, in the sense defined

above, speak of a class of early monunients and. a class of late

ones.

We have seen that bbsf1eet ware is the only represent-

ative of the Peterborough group to appear in primary association.

with monuments belonging to the early class, in what may be

described. as pure Windmill Hill (or Western Neolithic) contexts,

It has been found twice in the lowest levels of the ditches

of causewayed camps (Combe Hill and. Whitehawk), once in the

primary filling of the ditch of a long barrow (Hinton Anipner),

and. once was indisputably contemporaneous with a tomb which

seems to be related to the Severn-Cotewold. series (Whiteleaf);
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In the fifth instance (Site I, Barton Hill Farm) there is

little reason to doubt that the pottery was contemporary with

a monument which, though it has unusual features, seems to

have oonnextons with the collective tomb tradition. At

Whitehawk, Whiteleaf and. Barton Hill Farm the Xbbefleet ware

was also contemporary with stylistically developed. Windmill

Hill ware. There is no evidence to show that either the

Mortlake or the Fengate styles were in existence as early as

this. But evidently pots of bbsfleet type continued. to be

made after the Mortlake style had, developed and possibly even

overlapped. with the first appearance of the Fengate style.

The single bbsfleet bowl from Claoton was in. a pit with

beakers of type B and, all the pottery seemed to be contemporary.

Similarly, some sherd.s from Peterborough show bbafleet char-

acteristics (FIGS.58 and. 73:23-24), although there Is no evi-

dence that they are earlier than the A-C beaker settlement

On the site.

Mortlake ware occurs, as we have seen, in the secondary

silt of the ditches of long barrows and., in, chamber timba,

appears in the blocking or in positiona indicating contempor-

aneity with the final period of use. But, together with

Fengate ware, it does appear in primary positions under round.

barrows and. in the ditch-fillings thereof (Hand.ley & and 26;

Ald.ro 30). Ebbefleet ware Is not found. In such contexts.



At Site 107, Clacton, aherds of Mortlake ware (FIG.3:1-.3)

may have been associated, with Mildenhall ware; but on the

whole the period. of manufacture of the Mortlake style seems

to run parallel with that of Rinyo-Clacton ware and. of Beakers

of various types. At Site I, Dorchester, Mortlake ware was

later than Rinyo-Clacton ware; at Honington the position was

reversed.; at Orton Longu.eville and. Zd.ingthorpe the two were

found. together in pits or hollows. Mortlake ware continued.

to be produced. after the Fengate style had. developed., for both

styles are represented. in the group from Ioklingham and. in Group

vi.b from Peterborough.

The only piece of evidence to show that Fengate ware might

antedate Mortlake ware is the 8herd. of the former type which

lay at a lower level in the ditch-filling of Wor Barrow than

sherde of the latter type; but Pitt-Rivers recorded. (3.898,

100) that the silting had probably been disturbed. by badgers,

so that the position has little significance. At Thickthorn

163A the F'engate ware came from the upper levels of the ditch.

As previously described, Fen.gate ware occurs with significant

frequency in primary association with round barrows (Aoklain

Weld. 211, Aidro 30, Arbor Low, Hand.ley 26, Moneen).

Thus the theory that the tbree styles of Peterborough

ware represent a developmental sequence is supported. by a

modest amount of independent evidence. Although there was

evidently some overlapping of the periods of manufacture of
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each, no Mortlake or Fengate ware can (as yet) be shown

occur in contexts as w.alslyet as !bbsfleet ware sometimes does;

Ebbaf].eet ware, on the other hand, does not occur in such

Specifically "1ate contexts as Mortlake and. F'engate wares

sometimes do.

Contacts between the makers of Peterborou€h ware and.

other groups are implicit in the circumstances found. at many

of the sites described. in this section and. need, no 'further

discussion in general. 	 There is, however, one matter - the

influence of other oeramio styles upon Peterborou.gh ware -

which has not yet been touohed. upon.

Piggott has suggested (1954, 74, 310) that carinated.

bowls of Mildenhall type had a formative Influence in the

development of the Mortlake bowl. There are indeed. general

similarities between the two in shape and. in disposition of

ornament; the two share also certain decorative motifs -

chevron and. lattice patterns - which do not occur in other

ceramic styles In the south of England.; but the only decor-

ative teohaiq ,ue they have In common is the use of the leg-bones

of birds. Some kind. of relationship seems to be Indicated

by these similarities and. this is a subject to which we shall

return in a later section.



There is no evidence that the Rinyo-Claoton ceramic style

had a marked. influence on the Peterborough series, though it

may be that 000aeiona]. appearance of oordons or grooves mdi-

oates the borrowing of specific techniques. In only one

instance does anything like a typioa]. Rinyo-Claoton design

appear; this is on a rim eherd. of Fengate type frau Windmill

Hill (no. 3460-1), which seems to have borne a pattern con-

sisting of multiple triangles, the central voids being filled

with dots.

:But there are instances of unmistakable influence from

Beaker ceramic traditions; it is significant that no trace

of such influence is to be seen in Ebbafleet ware and that all

the examples are to be assigned. to a time when the Mortlake

style was fully developed and. the Fengate style had alrea&y

appeared.	 In. three oases the pots in question are shoulder-

less bowls with flat-topped., inwardly projecting rims of the

type assigned. to the Mortlake style iii 6eotion ii. On those

from the Thames at Putney and. Mortlake (FIGS.52 and 89:3), the

chevron patterns have been made by a "barbed.-wir&' stamp of

the type described. in Appendix I; stamped impressions of this

kind. are otherwise seen. only on a special class of Beakers.

But characteristic Beaker notched stamp impressions occur on

the third. bowl, which comes from the Hold.enhuret Long Barrow

(Piggott, 1937, fig.6:2).	 This sherd was associated with

Beaker and rusticated. ware and. lay at a higher level than the
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sherda of a typical shouldered bowl of Mortlake type. The

notched, stamps have been used. to make a series of small lozengei

on. the broad., flat rim; short, rather maggot-like notched.

impressions fill the lozenges and. adorn broad. ridges on the

outer wall of the bowl. A ridged. bowl of similar type acoom-

panted. the Mortlake ware from Heathrow; and, small lozenges,

evidently drawn with a pointed implement, are to be seen on

FIG.41:5 from Clacton.

One of the most obvious manifestations of Beaker influence

ie seen in the basal sherd. from Astrop (FIG.55:l). 	 In ware

and. technique of decoration (made exclusively by separate

fingernail impressions or by lines drawn with the fingernail),

the aherd, resembles closely those from the site with typical

Pengate rims. Yet the foot-ring and the arrangement of the

external decoration - notably the bar-ohevron and. the baial

zone filled. with single vertical fingernail impressions - are

clearly imitated. from beakers of A-C type; the series of

horizontal lines extending to the base inside owe nothing to

Beaker traditions, of course,

At Peterborough itself the evidence is less explicit;

but reference has already been made to certain sherds from

this site (arou.p VI.b) that have a special surface finish:

a thin, brittle, glossy skin with a pinkish-grey or reddish

colour.	 One such aherd retains a Mortlake form, but the rest

are of Fengate type (FNS.64:7,8; 65-68). It seems probable
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that the surface finish (so unlike that on normal Peterborou.gh

ware) represents an attempt to imitate the attractive appear-

ance of the A-C beakers being mad.e by another group inhabiting

the site at the same time.	 Qji.ite possibly the idea of pro--

vid.ing pots with narrow flat bases came from the same source.

Thus in the late Mortlake-Fengate phase we can alread.y

d.etect the first stage in the process of cultural fusion

which was to produce characteristic Bronze Age fu.nerary

ceramics rid, customs (the significance of the association of

Mortlalce-Fengate ware with round. barrows has been touched.

upon previous1y

In the absence of d.etailed. analytical stu.d.ies, and. even.

of comprehensive corpora, of the oord.-ornamented. Neolithio

wares from. Hed&erwiok and. Glenluce in Scotland. and. from sand,-

hills and. other sites in Ireland., it is possible at present

to make only a provisional assessment of their relationship

to the Peterborough ware of the South. The following obser-

vations are based. mainly upon the Scottish material published.

by Ca].land.er (1929, 1933) and, on the Irish material from Lough

nagh (Davisl94l), Island. MacHugh (Davies, 1950), Dund.ram

(Collins, 1952) and. Lyles Hill (!vans, 1953).

As mentioned. in an earlier section, the rims from Hed.&er-

wick and. Glenlu.ce d.iffer in shape, and. especially in the angle

at which they are set, from normal Mortlake ware. Then they



fall into any of the categories recognized in the South, their

similarity is to rime of forms 111-3b; they lie horizontally

and., in general, have flat tops. There is indeed, one cord.-

ornamented, rim from Glen].uoe (Callan.d.er , 1933, fig.6:8) which

resembles the Ebbsfleet type El/3. This shard., however, is

matched. in form by another from the site with tlutinge on the

rim (Cal].and.er, 1929, fig.44:18) and. the form recurs among the

undecorated. Western Neolithic wares from Ljles Hill (Evans,

1953, fig.15:15,17).

In fact, if the profiles of the cord-ornamented. Scottish

and. Irish wares be oompared. with the large series of Western

Neolithic pots from the Zilean an Tighe kilns (Scott, 1951k),
'c,o be see-is.

it is found. that virtually every variant found. in the former

series can be matched. with precision in. the l&tter. It would.

be outside the scope of the present study to enlarge in. detail

upon this matter, but it may be pointed. out that the baeio

d.istinotlon between the Irish and Scottish series is that only

in the former do hainnier-head. rims, luge and. shouldered. forms

appear. The Irish cord-ornamented. wares are thus more closely

connected. with the Eilean an Tighe series and. the relationship

extends even to auoh details as the method. of inserting lugs

into the walls of the pots (compare Scott, l95l, fig.9:2,34

and. Hewson, 1938, flg.1.4).

So far as morphology is concerned, the ceramic traditions

repmaented by the Scottish and. Irish cord-ornamented. wares

arlO the Western }leo.Lltklic wares
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of i1ean an Tighe and., to some extent, Lyle a Hill type are

one and. the same. The long necks characteristic of Lylee

Hill ware do not often occur with cord. ornament, but typical

stepped. shoulders thus decorated. come from Lylee Hill (Zyane,

1953, fig.l:75,?6) and. Duud.rum (Collins, 1952, fig.9:19; 11:8).

Both 1vne and. Collins have remarked. upon the difficulty of

making clear-out distinctions between the Western Neolithic

and. the cord-ornamented series; the only real difference

(apart from the decoration) seems to be that the latter are

frequently, but not Invariably, of coarser fabric than the

former.

Decoration by meaus of twisted and. whipped. cord, and. bird.-

bone or other stamps prod.ucing irregular impressions are thus

seen to have been techniques adopted by people who were already

In possession of an established Western Neolithic ceramic

style. According to Scott's interpretation of the Eilean an

Tighe material, hammer-head rims did. not appear until the final

phase of activity at the site, for all the published. specimens

come from Kiln II, Since this rim form is one of the common-

eat on Irish cord-ornamented, wares, It seems probable that

cord. decoration was not introduced, until the Western Neolithic

tradition had. reached. full development. This assumption is

supported. by the fact that the designs on Irish cord-ornamented.

wares are quite evidently expressions of the same ideas as
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those which inspired the designs used at Ellean an Tighe and

in other decorated Western Neolithic ceramic groups in western

and northern Scotland and in north-eastern Ireland (the

Beacharra B and Unstan groups). These designs consist of

filled triangles, concentric arcs, and panels of alternately

vertical and horizontal lines (hurdle pattern).

It has been siggested by Childe (Piggott & ChIlde, 1932),

and the theme has subsequently been elaborated by Piggott

(1954, 188-9 and 320), that the cord ornament on Beacharra C

and Irish wares of $andhill type must indicate co:nnexions with

the Baltic. There are indeed many astonishingly precise

parallels in decorative motifs and techniques, and even in

shape, between some Hiberno-Seottish vessels and certain

Danish specimens found in passage-graves or belonging to

Becker's funne].beaker group C. But the only piece of inde-

pendent evidence that has been adduced to support this theory

is the presence of impressions of grains of Triticum znonococoui
1

o sherds from Dunloy (Piggott, 1954, 189). 	 Piggott has

in fact admitted that the argument is weakened by the lack

of Intermediate links between western Scotland and Ulster

and Scandinavia; the cord-ornamented wares from Hedderwick

in eastern Scotland cannot qualify as such, neither can

those from Yorkshire to which Piggott (1954, 321) has drawn

attention in this connexion; the latter consist in

part of typical Ebbsfleet ware and In part of wares of

Nestern Neolithic form with

1. But these need have no particular significance for Helbaek
(1952,].97)states that T.mon00000um occurs everywhere in
Europe as a sporadic component o' the prehistoric T.dio000tth
ei'ot hA haa also idAntfffed. two imoressiona at indiniLL H!i1
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cord and other unusual ornaments which doubtless reflect a

mingling of traditions.
1

As we have seen, the forms arid all the decorative motifs

on the Beacharra C and Sandhill wares were already current in

western Scotland and in Ulster before the new techniques were

introduced. ±Thierefore all that we have to explain is the

substitution of impressed cords for the normal 1Vestern Neo-
3

lithic channelling technique. AS will be described below,

there is a substantial amount of evidence to show that it was

in fact the makers of Peterborough ware who were responsible

for this substitution.

In general, as Piggott has emphasized (1954, 320),

Beacharra C and Sandhill wares do not resemble Peterborough

ware in the arrangement of the decoration; but this is simply

because cord impressions have been used to reproduce geometric

patterns. Yet elements in the decoration of certain pots

can only be interpreted as ieflecting the intrusion of char-

acteristic Peterborough decorative motifs into this established

Including the rim dii consisting of a zone of horizontal
cord lines with a fringe of vertical strokes below which
Pigott specially mentions (1954,320) as indicating a con-
nexion with the Scandinavian funnel-beaker group of phase C.
This design appears several times on Unstan ware (cf.Scott,
195l, fig.7:0.40 and 0.87).
As shown by the sequence of Beacharra styles worked out by
Piggott (1954,185) and by the fact that the andhill wares
can be correlated as to form with the fully developed
series at Ellean an Tighe.
It may be objected that the raised ribs on pots such as Ithat
from Dunloy (Evans,1938,Vessel A) require an alternative
explanation. But groups of vertical ribs occur or a Class l
pot from Lough Gu.r (O'Rrordarn,l954,Pl.XXX) and Class la
wares cannot be entirely unrelated to the Ulster series.
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tradition. Such elements may be summarized brie:tly as

follows: closely spaced. herring-bone pattern on rim and

walls, differing in oharaoter from the looser patterns used

at Ellean an Tighe (Dundrum: Collins, 1952, tig.11:2); pits

made with the fingertip and. arranged in a line round the neck

or below the rim (Dund.rum: Collins, 1952, fig.lO:l; Island.

MacHugh: Davies, 1950, nos.N.69 and N.72; Lough Enagh:

Davies, 1941, no.ix, xiv, xxvi); traces of incised lattice

patterns (Knowles, 1895, fig.15; Lyles Hill: Evans, 1953,

fig.15:59; Island MacHugh: Piggott, 1954, fig.50:1);

impressions made with the end of a bird's leg-bone or similar

object (iud.leystown: Collins, 1954, fig.'7:3,4; Dundrum:

Collins, 1952, fig.11:5-6; Lou.gh Enagh: Davies, 1941, floss

xxvi, xxxi, xliii); small nicks made with the tip of the

fingernail (Dundru.m: Collins, 1952, fig.10:1,2; Lough Enagh:

Davies, 1941, no.xix; Island MacHugh: Davies, 1950, noa.N.2,

N.8).	 ill these devices were regu.larly used. by the makere
in the British Isles;

of Peterborough ware, but not by any other groupj the

straight or curved maggots which also occur sporadically in

the Beaoharra C-Sand.htll wares mu.st come from the same source.

Moreover, as we shall see, the traffic was not all in one

direction, for the results of such contacts can be detected

in the south of England as well.

Fortunately it is possible to establish with some pre-

cision the period at which these contacts must have taken



place.	 Piggott (1954, 185) has d.emonstrated. (1) that in the

Beaoharra tomb Itself a jet belt-elid.er of a type associated.

in England. and. Wales with Peterborough ware was stratified.

above pots of Beacharra A and. B types, and. (2) that Beacharra

C ware can be correlated. at Du.nloy with a Tievebu.11iagh axe.

The period. of activity of the Tievebulliagh axe-factory can

In turn be correlated. with Zone Tub of the post-glacial cli-

matic sequence (1Tessen, 1949, 142),	 The Neolithic occupation

at Island. MacHugh was shown by Mitchell (in Davies, 1950, 3-6)

to belong to a late phase of Zone VIIb; but In Somerset

Mortlake ware occurred. just above the TIIa-VIIb junction

(Piggott, 1954, 315).

On existing evid.enoe, jet belt-slid.ers and. curved. maggots

belong to an ad.vanoe& stage in the d.evelopment of Mortlake

ware, when the Fengate style was alread.y emerging. Thus the

Beaoharra belt-slid.er and. the curved. maggots on Beacharra C-

Sand.hill wares can be correlated. with this stage. Farther,

the only truly characteristic fragments of Peterborou.gh ware

(at any rate among the published. material) from. either sid.e

of the North Channel belong to the rims of pots of Fengate

type.	 One, with a cord.-impressed. lattice pattern, o mes

from iid.rum (Collins, 1'52, 25 and. flg.1l3). 	 Collins

pointed. au..t that inform, fabric and. d.ecoratlon the sl'erd.

suggested. a cinerary urn of the Middle Bronze Age. But the

overhang at the base of the rim is almost imperceptible and.



the form is best paralleled by the Fengate pot from. Bou.rton-

on-the-eater (Dunning, 1932, fig.2:l),	 The other, fou.nd.

below the blocking of Cairnholy I in Galloway (Piggott &

Powell, 1949, tig.8:4), has a pronounced. overhang,but the top

Qf the elongated, rim is missing. Piggott has argued. (1954,

185) that the Peterborough (and. B-beaker) sherd,s at this site

provide a terminus ad. gueni for the cessation of burial in the

Clyde-Carlingford tombs. This argument may apply very well

to tombs on the Scottish mainland., but need. not apply in. the

island.a or in Ulster.

s we have seen, it is in the more developed, stages of

Mortlake ware (as at Iver and. Heathrow) and. in. Fengate ware

that formal designs occur rather freq .uently. Hatched tri-

angles are common on Fengate rims tFIG.55:2 and. many others);

the hurdle pattern makes its only known appearance in Peter-

borough ware on such a rim ('IG.85:6); and., althou.gh the

concentric arcs on some pots cannot always be distinguished

from triangles that have lost their angularity (as PI(.65),

it is probable that those on FN.66 or on the pot from Acklam

Wold. were not accidental.

Hatched triangles, hurdle pattern and concentric ares

are the three important elements in the decorative repertory

of the potters at Zilean an Tighe and of the makers of

Beacharra C and. Saridhill wares. Mrs. Hawkes has demonstrated

(1938) not only the rle played by semicircular and hurdle



patterns in the system of magico-religlous beliefs which ex-

tended, from the Iberian peninsula to Ireland. and. Scotland., but

that the use of such symbols (together, presumably, with the

concepts they represented.) could. be transferred. from one

group to another. Although Mrs. Hawkee was uncertain of the

status of triangular designs, these occur so frequently in

Irish Passage-grave art, together with semicirolea and hurdle

patterns, that they undoubtedly had also a symbolic aignifi-
1

canoe.

Therefore the appearance of such motifs in the later

stages of Peterborough ware in ngland is surely to be Inter-

preted. as a reflex of cultural contacts in. the North Channel
2

area.	 The matter will be discussed. more fully in. the next

section, but it may be noted. here that both the hurdle pattern

end. triangular designs (though not emioireular ones) are

important elements in the decoration of Overhanging-rim Urns;

since these urns must derive from Fengate ware it Is evident

1. This need. not Iniply synchronism between the passage-graves
and. Eilean-an-flghe, Beacharra I or C, or Sand.hil]. wares;
the intention is merely to demonstrate the significance of
triangular motifs. The system of symbols may well have been
introduced. to the British Isles ind.epend.ently of the
paaaage-rave idea.

2. Another manifestation of such contacts is perhaps to be
seen. in a vessel from. a high level in. the Middle Ditch of
Windmill Hill (no;9955). This is a small bow], with a simple,
slightly itbent rim, and. ornamented, with rows of fingernail
impressions. In form and. ornament it is so nearly id.entioal
with specimens from Ulster (Aud.leystown: Collins, 1954,fig.
7:1; Island MaoHu.gh: Davies, 1950, N.]. and. N.5l) that
inspiration from this area, where the form occurs 'epeate&
seems highly probable.
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that the motifs in question had, a real meaning and value for

the makers of Peterborough ware. We shall see again in Part

IT that elements of the Irish passage-grave repertory were

also IAopted. by the Einyo .. C1acton culture, a that in the

final phases of the Neolithic period. and. In the Bronze Age

the potent concepts represented. by these symbols were influen-

cing the lives of people in parts of the British Isles far

distant from Ireland. and, western Scotland.

Organized. patterns of the kind. described. above appear

only twice at Glenluoe - twisted. cord. semloiroles over the

rim of one pot (Calland.er, 1933, fig.8:2) and. what appears to

be part of a hanging triangular design on the waUs of another

(Calland.er, 1929, fig,54:l). The latter design is formed by
Set Cii4-to€d

lines of closely spaced. whipped cord. maggots a device often

used. by the makers of ?eterborough ware (e.g. pots from

Holdenhuret Long Barrow and. Rowberrow Cavern) but not, appar-

ently, by potters in Scandinavia. The same technique is to

be seen on a rim from Hedderwiok (Callander, 1929, fig.52:6).

For the rest, the pottery from both Hed.d.erwiok and Glenluce

is decorated. with lines of twisted. or whipped. cord, straight

or curved maggots, staped. Impressions made with a bird's leg-

bone or similar implement, and occasionally with fingernail

impressions.	 Scored lattice patterns occur once or twice at

Glenluce and. some of the more complete vessels have flattened.

bases (e.g 1 stevenson, 19O, P1. 1XVII:2).	 But, as already
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Hedderwjok resembles Peterborough ware in details of form.

It seems then that the custom of u.sin.g the cord-impressed

and, stamped. decoration was aoqiired at both localities by

indigenous Western Neolithic groups through contact with the

makers of Peterborough ware • The stray belt -slider from

Berwjckshjre is significant in. this connexion; arid. thie

object, as well as the presence of curved, maggots on the

pottery from both sites, seems to indicate that such contact

took place at much the same time as Peterborough dedorative

teChniques were introduced. to Ulster and. Arran.

The moat obvious explanation for the presence of the

makers of Peterborough ware in. Ulster would be that they were

engaged in activities connected. with the Tievebulliagh axe-

factory; bat there is no direct evidence that this was so.

If the foregoing interpretation of the evidence for

culture contacts in Ulster and. the neighbouring parts of

Scotland. is correct, it has some interesting Implications.

It Is clear that in the south of England. the late Mortlake-

Fengate stages of the Peterborough ceramic style are contem-

porary with A-C beakers and. that relationships were being

established between the two groups concerned.. At Cairnholy I

in Galloway B beaker sherds were associated with the Peter-

borough ware, but in Ulster no Beaker elements or influences

can be discerned, among the representatives of the Peterborough
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com1ex who were responsible for introducing the novel decor-

ative teolmicjues.	 Late and. debased. forms of Beaker first

appeared. in. this area after the cord-ornament tradition had.

been fiin1y established..

vii. The survival of the Peterborough ceramic tradition

It is a commonplace In British archaeology that the

decorative traditions of Peterborough ware survived. In the

Bronze Age (see, for example, Plggott, 1938, 90-l; Childe,

1949, 146), but no stu&y has yet been made of the precise

nature of the relationship between Peterborough and Bronze

Age ceramic forms and. ornament. No such detailed. study will

be attempted. here, for it would. involve a discussion of dis-

proportionate length in the present context and, must, in any

case, await the publication and chronological interpretation

of the corpus of Bronze Age pottery now being prepared. under

the auspices of the Council for British Archaeology. But

we can attempt here to bring the matter into focus and, to

d.irect attention to a few points of particular importance.

Our special concern will be with the relationship between

Peterborough ware and. Overhanging-rim Urns, where a direot

line of descent can be discerned.. The heritage of the Food.
1

Vessel is more obscure, since many of the morphological

1. Unless otherwise specified., the term "Food. Vessel" in the
following pages refers exclusively to the Yorkshire and. tkL
English Ridged. types.
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features are diffiou].t to explain in terms of Neolithic tratl-

itions and. the deoorative devicee come from a variety of

sources. But in order to clarify the relationship between

the cord-ornamented. Bronze Age and. Neolithic wares It will be

necessary to begin with a few general observations on the

Chronology and stylistic differences of Food Vease.s and

Overhanging-rim Urns.

It has often been inferred. (as by Stone, 1948, 150)

that the Food Teasel must represent an intermediate stage

between Peterborough ware and. the Overhanging-rim Urn. It

is now clear, however, that the prototypes of both Food

Vessels and Urns emerged at the same time in the south of

England and, as Clilide has recognized. (1949, 146), the two

forms represent parallel developments. The contemporaneity

of proto-Food Vessels and. proto-Urns with A beakers is seen,

for example, at Maiden Castle and. again at Peacock's Farm

(in a level corresponding with that at Plantation Farm (Clark,

1933) which yielded A beakers and early Food. Vessels). One

sherd. from Peacock's !arm (Clark, 1935, fig.l3:2) has the

everted. and. internally bevelled. lip characteristic of mflany

Tood. Vessels; at least two others have narrow overhanging

rims (fig.13:1 and. 4) and. might well have been Included in

our list of Fen.gate pots. 	 The Food. Vessel is less well

represented. at raid.en Castle, though one sherd. (lJlieeler, 1943,

fig.31:92) probably belongs to the grou...	 But good. epeimens
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o overhanging rims occur (fig.30:6?; i.4:l27; several

other sherd.s probably come from. the upper parts of su.ch rims)

arid, the cord. and f1nernail ornament, as well as the form,

link these specimens directly with the Fenate series. The

latter typ	 as described. in a previous section,	 also

contemporary with A beakers and, occur at many sites uriaccora-

panied. by Food. Vessel elements.	 It is significant, in view

of the great disparity in numbers between Overhanging-rim

Urns and. Food. Vessels in Bronze Age graves in southern England.,

that there is a similar disparity in the number of sites

yielding proto-Urns and roto-Food. Vessels. 	 Similarly, the

proto-Food, Vessel element is better represented. in East Anglia

than elsewhere In the south and. It is reoisely in East Anglia

that '.Fod. Tessels?t of various kinds are comparatively

numerous.

We have seen that at Astrop, at Peterborough and, at a

few other sites there is evidence that the Peterborough cer-

amic tradition was Influenced, to some extent by Beaker tech-

nIq.ies and. styles of ornament. 	 But, so far as pottery is

concerned, this phase of interaction seems to have been trans-

itory. Once the Overhanging-rim Urn had become established.

as a more or less standardized. form, very little trace of

Beaker influence can be detected. A few Urns, and. notably

that from Normanton 72 (Piggott, 1938, fig.21:l) seem. indeed

to reflect Beaker traditions in ware and. arrangement of the
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decoration. But it is imortant to note that, contrary to

statements that have sometimes been made, the decoration has

been produced by a finely whipped. cord. and. not by a notched.

stamp (as pointed out by Stone, 1948, 152, and. as can be seen

from Piggott's drawing). Stone has further commented. upon

the absence of Beaker elements in the Bronze Age ceramics of
1

Wessex, and., with the few exceptions noted, such elements are

in fact not discernible anywhere in the south of !ngland..

Thirther, Overhanging-rim Urns with hyphenated. ornament are
7

extraordinarily rare everywhere, if any euch. actually exist.

It may be that the comb-like impressions on certain Urns

represent im.ttations of notched. stamps, but the implements

used. have had teeth that were always circular and, usually

rather widely spaced. (see, for example, Abercrom.by, 1912, ii,

flg.l7). Otherwise, every regularly recurring decorative

motif and. technique in Overhanging-rim Urns can be matched in

Peterborough ware.

But notched-stamp impressions, coarser than those used.

on Beakers, appear commonly on Food. Vessels (and. occasionally

also on Zncrusted. Urns) in the Highland Zone. This, together

1. Stone overlooked, however, the hyphenated. ornament on a
miniature cup recovered during the 1805 excavations at
Site II, Snail Down (Devizes Museum) and. a similar cup
from Barrow 4, Everley (Abercromby, 1912, tI, fig.242),
which seems to be similarly ornamented.. It is probable, too,
that foot-rings of the kind. seen on the Food. Vessel from
Fargo Plantation (Stone, 1939) are of Beaker inspiration.
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accompany iniuinations more freq,uently than. cremations, lnd.i-

cates that Beaker cultural traditions survived more strongly
1

here than in the South.

Stone has suggested. (1948) that the reason why there are

relatively few Beakers in the Wessex area, and, why the Beaker

episode ha so little influence on. native ou1ture, was that

these intruders simply moved, across Wessex on their way to

the ore-bearing regions to the north and. west. This sugges-

tion fails to take into account the profound. influence on

funerary customs which the Beaker cultures seem. to have exer-

cised.. For, so far as can be seen at present, it was they

who introd.uoed. the custom of single-grave burial under round.

barrows. But another possible explanation of the phenomena

referred to by Stone is that the Neolithic population was so

large in the sou,th of ng1an& that little suitable territory

was left for settlement. Atkinson (1951, 79) has been able

to demonstrate that in the upper Thames valley, where there

is a remarkably high denèity of Beaker burials, the total

number recorded. is less than half the number of individuals

epresented. by cremations in the relatively minute area

1. This observation is, of course, a direct contrad.1tion of
Fox's Law (that invasive cultures tend. to impose themselves
in areas of easy settlement and. to be absorbed. in areas of
difficult settlement). But this Law, though a convincing
generalisatlon in the light of existing knowledge some
thirty years ago, was necessarily based upon. inonpleto
and. imperfectly understood evidence. Recent research is
beginning to show that as a generalisatièn it is of
doubtful validity.
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000ttpte by the Neolithic cemeteries at Dorchester. And,

although large bodies of workers need, not have been engaged

in their construction, the enormous ritual monuments of Wessex

the Dorset Cursue, Du.rrington Walls, Avebury and, others - as

well as the number of long barrows, imply the presence of a

far bigger native population than. can be inferred, from other

existing archaeological evidence.

Returning now to the question of Food Vessels and their

relationship to Peterborongh ware, we may note first the

decorative techniques shared in common. We shall here con-

centrate upon the Yoo& Vessels of Yorkshire type, an& for the

sake of brevity single illustrative exaniples wi).]. be cited

from Mortimer (1905), the numbers cited being the aerial

numbers of his figures. Those features of the Food. Vessels

which seem to derive directly from Peterborough traditions

are long lines of twisted (13) or whipped. (394) cord; con-

tinuous lines made by impreasion.s of short lengths of whipped.

cord. placed end. to end. (358); straight cord. maggots (375);

curved. maggots (37); irregular impressions made with a bird.'a

leg-bone or similar implement (390); inCised lattice pattern

(371); herring-bone patterns mad,e by incision or by pressing

into the clay a simple stamp such as the edge of a flint

flake (291). The first and, last of these techniques could.

of course derive just as well from corded Beakers and, from

the related group, Wilimot's "cord.zoned. G", but it would. be
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difficult to find. parallels for the rest except in eterborou.gh

or Peterborou,gh-influenced. wares.

In general there Is little similarity between the rim and.

body shapes of Food. Vessels and. Peterborough ware and. no light

can. here be thrown on the factors responsible for the morpho-

logical characteristics of the Yorkshire Food. Vessel. 	 On

the other hand., the rid.ges of the English Ridged. Food. Vessel

(as that from Fargo Plantation, Stone, 191, Pl,III:B) might

well be related to ridged. Peterborough pots of the type Illus-

trated. In FIG.98. Further, the distinctive trian.gu.lar form

of the rim of the Fargo Plantation Food. Vessel is well matched.

on. a pot from Peterborou,gh (FIG.6l) and. also on the Peter-

orough pot from Arbor Low (Piggott, 1931, flg.18:3). But

some other ancestor or ancestors as yet .mtraoed. must have

been responsible as early as A beaker times for the proto-

Food. Veesela of East Anglia, which are clearly related in

form to the Yorkshire type in general.

The d.evelQpmental history of the Overhanging-rim Urn

seems to be relatively straightforward by comparison.

Although a few collared. Beakers do exist which bear a super-
1

ficial resemblance in shape to Overhanging-rim Urns , it wou.ld.

be difficult Indeed. to show that there was any oonnexion

between the two. The prototypes of the urns are clearly to

1. Lg., a specimen from Houghton, Hu.nts.; Museum of
Archaeology and Ethnology, Cambrid.ge, no,30.65.a.
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1
be found in the Fengate type of Petei"borough ware, which in

turn derived. just as clearly from Mortlake ware. Since the

chronological succession of urn forms (if such indeed. can be

demonstrated.) has still to be worked. out on the basis of

Independent dating evidence more reliable than that used. by

Aberoromby, we cannot here make reference to "early" or "late"

types.	 In. this connexion, however, oertaln observations may

be made.	 The Neol1thi Fengate material includes both

very narrow rims (FIG.7l:21) as well as many rims as deep as

those on average urns (FIGS.65, 84, 85). 	 Further, conical

pots, whoae form Is dominant in urns, are nearly all bipartite
53,

(FIGSi69, 71, 72); the only specimen. with a neck at all

similar to those seen on tripartite urns is FIG.63.	 Since,

however, the existing material consists so largely of rim

sherd.s, it is possible that there were more tripartite forms

in the Fengate series than at present appears. In any case,

it is evident that neither depth of rim nor ehapi below the

rim can safely be taken as Indicators of the relative dates

of urns. Finally, it is noticeable that, although the major-

ity of urns stand. reasonably securely on their bases, some of

the peoimens figured. by Aberoromby (1912, ii) are very nearly

as top-heavy as some Fengate pots seem. to have been and a high

1. As already recognized. by Aberoromby (1912, Ii, 9), who cited
the Peterborough pot from 1.pr Swell (Pales Wood South)
as the prototype.

2, The cylindrical pots of Fengate type seem to have had. few
sucoessors Note, however, cylindrical urns figured. by
Aberoromby (1912, Ii, fig.493a) and by Mortimer (1905, fig.
335),
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34
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proportion retain the d.istinotive base in the form of a narrow
c's

foot that Is seen in FIGS 4, 7, 69 and. 72.

The similarities In d.ecoration between Peterborou.gh ware

and. Overhanging-rim Urns can most conveniently be shown by

reference to Aberoromby's corpus (1912, ii) where a repre-

sentative series of some 215 decorated urns of this type is

i11uetated. A general oom?arison nay be made in tabular

form, showing the motifs and. techniQ,ues, examples of their

use In Peterborough ware, and the approximate number of urns
1

bearing the same motifs illustrated. by Abercromby.

Motif	 Peterboroagh ware Overhanging-rim
Irepresentative	 Urns
specimens)	 (approximate no.)

Herring-bone or
chevron patterns,
cord. -impressed.
	

FI$.47; 76:3
	

24

Herring-bone or
chevron patterns,
impressed, with edge of
flint fiske, cmeiforrn
stamp, or d.rauxi 	 63

Chevron or herring-bone
pattern in fra e:ork of
horizontal or vertical
lines, ord.-impressed.	 Theeler,194'z,fig.3O:67

Lattice .pattern, cord.-	 1GS.96, 107:2;
impressed. or incised.	 Piggott,1954,P1.X:2

Rim. or neck covered.
with pits	 Piggott,l954,Pl.L:2

1. Only approximate numbers can be given, since Aberoromby's
illustrations do not always shot detail cear1y.

2. Excluding lins of small pits made with a comb-like
Implement.



Lotif	 Peterborou,h ware
reresentativa
speclmens)

Cresoentic cord.
maggots	 FIGS.36:l; so

Filled. triangles, cord.
impressed, or incised.
	

FIGS.55; 78:4; 84

Lozenge patterns, cord.
impressed. or incised.
	 FIG.67

Hurd.le pattern, cord.
impressed. or incised.	 FIG. 85 :6

l'7.

Overhand n -rim
UrL1 s

(aproximate no.)

7

29

5

24

This list accounts for nearly all the major d.eoorative

features to be seen on the urns figured. by Aberororaby. !!Ywo

techniq,ues, impressions made by plaited. oord.a and. by combs

with widely spaced., circular teeth, have not yet been recorded.

in. Peterborough ware. About fifteen of the urns figured. by

Aberoromby have a line of pits, made with the tip of the fin-

ger or with an implement, encircling the base of the neck,

the shoulder or other parts of the vessel. 	 It seems probable

that such features represent the survival of the line of pits

in the neck so common in Peterborough ware, even in its

Fengate style.	 It ma also be noted. that whipped. cord.

impressions are comparatively rare In Fengate ware as In

Overhanging-rim Urns (only S specimens figured. by A.bercromby

can be seen to have whipped. cord.) and. that twisted. cord. was

evidently preferred. by the makers of both these ceramic forme.

In view of the suggestion previously made that hu.rdle

and. triangular patterns had. a symbolic value and. may represent
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the adoption in some form by the makers of Peterborough ware

of a system of beliefs introduced. primarily to Ireland and.

western Scotland. by immigrants from the Mediterranean, it is

Interesting to see that these patterns survive strongly on

Overhanging-rini Urns. Of the 215 decorated. urns of this type

Illustrated. by Lberoromby, hurdle and. triangular designs occur

on about 53 specimens; the berring-bone or chevron, and. lattice

patterns, which in Neolithic ceramics are the distinotive

features of Peterborough ware, occur on some 83 specimens

altogether. Now It might be suspected. that the Irish Sand-

hill wares would have played. some part in. the development of

Bronze Age ceramics in Ireland. and. perhaps in Scotland., since

the hammer-head. rim could very well have evolved. Into an

overhanging rim. 	 If this were so, we should. expect to find.

in these areas a very high proportion of urns bearing geom-

etric patterns. But, so far as can be judged. from the random

and. incomplete seleotion of Scottish and. Irish Overhanging-

rim. Urns figured. by iberoromby, there is no Indication that

such symbolic designs occur more frequently here than else-

where. Further, herring-bone, lattice and. pitted motifs

seem. to be just as common as in the south of England..

Fu.ture research may reveal that certain motifs tend. to occur

more frequently in some areas than in others; but at present

no differentiation on a geographical basis can be seen. It

looks, then, as though the Overhanging-rim Urn really did
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originate in the south of !ngland. (as suggested. by Aberoromby,
1

1912, ii, 23 ), so that the presence of this ceramic form in

the Highland. Zone indicates a northward, and, westward. movement

of population. The symbolic designs which appear on auch

urns in Scotland. and. Ireland. will in fat have been carried.

back again towards their centre of diffusion.

viii. The origins of the Peterborough complex

It will have been noticed that In the preceding desorip-

tion of Peterborough ware, its associations and. relationships,

the term 1 oulture" has not been used.. As Piggott has empha-

sized. (1954, 302), a culture may not be defined solely by a

oeramio style; yet there are remarkably few elements of

material culture, apart from. ceramic style, which can serve
c

to distinguish the way of life of the makers of Peterborough

ware from. that of other contemporary groups In Britain. As

was shown in the discussion of the mode of occurrence of

Peterborough ware, this kind. of pottery is freq,uently found.

in the beds of rivers, whereas Rinyo-Clatton ware Is not.

We may therefore deduce that the makers of Peterbomugh ware

engaged. in me kind of activity not shared. by the other
2

group. But the bowl of Mildenhall type from the River Nene

1. Though probably not south of the Thames as he thought.
2. Slnoe we are here engaged. In defining the cultu.ra]. dis-

tinctions between formally Neolithic groups, the fast that
Beakers and. other kinds of pottery also occur In the bed.s

of rivers le not Immediately relevant.
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shows that people of Windmill Hill origin did., at least to

some extent, share in this activity, and. as Is evident from

the comparative table of the modes of occurrence of all three

Neolithic groups (Appendix VIII), the patterns of the Windmill

Hill and. Peterborough groups in south-eastern Egland. are

remarkably similar. Outside our area, Peterborough ware has

been found. with collective burials in su.b-negalithio tombs in

caves or rook shelters; but collective burial Is the rite

proper to the Western Neolithic cultures and even the use of

caves for the purpose is not absolutely confined, to the makers

of Peterborough ware, for sherd.s of Weitern Neolithic pottery

are eald. to have been found. In. similar circumstances In a

cave at Ebberston, Z. R. Yorks. (Stickland., 1952). 	 Again,

the custom of building round barr'ows was, as we hare seen,

evidently adopted. by the makers of developed, styles of Peter-

borough ware from the Intrasive A-C beaker groups with *hom

they came in ontaot. The jet belt-sliders from some of

these graves are the only artifacts which seem to be assoc-

iated. exclusively with Peterborough ware; but these, too,

appear at a late stage in the stylistic development of the

pottery and probably are not altogether unconnected. with. the

jet rings and. buttons used. by A-C Beaker fo'k. Thue it is

difficult to define in any satisfactory manner an independent

Peterborough culture. Yet, as shown by the comparatively

high number of localities yielding Peterborough ware In south-
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eastern England. alone an1. by the dominance of the Peterborough

tradition in Bronze Age ceramics, we are obviously dealing

with a large and. flourishing portion of the total population

of southern England. in Middle and. Late Neolithic times.

The question of the origins of this grotip is thu.s of

fu.ndamental importance to our understanding of the composition

of the population and. of the elements contributing to the

cultural pattern of the Neolithic and. Bronze Ages. In.

Section vi an attempt has been made to show that the Peter-

borough ceramic complex can be divided, into three develop-

mental phases which succeed. one another in. time and. that,

although less evolved. styles evidently persisted. after more

evolved. ones had. appeared., Ebbsfleet ware can be seen to have

been the earliest in the series and Fengate ware the latest.

If these arguments are valid., it then follows that our con-

cern here is with the origins of Ebbsfleet ware and of the

cultural elements associated. with it.

The sites which are of importance in this oonnexion are

the two o&usewayed. camps of Whltehawk and Combs Hill, the

Severn-Cotewold. chambered. tomb of Nympefield, and. the related.

tombs of Whiteleaf and Site I, Barton Hill Farm. As des-

oribeø. In detail in a preceding section, we find, that at

these sites Ebbsfleet ware occurs in purely eetern Neolithic

contexts and that at Barton Hill Farm and. at Whjteleaf it was

actually manufactured by potters who also produced. the
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Milderthall variety of Windmill Hill ware (Appendix III, 224).

Further, such characteristically Ebbsfleet-Peterborough motifs

as chevron and. lattice patterns appear on the bowls of devel-
1

oped Windnitll Hill type at Whiteleaf, so that the two ceramic

traditions are here interfu.aed.. 	 Moreover, in no instance

can it be shown that an artifact of "non-Western" type was

directly connected. with the presence of Ebbsfleet ware.

The sites we have been discussing are all likely to be

Middle Neolithic in date, so that evidence for a certain

amount of cultural interaction is to be expected, and thia

might afford an explanation for the presence of the "alien"

ceramic style. But, owing to the fact that, as demonstrated

In Section ii, Ebbsfleet ware Is characterized not simply by

decoration but also by Individualities of shape, It is also

possible to find, traces of this ceramic style in. primary or

otherwise pure Western Neolithic contexts.	 To the list of

such occurrences given In the Whiteleaf report (Appendix III,

227) the follthwing may be added: Haldon, Devon - sherd from

a necked jar cwillook, 1936, P1.LXVII, T(a)); Hembury Fort,

Devon sherds from neoked. jar of form 4, with fingernail

impressions Inside the rim and on the shoulder (Lid.d.ell, 1936,

1. As also at Lion Point, Clacton (FIGS.4, 5, and. Appendix II).
The small circular dots on an Ebbefleet sherd from the
Thames (FI.9O:5) and. on others from the type-site (Bu.rchell
& Plggott, 1939, figs. 4(a), 5 and 7:6) are similar in
character to the punctuation on Mildenhall ware too.
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no.P.422);	 aid.en Caetle, Dorset - from the d.itch-filling of

the Long Mound., necked. jars and externally thickened. rims

(Wee1er, 1943, fig.30:77, 83; fi.3l:87).	 In. every instance

the sherds in. question were singled. out in the original

reports as being atypical, yet there is no doubt of their

contemporaneity with the Western Neolithic wares with which

th ey were found..	 The fact that one of the atypical sherds

from iden Ca3tle lay in. a hearth in. the ditch-fillin of

the Long Mound, below the lowest level yielding Beakers,

gives a clue as to the approUmate date at ihich these novel
1

forms appear in. Wessex.	 Su.oh a date, somewhere in the

rnd.dle Neolithic period., would seei appropriate for the two

bowla of Ebbsfleet type from Nynipsfield..

Although, in. the circumstances, it is inip.ssible to be

sure that the Nyiipsfield. bowls were the property of the

builders of the tomb, it is at any rate suggestive that a

close parallel for the necked. jar (and. time for the whole

series of necked. jars in. bbsflee.t ware) eomes from La

Planohe-.-Puare, lie d'Yeu (Daniel, 1939, fig.9:C).	 This

traneepted. gallery grave is one of the Retz group which

Daniel believes to be ancestral to the Severn-Cotswol& tomba.

It is therefore conceivable that settlers from the Morbihan.

1. An earlier appearance may be Indicated, by the rim sherd.
of forrn.LL/3 found. at a depth of 6-7 feet in the Outer
Ditch of Windmill Hill (no.19418) but the correlation In
date between the primary periods of Windmill Hill and.
Maiden Castle is uncertain.
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and. round. the mouth of the Loire were responsible for the

introd.uctiori of the ceramic forms characteristic of Ebbefleet

ware (for it Is to be remembered. that the pottery we have been

d.Isouesiu is plain or d.ecorated. in the simplest faghton).

It may be that in the mixtu.is of etylea to be seen in

Whiteleaf pottery we on. d.etect evid.enoe for the movement of

this group from thô area of primary settlement in an easterly

direction. and. for contact with other groups of Western Neo-

lithic origin. At Corabe Hill, Whitehawk and. Ebbsfleet there

are still many plain, or simply ornanien.ted. pots; but the more

elaborate d.ecortIve style whibh is beimiin.g to eerge at

tl"ese sites perhaps ref1eta the influence oi the 1avishl'-

ornamented. wares of 71mn,thnill Mill origin in eastern Enland..

'Ve have alread.y seen that certain d.eoorative motifs and.

techilq,ues are shared. by ElDbsfleet and. Mild.enhall wares, and.,

given the general impulse to enbellish the pottery In a var-

Isty of ways, it oan re d.ily be seen how such seemingly 'non-

7estern" motifs could. d.evelop. For Incised. lattice and.

chevron patterns may represent merely elaborations of simpler

patterns of obliq,ue strokes which appear o commonly In

d.eveloped. Wind.aill Hill wares. The large pits which appear

at Combs Hill and. Ebbsfleet look exotic; but the Id.ea of

ornamenting a vessel with a line of pits (or holee) can be

traoed. back to the pottery from the primary levels of Wind.-

mill Hill. The difference lies In the fact that the makers
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of bbafleet ware nor2xially used. the tip of the finger or

thumb and, that the pits were most freq .uently mad.e in the

hollow of the neck.	 It is interesting to see, in this con-

nexion, that a sherd. froinThiteleaf (Ap?end.ix III, fig.6:22)

has had, a line of perforations round. the neck; in form it

is al'ied. to the bbsfleet group and. it may be taken as mark-

ing a stage in the d.evelopment toward.s the more characteristic

d.eoora'tive style. 	 Simple bir&-bone impressions were used.

sometimes by the makers of Mild.enhall ware; from this It is

but a step to using the articular end.s of such bones to pro-

d.uoe a more elaborate effect (such effects, however, are more

characteristic of the d.eveloped. Mortlake style).

This leaves only the cord. Impressions unexplained.. It

may well be that the id.ea of ornamenting pottery by pressing

twisted. or whipped. cord.s into the clay was introduced. from

abroad..	 On the other hand,, this Id.ea Is not unrelated, to

that of using a string of small seed.s in the same way, as

was d.one by the potters at Miohelmersh, Abin&on, Whitehawk

and. Selsey.	 And. lines of small round.ed. impressions, evi-

dently mad.e by a similar d.evloe, occur on a eherd. of bbsfleet

ware from Thorpe and. on a sherd. of Mortlake ware from Kempeton.

At Ablngd.on and Lough Gur, too, there are rims ornamented, in

such a way as to produce the effect of twisted. cord..	 Since

one seed.-impressed. rim sherd. Is known to have coins from the

bottom of the outer d.itoh at Abingd.on, it Is just possible
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that this technique was evolved, before the use of cord. was

introduced..	 Of course the seed. and. pseudo-cord. ornament

might just represent attempts to imitate real whipped. and

twisted. cord. impressions, though there is no evidence to sug-

gest that such were in use prior to the initial occupation

at .Lbingdon.

One further feature seems to link the Zbbsfleet, and in

fact all Peterborough, styles with the Whitehawk-Mild,enhall

styles - the custom of applying ornament to the interior.

Except in Rinyo-C].aoton ware, internal decoration is uncommon

in other Neolithic ceramic groups in Britain (and. seems hardly

ever to appear in the Neolithic pottery of western or northern

Eu,rope except in the broad-rimmed. vessels of the evolved.

Passage-grave style). The general similarity in form between

the carinated. Mildenlial]. bowls and. the d,eveloped. Mortlake

style has already been commented. upon.

The theory which seems to account most satisfactorily

for all the relevant facts is that the Peterborough oomplex

sprang directly from a Western Neolithic source. The plain

pottery of characteristic Ebbefleet forms which first appeared.

in (probably) the course of the Middle Neolithic in Glouoes-

tershire and Wessex retained its morphological identity during

the migration towards the east of England. but, under the

tfluenoe of ceramic fashions in that area, developed. it

own ornamental style. It is probable that Whitehawk and
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CQnlbe Hill, those causewayed. camps in which Ebbsfleet ware

occurs in a primary position, were the last to be constructed..

The social (or economic) system represented. by the camps had.

become outworn. A new way of life, presumably better adapted.
S

to conditions existing after the primary period. of Neolithic

settlement, was begun. There is at present little that can

be said, about this new way of life, except that it was evi-

dentll nomadic,with stock-breeding perhaps playing a more

important part in the economy than agriculture, and that It

Involved some kind, or kinds of activities which resulted. in

pottery coining to rest In the beds of rivers.

The available evidence suggests that this change took

place in south-eastern ngland. By the time the Mortlake

style had. developed, the Windmill Hill culture (as represented

by pottery and. monuments, at any rate) was beginning to dis-

appear. Cord-ornamented. sherde were dropped. In the partially

filled ditches of the causewayed. camps In Wessex and. cord.-

ornamented. sherds were incorporated. In the final blookings

of the chambered tombs. By the time the Fengate style had.

appeared, the Wind.niill Hill culture as suoli aeems to have

become extinct,

But It Is incredible that the bearers of the culture

had also become extinct. The solution to the mystery of

the Windmill Hill culture's disappearance is surely that the

people had. changed their pottery style and their habits, so



that in the archaeological record. they appear in disguise.

The real mystery lies in the reasons for these changes.

The foregoing suggestions as to the origins of the Peter-

borough complex are of course entirely contrary to currently

accepted. theories. The latter have most reoently been sum-

marized. by Piggott (1954, 312-16) and. they involve two hypo-

theses: (1) that there is a Mesolithic element in the complex;

(2) that the !bbsfleet ceramic style must reflect the arrival

in Britain of a hybrid. group from the Baltic, incorporating

elements proper to the Eurasiatic (or Pit-comb Ware) cultures
1

and. to the C group of the TRB (or Funnel-beaker) culture;

It will be convenient to examine these hypotheses in the

order stated..

(1) The postulated Mesolithic element. As explained.

in connexion with the artifacts associated. with Peterborough

ware, there is no evidence that the makers of this kind. of

pottery had. a flint-working tradition in any way distinguish-

able front that of the Windmill Hill culture. It 18 possible

that the single specimens of petit tranohet or derivative

arrowheads that have occasionally been found. with Western

Neolithic ware or with western Neolithic plus Peterborough

ware indicate the absorption of Mesolithic peoples, but this

1. This conventnt designation jias recently been suggested. by
Becker (1955) for the Trichterbecher or Tragtbaeger
cultures.
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is another matter.	 Such concrete evidence as there is for

the basic economy of the Peterborou.gb complex Indicates that

it was a food-producing one and that hunting or other methods

of exploiting natural food. reeouroes played little part.

Only the riverine distribution of the pottery might be inter-

preted as a contra-indication of this. But the presence of

pottery In river beds may just as well represent either an

activity not directly connected with rood supplies or the

rational exploitation of natural resources to supplement the

diet at a time when the original economy introduced by the

Windmill Hill culture was being adapted to altered conditions.

(2) The postulated Eu.rasIatlo-TRB element. 	 As Soandi-

navian archaeologists proceed with the classification and,

chronological ordering of the Neolithic cultures of Denmark

and Sweden, It becomes more and more difficult to find there

the necessary correlations and, combinations to explain the

Peterborough complex. 	 In. the most receitly published study

of the south Scandinavian Neolithic (Becker, 1954a) it Is

shown that the possibility of fusion between the C group of

the TRB culture and the Euraslatic culture Is remote Indeed,

for the former ocouplel the final phase of the Early Neolithic

and. the latter is not known to have appeared before. Middle

1
Neolithic II.	 In any case, another and more economical

explanation has been put forward. in the preceding pages for

the lattice and pitted. ornament In Peterborough ware which

1. Thou6h see AdaenauIa at tae enu. ox tnxs ecton,PI3
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Piggott would. derive from the Eu.ra8iatio stylistic tradition;

the vessels of conical shape, to which he also refers in

this connexion, have been shown to belong to the final, not

the Initial, stage of the Peterborough complex.

If there is to be a connexion between Ebbefleet ware and

the TEB complex, it should be with group C of the latter since

this is the first group in which hoth twisted. and, whipped.

cord. were used.. But apart from the use of cord. impressions,

Ebbsfleet ware has almost nothing in common with this TRB

group. The oresoentic maggots and ooncentrIo semi-circles

to which Childe has drawn especial attention as indicators

of the place of origin of the Peterborough complex (Piggott

& Childe, 1932; Childe, 1952) do not appear in England until

the late Mortlake-Fengate stage. By this time the A-C Beaker

cultures were already established. In Britain and the period

can be correlated. with the Late Neolithic In Scandinavia.

The bone ring-pendant, associated with a Beaker In a grave

secondary to, but not necessarily much later than, the ring-

ditch enclosing an Inhumation with a jet belt-slider and

polished-edge knife at Linch Hill Corner, Stanton Haroourt,

is beet paralleled. by the ring-pend.ants from the Late Neolithio

stone cists of Sweden (rlmes, 1944), but by itself has per-

haps little value as dating evidence.	 Of much greater value

Is an object from an A-beaker grave in Yorkshire which must

have been Imported. from Denmark. This Is an amber button,
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oval In, plan and triangular ln Lseotion , with a V-shaped per-

foration through the flat underside (Mortimer, 1905 ) flg.213).

It was associated, with fragments of an A beaker, a flint dagger

a small jet button and a jet ring In the primary grave of

Barrow 124, Acklam WoN. Becker has recently shown (1954b)

that such buttons were manufactured in Late Neolithic times

In Denmark.	 Since the Acklain VIold. specimen Is made of amber,

it can only be an Inort from this source. The other buttons

of this shape In Yorkshire (Ilortimer, 1905, figs.290 and 607)

are made of jet, and are presumably local Imitations. 	 Thus,

since the concentric semlcircles and curved maggots in Peter-

borough ware are approximately contenporary vdth this Ac-beaker

grave, tley are separated by the 'hole of te Scndinavian

Iddle	 olitLic peod from the similar motifs on the C

group of the TI culture.	 In. view of this, the alternative

suggestion put forward as to their origin In Section vi. seems

more plausible.

If it is thought that nevertheless it is necessary to

look for a foreign origin for the cord. ornament on Peter-

borough ware, t1ere Is one piece of evidence that could be

Interpreted as representing the presence of the group who

might have introduced this technique. The thin-butted. flint

axe from the mound of Ju.uiberrle's Grave (Jessup, 1939)

would be appropriate to the C group of the TRB culture and.

the long barrow itself may well have been constructed at

about the time when cord ornament first appears on Ebbsfleet



ware.	 But if this were the case, only the axeand the tech-

nlque of decoration could be attributed to such immigrants,

For the chevron and lattice patterns characteristic of the

Ebbsfleet and !ort1ake styles do not appear in the pottery

of any TRB group. Although it has been suggested. (Child.e,

1952; Pigot, 1954, 314) that single vessels from Combe Hill

and !bbsfleet resemble funnel-beakers in form, this is in

fact a very generalized shape. Further, all known groups

of the THB culture used. also funnel-beakers with lugs, lugged.

and. collared flasks and other type which have no counterparts

or imitations in the Peterborou.gh ceramic complex, 	 It is

therefore d.ilfiouJ.t indeed. to see how the Peterboroughy1e

could derive from such a source.

The alternative theories as to the origins of the Peter-

borough complex which have been suggested In this study leave

many problems unsolved. But at least they appear to account

for all the known facts in a more economical and satisfactory

manner than the theories currently entertained.

1. There are, it is true, otner secIJiaens or tzun-butt.eu axes
in southern Enland. (e.b., one, or ernas two, Xro tne
Thames in the Layton .oilection, rentroro kuU.L.LC Liorary),
but the total numoer seezs to be Very &all. Tile £ter,
thick-butted,tyj1 e occurs in iuch reater nuiaers in jritain.
But neither the lace or or3.01n o the tnin-butte axes nor
the relative aate at wflicn tLey arr.vea in this country can
be deteria..ned exactly, ror txie tye contj.nueo in use in
Scandinavia aurin,, the .irst kiase or the u..Le eoi.i.truc
and probably later still in the kassa,e-0rave culture ot
north-western germany and northern flollanU.

2. As	 wn by ecer (1i47 wio. .Li)4a).
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Addendum

ince the remarks on p.179 were written, Ayrpiá (1955)

has published a new study of the relationships between the

Finnish and wedish Eurasiatic wares and the TRB C-roup.

He argues that the Sperrings style (I.la) can be correlated

with the final phase of the Early Neolithic in the South

candinavian chronological scheme, and suggests that the

whipped cord ornament on pottery of this earliest type in

Finland may be Interpreted as reflecting contact with the

C-group. Thus the necessary preconditions may after all

exist for Piggott's theory that Ebbsfleet ware may be

explained In terms of such a hybridization. But this new

evidence does not materially affect the argument set forth

in the preceding pages.
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TBt RINTO-CLACTON COMPL!I

1
When we come to the Rinyo-Clacton complex it seems, on

pisuent •yid.nce, that we may safely equate ceramic style

with culture. Not only is the pottery distinctive in form

and deooration, but it is typically found in association with

a variety of other distinctive artifacts. Although such

artifacts may ocour occasionally and. singly in direct assos-

iation with other kinds of pottery, they are never thu.s

found. 3 assemblages. The pottery and. artifacts are further

associated. together in special contexts - within and. round.

the houses of the unique villages in the Orkneys and. charao-

teristioally in pits in the South. 	 In addition there is

evidence, albeit negative in nature, that the baste economy

of this culture may have been more specialized, than that of

other Neolithic groups in Britain.

Discoveries since 1936 have not necessitated. any major

revision of Professor Piggott's first classification (in

Warren et al., 1936) of the pottery in its southern, or

Clacton, facies. As this yle has again been fully des-

oribed. by the same author at a more recent date (Piggott,

1954, 338 if.), it will be unnecessary to deal with it at

length here; we shall, however, discuss in greater detail

one or two sub-groups which it Is now possible to distinguish.

1. The nomenclature recently suggested. by Piggott (1954, 322)
will be followed..



1. Distribution o:f the pottery in the south-eastern area

To the lists published, by Piggott in 1936 and. 1954
1

fifteen new sites have been added., extending the distribution

to Bedford.shire (2 sites), Northamptonshlre (2 sites) and.

Sussex (1 site); sites from. counties already represented. in

the previous lists are increased, as follows: Berkshire, 1;

Canibridgeshire, 3; Oxford.shire, 2; Suffolk, 4. Thus

Rinyo-Claoton pottery has been found. at 33 sites in 31 looal-

ities spread. over 13 counties in the south-eastern area, as

against 15 localities in the western portion of the southern
2

province, of which 11 are In Wiltshire. As the distribution

map, text-fig. ( 	 shows, the main cnncentrations are in the

Upper Thames Valley and. in East Anglia, with peripheral

scatters to north and. south.

The present distribution indicates that riverine and

fenland. environments were frequented. to much the same extent

as the chalk downland.s. 	 It should. be noted., however, that

no Rinyo-Claoton pottery has been recovered. from river-beds.

In Table Vii are listed., by counties, all the sites

known at present in the area.

1. Here the term "site" Is equated with "find-spot", of which
there may be more than one in a "looalitj"; locality is
used. in the sense of a place of which the-name appears in
Bartholomew's Survey azetteer of the British Isles.

2. The figures for the south-western region are based upon
Piggott's lists (1936 and. 1954) with the addition of thrss
more sites: Durrington Walls, Wilts. (Stone, Piggott & Booth,
1954); Snaildowu, Wilts. (information from Mr. N. Thomas);
and. West Earptre., Scm. (information from Mr. .L.M. ApSimon).
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THE RINTO-CLACTON COMPLEX

List of sites in the south-eastern area.

An asterisk indicates new or previously unrecognised. material,

or a sits not included. in Piggott'a lists of 1936 and. 1954,

Column 1: Pottery illustrated. in the catalogue, not

previously published..

Column 2: Pottery illustrated, in the catalogue, originally

publiahed. elsewhere.

Column 3: Unpublished, pottery, described. but not illustrated.

Column 4: Pottery adequately illustrated, elsewhere, but

described. in the catalogue.

Beds.:

Berka.:

Caipbe.:

Essex:

Hants.:

Herte.:

Hunts.:

lent:

Du.nstable - Barrow 2, The Five Knolls.
'Lsagrave - Wau].u.d.'s Bank. . . .

.Lbingd.on. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blewbury - Churn Plain. . . . .
SuttonCourtenay. . • 1•

Cambridge - Hills Road.. . . . .
Cherry Hinton - South Barrow. .
Chippenham - Barrow 2 . . . . .
Ely. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Shippea Hill - Plantation Farm.

Clacton - Lion Point. . . . . .
Neort . . . . .	 , • . . .

Christchuroh - Fu.rzy, Latch Farm.
Chrietohurch - Hum, Barrow 1 .
Rou,nd.wood. - The Round. Barrow. .

Piehobury . . . . . . . . . . . . .

OrtonLongueville •1I	 S...

East Mailing - Snodland. Quarry. .

1234

x- - -
x- - -

- -
- x - x
_ _ - x

- - - x
I - - -
- I - -
I - - -
- - - I

I- - I
- - I -

-z - -
a a
- I - -
- - - I
- - - I

- - I a
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THE RINYO-CLACTON COLIPLEX (aontd.)

1.2 3 4

Norfolk:	 Ed.ingthorpe. . . . . . . . . . . . . . x - - -
West Runton. . . . . . . . . . . , , . - - - x

Northanta.Peterborough - Fengate Site. . . . . . - x - -
Petsrborough Tebb's Pits . . . . . . x - - -

Oxon.:	 Cassington -Tolley'. Pit. . . . . . . - - - x
Caasington-PitI. . . . 	 •.... - - I -
Doroheiter-Sjt.I.,...,,... - - - x
Stanton Harcourt - Parti'i&ge's Pit . . x - - -

Suffolk:	 Creeting St. Mary. . . . . . . . . . . x - - x
*GiseatB.alinga....,....... - - x -
Honington. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - - - I
Iok].ingham . . . . . . . . . . . . . . x - - -

EIpswioh - Dales Road. Briokfi.ld.. . . . x - - -
Pakenham - Griznat one End. . . . . . . . x - - -

Sussex:	 Find.on - Church Hill. Flint Mine. . . . - - x -



Herte.:
Hunts.:
Kent:
Norfolk:

Northants:

Oxen.:

I1.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF RINTO -CLACTON WARE

IN SOUTH-KLSTXRN ENGLAND

Key to map, text-fig.6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Rants.:

Beds.:	 Du.natable - Barrow 2, Th. live Knolls
Leagrave - Waulud's Bank

Barks.:	 Lbingdon
Blewbury - Churn Plain
Sutton Courtenay

Cambe.:	 Cambridge - Hills Road
Cherry Hint on - South Barrow
Chippenham - Barrow 2
Ely
Shippea Hill - Plantation Farm

Essex:	 Clacton - Lion Point
Newport

Sussex:

Suffolk:

Chrletohuroh - Fuxzy, Latch Farm
Chrietohuroh - Hum, Barrow 1
Roundwood. - The Round Barrow
P i shobury
Orton Longuevill.
East Mailing - Snod.land. Quarry
Edingthorp e
lest Runton
Peterborough - Fengate Site
Petsrborongh - T.bb'e Pits
Caesington - Tolley's Pit
Caeeington - Pit I
Dorchester - Site I
Stanton Haroourt - Partridge's Pit
Creeting Zt. Mary
Great Bealings
Honington
Ioklingham
Ipwioh - Dales Road Briokfield.
Pakenham - Griinstone End
Pindon - Church Hill flint mine
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Text-fit. b Tiie u.istrjDuton oi AflIo-Ui.ctoLL ware
in aoutn-eatern gn,Lana.

ca1e: 4 rni.Les to the .Lxicn; uU' contour, aaor riverb,
aria course o the cuiieiu. aj nowri.



ii. The pottery

Ware. In marked contrast with the Riuyo fades, where the

clay is full of coarse fragments of stone (Childe, 1948,34 if,,)

the fabric of the southern wares is characteristically grit-

less - or at any rate lacking in visible grit. This may

simply mean that the potters In the south took greater pains

to remove impurities from the clay; Professor Child., has

expressed doubts to the writ.r as to whether the fragments of

stone in the Orcad.ian pottery had. been added. deliberately to

serve as temper. The general absence of visible grit in the

southern fades does, however, contrast markedly with the

gritty fabrics normally found. in other kinds of Neolithic

pottery in the area. Flint and. stone grits axe quite rare

and. when they do occur the fragments are of small size;

shell and. potaherd. grits occur more frequently; vesioularity

of su.rfaoss in certain Instances, as at Clacton, seems to

indicate the lose of soluble temper of some kind. Varying

amounts of sand may be present in the clay, bat such mixtures

need. not be deliberate.

As in the North, the fabric is comparatively soft and

the pots have been ring-built; but, owing to the naturally

smoother surfaces of the semi-finished, pots, thick slip was

much less frequently used. in the South, even for securing

relief ornament. LmInated. or flaky structure Is not

characteristic.
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Colour varies from black and grey through brown to red

and. buff or yellow, but the range in the pottery from any

one site is limited..

It may be observed that where, as at laoton, more than

one kind of pottery comes from the same site s the Rinyo-

Claoton ware is nearly always distinguishable from the rest

on grou.nd.e of paste and. colour alone. This is even the case

at Lbingd.on, where shell was used. to grit both the Western

Neolithic and. the Rinyo-Clacton pottery. The same phenomenon

was observed. at Rinyo (Childe, 1948).

Forms.	 In all oases the pots have flat bases, occasionally

splayed. at the junction with the wall or with slight con-

cavity of the underside and. corresponding convexity inside.

Both these features are represented. at Pishobury (Piggott,

1954, fig. 57: 2, 3). The fragment of base from Tebb'e

Pits, Peterborough (Fig.1l9) is also splayed.. The walls

are usually straight, with the greatest diameter at the rim,

forming the typical "flower-pot". But some pots seem to

have been more or less cylindrical, as that from ly (Pig.1l3);

in a few oases there has been slight curvature of the walls

(Peterborou.gh, Fig.118:l); and, once the form is bioonioal

(Stanton Haroourt, Fig.120).

Decoration. The existence of a small number of undecorated

pots which appear to belong to the group may be noted. here -



from Honington (7.11, 1951, 40) and. Wau1u.d' Bank, Beds.

There is at present no d.ireot evidence for assigning such

plain pots to a late phase in the South, though the apparent

association o:f one with a crouched. inhuination at Totterd.own,

Am.esbury, Wilts. (Stone, 1935) may be of chronological sig-

nificance. At Rinyo, however, lack of ornament was seen

to be a late feature (Child., 1948).

Following Piggott (1954, 338), we shall distinguish

within the southern province two styles of decoration which

take their names from Claeton and Woodhenge respectively, to

which we shall suggest the addition of a Woodlands styli3

first recognized in the pottery from Pit 4, Woodlands,

Ameebury, Wilts. (Stone & Young, 1948; Stone, 1949).

a. The Clacton style

Here external decoration is mainly by grooving and. pune-
1

tu.ation. The continuous "grooves" are typically flat-

bottomed. (as reeting St. Mary, Figs.121:lO and 122:l5,2l)

but in fact they vary from narrow incisions (Dun8table, Fig.

108:2; Creeting St. Mary, iig.12l:6) to broad troughs, up

to	 wids, with rounded bottoms and. clearly made with the

fingertips (Blewbury, Fig.11O:1; Ed.ingthorpe, Fig.117:6;

Cresting St. Mary, Fige.121:3,9 and. 122:18,22). Punctuation

1. The technique Is quite distinct from the "channelling" on
Western Neolithic pottery.
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has sometimes been applied, by means of a small point with a

rounded. end. (Creeting St. Mary, Fig.121:12), bat often the

depreelioni tend. to be oval in shape (at Claoton, as in. Warren,

1936, P1.Th: 7,8); irregular impressions occur occasionally

(Peterborough, Fig.118:4). Related. to this dotted. ornament,

and. characteristic at Clacton, is the technique wh.reby larger

oval depressions have been, formed. either by pressure or by

scooping out a small quantity of clay (Warren, 1936, Pl.:

13-16).

rooves may simply encircle the pot in more or less

continuous lines from rim to base (as Pishobury, Piggott, 1954,

fig.57;3, and. probably some of the pots represented. by large

shards from Creeting St. Mary). But formal arrangements

seeni to be more common; the patterns are normally in hori-

zontal band.s and take the form of conoentric lozenges, mu.ltipl•

ohevrons (i.e., chevrons set one within another), or a series

of triangles set one within another and. sharing a common base.

Dotted. ornament may fill the osntres of such patterns or extend.
1

over all the voids. In the more elaborately decorated.

vessels three ornamental band.s may be present, separated. from

each other by simple grooves. All these motifs and, arrange-

ments are to be seen In the pottery from 'laoton (Warren,

1936, tlg.4 and. P1.XL).

l.It is Important to note that dot-filled triangles and. loz-
enges are typical of the I.1aoton but of no other style. In
the Highland Zone they occur on the vessel from Unival
(Scott, 1948, P1.vII), but are quite ancommon at Zkara Bras
and Rinyo.



External relief ornament was sparingly used. in. the

Clacton group. At Clacton. itself there are a few small

sherd.s with flat ap:plied. cordons in. the Rinyo style and. one

of the eherd.s from Ioklingham (Fig.123:l) is similarly deoor-

ated..	 Deserving of special note, however, is the email

sherd. from Ciacton (Fig.114:2) with three tiny applied psl]ete.

These appear to be unique in the South, but are clearly

related. to the Rinyo II style of the northern province.

But internal relief ornament is particularly character-

istlo at Claoton and. a few other sites, though only at the
1

former are the applied. strips worked Into elaborate designs -

as Warren, 1936, fig. 4:2 arid. 4. Elsewhere such internal

decoration is confined. to horizontal cord.ons, often bearing

transverse notches (as Creeting St. Mary, Fig.122:23-2&).

More or less well developed. internal rim bevels, sometimes

also notched. to form a ladder-pattern (Sutton Cou.rtenay,

Warren, 1936, fig.7:l-2; Creeting St. Mary, Fig.l21:5) are

typioal of the Clacton style.

In a few instances the edges of rims are notched -

Tebb's Pits, Peterborou.gh (Fig.119) and Creeting St. Mary

(Fig.122:20, and. PIggott, 194, fig.'7:4-5).

Skeuomorphism. The technique whereby oval or elongated.

depressions were made in the clay has been referred to above

1. Such decoration is represented in the North only on a single
unpublished sherd. from Skara Brae (now in the British
Mieei, reg. no. 1938.1-1.106).



and. ie fully described. by Piggott in his original account

of the Clacton material (in Warren, 1936, 192). The

manner in ioh these depressions form an interlocking

horizontal pattern, often with transverse incisions on the

untouched. areas between (of. Warren, 1936, 	 13-14),

suggests that the intention was to imitate the appearanee

of basketry, network or containers made of some woven

material. Such designs occur, in a simpler form, at

Creating St. Mary (Fig.121:13) and Roundwood. (Fig.116:2 & 4).

There is one unpublished rim eherd. from Wood.henge with oval

scoops similar to same from Claoton (as Warren, 1936, P]..Th,

15-16).

In the Upper Thames Valley this technique seems to be

represented. on a shard. from .Lbingd.on (Leeds, 1928, Pl.T.TTTT:

2,11) and. again at Caasington (Leeds, 1940, Pl.II:J). 	 On

the Cassington aherd. the desired. effect has been produced by

].u.ting on to the wall of the pot minute rolls of clay to form

a zone (or zones) of lozenges demarcated above and below by

grooves.

We may note, in passing, that the effect so obtained on

the Cassington sherd is remarkab1 reminiscent of the

facetted. butts of certain antler and. atone macehead.e - for

example, those from Liff's Low and. Maesmore.

As indicated by Piggott (1954, 340), akenomorphisin may

be diteotid. in another group of pots, beat represented by
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those from Woodlands, Amesbni'y, Wilts. (Stone, 1949). 	 La

this group appears to be characterized, by a number of dis-

tinctive features, to be described, below, a separate

classification seems to be justified.

b, The Wood.land.s style

The aloe. relationship between the pottery from Pit 4,

Woodlands, Amesbury, and, that from Honington was emphasized

by Pjggott in an appendix to Stone's description of the

former.	 b this group may now be added. the as yet unpublished

sherd.s from Pit I, Cassington, Oxon., excavated in l9l.

The salient characteristics of this style are: small

size of the vessels - the restored specimen from Woodlands is

ohlj 24' high; walls often extremely thin - 11L6' in the
second vessel from Woodlands; small horizontally perforated.

lugs - Woodlands and. Caseington; pellets or thin rolls of

clay straddling the rim in groups of two or three and. •vi-
1

d.ently limited, to one or two each groups - all, three sites;

external decoration in the form of low oordone, semioifou].at

or triangular in section, encircling the walls and. couveging

to join •aeh other at intervals - this feature is absent at

Cassington, but here there are only three very ImL1l decorated

sherds. The cordons sometimes bear transverse incisions or

1. Thue differentiated from the Rinyo II pots, where in most
cases the pellets seem to have extended. round. the whole
circumferenc. of the rim.
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have a "crimped." appearanos resulting from pressure with a

point or from arrangement in email undalations.

Li suggested. by Piggott (1954,340-1), the plastic orna-

ment on these vessels appears to be a skeuomorph of a knotted.

network; the points of juncture of the oord.ons are sometimes

emphasized. by transverse incisions to increase the r.s.mblanos

to knots. It seems possible that th. intention was to imi-

tate a container, perhaps of bark or wood., carried. in a sling

mad.. of oord.,a thongs, grass, or a similar material. The

perforat.d. lugs arid/or rolls of clay over the rim would. then

represent the loops necessary for the attaobment of the handle

or cord. which would. be held. in the hand..

This arrangement is especially well seen on the small

vessel excavated. by J.W. Moore from a pit at Wykeham, near

Scarborough, LR. Yorka, (unpublished., Scarborough Mussuiz).

This vessel is virtually intact and. closeLy resembles the

restored. specimen from Woodlands (Stone, 1949, fig.la), but

it hai in addition a small perforated. lug.

Similar small horizontally perforated. lugs occur on the

object. resembling vases-supports from Stonehenge I and

Dorchester, Dorset (Piggott, 1938, fig.15) and. just beLow

the rim, of a sherd. from Glenluoe (Stevenson, 1946).

1. In this connexion it may be observed. that one of the sherds
from woodhenge (C1rnn1 ngton,l929,P.26:4) has a transverse
perforation, 3mm. in diameter, which passes beneath the
railed. circular element and. extends beyond. it on either side
in the wall of the pot. This cannot have been a lug. Two
possible explanations present themselves: either the hole
was mad.e by a twig inserted. in the clay during manufacture of
the pot, perhp to help hold. on the duo before firing;
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To the Woodlands group may perb.ape be added. the

following sherds by reason of their oons1'gent and. wmetim.a

alternately notched. cord.ons: Tolley'i Pit, Cassington (Leeds,

1940); Pits P and. T, Sutton Cou.rtenay (Leeds, 1934);

Broadway (Warren, 1936); at Broadway, however, the effect

has been obtained by grooving. This particular decorative

arrangement app.ars to occur only twice outside the southern

province; on the vessel from Wykeham referred to above and.

on a small aherd. from Knappers Farm near Glasgow (Maokay,1948).

c. The Wood.henge style

Piggott (1954, 341) has singled. out fingernail impres-

sions and ru.stioation as the distingiiehing features of this

style. To th*secharaoterist i osmay be added. th. following:

simple rounded. or flattened rime, lacking internal bevel and

decoration; deep vertical collars; a tendency for the &scor-

ation to be arranged in panels wbioh are sometimes defined by

vertical grooves or oord.ons; and. circular elements in relief

which may take the form of discs with de:pressed oentes or

of truncated canes.

Zones of close-set fingernail impressions occur on a

number of sherd.s from Clacton (as Fig.114:l k ,whioh may come

from the pot illustrated. in Warren, 1936, fig.4:3), but here

they should probably be interpreted. as another method of

rendering the net-work skeuomorph referred to in the

or the perforation was made after the pot was broken in order
that the eherd might be worn as an aiimlet. The former
explanation is doubtless to be preferred.
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discussion of the Clacton style. Elsewhere, on pots of

Claoton or Wood].and.s type, fingernails have been used., if at

all, only for producing transverse nicks on cordons or rims.

(There are, however, a few faint and. random fingernail

impressions on an otherwise undecorated. sherd. from. Creeting

St. Mary;FIG.121:&). But fingernails have been u.esd. freely

on the pottery from Ipawioh (FIG.l24 and 125:5), and sparingly

on a sherd. from Pakenhain (FIG.126:3), material thich on other

grounds may be classified as of Woodhenge type.

Although a few rime from Woodhenge possess Internal, bevels

most are simple and internal decoration is absent altogether.

Of all pots Øi the Wood.henge style from other sites, only

those from Stanton Haroou.rt (FIG.120) and. Durrington Walls

(Stone, Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig.7:l) have internal decor-

ation. (The deep, almost vertical bevels on some of the pots

from Durrington Walls are as. yet unknown elsewhere, although

something similar is seen in Piggott's new illustration of

one of the pots from Woodhenge - 1954, fig.58:l.)

Vertisal collars are common at Wood.henge - as nos.51

and. 85 (Cnnnington, 1929) and, this feature recurs on a aheid.

from Fursy,Latoh Farm, hristohurch (FI.115:l) and. on one

from Round.weod, (PIG.1l6:1).

Vertical panelling, particularly when defined. by cortons,

is perhaps the most reliable criterion by which the Woodheng.
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style may be distinguished.. Such oord.one are present on

Woodhenge P1.25; 1, 3 and probably 36 (which almost certainly

has been wrongly oriented in the illustration), With

Wood.henge P1.25; 1 may be compared. a single sherd, from

Claoton, figured. b*t not described in the original account

(Warren, 1936, P1. TTTTT:11). The grooves running diagonally

up to the oord.ons on Wood.henge 36 are seen again in the sherd.s

from Chippenham Barrow 2 (FI(.112), Pakenham (F'IG.126:1 and 2),

Ipewich (YIG.124), Round.wood. (FIG.116:5) and. Stanton Hareourt

(FIG.120). Unpublished. sherde belonging to three different

vessels from Durrington Walls (Salisbury Museum) closely

resemble those from Chippenham and. Round.wood.. On one of the

eherd.s four oord.ons are present; two are preserved. on. each

of the others. The grooved. designs between the cordons seem.

to have been similar to those on the restored pot (Stone,

Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig.7:l), where, however, the panels

are defined by vertical grooves.

The oord.ons themselves are sc*netimes simply low ridges

of triangular cross-section, but they may also be prominent

and of semicircular oroes-seotion; the latter often present

a cabled effect resulting from pressure by the fingertips or

from transverse notching.

. idea of the arrangements of panelled. decoration

eeouted. in grooving technique may be obtained. from the collared
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vessel from Woodhenge (best Illustrated. in Piggott, 1954,

rig,58:2) and. the restored. vessel from Durrington Walls

(Stone, Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig.7:l). Similar eeigna

probably ornamented. the pots represented. by sherd.s from

Woodhenge (nos.18, 42 and. 85) and. possibly Ipewich (FIG.125:6).

Closely spaced. parallel vertical grooves occur on a number

ot sherd.s from Wood.henge, at Ipswloh (FIGS.l24 and. 125:3) and.

at Pakenham (FIG.126:5).

But o the specimens where panels are defined, by oordoziw,

only the vessel from Stanton Hareourt i8 sufficiently complete
to show how the ornament might be arranged., (FIG.120). The

pot Ia bloontoal (like Woodhenge, P1.25,1); a horizontal.

cordon encircles it at the greatest diameter. Above this

cordon the decoration is confined, to horizontal grooves and.

ladder pattern; below It, ten vertical oord.one, each trans-

vereely notched., extended. toward.s the (missing) base. 	 Seven

o:f the panels are sufficiently well preserved to show that

each bore a different arrangement of grooves or ladd.er pattern

running diagonally between the oord.ons (aee development of

the design, FIG.120).

No satisfactory arrangement of the surviving herd.e of

the large pot from Ipswioh (FI(h124) has been achieved, though

all seem to belong to the same vessel. The deaign may have

been basically similar to that of the Stanton Harcourt pot,

though poalibly less symmetrical. It wa clearly most

elaborately decorated., for in. addition to fingernail impresetoni



on. tba cordonj and in sms of the panels there were vertical

as well. as diagonal grooves and motifs including concentric

circles (or spirals?) 1 in one case surrounding an applied

knob in the form of a truncated. con..

Skeuomorphism. Attention. may be drawn to the striking res-

emblance in appearance between the vessels decorated with

c.Is.ly spaced diagonal grooves separated by vertical cordons

and stake-framed baikets. The oord.one appear to represent

the upright stakes and, the grooves the more flexible material

woven through them. The effect is most evident, of course,

where the grooves form an all-over pattern, as in the unpub.

lished. sherds from Du.rrington Walls and. the restored pot from

the same site (Stone, Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig.7:l),

Chippenham. (XIG.1l2) and. Roundwood. (FIG.116:6), though the

orientation of the latter aherd. Is uncertain.

Notice may also be taken of the existence of certain

rectangu.lar motifs in the Woodhenge series. A sherd. bearing

part of such a motif oaee from Wood.henge (no.37). There

is a more complete specimen from Ipswioh (PIG.125:4) with

remains of five concentric rectangles, the innermost being

filled with shallow dots. A fragment from. Clacton (YIG.1l4:3)

seems to represent part of a rectangle defined by low cordons

and. enclosing other angular features in very low relief as

well as incised, multiple triangles. The featur. has bean.

surrounded. by Incised lines.



Tertica]. sigiaga, which are entirely absent at Clacton

but conanon at Woodhenge - as nos. 2, 30, 35 - may also have

some diagnostic value. They occur on the sherd from Zly

(YIG.113) and, on the collared, vessel from Puray (FIG.115:l),

but also once at Creeting St. Mary (Piggott, 1954, tig.57:5),

where the Claoton style predominates.

Stamped impressions on Woo&henge were. Special attention

may be drawn to the presence of stamped impressions on certain

pots in the Woodhenge style. The inipreesions,evid.ently made

with the edge of a cockle -shell, on the aherd from Pakenhain

(TIG.126:7) are unique; but in two instances notched stamps

similar to, but differing in detail from, those commonly

used. on Beakers have been applied - qa Kou.ndwood. (PIG.116:6)

and on the basal sherd. from ].y which is identical. in fabric

and. alleged to hays been associated. with the sherd. figured.

A most unusual stamp seems to have been used on a eherd. with

vertical cordons from Durrington Walls (unpublished, *a].isbury

Museum). The impressions are shallow and. flat-bottomed., with

tapering ends, and, resemble normal grooves except for the

presence in the bottoms of series of minute and irregular

depressions which can. only have been made by a stamp of some

kind. These impressions resemble nothing known to the

writer and. it is difficult to imagine the nature of the imple-

ment concerned.
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It may further be mentioned that on two aherds in the

Woodheng. style, from Ipewich (FIG.125:6) and. Pekenham (FIG.

126:6), the grooves have been executed. in what can best be

described. as a stab-and-drag teohniqu.; the witabiw , however,

are much shallower than in the typical examples of this tech-

nique as seen on Unatan wars and. there is no reason to assume

any connexion with the latter.

Piggott has discussed the general .milarity of the

plastic-ornamented. wares of Woodhenge type to th. Rinyolil

style of the North; here vertical oord.ons also appear, but

only as short uprights incorporated, in a predominantly hori-

zontal pattern - as Rinyo, Child.., 1939, P1.111:1. A shard

from Skara Bras hae small rectangles (Child.., 1931, Pl.XLVIII),

and. closely spaced parallel vertical grooves appear on a sherd.

from North Berwiok, East Lothian, attributed. by Soott to ths

culture (1951, 74); but the pot from Gullane, East Lothian,

with its vertical collar and. panelled. decoration is explicitly

connected with the Wood.henge series (Warren, 1936, P1.XLI:2).

iii. Artifacts associated. with the pottery

Table !Lt1. lists the objects associated. with pottery at

ten sites. These are all known to be closed. or unoontRmln-

ated. associations, with the exception of Ely where the cir-

cumstances of discovery are vague. Ely is however included.

since the association is inherently probable.
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Apart from auch objects as waste flak.u, serrated. and,

trimmed flakes, cores, ordinary scrapers and awls, which are

regularly found. with other kinds of Neolithic pottery and.

theref ore appear to have no diagnostic value, and. aside from

occasional RexotiOw forms - leaf-shaped. or barbed-and-tanged

ari'wwhea&a,- which are normal components of other assemblages,

the following associations occur:-

Petit tranohet derivative arowhsad.s
Tranohet axe (or email pick)"
Discoidal polished. flint knives
Piano-convex knives with ru.dimentary

trinvn1ng
End-of-blade sorp.rs
Discs or discoidal cores
Fabricators
Hollow scrapers
Hnuerstones	 3
Facett.d. pebbles of quartzite, etc.
Axsi'faetory products
Bone points

1 cf tota
No. of sites (10 site

-	 6
	

60
-	 1
	

10
-	 3
	

30

-	 1
	

10
-	 1
	

10
-	 2
	

20
-	 2
	

20
-	 1
	

10
-	 3
	

30
-
	 10

-	 2
	

20
-	 2
	 20

Of course it cannot be asserted. that any one of these

types is invariably associated. exclusively with Rinyo-C].aeton

pottery; bat associations with other varieties of Neolithic

pottery are far from common and. when they do occur the actual

number is sm1l and. limited to one or two of the types. The

feature peculiar to the Rinyo-Claoton culture tin the North

as well, as in the South) is the large quantity and. variety

1. Here the material from Ureeting St. Mary and Sutton Courtena:
is treated. as a unit, though the contents of the individual
pts are listed, separately in table 2]!!:

2. From Honington; not in fact found. with the pottery but in-
eluded, for reasons stated. in the catalogue.

3. Probably to be interpreted, as polisia; their small size
and. multiple facets exclude the possibility that they are
qusra riders.



of objects normally touad. with the pottery.

This point was particularly stressed. by Hazzledine Warren

(1936, 181) when he oontrasted. the contents of pits from Area

4 (the "Grooved-ware" area) at Ulaoton with the contents of

those yielding other kinds of pottery; precisely the same

phenomenon was observed at Honington, as has been discussed

elsewhere in oonnexion with the Peterborou.gh ware from that

site; and. Stone and. Young (1948) have dealt with the question

at some length in relation to the material found. in. pits in

Wiltshire.

The material from Fu.rzy, Latch Farm, Uhrietohuroh, has

not been included in the tables because definite association

of pottery and. flints is not recorded; it is worth noting,

however, the significant concentration of transverse arrow-

heads, picks, plano-convex and polish.d.-.d€e knives at this

site in comparison with the yield. from three other "areas of

intensive co1leoti" where Rinyo-Claoton ware was not found

(Calkin, 1951, Table I). 	 Similarly Piggott has noted (in

Warren et al., 1936, 196) that 40% of the petit tranohet

derivatives from the secondary occupation of Windmill liii].

wer. found in cuttings and. layers yielding ktinyo-Olaoton

eherdu, but not significant concentrations of P.terborough

or Beaker.
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iv. Mode of occurrence

A lnd.ioated. in ab1e IX , Rinyo-Ulaoton pottert. has

bean fount most frequently in pits in the south-eastern area,

46* of the discoveries haying been of this nature. Stone

and. Young (1948) have argu.ed that pits containing Rinyo-

Claoton waie and the other objects frequently associated.

therewith are of ritual rather than domestic nature. This

may Indeed. b true of the pits at Ameabury, but the evidence
1

at Lion Point and at Honlngton shows that such an interpre-

tatlon is not universally applicable. Piggott (1954, 386)

has suggested. that the isolated pit at Hills Road., Cambridge,

may have been of the ritual type, and. that the West Runton

bowl may also have come from such a pit. But the evidence

seems Insufficient to warrant separating Hills Road. from the

rest; and. althou€h the condition of the West Runtoli bowl

clearly suggests that it was protected. in a 'pit" of sane

kind, for present purposes the circumstances must be olaseed

as uncertain.

At Zdingthorpe the shallow depression in which one

slightly weathered sherd. o..f Rinyo-Claoton ware was associated

1. Mr. Hazzledine Warren has drawn to the writer's attention
a photograph of a device used. by the natives of Arnhem &n&
consisting of a pit covered. by a platform of specially ae1-
eated try timbers, on which rested a heap of broken p*.oel
of termite mound which ware to be heated. (!4,LIV,August
l954,P1.Ebl. Mr. Warren thinks that the burning and collapse
of such a platform, perhaps used for heating pot-boilera,an.d
the subsequent filling-in of the hole with occupation mat-
erial lying round about,would. account for the contents of
the pits on the Lyonesse surface.
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TABLE IX

bode of occurrence of Rinyo-Clacton ware In the

south-eastern area

1To of
sites

1

15

1

2

2

-3

1

3.

3

4

33

1. In ditch-filling of causewayed
camp, stratigraphical position
uncertain

2, In pits, assumed to be domestic

3. On occupation sites, no
structures detected

4. In primary association with a
ritual and/or funerary monument

5, Accompanying cremation deposits

6. Apparently sIificant1y connected
with barrow or grave

7. In filling of shaft of flint-mine

8. ult1ple strays

9. Redeposited in mound of round
barrow

10. Circumstances uncertain

Toa1:

Percentage
of total

3

46

3

6

6

9

3

3

9

12

100

A complete list of sites divided into the categories

used in this table appears in Appendix VII.
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with Peterborough ware may repifesent a hut belonging to the

latter and the sherd may be intrusive. At Bonington there

is evidence for a •m11 Rinyo-Claoton. settlement c a low

hillock near a river, with dark patches, oval or circular in

plan, and averaging 10' across, perhaps representing the sites

of tents or flimsy stxuotures. There were also a number of

cooking-holes containing burnt flints and. the pottery came

from. some of these. In the caine way, nearly all the Rinyo-

Claoton. ware from Lion Point was found In 000king.oles.
tke

By contrast, only 15% of [sites have produced material

which may be considered as occupation refuse scattered on the

old. ground surface; in this figire are Included. sherds from.

the mounds of round. barrows which presumably were scraped u.p

with the material of which the mound. was constructed.

In. 15% of the south-eastern sites the pottery was foun.&

in iepulohral contexts, either accompanying 9remation deposits

or in apparently significant relationship with a round barrow.

These sites will be discussed. in the section concerned with

associations and dating.

The sh.rd.s from Abtngd.on, .ich may be assumed to come

from the upper ditch filling, are of no especial significance;

but those from. Iaulud's Bank were In the pri m 'y silt of the

ditch of a monument which may provisionally be termed rftLla

pending further elucidation of its structure. Its situation

at th. source of the River Lea is of particular interest.



The pot from Church Rill, linden, appears to be the

first of its kind found. in a flint-mine; the context is

hardly unexpected and. the find. is remarkable only in being

uniq,us. (Petit tranchet derivative arrowheads have indeed.

been found, at Grimes Graves and at Durrington Walls flint-

mines: Armstrong, 1934; Booth & Stone, 1952).

To the west of our area the mod.. of occurrence is varied.

mainly by the greater prevalence of hang. monuments, but still
1

25% of the finds were made in pits (som. of which may be

ritual) and there are two associations with cremations - at

Stonehenge I (Piggott, 1954, 353) and. in a pit meld.. Circle *

at Wood.henge (Cunnington, 1929, 45, 156).

v. Zoonomy

is Piggott has stated. (1954, 343),little evidence Ia as

yet forthcoming as to the economic basis of the Rinyo-Claoton

culture in a oithern England. ret, scanty though the docu"

mentatlon may be, it is relatively consistent and. compares

well with the data from Skara Bray.

Despite th. manufacture of abundant quantities of arrow-

heads, game seems to have provided. only a supplement to a diet

based. on the flesh of dom.sticated. an imAls. In. the south-

eastern area food. refuse has been recorded. only from the pit

at Hills Road., Cambridge, where bones were attributed to

1. The percentage would be higher if the contents of the pits
inside the ring-dItchss at Woodhenge were oou.nted. separately
from the monument.
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Rprobably small domesticated. oxw and. wpouibly very large

eheepV (Yrere, 1943). The identifications are clearly

tentative, but it is significant that no wild. animals wsr•

present. Absolute dominance of the bones ot domesticated

animals ii attested. at Woodhenge (Jackson in Cunnington, 1929)

and. at Durrington Walls (Stone, Piggott & Booth, 194); the

relative numerical proportions of the bones from the pits at

Woodlands, Amesbury, have not been published, but here ox,

sheep, pi and, dog were present as well, as red and. roe deer,

fox, frog, fish, and, shells of scallop, muesel and. oyster

(Stone & Young, 1948). A mussel sh.l1. was found at Woodhenge

and pyster •hslls were uied. to grit pottery from Hills Road,

Cambridge. It cannot be proved., but may reasonably be sus

pected,, that these mollusea had been gathered for the sake

of their edible parts. The apparent cockle-shell impressions

on the sherds from Pakenham (FIG.116 .7) may be recalled in

this context. The shell in the sherd.s from Waulu's Bank

has been identified. as coming from snails, but this need have

no significance in connexion with diet.

lyidenee for cultivation of crops of any kind seems to

be entirely lacking. No impressions of grains or indeed of

any vegetable foods hay. been observed in the pottery, though

it is possible that they have been missed.. But th. absence

of qperns and. grain rubbers really does seem to be significant

on a site suoh as Honington where other objects lay about in



profusion, At Skara Bras and. Rinyo as well no uerns or

grain impressions were found and., as far as the evidence goes,

lif• appears to ay. been supported. almost •xcluaively by a

diet of yea]., mutton and. mussels, with the occasional pig
2

and. red. deer.

Thus, on present evidence, we seem to be justified. in

aesiimin that in both the northern and the southern provinoes

the Rinyo-Claoton culture was based. upon a pastoralist economy,

sharply differentiated. from those of other Neolithic cultures

by absence of indications that cereal foods formed part of

the dist, but with perhaps more evidence for the collection

of sea-food..

Although the presence of stone axe-factory products at

a number of sites indicates trade connexiona, the only direct

evidence of participation in extraotive industries ia afforded.

by the shards from the Church Hill flint-mines in Sussex.

vi. Associations and d.atiflg

a. £eaooiations with other types of pottery

Within the south-eastern area there appear to be no

1. It should. be recorded here that Mr. Hazsled.ine Warren has
informed the writer that the "flint sickle" froni Clactoil

(referred. to in Warren, 1936, 181 and 208, and. in Piggott,
1954, 343), although found. in Area 4, was not in. a pit, not
associated. with pottery, and is now believed. by him to be
a fragment frqm a polished. axe.

2. Since a large quantity of Western Neolithic pottery was ass-
ociated. with the four Rinyo-ClaotOfl shards at Townh.ad,
Rothesay, But. (Marshall, 1930), the sad.d.le-querfl, rider and
sarbonised wh•at are more likely to hav, belonged. with the
former than with the latter.
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closed. aesoolatione with Western Neolithic pottery, although

at $its I, Dorchester, a aherd. in the Clacton style was pre

eurnab].y contemporary with stone-gritted. ware of Abingd.on. typefl

and, with the construction of the first phase of the monument,

in. which both oultura]. groups may have participated.. The

possibility that stone-gritted wars comes at the end, of the

sequence at Abingd.on has been d.icuseed, elsewhere; if the

suggestion proves to be correct, Rinyo-Claoton ware in. this

area at any rate may be said. (relying on the Dorchester •vi-

dence) to make its first datable appearance during the final

stages of the camp's occupation, since the stratigraphical

position of the sherd.e from the Abingd.on ditch Is rnlnown.

Piggott has suggested. that there was an association. with

Western Neolithic at !d.ingthorpe (1954, 338), but it appears

that the two varieties of pottery were simply found. in. the

same field.. At Claoto;Uazzledine Warren noted. that the

Rinyo-C].aoton ware was, with a single exception, confined to

a limited area of the site, that only eight eherds of Western

Neolithic were found. in, this area and, none of them In a pit

(1936, 181). This might be taken to mean that both groups

were occupying the site at more or less the same time.

At Orton Longu.evIlle and, d.ingtbope associations with

Peterborough ware In the Mortlake style are attested.; the

two scraps of Rinyo-Claoton from IoklIngham may have been.

associated. with Peterborough ware In. the Fengate style however.



The atratiioatione obaerved. at Site I, Dorchester, and at

Honington showed. that at the former sit. Rinyo-Claoton prs-

ceded Ebbsfl•et ware in the ditch filling and. at the latter

succeeded. an indeterminate type of Peterborou.gh, thigh in

neither case need. the intervals have been lengthy.

(It may be noted. that cord-impressions, indicating bor-

rowing from the Peterborou.gh group, have not been observed.

on any of the Rinyo-Claoton ware in the south-eastern area.

Such evidence for contact is perhpe to be seen at Durrington

Walla (Stone, Piggott & Booth, 1954, fig.8: 23, 25-6), at

Gu.11ane (Warren, 1936, P1.XLI:3) and. at Glenluce (Stevenson,

1946, Pl.XIIV:5). Alternatively, as snggested. by Stevenson,

cord. ornament, particularly when arranged. in continuous lines

round. the inside of the rim might derive from corded.

B-beakers.)

There is a suspicion that Site I, Dorchester, may not

have been constructed. be!ore the arrival of Beakers in the

Thames Valley (Atkinson et al. , 1951, 9, 18) and H.J. Case's

recent excavation has shown thateakera were present during

the contemporary period at Abingdon. The other associations

of Rinyo-Claoton ware in the South-east are explicitly Beaker

or later. Thus it is probable that the bow]. from West Ru.nton

was associated with A-beakers, while the grooved sherds from

Plantation Farm are likely to have been deposited. while the

site was occupied by people using A-beakers and 	 rã%,o.'FoOd
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Vessels (Clark, 1933, P1. XLV:1l, 14 and 17). There as

an association in the same pit at Furzy, Latch Farm,

Christchuroh, of Rlnyo-Clacton ware in the Woocihenge style

and a rim sherd from a Beaker-like vessel with deep finger-

tip rustication and of quite different fabric (Calkin, 1951,

P1. I:a, bottom right).

In addition, two Rlnyo-Clacton sherds afford internal

evidence of Beaker contacts: those ithich bear notched-stamp

impressions from Ely and Roundwood. This technique can

only be the result of Imitation (or cultural fusion), but

It Is not possible to deterriine which class of Beakers was

involved. The other sherd from Ely (FIG. 113) is markedly

beaker-like In Its proportions. The use of potsherd grit

(as at Roundvwood and Peteroorough) may have a similar 1mph-

cation. As suggested elsewhere In a discussion of the

relationship between some English and Dutch Beakers, it

seems possible that the practice of using coniminuted pot-

sherds as tempering material nay have been introduced from

The I'etherlands (Appendix I, 5).

PIggott has also suested that the fin email Impres-

sions and rustication oil. oodhenge ware may e the result

of a mixture of "Rlnyo I style with local and contemporary

rusticated traditions within the Arminghall-Holdenhurst-Somer-

sham group" and has produced cogent arguments in support of
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this idea (1954, 341). Bu.t it should. be remembered that

fingernail impressions were oommon.ly, and. rustication occasion-

ally, u.esd. on Peterborough ware and. could., theoretically,

derive from. contact with this group. Influence from the

Clacton style may perhaps be discerned. on certain rusticated.

wares - for example, a eherd. from a Beaker ssttlnent in.

Mild.enhal]. Pen (Leaf, 1934, fig.3:5) which ii made of the

Beaker fabric aoxmal for the site but decorated with bread.

grooves similar to those illustrated, from Creeting St. Mary.

If the Rinyo-Claoton pot from theChurch Hill flint-mine

is that referred. to by its excavator as "Neolithic B", it

may even be oontnprary with Overhanging-rim Urns as well

as with Beakers, for al1re said. to have been sealed in a

shaft together under an undisturbed flaking floor (Pu.11,1953).

b Cross-dating by other aesoolated. artifacts

The polished. discoidal flint knife of Clark's Type III

from Hole 1 at Creeting St. Mary is matched. by a am1lex' un-

polished specimen of the same type which is said to have been

associated with three B2 beakers from the locality. The

two knives are so similar and. so skilfully manufactured. that

an. origin in the sam. workshop seems not unhike].7.

The barbed-and-tanged arrowhead. from the pit yielding

aherd.s of a pot in the Claoton style at Snod.land. indicates

contact with people making Beakers of some kind; the pre ys-

]..enoe of the B2 type in lent suggests that this 'was the
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group involved.

The chronological significance of the Group I axe-fragment

associated. wit ott.ry in a cooking .4iol• at Claoton has been

discussed. elsewhere (A:ppendix I, 13-14); it is of interest

that one of the axes from Woodhenge has also proved, to belong

to Group I. (Stone, Piggott & Booth, 1954, 158). The Group TI

axe from. pit P at Sutton Courtenay is, on the other hand, of

a type which occurs occasionally in somewhat earliera con-

texts than some Group I products - e.g., at Ehsneid.e Tarn;

but the activities of both factories must hav. overlapped in

time to a considerable extent.

o, Significant associations with round barrows and, cremations

At Hum, Chrietohuroh, a handful of sherds was found. in

a restricted area under a turf barrow which had. probably been

erected. over an una000panied. inhu.mation. Their position

near the grave-pit and unweatheret condition substantiates

the excavator's argument (C.M.Piggott, 1943, 252) that they

wer. a deliberate deposit.

In much the same way the sherds 	 in the
from paenham

Toodhenge style/were found. inside the area ec1osed by a ring-

ditch and. to on. side of a primary cremation depoeit accom-

panied. by a email undecorated vessel of a type which is common

in Zaat Anglia but of which no study appears to have been made

as yet. (It will be rembered that a similar vesiel accom-

panied a cremation in the barrow at Torlington and. was later



than a crematorium (?) with Vestern Neolithic pottery of

MildenhaU type.)

The grooved sherd from Cherry Hinton South Barrow was

again found. in one of a series of pita dug into the chalk

insid, the ditch. Here quarrying had destroyed all central

features prior to excavation, but the barrow is believed to

have been of bell, or disc, and thus explicitly of I.saex

Culture, type.

But the eherd. in Woodhenge style from Barrow 2 at

Chippenham was found in a pit with a cremation; in. this case

the pit was located just inside the chalk ring belonging to

the first phase of the barrow. The primary depoait was a

cremation inside an Overhanging-rim Urn (Leaf, 1935, Pl.TI)

and. the •ooentrio deposit was thought by the excavator to be

th. first secondary oremation. Nearby and. possibly connected

was an empty pot of unclassified type (Pl.TII,a) , probably

an flt .Lnglian ersion of a 'Pood Veeee1, sines other sim

liar specimens have been. found in. this region.

A second association with a cremation occurred at Tbb'e

Pits, Peterborough. The sherds and. the bones (of which the

only surviving fragment is much distorted b.t probably comes

from a hliwi tibia) were found. in two pockets in. the bottom

of a pit 4'3" deep.

Theoretically it would be possible to argue that i.j.11

these cases the association was fortuitous, that the berrowa
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1
had, been built over sarlier occupation situ and so forth.

But Rinyo-.Claoton ware has been found. with cremation deposits

at Stonehenge I (Piggott, 1954, 353) and, at Woodhengo - in a

pit inside Circle 2 (Cun.nington, 1929, 45, 156). And. of

course flint, stone and. bone types belonging to the culture

occur frequently in Neolithic cremation cemeteries (Piggott,

1954, 358 if.).

xoept at Pakenham, where Saxon burials had, disturbed.

the interior df the oirøls, the excavators of the barrows in

question were of the opinion that the Rinyo-Claoton pottery

was di,.otly connected with the construction or use thereof.

We are not, however, obliged to think that the shsrd.s at

hipp.nham and, Cherry Hinton were secondary in a chronological

sense; they may rather be considered. as subsidiary to ant

approximately contemporary with the primary deposits. It

is probably significant that in all instances sherde only

were used., in two cases just a single fragment.

Professor Piggott has discussed, in full the •videnci

for an overlap between the I!DoroheeterR and Weseex cultures

(1954, 363); now it is possible to see that the Rinyo-.Claoton

culture survived. as a recognizable estity until a time when

normal ar1y Bronze Age funerary customs wer. being observed

1.As had, indeed. happened at Chippenham, but here with the
possible exception of one sherd. which might be Rinyo-Claoton
(Leaf, 1935, fig.7,4), the pottery belongtng to the occupatior
comes from A beakers and. rusticated. beakers. It must be ad-
mitted., however, that sane of the flint objects indicate the
prea.noe of non-Beaker elements.
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in East Anglia. In this connexion we may note that the

primary urn from Chippenhain Barrow 2 ii typologically corn-

parable with the urn containing Cremation II in Barrow A at

SnaiCwell, Cambs. (Lethbridge, 1949, P1.vII). The Sn.ai]wsll.

urn held, also three piano-convex knives, various objeoi of

bone and antler, and, a series of perforated. and. graduated. bone

points similar to those found. with the mali skeleton at Upton

Lovel 4 (Piggott, 1954, 360) and, to the single specimen from

the lowest stratum of the Woodhenge ditch (Cnnnl-ngton, 1929,

106). In the Upton Love]. grave was also a muller of Group !

rock; and. aroup i axes we have seen to be associated. with

Rinyo-Claoton pottery at Wood.henge and. at Ciacton (a fragment).

raking the evidence as a whole, no significant difference

can be lien between the associations of Rinyo-Claoton 'wan, in

the Claoton style and. that in the Woodhenge style. (Shards

of Woodlands type have not been found with indepexLdently dat-

able associations.) Both appear in equally wearlyv and.

equally wlatew contexts. At Lion Point and. at Site I,

Dorchester, the Claoton style seems to be more or lisa con-
Qoitt.

temporary withj1W.stern Neolithic wares; at the type-site,

Woodhenge ware at least overlaps with Western Neolithic

(Cuxuiington, 1929, P1.25:2 - the base should. of course be

round,; P1.32:43; P1.34:58; and others).	 The basal aherd.

from Church Hill flint-mine appears to belong to a pot in the

Clacton style and may have been contemporary with Overhanging-
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rim Urns, while the sherd. of Wood.henge ware from Chippenham

Barrow 2 was (we are told.) depoaited slightly later than the

primary cremation in an Overhanging-rim Urn. In no case can

the pottery be shown to be indisputably earlier than Beakers

and, the only hope of subdividing the period. covered. by the

life-time of the Rinyo-Claoton culture in the southern province

seems to Lie in a refinement of Beaker chronology. 	 (As

disoussed. in Appendix I,	 , the Lyonesse transgression does

not provide a useful d.atwn so far as B- and. Abeakers are

concerned..

Although the settlement at Rinyo was sandwiched. rather

neatly between Western Neolithic (Unstan) ware and. an  AC-beaker

it is not easy to correlate these initial and. terNinal points

with the eequenoe in the southern province. Similarly, we

have been unable to find, evidence in the South for chrono-

logical differences In the several styles, although such

differences were determined. both at Rinyo and at Skara Bras.

In the South, however, Rinyo-Claoton ware sensu trioto con-

tinued in use after the adoption of arly Bronze Age funerary

jrraotices. Thus, as a whole, the culture may be later In

the South than In the North. 	 (But see the following section

for a discussion of the survivals of the tradition in both

provinces.)
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vii. Survivals of the Rinyo-Claoton ceramic traditions

The possibility of a genetic re].tionship between the

Aldbourne cups of the Weseex Uulture and the Clacton style

of ornament has frequently been discussed., most recently by

PIggott (1954, 346), who 'uld similarly see in the grape-

cups a continuation of the tradition of pellet decoration.

His argument is reinforced by the sherd. from Clacton (PIG.

114:2) which proves this technique to have been used. in the

South as well as in the North. The decorated internal bevels

of the rims of many grape-cups point in. this direction as

well; the grooved. lines on that fran Windmill Hill and the

incised chevrons on. and, outside the flat rim, of that from.

Ame gbijry 11.133 (PIggott, 1938, figs.9:l and. 11:4) are noimal

in auch a context, But It is hardly possible to assume a

direct line of descent for the .Lldbourns cups, at ay rate,

since these seem to owe certain features to vases-supports

of Zrannio type (Piggott, l954,, II, 17).

Piggott has recently pointed to the striking analogy

between the Zr . laannic monuments and. Neolithic cremation

cemeteries of the Dorchester-Stonehenge I type (1954, 362).

(Surely, however, the Er .- .T4nnIo sites are horseshoe-shaped

rather than "approximately circular" - of. le Rouzio, 1930.)

Although le Rouzic himself states only that "cremated bones"

were found In. 15 of the 59 ritual heartha excavated, each of

which was at the foot of a standing stone, exr4TninatIon of a
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bantu1 of cremated. boe from Ir Lannic in the Lukia
Collection at the British Mu.aeuin has revealed. one fragment

wbioh seems to oome from a hi,min femur (l875.4.3.81).

At this point we may appropriately recall the arrange..

niente of the urns in certain "Late Bronze Age" cremation

oenieterlee, conventionally attributed. to the "Deverel..Rimbury"
culture.	 At Deverel itself MIles (1826) has recorded. that

most of the urns were arranged. in a semicircle and. set in
elate protected. by stone slabs. At each end. of the semi-
circle was a larger stone not covering a dat. Again, at

Sunbury Common, near Ashford., Middlesex, there were two
2.

Semicircular groups facing ast, though the majority bad.
a

been p'aced. in the ground. in lines running east-west (Roberts,

1871). AgaIn, at Barnes in the Isle of Wight the urns had.
3

been set In a ring (Dwming, 1931). If we leave aside for

the moment the questions of the origin of the "Deverel-Rimbury'

culture and. of the date of such cemeteries, it becomes evident

that arrangements of the kind. described. above resemble to a

1. Urns were also found. in a semicircle at Maxwelltown,
Dumfries (Chlld.e, 1935, 130).

2. Overhanging-rim Urns have at least thrice been found.
arranged in straight lines - at Lancaster Moor (Harker,
1865), at Xaston Down, Wilts (Stone, 1934), and. at
Carphin House, Fife (R.C.Fife, No. 146).

3. Scottish cemeteries In which the Urns were arranged in
circles are listed. by Chlld.e (1935, 130), who remarks on
the probable relationships with the timber circles of the
South. The relationship., with stone ciroles in north-
eastern Scotland. is obvious: of these Crichie at least
is also a henge monument.
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striking degre. the settings of cremation deposit. in Late

Neolithic cemeteries. This resemblance cannot be fortuitous;

it can only be interpreted. as an indication o:t the effective

survival of indigenous late Neolithic funerary traditions.

The majority of the grave-goods found. in the Neo..ithio

cemeteries are types which, when associated with pottery at

all, oocurnioet frequently with Rinyo-Claoton ware and. the

latter was indeöd the only kind, of pottery found. in primry

contexts at Stonehenge I; it is not by accident that the

majority of urns from the southern Bronze Age cemeteries dee-

oribed. above are of the "barrel" and, "bucket" or relief-

ornamented types.

According to currently accepted. chronologies, there

should. of course be an impose ibly long interval between such

Neolithic and. "Late Bronze Age" cemeteries. Bu.t we have

already seen in the previous section that Rinyo-Claoton ware

evidently survived. as an entity at least until Overhanging-

rim Urns and. Bronze Age burial customs had become established.

Piggott has further dealt in detail with the overlap between

the cultural elements represented. in the cremation cemeteries

at Dorchester and. Stonehenge I and the Weseex Culture (1954,

358-63; 379-80).	 If we Include the Ald.bourne and. grape-cups,

as evidence of the persistence of ceramic tradition as well,

we can then detect a continuation of :: i elements of the

Rlnyo-Claoton culture, naturally modified to some extent,
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throughout the larly Bronze Age in. Weseez.

.A.ppi'oaohing the question of the hiatus now from the other

aide, the present writer has tried. to show elsewhere that on.

the evidence of aasoiated. grave-goods r'w1 types of urns
conventionally classed as "Devere1-Rimbu.ry were already in

use either during the final phase of the Wes.x ulture or

ln d.iate1y thereafter (see Appendix IV, Part II, B and. C).

Unless there are fundamental errors in the writer's own argu.-

ments or in those which have been used. by others to establiSh
1

the chronological position of the Weseex Culture, it ii evi-

dent that each urns can. in no way be related to Continental

Urnfield. cultures and. that we are at liberty to look elsewhere

for their origin.

The present writer's suggestion that the relief-decorated

urns of southern Thgland. may be derived. from Rinyo-Clacton

ware is set forth in Appendix IV, Part II. D. Here it I.e

necessary only to supplement that discussion by pointing out

that it Is to Jood.henge ware (as distinguished. in Section ii.C.

of this part of the present article) that urns with plastic

ornament in the form of horseshoes and. undulating, horizontal
2

and. vertical oord.ons may owe their features. 	 The notching

of such plastic elements in both series by fingernail or

1. Most reoently set forth by ApSimon. (1954,51),with a
terminal date of 1400-1360 B.C.

2. Note also the cordon inside the rim of an elaborately decor-
ated, urn from Latch Farm, Chrjatchu.roh (C.M. Piggott, 1938,
fig.9:87).
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1
fingertip pressure seems significant in view of the virtual,

absence of such techniques in the Highland. Zone on both relief.

ornamented. Rinyo ware and, on the Znorust.d. Urns plausibly

derived. therefrom. (S.. Appendix IV, Part IIJ for further

digeuiion). On the other hand, both the latter ceramic

forms may have the relief elements embellished by tranaverie

or oblique slashes (of. Skara Brae: Chuld.e, 1931, P1.1111;

Rinyo: Childe, 1948, P1.1:4; and. neruste& Urns figured by

Fox, 1927: Pls.XIIV:1 and. XIV:2) or by circular depressions

made with an implement (Skara Brae: Child.e, 1931, P1.ILTI;

urn from Agower, Co. Wicklow: Chi].de, 1949, P1.1111).

Here we may note as well the concordant distributions

of Rinyo-'Claoton ware in the southern province and. barrel and.

bucket urns (of. maps In Piggott, 1954, fig.48, supplemented.

by our text-fig. 	 , and. in Chide, 1949, fig.46). The

concentrations of such urns in the areas of the great henge

monuments whtch yielded Rinyo-Claoton ware in primary positions

Maumbury Rings, Wood.henge, Du.rrington Walls, Stonehenge I -

are surely significant (of. detailed distribution of-urns in

the Wessex area mapped. by C.M. Piggott, 1938, fig.l1).

Indeed., urnfield.s of "D.vere1-Rimbury type, which commoni

Include u.nurned. cremations deposited. in small pita and. wilok

probably came Into use in the Middle Bronze Age and. oontinue(

1. In spite of the tact that such techniques are extremely
common in many more or less contemporary ceramic groups
on the Continent.
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through the Late Bronze Age, seem beat interpret•d. as a

resurgence of native Late Neolithic fu.nerary traditions after

the foreig!n custom of single-grave burial under a rou.nd.

barrow had, lost its initial prestige.

Although the whole q ,uestion of the urns requirea much

more detailed, study than has been possible to devote to it

as yet, the evidence adduced. here does seem to justify the

statement that within the Bronze Age population of the south

of England a group may be distinguished. which has its origin

in the Rinyo-Claoton culture.



viii. The origins of the Rinyo-Claoton culture

Before embarking upon a disousaion of the origins of the

ceramic gtyles peculiar to the Rinyo-Claoton. culture, it will

be well to examine briefly the origins of those components

of the culture upon which the survival of the people depended

tools, weapons and. economy.

From the first it was recognized. that the basic assemblage

of artifacts reflects an essentially Mesolithie - Northern

Forest culture - tradition, with the inclusion in the North

of elements proper to the Ciroumpolar Stone A.ge groups (Child..,

1931, 179-80). But, apart from the latter, which are con-

fined. to the extreme North, it has not yet been possible to

find, outside Brit g.in an origin in any single area or culture

for the complete array, though some of the types can be

matched, in a wide variety of Mesolithic and. Neolithic contexts

on the Continent; to the comparisons d.iaoussed. by Child.e in

connexion with artifacts from Skara Bras, the following may

be added., Forms derived. from the transverse arrowhead.,

itself taken over by various intrusive prtmay Neolithic

peoples from the aboriginal inhabitants, occur in Iberia

(Siret, 1913, fig.14:9, 10); in the Onialian culture of

Belgium (d.e Pu.yd.t, 1907, figs.10, 11); and, even in Sweden

(two unpublished, specimens from Solvind. in the Geteborg
1

Museum). Scrapers with edges blunted. or polished. (probably

1. Brought to the writer's attention by Mr. J. J. Butler.



the result of use) have been found. with MaL.znoae associ-

ations in Sweden (Althln, 1954, 69 if.) and. in a Danubian

settlement in The Netherlands (Modde:rinan, 1956). Discoidal

polished-edge knives seem common in the Rzuoewo culture of

northern Poland. (Eostrzewakl, 1930; Zurek, 1953), Tranohet
1

axes and fabricators turn up almost everywhere in Northern

and. North-western Europe.

Thus, on present evidence at any rate, we can hardly

envisage our group as coming into Britain already equipped.

with its characteristic outfit of implements. The artifacts

of stone, antler and. bone (except for th. pins) whould. there-

fore represent the heritage from an au.toohthonous Mesolithia

culture or cultures, modified. to a certain extent as a result

of contact with intrusive groups. From the latter were

taken over a small nwaber of new types, suoh as the bone pina

and Western axe fornis.

If we have not been led. astray by relying too heavily

on negative evidence, the specialized. economy which we I&ve

seen to characterize the Rinyo-Clacton culture is just that

which on a priori groimd.s might be expected to result hen

a population. of hunters and food-gatherers acquired., bj

contact with "primary Neolithio" people, the means of becoming

food-producers. The breeding and care of stock is a relative1

1. There is in any case only one possible association - at
Honington.
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1
easy way to get a living, easier and. more reliable than dc-

pending on hunting and. far less laborious than cultivation
2

of the soil. Thus only the me attractive methods of food.-

production would. be adopted., while some of the old habits were

retained. - gathering,shell-fish, for example.

It must be admitted., however, that such a picture does

not conform with what is seen to have happened. in comparable

circumstances on the Continent. There some newly aooulturate

Mesolithic groups took over the entire Neolithic economy but

continued. to rely on. hunting to a considerable extent (Child..,

1950, 107; note, however, the absence of "p1ough-shares in.

Horgen. culture levels on Lake Neuchte1, ibid.. 287).

If, despite the rather shaky evidence on which the pre-

ceding hypotheses have been founded., they may be allowed. a

provisional validity, it follows that the pottery cannot by

itself be used. to prove a foreign origin for the RinyoClaoton

culture. The relationship which seems indeed. to exist between

certain elements of the decorative soh.mes used. on. Rinyo-

1. If, however, fodder had. to be provided. for stalled, animals
in. winter this would. have involved, much labour, particularly
in the Orkneya where leaves and. twigs would. not have been
avai1ab1e.(. Troels-Smith, 1953, for the utilization of
elm leaves and twigs in Denmark.)

2. Th. strongest arguments against this somewhat fanciful sug-
gestion that our group was reluctant to dig - to work - are
provided. by monuments such as Durrington Walls. But then,
as will be discussed. in the following pages, this people was
clearly highly receptive to and. powerfully motivated. by
systems of magico-religious beliefs.
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Claoton ware in general and the foreign. paralle1 to both
1

the Rinyo I and. II styles ha been ei.hau.stively discussed. by

Child.e and Scott and. recently awtimarized. by Piggott (1954,

344-5), But neither in France nor in Iberia are those
a

patterns applied, to pots of the appropriate shape.

An alternative theory is therefore put forward. here

which has at least the merit of offering a rational explazi-

ation for the presence of such patterns o. the pottery, for

the skeuozuorphio features common in the southern, provinces,

for the forms of the pots, and. of being consistent with the

theory outlined, above as to the origin of the other material

elements of the culture.

The fact that Rinyo-Clacton pottery is in general tech-

nically inferior to Western Neolithic wares i no obstacle

to the derivation by cultural borrowing of one from the other.

Such a lowering of standards i almost inevitable and. is

abundantly attested under comparable conditions elsewhere

(Piggott,- 1954, 345).

Although it is nearly always impossible to detect ring-

joints in Western Neolithic wares,- we have already aeon that

at Clacton. a number of vessela belonging to thia group were

1. Th the list may be added the newly d,istingu.iahed. Chamer
Gru.ppe in Bavaria (iiund.t, 1951); and. resemblances uat as
striking as those in the pottery of the north Spanish caves
are to be found. in the 16r5a oulture (Lttz^an, 1944).

2. The probable connexion between asea-s'u.:pporte and. Ald.bourne
cups is not relevant to the present discussion.



uximistaab1y ring-built. 	 On these grou.nd.e it may be au

geeted. that the first stage in making a Western Neolithic pot

consisted in the construction of a flat-based. vesasi, witi

straight walla built up of supeilmpoaed. ringa.	 iibasquently

the base and. walls were mould.ed. and. beaten out so that the

base became rounded. and. the walls curved. ipward.a from it.

Then the process was skilfully carried. out, all. traces of
1

joints disappeared.. But on.e can imagine that a peopLe who

had no long tradition of fine potting would be disinclined.

to take such paine and. would. find. the kind, of Teasel pro dnosd,

in the first stage adequate for their needs.

A more plausible suggestion is doubtless that the flat-

based. Rinyo ..Claoton vessels were simply adapted to sit seours].7

on the flat-topped dressers with which the Oroad.ian houses

at least were provided.. Wooden furniture of similar kind.

muet have been in. use in other areas.

Clearly, however, the patterns on the pottery - the

dot-filled, triangles and. lozenges and. other geometric designs

came from another source. But they need, not reflect direct

contact with the Ibero -Breton cultures employing similar

schemes of decoration. The origin may lie rather in the

direction at which Piggott has hinted (1954, 329) - the

repertory of magic signs and. symbols incised. or pecked. on

].. The writer has watched. a native of Uganda produce an open,
round-bottomed. bowl in rather lees than three-quarters of
an hour by this method.. When the unfired. bowl was sliced.
across only one joint was visible.



the megalithic tombs of the Boyne culture. The extension

of this passage-grave art to the Orkney. is attested. by the

carvings in the tomb on the Hoim of Papa Westray and, by the

spiral-ornamented. stone which may come from a chambered. tomb

on Z6.ay.

Apart from the virtual id.entity of the spiral and. lozenge

motifs on the famous sherd. from Skara Bra. and. on a atone

from New Grange itself (Piggott, 1954, 217), there is, as

Scott pointed, out (1948, 27), a remarkable similarity between

the patterns on the dish from Uhival and. on the oult-obeote

from Polkton, LR. Torks. But other qUte precise analogies

can be found. as well. Two of the motifs which seem. to be

moat significant are illustrated. in text-fig. '

Multiple triangles set on.e within another and. sharing s

common base ar. shown in text-ig.7 , 1-5. No.1 ii a stons

ilab, with pocked. ornament in. the passage-gra y. style, which

may come from a grave on Glen Clear Island., Co.Cork (O'Eelly,

1949). No.2 ii the d.ecorated. slab from Lyle's Hill, Co.

.Lntrim CX.!. Evans, 1953). No.3 is an incised. stone from

the wall of Passage C at Skara Bras (Child.e, 1930, fig.].7).

Nos.4 and. S are shsrd.s from Skara Brae and. loodhenge respect..

iv.ly.

Although Piggott (1954, 292) has pointed. out that

lozenges and. hatched. triangles occur in the north European

Maglemos. culture and. might thu,a form part of the Meeolithia
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1. Stone slab from Glen Clear Island., Co. Cork
(after O'Leily).

2. Deoorated. stone slab from Lyle's Hill, Co. Antrim
(a:tter ITans).

3. Decorated. stone from Passage C at Skara Bras
(after Child.).

4. Sherd. from Zkara Bra. (after Child..).

5. Sherd. from Joodhenge (after Cunnington).

6. D,00rated. slab above the entranoe to New Grange
(after Coffey).

7. Sherd. from Rinyo (after Child..).

8. Design on sherd. from Skara Bras (after Child..).
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heritage postulated. for the Rinyo-Claoton culture, it must

be insisted, upon that the triangles with which we are here

concerned, are of a special kind., as defined, above and illus-

trated., and. that this kind, seems rarely to occur in such

Mesolithio contexts,	 (A confused. and, probably accidental

resemblance is to be seen on a bone knife illustrated. by

Matthiassen, 1943, fig. 42.) But the motif in question doss

recur on the decorated. plaque from araig Lwyd. (Piggott, 1954,

fig. 46:7), though also, it must be admitted., on a slab from

a tomb at Merseburg (Sohwantes, 1951, Abb. 88), where, as at

G5hlitzach, the intention may have been to represent a wall-
1

hanging of some kind.

Bisected lozenges or triangles, text-fig. 7	 , 6-8.
This rather awkward. definition refers to series of lozenges

or triangles set side by side, delimited. above and below by

horizontal lines and, bisected. by perpendiculars dropped frem

the apices. No.6 shows lozenges of this kind. on the narrow

slab above the entrance to New Grange. If these lozenges

were divided, by a horizontal line the pattern seen on No.7,

a sherd. from Rinyo, wou,d. result. No.8 represents the

1. It ii perhaps an interesting point that multiple triangles
similarly arranged. seem to occur rather frequently on.
Scottish Beakers (of.Criohton Mitchell, 1934); on. the other
hand, they seem to be present on only 3.5* of the 292 Beakers
Illustrated by Aberoromby from the whole of the British Ialei
(Bronze Age Pottery I). But the motif is seen on 94 of 200
Rinyo-Claoton pots from ngland. and. Scotland. There seems at
present no reason to suspect anWationship between the
geometric designs on. Beakers and. on Rinyo'-Claoton wares.
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the pattern on a shard. from. Skara Brae, an elaboration of

the same motif. Thu particular motif appeal's only once in

Irish passage-grave art and, on pottery seems to be confined.

to that from the Orcadian sites; it recurs several times on

shard.s from Rinyo and, perhaps more than once at Skara Brae.

It is hardly necessary to d.ieouse in detail the aimi-

larity between the lozenge patterns in passage-grave art and.

on. the pottery, but particular attention may be d,rawn to a

motif combining lozenges with straight or zigzag lines running

from their points. This arrangement is seen. on a slab from

Fourknooks, Co. Meath (O'Rfrdain, 1953, fig. 65), on. a pot

from. Skara Brae (Child.e, 1931, PlXLIII), on a sherd. from.

Rinyo (Child.e, 1948, P1.1:3); a variation occurs on an as

yet unpublished. decorated. stone from Barolod,iad, y (awres, a

passage-grave in Anglesey.

Since the inhabitants of Skara Bras scratched the same

patterns on stones in. their dwellings, it is evident that

the patterns had, a real significance. We may also remember

the slate "id.ol" from. Skara Bras (Childe, 1931, P1.LII))

which resembles an "A1nierianidol" from Lough Crew figtLte&

by Breu,il (1934, fig.5, fourth line, fifth from left).

And., above all, there are the spirals, concentric circles

and, occasional triangular desgns on the carved. stone balla.

These designs (and. perhaps the balls themselves as cult-



objects) can only derive from the passage-grave complex.

Thus it seems reasonably clear that the geonietrio

patterns on Rinyo-Claoton pottery represent the adoption by

a native group of certain. elements from. the great repertory

of signs and. symbols current in the western world from Spain

to the Orkneye. The actual mechanisms involved in the pro-

cess remain lamentably obscure, for the only other praotioe

which seems to have been taken over at the same time is that

of fastening the clothing with pins of bone or ivory or of

enclosing cremated bones in. bags held. together by skewer pins

(pointed out by Piggott, 1954, 20&, 334).

The theory that only the rudiments of potting and certain.

decorative patterns were acquired by the Rinyo-Claoton group

as a result of contact with other peoples helps to account

for the marked ekeuomorhiaza seen in the Claoton, Joodland.s

and. Woodhenge styles of the South. Many of the southern

pots are just imitations of the baskets or nets previously

(probably still) used. for containers, and the slings or other

devices in which vessels of wood or bark were carried.. I

the South ornament of this kind, could appear simply as a

result of remoteness from the area where the cult or religion

expressed in the signs and, symbols we have been diacuesing

was most powerful. But even in. the South we have the con-

centric circles (or spirals?) on. the pot from Ipswioh and.
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series of triangle. and lozenges are absolutely character-

istlo of the Clacton style.

Qiite obviously the suggestions set forth above as to

the origins of the Rinyo-Claoton culture are largely hypo-

thetical and. leaTe many questions unresolved.. The only

points which the writer would. stress are the impossibility

of deriving this culture in toto from any Continental source
aEd. the intimate relationship between the geometric designs

on the pottery and. those occurring in Irish passage-grays

art.
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A FEVISED FRAORK FOR TIE CHRONOLOGY OF THE
NEOLITHIC PERIOD IN SOUTH-EASTERN EN&LAD

In Table X i set forth. a tentative scheme for ordering

the chronolo4cal relationships of the Neolithic and Beaker

cultures of south-eastern England. The lower limit of the

I iddle Ieolithic is not firmly fixed, since the ! iddle Neo-

lithic is marked off from the Early phase simply by the

appearance of the developed Abingdon, "ildenhall and Jhitehawk

ceramic styles and by the emergence of Ebbsfleet ware. The

Fenland submergence, which, as suggested elsewhere, cannot be

correlated with the Lyonesse transgression, serves as a con-

venient - thouh necessarily only approximate - boundary

between the Liiddle and the Late Neolithic, since It seems to

coincide fairly closely with the last appearance of the

Windmill Hill culture in a reco,nizable form. As an arch-

aeological boundary between these periods we might take the

ceremonial sites at Dorchester, where the Windmill Hill

ceramic tradition is last seen in association with new kinds

of monuments and with the first manifestations of the presence

in our area not only of the Rinyo_ C lacton culture but perhaps

also of the B beaker culture.	 It may be that the secondary

Ebbsfleet and I ortlake ware in the ditch-fillings of the

Dorchester sites represents the point In time when the cord-

ornamenting style was beginnIn to supplant the earlier

decorative traditions .01 tAe 	 ri..uali. xi1.L. cu.Lture.
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TABLE X

PROVISIONAL RRANcENT OF THE CHRONOLOGICAL
REL TIONSHIPS OF THE NEOLITHIC CERAMIC GROUPS

IN SOUTH-EASTERN ENGLAND

	

PERIODS	 INDI GI'OUS GROUPS	 INVASIVE
GROUPS

IES EX CULTURE

yonesse

transess1on --- IIj

tDp4r
-p
a$ O

LATE	 C-A
OC	 beakers-p

NEOLITHIC	 ç p
c6

0

0
0

Zone VIIb	 '-4

Fenland	 I	 F-I B beaker
- ___4__ ---

submergence - - [ i

CD

	MIDDLE	 -'	 0
CD aS

NEOLITHIC aS	 r-4
4-)

	

0	 CD

rl
CD CD	 4-4

	E .rirI .u4	 0

	Zone Vila	 U)	 •.-4 .0	 .0
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The Late Neolithic is, then, the time of the henge

monuments (including Stonehen,ett), of the floruit of the

Rinyo-Clacton culture in southern England, of the development

of proto-Overhanging-rini Urns and of proto-Food Vessels, of

the impact of the Invasive Beaker cultures and of the begin-

nings of fusion between these and native Neolithic peoples.

So far as south-eastern flgland is concerned, the evidence

suggests that the B beaker culture had priority over the C-A

groups (thou L,h this was not necessarily the case everywhere).

The relationships of some of the archaeological material from

the submerged surface of the Essex coast - abundant Rinyo-

Clacton ware, ttbarbed wire" beakers, the handled beaker,

the sherd from a pot of Fengate type, and the fragment from

a stone axe of Group I - indicate that the Lyonesse trans-

gression cannot have occurred before the Late Neolithic

period was well advanced and it may serve, in fact, as a

natural boundary to mark the approximate end of the Neolithic,

for the first phase of the ?iessex culture can hardly have

begun much later than this event.
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vi

FINAL CON C IDATIOW'

In this study of the characteristics, relationshipe

and origins of Neolithic cultures, an attempt has been made

to interpret the facts observed in the light of the principle

that those explanations are to be preferred which account for

the Qreatest number of henoriena in terms of the least number

of causes.	 The assumption has been irplicit throughout that

ceramic ornament by itself is not a reliable indicator of the

origins or relationships of cultures. However startling may

be the resemblances between pottery styles in two widely

separated areas, no connexion may safely be inferred 	 the

absence of other supporting evidence. The more generalized

forms of JVindmill Hill ware may be linked securely with their

Continental counterparts because they are accompanied by

other significant elements of culture also characteristic of

the ancetra1 groups.	 But the cultural entities represented

by Peterborou6h and Rinyo-Clacton wares seem to have no such

Continental counterparts, so that the characteristics of

these ceramic styles niust be explained in terms of circuni-

stances existin in the Pritish Isles at the time when they

appeared.

The recognition of the fact that the Peterboou bh complex

represents a modification of ceramic style and an adaptation

to changing circunistarces on the part of the indmull Hill
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culture affeets significantly our ideas about the composition

of Late Neolithic and Bronze A,e societies. 	 From the eo-

lithic through the Bronze Age, it seens, there was no subs-

tantial replacement of population in the south of Eugland.

b ide by side with the emergent Rlnyo-Clacton group, the basic

'Iindmill Hill stock survived in strenth through the period

of successive Beaker invasions and long afterward. 	 )e have

been able to detect, during the Late Neolithic, signs of

contact and of the beimi1ngs of fusion between native and

invasive groups. 	 It Is not yet possible to assess exactly

the nature of the relationships thus attested, but it is

probable that for a time, as Childe subests (1949, 119),

the Beaker folk (or some of them) formed an enterprising

aristocracy who introduced the use of iiietal, opened trade

routes and contacts, and provided the requisite stimulus to

bring into being the iessex cuitLire.	 It is hoped that this

study has thrown a little new lijit on the history of the

native peoples durin this foriiative period, for these must

always have constituted a i.a3ority of the population despite

the fact that between the I iddle : eolithic and the post-

Wessex Bronze Ae they are represented by cámparatively few

clearly recognizable relics.
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Late Beaker Pottery from the
Lyonesse Surface and the Date of

the Transgression
By I F Si&rrH

M

R s HAllLEDINE WARREN has recently drawn to the writer's attention
some unpublished pottery from his excavations at Lion Point, Clacton,
and has kindly given permission for its publication here.

It has previously been held that the Lyonesse transgression afforded a
fixed horizon, separating the arnval in South-eastern England of the makers
of B and A beakers respectively' Although the fragments of the handled A
beaker illustrated in Fig 2, 2 lay in an uncertain relationship to the submerged
surface, the pottery from Site 114 (Figs I, 2, and PL II) lay upon it If the sig-
nificance of these beakers has been correctly interpreted, they imply a relatively
later date for the beginning of the transgression than that generally accepted
and, m addition, a discrepancy between the geological successions on the Essex
coast and in the Fenland.

Owing to the special kind of stamp used to ornament certain of the sherds
from Site i 14, it is possible to single out a small group from the great mass of
beakers, the Anglo-Dutch relations of which are so often discussed, to find
specific relationships not only in the Netherlands, but in North-western Germany
and in Scandinavia as well, and to place the chronology of pot-beakers and
certain rusticated wares on a firmer basis. A further consequence of the evidence
to be set forth is the possibility of correlating, on purely archaeological grounds,
the Lyonesse trangression with a marine transgression of the banks of the Elbe
and its tributaries near Hamburg On the Elbe the beginning of this sub-
mergence is closely dated to Late Neolithic/Bronze Age I and it is suggested
that on the coasts of South-eastern England the onset came very near the time
of the earliest Wessex graves.

a Pjggott, S,inWarrene:al,P.PS,u(ig36), 191,2o9,followinglum,00dwin,H,'Studxesofthe
Post-Glacial History of British Vegetation', i, ii, (Phil Trans Ro, Soc Lan., 193), ibid 1 III,
IVzo),Fig 27,Childe,V G,PrshsWrwComuwasssofthsBriuhIs1&s(Ig9), ii,88,Zeuner,F E,
Dating the PasS (1950), 98, Piggott, Xeohthw Cuitwes of the Bruish bIos (1gM), Fig 64, places the sub-
mergence in lus Middle Neolithic period.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE POTTERY

Tiiz POTrERY FROM SrrE 114, FIGS I AND 2 AND FL II
Mr Hazzlechne Warren has supplied the following account of the circum-

stances in which he found the pottery
'Site 114 was situated near to mid-tide level, and was thus well withu

the range of the submergence. It was a typical "cooking-hole", and feet
diameter and over i foot deep. In addition to the pottery, the contents
consisted of a few large pieces of charcoal, teeth and part of the lower
jaw of a young ox, part of the tusk of a boar, some two dozen rounded
lumps of burnt clay, mne small irregular cores, 37 small to very small
chips, and four thumb-nail scrapers. The general assemblage, apart from
differences in form and ornament of the beakers, is identical with that
of other special beaker sites previously recorded from Stone Point and
Dovercourt (Journ R Anthrop. Inst, 42 (1912), 119) It is hoped to
describe these associations more adequately on another occasion, and to
correct one or two errors in the 1912 description

'This small group (i 14) needs comparison with the larger Dovercourt
site yielding 88 small irregular cores, 295 small to very small chips
(spalls) struck from them, 71 thumb-nail scrapers (nearly i6 per cent of
the total flint-work), no more than one or two poor scrapers of more
ordinary size, two hammerstones, and a few other items. It seems clear
that the main intention of the flint industry was the making of thumb-nail
scrapers from the most suitable of the chips the question is—for what
purpose?

'It is true that a few thumb-nail scrapers occur in other associations
on Lyonesse, but only as subordinate items. The special assemblage
under consideration appears to suggest some specialized trade (such as
that of the potter)—sorne craft in which neither the scraper of ordinary
size nor the keen-edged flake-blade were used to any appreciable extent.
No associated axe- or arrow-heads have been found at any of these sites;
neither have I recognized the distinctive flakes, found on most other
sites, which are the product of re-working flint axe-heads.'
The group from Site 114 may therefore be considered, as far as the

circumstances allow, a closed find
Beaker z (Fig i, i) Sherds from the upper part of a rather coarse beaker,

external rim diameter about 6 inches, decorated with horizontal lines made
by a stamp which, as will be discussed below, probably consisted of a flint
blade with a cord or sinew wrapped round it The ware is dark brown through-
out, gritted with small potsherds and sand Eleven more wall sherds, one
bearing a row of chevrons, represent at least three similar beakers.
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LATE BEALER POTTERY PROM THE LYONESSE SURFACE

Fig i. Pottery from Site 114, Lion Pomt, Clacton (1/2).
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Beaker 2 (Fig i, 2 and P1 II, top left) Sherds from the base and lower
part of a smaller beaker, decorated in the same manner, though by an appro-
priately finer stamp The base is markedly convex The ware is thin and fine,
with well-smoothed surfaces The exterior is reddish, the core black and the
intenor brown It is tempered with sand, minute particles of burnt flint and
potsherds Two more sherds represent a similar beaker

Beaker 3 (Fig 2, i). Sherds from the upper part of a very coarse beaker,
external nm diameter about 7 inches, decorated with irregular vertical
rows of paired fingernail impressions The inner and outer surfaces are dark
brown and uneven and form only a thin skin over the black core Burnt
flint, quartz and potsherd fragments are abundant

Beakers 4 and 5 (Fig I, 3, 4) Rim and wall sherds from two smaller,
finer beakers of the same type as No 3, tempered with burnt flint and pot-
sherds

Beaker 6 (Fig I, 5) Two rim and five wall sherds (not illustrated) of a
well-made beaker, ornamented with lines of fingernail impressions arranged in
horizontal zones Reddish exterior, greyish interior, no distinct core, gritted
with sand and a little burnt flint

Beaker 7 (Fig i, 6) Worn sherd, sparsely gritted with minute potsherds
and sand, exterior red, interior grey, no well-defined core Curvature in the
horizontal plane, combined with straightness in the vertical plane, and ridged
decoration made by puslung up the damp clay with the fingernails suggest
that this may come from the cylindrical neck of a haispotbeker of the Bronneger
type2

Beaker 8 (P1 II, bottom) Sherds from the upper part of a large beaker,
external rim diameter 8-9 inches, decorated with horizontal lines of thumbnail
impressions Though thick, the ware is relatively good and well-fired, red
inside and out, with brown patches, and freely tempered with small fragments
of (mostly) burnt flint and a few minute potsherds The perforation below the
rim has been made after firing

HANDLED A BEAKER (Fig 2, 2)
These sherds were found beyond Lion Point, at a level Just below high

tide mark where the strata are thin and confused It is therefore uncertain
whether or not they antedate the submergence, but, if the late date which will
be argued for the pottery from Site i 14 proves acceptable, there seems to be no
reason why they should not do so

The sherds are badly weathered and few in number, but enough survives
to justify the reconstruction The contours show that they cannot have belonged
to a handled beaker of, the cylindrical type Only traces of the decoration,

2 ThethapciiwelifflustratedinWarrendaI,P.P u(ig6), Fig 8
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LATE BEAKER POTFERY FROM THE LYONESSE SURFACE

which has been made with a notched implement, remain on the rim sherd.
Lozenge patterns are, of course, entirely typical on handled beakers, and the
concentric lozenges are paralleled on a beaker from Peterborough 5 and on the
bowl accompanying a handled beaker from a barrow on Ridgeway Hill,
Dorset.4 The ware is rather coarse, tempered with burnt flint and minute
potsherds. The outer surface is reddish-brown (black at the rim), the core is
black, and the inner surface brown

Fig 2. i. Beaker No from Site i 14,
Lion Point, Clacton (i/s),

2. Handled beaker from Lion
Point, Clacton ('/3)

•	 I
•	 I

'I

.0

2

The use of comminuted potsherds as tempering material in many of
these beakers is worthy of note This device seems rarely, if ever, to have been
recorded in Britain and an investigation of the chronological and cultural
contexts in which it appears might bring interesting results. Potsherd grit
appears to be relatively common in Dutch beakers and Bronze Age wares.

Traces of ring-building arc visible oh most of the sherds from Site i 14.

THE DECORATION ON BEAKERS I AND 2 FROM SITE 114.
Numerous irregularities show the hnes to have been made by series of

stamp impressions Experiment and detailed examination of a large number of
3 Wyman Abbott, G, Arch., lxii (igio), 10, Fig 5, 2
4 Fox,C,Arth. Camb,lxxx (1925), Fig 8
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similarly decorated pots, on the Continent as well as in England, have persuaded
the writer that, as suggested by Forssander 5 and Oldeberg, 6 the stamp con-
sisted of a flint flake (or thin slip of wood or bone), round which a cord or sinew
had been loosely wrapped P1 II, top right, shows a flake encircled by a coarse
thread and impressions made therewith on plasticene The characteristics of
the stamp are here exaggerated, but on most pots it is possible to detect the
sharp hne of the core, not only between the transverse impressions but also
projecting at one or both of the ends The shape, size and spacing of the trans-
verse impressions are subject, of course, to considerable variation This device
should be clearly distinguished from real whipped cord, of which it may be an
imitation, as well as from notched stamps Perhaps the German term Stac/zel-
drahthnzen, barbed-wire lines, which is graphic and at the same time unlikely
to be confused with any other kind of stamp, may justifiably be borrowed for
English usage

Various methods of imitating true whipped cord are known on the late
Passage Grave pottery of Germany and Holland, but, as far as the wnter is aware,
the particular method under discussion is less common on such pottery than
on beakers and other vessels contemporary with or slightly younger than the
late Passage Grave period 8 On the Continent the use of barbed-wire stamps
may be taken as marking the last stage in the devolution of Neolithic ceramic
decoration. In Britain, on the other hand, such stamps seem to have made but
a transitory appearance, in no way affecting the evolution of Early Bronze
Age pottery

THE RELATIONSHIPS OF THE POTTERY FROM SITE 114.

It has not as yet been possible to make more than a summary investigation
into the occurrence of beaker or other types of pottery decorated with barbed-
wire lines in Britain and the technique may prove to have a wider distribution
than indicated here

Three examples are illustrated by Abercromby from Lambourn Down,
Berks, Chagford Common, Dartmoor, and Stoford, Barwick, Som These
three beakers comprise one-half of Abercromby's hst of the BC vanety in the
area south of the Thames, and in his opinion the two from Lambourn Down and
Stoford were very late specimens The beaker from Chagford was found in
a closed cist, surrounded by a ring of stones, under a barrow, but unaccom-

5 Forssander, J -E, Die schwed,sche Bootaxtkultur (Lund, 1933), 20
6 Oldeberg, A., Hoitkistwifrthz Ingimarsiorp (Stockholm, 1954), 35
7 Although Langenheun, Di. Tonwwe der Riesensteingraber in Schleswig.Hotitein (Neumunster, 1935),

includes other techniques under this name
8 A comprehensive study of this pottery, which occurs in Germany mainly in the west of Schleswig-

Holstein, is shortly to be published by Dr K W Struve of Schleswig
9 BA.P,i,PLVII,4i,4o,4 his
'0 ibid, 1,23
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pamed by other grave goods1'
The type seems to occur most frequently in the extreme south and east

Here it has thrice been found in graves Ditchhng Road, Brighton, Sussex 1

a beaker with a cordon below the rim and zone of criss-cross impressions
between zones of horizontal hnes, in what appears to have been a flat grave,
oriented NE-SW,'3 containing also a crouched skeleton with a heap of shells
before the mouth and a barbed-and-tanged arrowhead Church Hill flint nunes,
Fmdon, Sussex a large beaker, with a cordon below the rim and zones of
horizontal hnes, accompanied by two flint axes, was sealed under a flaking
floor in the upper filling of Shaft i and is said' 5 to have been inverted over a
deposit of cremated bones Sherds of a rusticated pot were scattered in the same
level (Although the impressions on these two beakers from Sussex differ
somewhat from any others the writer has seen, they seem more likely to have
been produced by a barbed-wire stamp than by any other recogmzed tech-
nique) Fehxstowe, Suffolk •16 two barbed-wire beaker sherds, a small beaker
with fingernail impressions, other sherds (some from the bases of large vessels),
a heap of shells, and cremated bones, all said to have been closely associated

Five more barbed-wire beakers from East Anglia seem to have been found
without associations two from the neighbourhood of Ipswich,' 7 one each from
Fingringhoe and Little Holland, Essex, 18 and one from the Badwell Ash
Gravel Pit, Bury St Edmunds 185 Four of these are of B2 form.

A small B2 beaker with typical barbed-wire decoration was found near
the centre of a low barrow at Cley-next-the-Sea, Norfolk lSb It lay on a
'platform of fire-scorched pebbles' and nearby was a large patch of dark earth
and charcoal, but no cremated bones or traces of an inhumation were seen.
The beaker contained only sand.

Quite apart from the wider dating evidence for barbed-wire decoration,
discussed below, it is clear from the burial associations, the devolved form
(often B2), and the presence of neck cordons, that this is a late beaker group.
Here it may be noted that Mr Hazzledine Warren's Site 102 (located well
within the submerged area) yielded a beaker with a neck cordon and fingernail

ii V CR Devon, 1, 360 and Fig 14, this illustration shows diagonal impressions across the rim as
well, a feature which recuis on related vesseI on the Continent

12 Curwen, E C, The Archaeologj of Sussex (and ed, 1954), io and P1 X1,z
13 AnLJ, 11(1922), 55-6
14 Curwen, toe cit, 115, Figs 25-6
15 Ibid, i In a coznmunscation to Curwen, Grimes has suggested that this vessel was a late

arrival from Holland.
i6 Ipawich Museum, No 1921-6o
17 Clark,J G D • PF.SE.A, Vi (1933), P1 XXXI, 14, 15
iS Both in the Castle Museum, Colchester The Little Holland beaker is the larger of the two

illustrated on P1 lilA, What to See in the Castle Museum, published by the Museum Committee of
the Borough of Colchester

i 8a Peterborough Museum
i8b Williams, J F, Norfolk Arch&olegj, xxu (1924), 206-8
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impressions (as yet unpublished), and this, with the beakers from Site i 14
and the previously published pot-beakers, may be taken as the latest datable
objects deposited before the submergence.

It thus becomes apparent that no long mterval of time can have separated
the final settlement at Lion Point and the post-submergence Early Bronze Age
settlements in the Fenland at Peacock'sia and Plantation2° Farms, and indeed
from the latter comes a sherd with a single line of decoration strikingly similar
to that made by a barbed-wire stamp 21 Though not itself of beaker fabric,
it was associated with A beakers, rusticated and cord-impressed wares and sherds
with cordons below the rim As a whole, the pottery from these sites does look
later than the latest material from Lion Point, but the difference in date
can hardly be great enough to pernut the interpolation between the two groups
of the whole of Godwin's Zone VIIc, the period of formation of the fen clay,
unless an improbably brief length of time can be allowed for the latter, perhaps
less than one-fifth of Godwin's estimated 500 years Even Frere's estimate of
100 years, made in connection with the Grooved Ware from Hills Road,
Cambridge, 24 which on analysis proved likely to have been made of fen clay,
seems rather too long.

The two small open bowls from the Thames at Mortlake (or Kew) and
at Putney25 are related by their decoration to the barbed-wire beaker group.
(In describing the ornament Curie suggested an elaborate method of applica-
tion, but exammation of the bowls m the British and London Museums26
has satisfied the writer that in fact a stamp of the barbed-wire type was used)
To what culture these bowls should be assigned is not clear, it is possible that,
as Piggott suggested, 27 they belong with Peterborough ware, but, if so, they are
atypical

Although both belong to such a simple type, it is perhaps not inappropriate
to compare Beaker 3 from Site 114 with that excavated by Grimes from the
secondary burial in the double ring-ditch at Linch Hill Corner, Stanton Har-
court, Oxoti 28 The resemblance in shape and decoration might not in itself
be worth mentlomng if it were not for some significant features of the burial.
The body had been placed in a wooden coffin laid m a grave-pit oriented
NW-SE, as is the case with late beaker burials in Holland The bone ring-

19 Clark,J G D,AntJ,xv(1935),284if
20 Idsnz, xui (1933), 266 if
21 Ibzd, P1 XLV, 13
22 Godwzn,loc cit,III, Fig 27
23 Ibid,II,43
24FrcrC,D H S,AnsJ,xxw(ig4),if
25 Curle,A.O,Ani J,iv(1924), igif,PLXXVIIIandFig I
26 The bowl from Putney, formerly in the Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh, has been tram-

ferred to the London Museum.
27 Arch. 3, Imviiz (1931), 114, 153, and Fig 14, 6
28 Oxonzgnsia, vin-ix (z-),	 -45, Figs 14-18
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pendant found beside the skeleton has, as Childe pointed out m a communica-.
tion to Grimes, 29 its closest analogies in similar objects found m Swedish Stone
Cists The more elaborate ring-pendant from Sittingbourne, Kent,3° was
associated with a skeleton, a flat bracer, and a tanged knife-dagger with a
single rivet A similar dagger in a grave-group from Driffield, E. R. Yorks,3'
accompanied an AB beaker with cordoned neck and a curved bracer with gold
studs

The sherd which, as suggested above, may come from the neck of a
/zalspotbeker, points directly to the connection with the Netherlands discussed
by Piggott in the earlier publication of pottery from Mr Hazzledine Warren's
collections,32 and which has, of course, been noticed by many British and
Dutch archaeologists U The association of this sherd with the others from Site
114 indicates that we may, in fact, be dealing with the ceramic products of a
single cultural group Beakers 3, 4 and 5 are probably just carelessly executed
examples of the type previously published from Dovercourt.0 Tius in turn is
related to the large pot-beaker of Dutch type, similarly decorated and with a
cordon below the rim, from Stone Point, Walton

Further support for this argument is found in the Netherlands, where
barbed-wire decoration occurs in combination with paired fingernail marks,86
with a neck cordon,37 and with impressed circles U Impressed circles occur
again on a small sherd from Lion Point,39 and somewhat larger ones on a
rusticated haispotbeker from Kootwijk4°

The curiously shaped vessel excavated by van Giffen from a barrow at
Gasteren" is the only barbed-wire beaker as yet found in certain and direct
association with a burial in Holland The size of the primary barrow (i 30 m.
high, I 3 m diameter), and the SE-NW orientation of the grave are character-
istic of the late beaker period. Van Giffen remarks on the relationship of this
beaker to that from Ohlenburg (see below)

Heuvel 3, Garderen,42 covered two contemporary burials in wooden

29 Ibzd, 43
30 In the Bntish Museum, described by Payne, PS A, x, 29
3! Later Prehzstorw Antiquities of the British Isles, published by the Trustees of the British Museum,

1953, Fig 15
32 P.P.S,n, i88
33 The connection has been discussed by van Giffen, Di Hwuebedden in Nederland (Utrecht, 1927),

ii, 493, and elsewhere
34FP.S,u,Fg 3,2
35 Thid, Fig 3, 1
36 Glasbergen, W, PalaeoFastona, in, Fig 63,6
37 Bursch, F C, Die Becherkultur in den Nederla,zden (Marburg, zg), Taf V, 5
38 From Site V, Wijchen, near Nijmegen, unpublished and referred to by kind permission of

Dr W Glasbergen
39 F.F.S, u, PL XXXIX, io
40 Pleyte, W, .Wederlandsch. Oudhedin (Leiden, i877-19o2), Gelderland section, PL XVIII, 5.
41 )iseuzue€frenischi Volksai,nwialc, 1941, 29-31, Mb 32
a Bursch, bc ciS, 31-34, Abb 31-32
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coffins Associated with one were amber beads, a i cm long dagger of Grand
Pressigny flint, and a broken thick-butted axe of Northern type, and, presumably,
origin A similar axe came frori the other grave Both appear to be of the short,
crudely fashioned kind found in Scandinavia in Stone Cist or Boat-axe
contexts 43 Lying between the graves was a sherd with barbed-wire ornament
Potbeker fragments and a hollow-based arrowhead occurred at a higher level.

A well-dated beaker comes from Tumulus II, Ermelose Heide" The
pnmary interment in this barrow was oriented E-W and accompanied by two
beakers with herringbone decoration and a flint knife—a burial typical of the
older Single-Grave culture in Holland The barbed-wire beaker sherds were
found on the surface of the primary mound near the edge and covered by the
material of the first enlargement, which was probably made to accommodate
a late beaker grave.

With the exception of certain ambiguous instances (Meervelderweg,45
Wessmghuizen, 46 and Twente47), barbed-wire beakers and potbekers fall within
the bell-beaker period in Holland The pot bekers excavated by van Giffen from
the hunebedden of Bronneger48 and Havelte49 are assigned by him, on strati-
graphical as well as typological grounds, to the later or latest deposits therein50
and to the Late Neolithic or Aenolithic period. In Tumulus III, Vries, 51 van
Giffen found a potbeker sherd in the material of a mound of which the size and
the orientation of the (empty) primary grave indicate a late date, he attributes
the sherd to the first period of the barrow

Finally, a possibly significant find, made between Hillegom and Lisse,
should be recalled 52 A poor specimen of a Scandinavian flint daggerss was
discovered in dune sands. Further investigation brought to light three sherds
of pottery from (allegedly) the same spot, two of which are decorated with
barbed-wire lines Although there is no proof that all the objects belong
together, it is by no means improbable that they do

A site in Western Germany which bears curious, though possibly fortuitous,
resemblances to Linch Hill Corner may be mentioned here At Selni, Kr

43 Forssandcr, J -E, Die ostskanthnavtsche Norden wdhrend dir i!itesten Metall&zt Ew'opas (Lund,
1936), '35, and Die schwedische Bootaxtkultur (Lund, 19), Fig 53

Modderinan, P J R, Berwhten van de Rzjksdlenst van, list Oudheidkwuhg Bodemonderoek in Nederland,
(1954), 22-24, Fig 6

4 Bursch, be czt, 8, Tat IV, 9 (handled beaker)
46 van Giffen, A E, Die Bauart der E&nzelgraber,i, 64.7, u, Abb '3
47 Ihjszeler, C C W J, Versiagen en Mededeelzngen	 van Overijssebsch Regt en Geschzednrs, 2nd

sei-iea, XXXVI, 14-29
48 Hwzebedden, an, P1 i, 87, 89 (halspotbekers), 76 (potbeker with two cordons below the rim).
49 Ibid, ii, i
50 Ibid, 493
51 XD V, 1g4i, 15-19, Mb 15
52 Oppenheun, R, Oudhezdfcundzg Mededeelingen, x (i), 8
53 Wrongly compared by Bursch, toe czt, 4!, to a piano-convex knife from Yorkshire
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Ludinghausen,M a double ring-ditch had been cut by secondary graves, in
one of which was a small beaker with paired fingernail decoration Both
the ring-ditches yielded sherds of barbed-wire beakers

The discovery at Ohlenburg, 55 on the outskirts of Hamburg, of a devolved
Single-Grave beaker, decorated with barbed-wire lines and contalmng a number
of bronze objects, gives the closest dating we may at present expect for this lund
of decoration The bronzes, all of Unétice origin, belong to Bronze Age I
The pot and its contents are now in the Eastern Zone, but the published
illustrations indicate their character sufficiently well The metal objects
comprise part of an axe with slight flanges, eight simple Xoppenrznge, 5 and a
ring of bronze ribbon The decoration on the i 2 cm high pot has been carelessly
applied, but consists of a zone of approximately horizontal lines, finished off
below with a band of zigzags

The pot (which, it will be remembered, van Giffen compared with the
vessel from Gasteren) is in turn hkened by Schwantes 57 to pots from the
Swedish Stone Cists on account of the similarity of the ornament, and corre-
lated with the first half of the Stone Cist (Late Neolithic) period, in effect the
begmmng of the Bronze Age

Not only does this important find give a relatively reliable date in North-
western Europe for beakers with barbed-wire ornament, but it also gives a
terminus post quem for a marine transgression the evidence for which has recently
been published by Schindler 58 The Ohlenburg pot was found only a few
metres away from one of the habitation sites at Boberg (Site i 2) which yielded
sherds of belated Single-Grave beakers, barbed-wire beakers, bell-beakers,
and nothing later Site 15 produced a great deal of earlier material, but again
barbed-wire sherds and a hollow-based arrowhead may be taken as the
latest objects deposited The intensive habitation of the Boberg area ceased
at the onset of the transgression, which gradually flooded the banks of the
Elbe and its tributary, the BiUe, and settlement was not resumed until the
Middle Ages The relics of prehistoric habitation were sealed below a thin
formation of clayey peat, over which a 20-60 cm thick deposit of marine
clay had been laid down. The similarity of these geological phenomena to

Albrecht, C, Westfalen, ig, Heft 2 (z934), 136 Barbed-wire and rusticated beakers occur
frequently on habitation sites in Westphalia which were subsequently occupied by palisade barrows
and even Late Bronze Age ring-ditch cemeteries (Cf German,a 24 ('940), 8 if and i79 if)

55 Schwantes, G, Die Vorgeschwhk &hlesmg-Holsteins (Neumunster, 1939), 292, Abb 351-2,
Kieler Festschnft (1936), 79.92, Figs 10, ii In both publications Schwantes refers to the site
Ohiendorf, it Is now known as Ohlenburg Schindler (see below) lists it as Fwtdplatz ii, Boberg

56 The term .Noppenrvig seems universally to be applied to the larger, simpler type found at
Ohlenburg and to the small, elaborately wound type, often made of gold wire and probably worn
as ear-rings, which is nerhaps of slightly later date

57 Kteler Festschnft, 5
58 Haramaburg, IX (1953), 1-17
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those observed on the Essex coast 59 is noteworthy and in this case the archaeo-
logical evidence, unless it has been misinterpreted, does suggest a remarkably
precise correlation

According to Schindler, 60 the late pottery from Boberg is to be linked
with that from the habitation site at Neu-Boberg and the urn-cemetery at
Sande published by Schwantes 61 The matenal from Neu-Boberg seems to
represent occupation by a Late Neolithic group, among the flint objects
illustrated by Schwantes are seven hollow-based arrowheads and the remnant
of a repeatedly trimmed flint dagger The devolved Single-Grave beakers
at Sande contained cremated bones and had been set into the ground without
covering mounds, staining of the bones by vanished copper or bronze objects
was visible m several instances A rolled-up ribbon of bronze with rows of small
bosses was found in the cemetery (though not in an urn) and was accepted by
Schwantes as contemporary with it

In Denmark pottery with barbed-wire decoration appears to be absolutely
rare In Norway and Sweden the technique occurs on Boat-axe vessels of Style
III and, in Forssander's view, 62 is derived from Stone Cist pottery, bearing
witness to 'the intimate chronological contact' between the two We may
therefore take it that this ornament appears in Sweden at the beginning of Late
Neolithic, chiefly on the Horgen-like pots of the Stone Cists

Of the material, abundantly illustrated by Forssander 63 and Oldeberg,"
it will suffice to mention that from the classical cist of Skogsbo, 65 where the
finds were stratified In the lowest deposit were a typical splay-footed pot
bearing coarse barbed-wire impressions, Type II daggers, a hollow-based
arrowhead, in the second deposit atypical Type II daggers, two bronze
ornaments, a sandstone ring-pendant ,66 in the third one plain pot, another
with a few random barbed-wire impressions, Type III daggers and hollow-based
arrowheads The degenerate character of the ornament on one pot and its
absence on the other may indicate that this ornamental technique was begin-
ning to disappear in Sweden by the Type III dagger stage 67

A few large vessels with cordons below the rim which in form sometimes
recall the Dutch potbekers appear to belong to the Late Neolithic in Denmark
as well as in Sweden. In Seeland such pots have twice occurred in stone cists,

9 Cf P.PS, u, 179, the sequence is fully set forth by Zeuner, Dating the Past (1950), 97-99 and
Fig 35

6oLoc czt, 16-17
6i Kieler Festschrzft, 79 if
62 Bootaxtkultur, 47-50
6g Ostskandsnazesche Norden, passzm.
64L0c czt,parnm
65 Ostskanthnavische Norden, 121-2, Taf XXIII-IV
66 This is the specimen referred to by Childe, Oxon., vm-ix, 43
6 Some of the grave groups hsted by Forzsander, toe cii, 152-53, may provide evidence to the

contrary
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once with Type II and once with Type III daggers and bronze objects One
of the pots from Nosaby, Skáne, has also four lines of barbed-wire impressions
below the cordon Even more like potbekers are large nm fragments from
Vasterbje&° and Stora Forvar 71 Barbed-wire impressions are here found
in several instances on large pots with everted rims and neck cordons At both
sites this pottery is considered to represent the latest occupation and the
transition from Middle to Late Neolithic. It is perhaps worth noting that
Piggott72 has cited the Vasterbjers cemetery (with burials of the Middle
Neolithic pit-comb ware culture) as a good parallel to Upton Lovell4 and other
British graves with perforated bone points and animal tooth ornaments.

Barbed-wire decoration is found also on pottery from the East Baltic
area in Finland it has been assigned by Ayrapaa to the final or Kiukais phase
of the 'dwelling-places' , a few sherds, one with diagonal impressions across
the rim, are illustrated in a report of recent excavations on the shore of Lake
Tamila in Estoma

SUMMARY

In view of the existing evidence it is suggested that the Lyonesse-Boberg
transgression affords a terminus ante quem for e the appearance in Britain of
barbed-wire and cordoned beakers, pot-beakers, probably A beakers, and bone
nng-pendants, barbed-wire beakers and potbekers, 1 C, Bell-beaker-Aeneolithic,
in Holland, barbed-wire beakers and the beginning of Montelius I" in North-
western Germany, barbed-wire ornament, cordoned pots, nng-pendants,
Type III daggers, in Sweden

That the beginmng of the Wessex Culture must come close to this horizon
seems clear, and one further piece of evidence may be brought forward. A chip
from the cutting edge of a greenstone axe, found by Mr Hazzledine Warren
on the Lyonesse surface in a 'cooking-hole' in Area 4 (the Grooved-ware area),
has recently been examined by the Stone Axe Sub-Committee of the South-
Western Group of Museums and Art Galleries The specimen, No. 892 in the
Sub-Comnuttee's list, has been determined as Group I, a group notable for its

68 Magnusson, M, Medd frdn Lunds Unswrsitets Hutoriska Musewn, 1948-9, 155 if—Kallerup.
gaarde a and Bjere

6glbid,Abb n,c.
70 Stenberger, M, Das Grabfeld von Vdstrbjers auf Gotland (Lund, 1943), Taf , i, n, .
71 Schnittger, B and Rydh, H., Grottan Stoi-a Foruar pa Stora KarIsJ (Stocichohn, 1940), P1. LXII

and othem.
72 Xeolithw Cuitwes, 360-I
73 Ayrapaa, A., Acta Arch, 1 (1930), 270 and Abb 93
74 Yaiuts, L. I, Sovzetskaya Arkheokg, xix (ig), 150 if and Fig 15.
75 Or Reinecke Ai It seems unnecessary to bring all )ioppenrmg. and embossed bronze band,

down to Reinecke Au/h and to the Type IV dagger stage as suggested by Forssander Ostibasthug-
vuche .Wordcn, 102, 103, 208), Schwantes (KteLer Fsstschrifi, 83) and Sprockhoif (BR G K, 31, U,
76, note 14), or, alternatively, to raise them all to iA (Kersten, Zn, ält.rsn aordischeai Bronzezsit,
45, 99)
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Late Neolithic/Early Bronze Age associations 78 Of particular interest is
specimen No 303, a squared muller which accompanied the male skeleton
in Upton Lovell 4 The grave goods with this burial were mainly Late Neolithic
in character, but included typical Wessex battle-axes, with the female skeleton,
which cannot have been buried very many years later, was a bronze awl of
Thomas's earliest Wessex type 7

In this connection it is of interest to note that three of the sherds from
Plantation Farm78 seem to reflect at least the Grooved-ware tradition; the
probability that fen clay was used in the manufacture of the undoubted
Grooved-ware from Hills Road lends substance to this observation. Thus, for
more than one reason, it looks as though the Lyonesse surface became unin-
habitable not very long before settlement in the Fenland became possible once
again
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Neolithic Pottery from the Submerged
Land-Surface of the Essex Coast

PART I THE FIELD EVIDENCES
By S. HAllLEDINE WARREN

I GENERAL REMARKS

T

HE prelustoric remains found on the submerged surface of the Essex
coast have been described m a number of papers (Warren, Piggott,
Clark, Burkitt and Godwin, "Archaeology of the Submerged Land-

Surface of the Essex Coast," PPS, U (1936), 178, where further references
may be found), and it is sufficient here to recall that these mainly consist of
flint implements, including polished axes, barbed and other types of arrowheads,
flint sickles, polished oval kmves, etc, together with Windmill Hill, Peter-
borough and B Beaker pottery Nothing later than B Beaker has ever been
found on the surface.

Most of the best flint implements occur as a general scatter over the
submerged surface, and not on the camp sites, cooking-holes, etc, which have
yielded the best pottery

The richly ornamented vessel that is the mam subject of the present com-
munication was found with other sherds on the floor of a circular pit-dwelling
of i' or i6' diameter, which was exposed on the lower foreshore nearly two
miles to the west of Clacton pier (G R 62/153129(5)) ' It is recorded as from
Lion Pomt, in accordance with the Ordnance Maps up to about 1930, but
now called Jaywick, and the relics are registered as from Site 109 2

The position on the foreshore was below the outcrop of the submerged
surface, which was seen at the time in a low cliff about i yards away, so
one could not directly measure the depth to which the flat floor (which later
was found to be the upper of two floors) had been sunk below the surface,
but it must have been about 4', if not more

Tidal sites have their special difficulties for archaeological work, and
the state of one's digging on the following day, after two tides have been
over it, can be readily imagined, it is often best to dig about a foot deep the
first time and then leave it until the sea has swept away all the debris It

'An additional decunal point is added in brackets where tins is needed
S I have recently learned that the name "Lion Point" still remains in fanuhar use among some

of the local nihaintants, though totally unknown to many It does not appear on the new 24"
o s sheets
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proved here that below the floor as originally seen there was a sterile grey
silt (an undisturbed natural flood silt) about i8" thick A similar grey silt
occurs in many places in association with the submerged surface, but here it
was confined to the area of the pit-dwelling which had been dug in Pleistocene
brown loam Below the grey silt there was a lower floor with sherds of Wmdmill
Hill pottery

Thus it is clear that there were two stages of occupation separated by
floodmg, but one must look to the pottery for evidence of their relative datmg
From external evidence it might have been either that the same family returned
to reoccupy their old home after the flooding subsided or that the site remained
as a visible hut-circle for a longer or shorter time before being reused One
could hardly imagine that the site would be completely filled m and obscured,
and then another independent dwellmg dug in precisely the same place

I have found only one other convincing example of a pit-dwelhng with
a flat floor on the submerged surface, this was seen m a similar situation to
Site 109 on the foreshore at nearly 2 miles west of Clacton pier (G R 146(2)128)
This is recorded as Site io (see PPS, ii, p i8i, also Fig 3, No 4 Site 109
is also recorded in the 1936 paper, but the lower floor was not found until
some months later) It was oval in form, measuring 20' X 12', and included
the remains of a good deal of wood which presumably formed the roof At
this site (102) round-bottomed pottery was mmgled on the floor with flat-
bottomed domestic beaker It may be that there was an overlap in the period
of use of the two forms, particularly as the round-bottomed form is well
adapted to out-of-door use, as it can be placed securely in a slight hollow m
the ground, while the flat-bottomed form is better with a table

However that may be, in my experience of the submerged surface it is
much more usual for the dosely associated groups of pottery to be either all
round-bottomed or all flat-bottomed than for the two forms to be found
together

I have seen one or two other sites on the lower foreshore which were
certainly pits that had been dug from the prehistoric surface, but there was
not much left of them, and I would not suggest that they had been dwellings,
which I think is a fair interpretation of Sites 102 and 109

The cooking-holes, or earth ovens, are entirely different in character
and far more common Certain of the open sites are clearly an accumulation
of waste outside a dwelling, but I have never seen anything that one could
describe as a kitchen-midden on the submerged surface

The followmg is the order of relative abundance of the various classes
of pottery

iWmdmill Hill ware—round-bottomed vessels without ornament are
the commonest
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2 Domestic Beaker, with "rustication" (finger-nail ornament)
3 Grooved (Rinyo-Clacton) ware Tins is confined to one site at Lion Point
4 B Beaker—a good deal with typical ornament has been found at all

Essex coast sites

5 Peterborough ware—this is very much rarer than B Beaker
6 Very rare variations, most of which, like the "A2," may be related to

Peterborough ware
There are also a large number of sherds of flat-bottomed ware carrying

no ornament

2 SITE 109

On the lower floor were found pottery (see report below) and ten animal
bones, most of winch had been broken, perhaps to get the marrow There were
no flint artifacts

On the upper floor lay pottery (see report on p 30) and eighty-five pieces
of flint Most of the latter were waste flakes, but there were two small flakes
with serrated edges and m the sandy residue from the washing of the relics
were found three minute edge-trimming flakes Tins shows that flaking was
practised on the floor, but it is evident that the occupiers did not allow any
great bulk of waste of any kind to accumulate inside their dwelling Nearly
io per cent of the flakes were burnt, and about a dozen broken-up pot-boilers
were found No bone was encountered on tins floor

PART II THE POTTERY

By I F. SMITH

i THE POTTERY FROM THE LowER FLOOR
Examination m the Institute's laboratory of sherds from the lower floor

has brought to light rim fragments of at least fourteen undecorated pots, and
body sherds of perhaps ten more

The majority of the rims are slightly thickened or rolled, but the more
developed rims (Fig 2, 2 and 3, Fig i, i) appear to be characteristic of an
eastern group of Neohthic Ai pottery Similar rims were found at Hayland
House, Mildenhall, Suffolk, in the same sandilull as a decorated A2 bowl,3
and also at Peacock's Farm, Cambs 4 They are, of course, typical in Yorkshire
It has been possible to make partial reconstructions only of Nos 2 and 3, which
represent Piggott's Form G, though with a rounded shoulder The majority

3 Leaf, Proc Canth Ani Soc, xxxv, ho, Fig , i and 2
4 Ciark,Ant J,xv, 301, Fig 12
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of rim fragments appear to have belonged to straight-sided vessels, but are
nearly all so small that certainty is difficult.

A great variety of fabrics is present among the sherds from this floor, but
they may be divided roughly into two classes

i Hard, clayey paste, which tends to laminate vertically, angular grits,
with fragments up to in length, sparse or abundant, fracture usually brown,
thick brown slip often present, especially on the intenor

2 Softer, fine, homogeneous paste, small grits, well distributed, fracture
usually black or very dark brown, thin slip occasionally preserved

Crushed feispar and pmk quartz, rarely small rounded quartz pebbles,
were used for grit as well as burnt flint Shell grit is visible in three small sherds
of a soft, sandy, buff ware, all presumably belonging to the same vessel, the
single rim fragment is illustrated (Fig. i, 9) A rather similar shell- and chalk-
gritted ware (Class C) comes from the Neolithic deposits at Maiden Castle,
Dorset,5 and shell-grit is reported from Windmill Hill, 6 Whitehawk7 and
predominates m the pottery from Abmgdon 8

2 THE POTTERY FROM THE UPPER FLOOR

As reconstructed the pot from the upper floor (P1 III, and Fig 2, i) is
intermediate in shape between Piggott's Forms H and J Its height is ',
with external diameters of io4' at rim and ii" at shoulder Wall thickness
vanes from ' immediately below the carination to ' lower down The paste
is line in texture and well fired, small fragments Qf burnt flint are distributed
evenly and sparsely throughout Both inside and out the colour vanes from
black at the top to a dull red at the bottom Although the pot is well smoothed
on both sides, most of the slip has been lost, and a few particles of grit protrude
from the outer surface

Examination of the shoulder fragments before restoration failed to reveal
any indication that the neck and rim had been applied as a separate ring,
although this device was commonly used in making pots of this and related
forms 9

Five zones of decoration are distinguishable two rows of short oblique
slashes on the run, running in alternate directions, one over the top, the other
on the outside, the area from rim to shoulder is filled with close-set obhque
strokes, somewhat broader than those on the run, on some of the shoulder
fragments a fourth row of obhque slashes runs in the opposite direction over

5 Report by Piggott on Neolithic pottery en Wheeler, Maiden Castle, Dorset, 140

6 Keilier, Proc 1st Internal Congress of Pre- and Protoh*storw Sciences, London, 5932, 536
7 Report by Piggott on pottery en Curwen, Ant J, xiv, 114
8 Leeds, Ant J , VU, 450

Piggott, Arch I, Ixxxvni, • Stevenson, Man, his, May 1953, 65
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I

FIG 2 (i) Pot from the upper floor, (2, 3) Pottery from the lower floor
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the carmation itself, finally, eight or nme horizontal rows of triangular to
oval impressions occupy a zone i' to r' deep below the shoulder

Slight irregularities seem to indicate that both strokes and dots were made
with a smgle bone point and not with a comb, and the same implement may
have been used throughout The strokes are shallow, with a rounded bottom,
in the style of Jacquetta Hawkes' "channelled ware," but the scheme of
decoration suggests skeuomorphism rather than symbolism

There is no sign on the surviving sherds that the pot ever had lugs or
handles, though these are common on A2 ware However, less than half of
the shoulder is preserved

The small rim sherd (Fig I, 15) belongs to a different vessel which may
have been decorated m a similar fashion Unfortunately it is not known from
which floor it came

Although vessels of Piggott's Form G from the causewayed camps at
Whitehawk and The Trundle in Sussex are decorated in a somewhat similar
manner, in details of form and ornament this bowl clearly belongs to an eastern
group The most westerly examples are two smaller bowls (one 5", the other
only 2 high) from Whiteleaf Barrow, Monks' Risborough, Bucks 0 These
bowls, both of Form H, lack ornament on the neck, but the smaller has on the
nm two rows of oblique slashes running in opposite directions and three rows
of larger slashes below the shoulder, the larger has cnss-cross incisions on
the run and six rows of oblique oval impressions below the shoulder This
pot has also a most unusual feature on the body below the rows of dots This
appears to have consisted of an area about ij" deep and 3' to 4' wide, bounded
at the top by a straight line and on each side by a curved line, the bottom
being left open On the surviving sherds the interior is filled with parallel
incisions, the outermost of which run diagonally downwards from the top
line It is possible that on the missing sherds a similar series ran in the opposite
direction, a few of the central pairs perhaps converging to form chevrons.

From Maiden Bower, Dunstable, Beds, comes an undecorated pot"
which resembles in shape that from Site io9, Lion Point, on another sherd
of related form are combined horizontal rows of dots and scormgs on neck
and run 12

But a group of pots from Suffolk afford the most exact analogies A bowl
from the Kesteven Road site at Ipswich'3 is very nearly the duplicate in size
and proportions of that from Site 109 The neck is decorated with shallow
vertical channeis and below the shoulder are four rows of round dots, very

1 A brief note on the barrow appeared m PPS, in, i, but the pottery has not been published
Piggott, supro, 91. Fig 6, x

is Ibid • 91, Fig 6, 4
'3 The pottery from this site, now in the Ipswich Museum, is unpublished, but a brief report

of the excavation appeared in Proc Suffolk Insi Arch, xxv, Pt 2, 212-13
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carefully spaced Fmger-tip flutings run over the nm and to a depth of 2"
inside it One sherd of what appears to have been a companion bowl comes
from the same site Fragments of vessels beanng sinular decoration have been
recovered from other sites in Suffolk Dales Road Bnckfield, Ipswich (J
Reid Moir Col)'4, Martlesham Plantation'5, Hayland House, Mildenhall
Fen,' 6 and Hurst Fen, near Lakenheath 7

The peculianties in form and decoration of the above-mentioned pots
thus serve to define a south-eastern group within the Wmdmill Hi]l complex
not hitherto recognized It may further be noted that, with the exception
of those from Whiteleaf, Maiden Bower and Kesteven Road, the bowls charac-
tenzmg the group came from low-lying sites The preference for such locahties
forms a further trait to distinguish the group

'4 Pottery in the Ipswich Museum, not yet published
's Pottery in the Ipswich Museum, not yet published
'Leaf, Proc Camb Ant Soc, xxxv, P1 I
'7 Lady Briscoe has kindly provided descriptions of two bowls recovered during her excavations

at Hurst Fen, to be published in Proc Camb Ant Soc
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Excavation of a Neolithic Barrow on

Whiteleaf Hill, Bucks.
Prepared for publication by Professor V. G. CHILDE with a description and analysis

of the pottery by ISOBEL SMITH

INTRODUCTION

S

IR LINDSAY SCOTT carried out excavations on the barrow on Whiteleaf Hill, near
Princes Risborough, Bucks., with meticulous care from till the outbreak of war in
1939 interrupted operations. After the war he had no opportunity to resume excavations

beyond making a 2 ft. section across the ditch on the west, and he was not able to complete the
work he had planned or to prepare the material for publication before his untimely death in 7952.
He gave four short and explicitly provisional reports in F.P.S. 7935, p. 132 7936, p. 372; 7937,
p. o, and in the Records of Bucks. 1941-6, p. 298, but insisted that 'this description must be
taken as entirely provisional.' His papers comprised a master plan contoured at 6 inch intervals,
and showing the grid over the excavated area, small detailed plans of individual features—post
holes, pits, and the' peristalith trench '—and a series of sections taken across the whole excavated
area at 2ft. intervals on both X and Y axes, but no complete plan of the excavated area nor any
detailed description of the observations made in the course of the excavation. The relics are,
however, all numbered with three co-ordinates, so that the position of each can be exactly
located on the plans and sections, and these, especially the Neolithic pottery, are of such
exceptional importance that it is an obvious duty to attempt a provisional account of the results
achieved, without waiting for the completion of the excavation.

The Whiteleaf barrow stands on the edge of the escarpment on the flanks of which the solid
chalk is exposed, covered only by thin turf, but round the barrow small patches of the clay with
flints that caps the chalk of the Chiltern plateau still survive, as may be seen from the vegetation,
and the chalk of the plateau itself is far from uniformly solid, but superficially interrupted by
natural hollows and solution pipes. Scott planned in great detail all the depressions and irregul-
arities of the chalk surface exposed in the area he excavated, but it is known that he altered his
views in respect of the artificial character of some of these features after taking geological advice.
Some of the pits turned out to be definitely natural, but it is not quite certain which, and some
suspicion attaches to the' peristalith trench,' of which a section only 8 ft. long was fully excavated,
to a depth of 8 ft., and recorded in his note book. The sections given there are strongly suggest-
ive of a solution pipe, such as are so frequently encountered in the chalk of the Chilterns. In
view of the exceptional difficulties presented by the terrain, in the plans composed from his
sections and note book sketches those features have been omitted that it is thought that the
excavator in his final report might have regarded as natural, though his plans of these are
preserved for reference with his other papers in the Institute of Archaeology of the University
of London.

Figure z is copied from Sir Lindsay's master plan, but the contours he had plotted in
(shown solid) have been completed by broken lines over areas where the original turf surface of
the barrow had already been disturbed when he levelled the site. The excavated area, enclosed
in solid lines, is rather larger than the gridded area shown on the original since the grid had been
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Fig. z

Contoured Plan of the Barrow.

extended to include areas on the west explored after the original had been drawn out. The
exposed section of the ditch, an intrusive urn burial (U) and a Romano-British rubbish pit (R)
have been inserted from the note books, as have the post holes presumed to define the chamber.
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Figure 2, covering the whole area from which any neolithic material has been recorded, has
been reconstructed from the note books and from the completed sections. From the latter
have been taken the contours—again at i ft. intervals but from a different datum to that used
in fig. x. The 'pits' shown may subsequently have been rejected as natural but charcoal is
recordedfrom'Pit4ç.' SirLindsaymadethegridplanwiththeWatthetopandso his'X

Fig.a
Detailed plan of area cont2ining chamber and burial

axis' ran north and south, the' Y axis' east and west. His designations have been retained
though the plan has been turned through 90°.

Plate xxiv gives sections across the chamber along lines X.6 and 6o, and Y.64 and 72;
they have been traoed-from-lhe-exeavato?s-peneil drawings and praserre his signatures and
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THE BARROW

The Whiteleaf Barrow stands just on the edge of the false crest, at the top of the steep
slope on the west flank of the hill at 813'O.D. (N.G. 482204). It is a kidney-shaped
mound with a forecourt on the east, surrounded with an approximately circular ditch.'
The ditch is superficially evident on the north, east and south, and was exposed by Scott's
section on the west where it is now silted over owing to the steep slope. Here it proved to
be only 6 ft. 6 iris, wide from rim to rim and 3 ft. deep from its inner lip. The southern
lobe of the mound is distinctly broader and rather higher than the northern one. The two
are separated by a narrow neck, the position of which coincides significantly with the
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Fig. 3
Section across ditch

outline of the chamber as defined by post holes; the distortion of the '. ft.' contour on
the west is presumably due to the collapse of the chamber. There is no other evidence of
secondary disturbance in the excavated area apart from a couple of Romano-British sherds
at a high level on the eastern flank of the northern lobe, and the intrusive cremation marked
U on fig. i, but a Romano-British rubbish pit (R on fig. i) had been intruded into
the north-west flank of the barrow just inside the probable line of the ditch, and a scatter of
Romano-British sherds was noted in the ditch section further to the south-west, but only
on or above the old turf line that covered the primary silt.

The core of the barrow, the 'inner mound' consisted of earth and ifints interspersed
with patches of clay and occasional tips of chalk, and was covered with a mantle consisting

'What looks like a similar kidney-shaped barrow surrounded by a ditch, though badly disturbed, has been
recognized by Mrs Alison Young, F.S.A., on Warnes Hill at the extremity of Bledlow Ridge just soas the
• 11 from Whdeaf H
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of layers of clean chalk and of earthy chalk rubble. The inner mound, which enclosed the
chamber, is reported to have been contained by large tree trunks horizontally laid (the
precise evidence for these timbers was not obvious from the sections or written notes).
The chamber is defined by four post holes z ft. 6 ins, to 3 ft. 3 ins, deep (hatched in fig. i),
and must therefore have measured approximately 8 ft. x ft. The nature of the walls and
roof is uncertain. A pencilled note on the section along X.6o mentions a ' timber running
from X.6o to X.58 ft. 3 ins, along Y.74' (represented by a on fig. 3)—f.e. just at the back
of the chamber-9 ins, above the solid chalk, but it cannot be detected on the section Y .74..
The same section X.6o shows a black stain running from Y.67 to 72 ft. 9 ins., parallel to
the presumed north wall of the chamber 2 ft. above the solid. The section Y.64 and
photograph (pl. xxvi, i) disclose a hollow in the inner mound filled with the cleaner
material of the mantle that can only be due to the collapse of a roof but its counterpart is
not clear at the back of the chamber on Y.72 and Y.7o. Under the north-east lobe excavation
revealed a large irregular pit approximately 8 ft. x ft. across and over z ft. deep,
surrounded by a system of small post or stake holes i ft. to x ft. 6 ins, deep (Pit 2, pl. xxvi, ).
No relics were recovered. The artificial nature of the remaining pits is more dubious, but
charcoal is recorded as having been found in Pit 4.

The chamber had apparently contained a single corpse, but only the left foot and one
tooth (F and T on fig. z) were found within the chamber. The rest of the skeleton was
scattered in a restricted space in front of, i.e. east of, the chamber marked S on fig. 2.
Neither in this area nor on the site of the chamber was any concentration of potsherds
observed and no artifacts are recorded from the pits. But scattered throughout the 'inner
mound' was an enormous number of sherds of neolithic pottery, and of flint flakes, and a
modest number of animal bones. The total weight of sherds recovered is 24 lbs. Most
are very small fragments but the edges are generally remarkably fresh and show little sign
of the weathering usually seen on sherds that have been left lying about on the ground.
Some i distinct vessels are recognizable but none was anything like complete, the largest
group of connected fragments representing not more than of the complete vessel. Sherds
clearly attributable to the same pot were found 2 ft. or 3 ft. apart. But all belong to one
and the same cultural group, as shown in detail by Miss Smith below, with which the flint
types are equally appropriate.

Similarly, of the 570 odd flints only 7 have been shaped by retouching (and of these
one arrowhead is unfinished). The rest comprise 40 serrated flakes, 240 utilized blades
and flakes, 275 unutilized flakes (core dressings). A few of the flakes are burned.
Only 2 stumps of cores survived. One antler beam, sawn off at both ends, and one small
piercer made on the metapodial of a small sheep, make up the surviving bone industry.
The unworked and broken animal bones included in the collection are relatively few—some
45 recognizable pieces.

There are no indications that any of these artifacts or animal bones formed part of the
grave goods buried with the deceased. On the other hand, the whole assemblage gives
every appearance of being perfectly homogeneous and could be attributed to one and the
same neolithic culture and period. Secondary disturbances had certainly occurred within
the enclosed area—a cinerary urn and Romano-British sherds had been intruded into the
flanks of the barrow (see p. zi above and p. 229 below), but not a scrap of these later wares
could be recognized among the sherds from the inner mound, nor indeed from the area
shown in fig. a (save for two Iron Age sherds from a high level in the north-west lobe).
Thaunitary primary assemblage must then be due to eithef(ã) 'feasts' held on the sitU
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Sir Lindsay Scott. Excavation of a Neolithic Barrow on Whiteleaf Hill

during the piling of the inner mound, (b) sherds and flints ceremonially scattered on the
mound as a ritual incident of the obsequies and subsequent cult, or (c) the inclusion in the
composition of the primary mound of refuse from an adjacent encampment and flint-working
site. Now' hearths' are mentioned in the provisional reports and burnt patches are noted
on a few sections though only once is the association of sherds with such indicated. But
the ashes or burnt material incorporated in the mound could perfectly well be derived from
the hearth or hearths of the hypothetical encampment. The ritual strewing of sherds over
the grave is, of course, well attested and implements might be broken and offered in the
same manner. But the flints are mostly wasters and, despite the absence of cores, are
typical workshop debris. Greenwell records what might be a comparable dispersal of flints
and sherds in the make up of barrows. 1 Yet, it must be confessed, in no previous excava-
tion has every scrap of flint been collected and registered with such exhaustive thoroughness.
If we considered most likely that material from a habitation and workshop had been
deliberately incorporated in the primary mound, Reinecke's observations on the Bronze Age
barrows of Bavaria, would provide one obvious analogy. In any case the primary material
from the innr mound can be treated as a single and unitary assemblage sealed under the
outer mantle of clean chalk, and within the limits of archaeological time contemporary with
the monument which forms itself a unitary part of the assemblage.

The molluscan remains from the inner mound were submitted to Dr Kennard. They
'do not represent a grassy downiand, but the combination of species is not what one would
expect in a beech wood.' In all probability, Dr Kennard thinks, it was a damp woodland
in which the dominant tree was not the beech, but damper than today. (See Appendix,
p. 230).

THE FINDS

(A) RxMAINS FROM THE PRIMARY MOUND

All the objects recovered in the course of the excavation were labelled with three
co-ordinates. The Z co-ordinate indicates the position above or below the average level of
the surface of solid chalk in the square defined by the X and Y co-ordinates. These give
four main groups, (o) less than 6 ins, above solid chalk, (i) 6 ins, to i ft. 6 ins., (2)1 ft. 6 ins.
to 2 ft. 6 ins., () 2 ft. 6 ins, to 3 ft. 6 ins. A very few relics have co-ordinates of (i.) Or

(—i), and only those in the first three groups are at all likely to be derived from the inner
mound.

The Flint Indusby
The excavator preserved just under 600 flints, of which, apart from a couple of thermal

fractures, all might have been deliberately struck. 537 appear to be wasters, core trimmings,
etc. There are, in addition, 32 serrated blades, four arrow-heads, three end-scrapers,
one small hollow-scraper or notched blade, one borer, one trimming flake retouched along

&iish Bwvo (18fl), ii. cf. Newbigin P.P.S. wa. m (z7), 189 if.
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Sir Lindsay Scott. Excavation of a Neolithic Barrow on Whiteleaf Hill

the edge, and one short flake inversely trimmed along both edges. Only two core stumps
were found in the inner mound, one of them a short stump of a prismatic blade core only
a in. long, the other an amorphous battered remnant. Of the arrow-heads (fig. 4) two
are leaf-shaped, one being finished, the other worked on one face only, and two are short
blades pointed by secondary working at the tip and bulbar end. Of the 32 serrated
blades x6 show the narrow band of lustre due to use for sawing. It should be noticed
that of the 530 odd wasters, only i io have Z co-ordinates of two or more.

Bone and Antler Work
The surviving bone industry comprises one small bone 'pin' i ins, long, formed by

splitting a metapodial of a sheep at the proximal end, with half the distal end of the arti-
culation preserved as a head1 ; one beam of red deer antler sawn off 3 ins, below the brow
tine and 6 ins, above it, total length io uns.—the very wide bevel at the ends is distinctive
of the use of stone tools, but there is no evidence of secondary working on the fragment,
and the brow fine has been simply broken off i ins, above its root. A beaver's tusk has
been longitudinally split, but the edges of the break show no trace of working to convert it
into an implement. At the bottom of the ditch where it was examined on the west side of
the barrow, were found two red deer antlers, one shed, the other with portions of the parietal
adhering though nearly ready to be shed; both were very much decayed and could be
extracted only in fragments. They presumably had served as deer's horn picks, but the
remains are too fragmentary to demonstrate this.

Grain Impressions on Pottery
Mr Hans Helbaek of the National Museum, Copenhagen, reports as follows:

'Plain sherd (69/65/I) contains an imprint of an emmer grain (T. dicoccum), lateral aspect,
the outline of the embryo visible. Length approximately 6.7 mm., thIckness 2.7 mm.

Rim shad (69/61/I) shows on the outside an imprint of a spikelet of emmer, dorsal aspect,
internode lacking, the pale apices unclear. Total length approximately io mm., mi,rimum
width 64 mm. Width across the glume fork, opposite the articulation scar, approximately
24mm.

The same sherd bears on the inner surface an imprint of the grain of Club or Bread wheat
(T. compactum or vugare), length 6 mm., width 2.4 mm.

Both emmer imprints correspond closely to those from Windmill Hill (Helback, PPS. xviii,
1952, p. i if.), the spikelet being comparable to plate xx, fig. b.

The Club wheat grain is very small compared with most other prehistoric impressions of
this speacs.

Animal Bones
About 45 specimens of animal bone large enough for identification were collected from

the inner mound. Of these, 12 were examined by Dr Cornwall of the Institute of Archae-
ology, and the remainder by Dr Wilfrid Jackson, F.S.A. It will be seen that the commonest
bones belong to red deer. The species identified are: red deer represented by 38 pieces
of bone, pig, 23, OX, 10, sheep, 12, roe deer, nine or 12, beaver, fragments of left lower incisor,
unidentified bird two pieces.

* Th. type was disting*üthed Aic at Skara Bras (ilde, Shwa Bras (zi), iig).
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The Prinwy Burial

Apart from the left foot (F), skull fragments (C) (three on fig. 2), and one tooth, all the
bones, as stated above, were scattered in an area approximately 4 ft. x 4 ft. to the east of
the chamber. All the remains were submitted to Miss M. L. Tildesley of the Royal
College of Surgeons, whose report follows:

'The human remains were apparently those of one individual only, a middle-aged man,
and consisted of the greater part, though not the whole, of his skeleton. No long bone but
the left ulna is sufficiently complete to give us its length, but a rough estimate may be made of
the length of the left femur as round about 480 mm., and the most likely stature with this length
of thigh-bone would be 5 ft. 74 ins. We may say that the individual in question was probably
about ft. 6 ins, to ft. 9 ins.—not a very short man. And his bones are fairly robust also

The skull is definitely very long and narrow. Its length as reconstructed from the broken
pieces is 213.5 mm., and this, if not exactly right, is correct to within one or two millimetres.
The estimate of breadth-141 mm.—ia less reliable. Taking these figures as they stand,
however, we get a cephalic index of 66.i. A degree of dolichocephaly that would be almost
unknown in any population but the Neolithic, in England. The thigh-bones are flattened in
the upper part of the shaft, with a platymeria index of

25 Inn'.
100 X	 = 70.15 (L. & R.).

35 mm.

This again is a feature more characteristic of the earlier than the later populations of Britain.

The man's teeth had been badly worn down, in some cases down to the roots, and though
secondary dentine had formed over the chewing surfaces of the teeth that now remain, and
kept them free from caries, there are large abscess-cavities at the roots of teeth both in the upper
and lower jaw.

The unhealthy condition of the teeth was doubtless not unassociated with the considerable
evidences of arthritis in his joints—inflammation, bony excrescences, and eburnation. This is
seen in the spinal column, ribs, hands, and especially feet, which were badly affected.

The position of all the fragments was charted, so that their distribution tn the site could
be subsequently reconstructed. They were in no sort of articular relation to one another, and
the numerous breaks in them had not been made when the bone was fresh. Also some parts
(e.g. the whole of the right shin-bone) were missing, but were not likely to be overlooked in the
careful excavation. Either, therefore, the remains of this individual were gathered up long
after his death and reinterred in the spot where they were found, or else he had been interred in
situ and subsequently disturbed; but in the last case the disturbance must have been extremely
thorough. And the amount of breakage in some bones whose parts were no longer close
together presupposes a considerable amount of brittleness, more than would normally be
found in bones that had been in the earth for so short a time as a few decades.'
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The Potte,y

The pottery recovered amounts to some 24 pounds in weight and -6o individual vessels
are recognizable. The state of preservation is uniformly good: surfaces retain their original
finish, fracture edges are sharp and fresh.

The general standard of potting is not high; most of the vessels are roughly made and No.i
alone has carefully smoothed surfaces. No. 26 is the only well fired specimen; the great
majority of sherds are soft, particularly those of Ware Li (see below). Black and extremely
flaky sections are common. The predominating colours are warm greys and shades of brown,
often with buff, orange or black patches. A few pieces have been refired and are now orange
throughout. Surfaces tend to be mart, though a faint lustre is visible on some sherds of Ware A.i.

A variety of fabrics and tempering materials was used In order to avoid lengthy repeti-
tions, the wares are classified below, accompanied by the reference numbers of the pots made of
each type.

Ware A. Fine clay, containing little or no sand; tempered with: i. particles of crushed
shell: Pots nos. i, 3, 5-9, 12-15, 34-6, 42-3, 48, 52, 55-7.

2. particles of burnt flint: Pots nos. 2, 10—lI, 16-19, 27, 29, 39-40, 53-4, 58-60.

3. particles of chalk and very little burnt flint: Pots nos. 28, 49, o, 6i.
Ware B. Clay with a heavy admixture of sand; tempered with: i. particles of shell and

very little burnt flint: Pots non. 4,45-7.
2. particles of burnt flint only: Pots nos. 20-6, 31-3, 37-8, 41, , i.
3. particles of chalk and burnt flint: Pot no. 30.

The fragments of tempering material vary considerably in size; the shell and burnt flint are
frequently coarse, fragments of the former being up to inch across.

Mr C. P. Castell of the Natural History Museum has very kindly einiined specimens of
the shell and reports that he has detected Exogyra nasa, an Upper Jurassic oyster, and Inoceramtu,
an Upper Chalk bivalve. Mr Castell suggests that fossil species of such disparate origins are
most likely to have been found together in Chalky Boulder-Clay.

A few of the vessels show signs of use and there is a smooth black deposit on the inner
surface of No. 1. In the case of shell-gritted sherds it is frequently noticeable that, although
the shell on the exterior is well preserved, that on the interior has been partly dissolved,
presumably as the result of contact with some weakly acid substance contained in the pot.
Grain impressions were observed on two sherds. These have been identified by Helbaek as
emmer and club or bread wheat (p. 219).

Detailed Description

No. i (fig. , i). Bowl with external rim and shoulder diameters of ins, and estimated
height of 7 ins.; tlickened and everted rim with lattice pattern in channelling technique;
undecorated neck with two secondary perforations below rim; slightly rounded but well-defined
shoulder bearing one vertically perforated lug (originally probably two), which rises to * point
above the shoulder line ; walls below shoulder curve in sharply, indicating a shallow body. The
decoration from the shoulder downward appears to have consisted of horizontal panels of six
lines of tm2ll, sharply pointed stabs applied obliquely, interrupted by (probably two) enclosed
panels of hanndlled chevrons on opposite sides. Below the panel of stabs and with the centre
aligned on the lug, a iimilar enclosed panel of chevrons, probably duplicated on the other side.
Unattached sherds from portions of such panels indicate that the centre was in some cases
defined by a vertical line and that the bases were sealed off by horizontal lines.

No.2. (fig. 5, a). As indicated in the illustration, there is no join between the shards
representing thi, pot, but they seem likely to belong together. External rim and shoulder
diameters of ins.; estimated height, 3 ins. The rim, which projects on either side of the
neck, has been formed by the application of a thin strip of clay to the inturned top of the neck;
it bears sharply incised chevron.. On the line of the rounded shoulder sits a mafl, imperforate
and pointed lug (probably originally two). On and below the shoulder ale three rows of deep,
elongated and oblique stabs, the applicatina of which has indented the thin walls.
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No. 3. (fig. 5). Shallow bowl with external rim and shoulder diameters of 94 ins, and
94 ins, respectively. Rim projects on either side of neck and is decorated with widely spaced
chevrons in channelling technique. Three small rim sherds may belung to this or to similar
bowls.

No. 4. (fig. ). Small rim sherd from bowl of same type, but of different ware.
No. 5. (fig. 5). Decayed sherd with externally enlarged rim bearing incised chevrons.
Nos. 6-7. (fig. 5). Both may belong to the same vessel, despite the difference in profile;

No. 7 has been re-burnt. Heavier versions of No. , with deeply impressed chevrons. The
diameter of No. 6 was c. 8 ins.

Nos. 8-g (fig. ). Sherds from vessels with diameters of c. 84 ins, and 4 ins.
respectively. Rims inturned and thickened, with oblique incisions.

Nos. to-n. (fig. 5). Heavier rims with angular projections on either side of neck.
The diameter of No. to may have been c. i ins.; the oblique incisions on this rim appear to
have been encrusted with a white substance.

No. '2. (fig. 5). Sherd so small that it is uncertain which side is exterior; enlarged
rim has had oblique strokes and the remains of two horizontal lines are preserved below.

Nos. 13-16. (fig. 5). Everted rims of varying form, with oblique strokes on bevels ox
everted surfaces. No. '5 has had at least one internal horizontal line. The diameter of No. 13
was c. i ins.

Nos. 17-19. (fig. ). Flat rims; a straight, sharp object has been pressed across the
edges, lightly on the outer but heavily on the inner, so that the clay has risen on either side in
'pie-crust' fashion. No. 17 appears to come from a shouldered bowl with a rim diameter of 74 ins.

Nos. 20-I. (fig. 6). Bowls with sharply everted rims; short straight necks; angular
shoulders; diameters 94 ins, and tO ins. One or two more of the same kind are represented by
small sherds.

No. 22. (fig. 6). Sherd with everted and slightly rolled rim (original diameter c. 94 ins.),
deep constriction at neck, gently curving wall below. In the neck, two perforations made from
the exterior before firing; holes in. across outside and barely penetrate to inside, where high
flat bosses surround the apertures.

No. 23. (fig. 6). Shoulderless bowl with sharply out-turned rim; diameter c. 8 ins.
Nos. 24-6. (fig. 6). Simple bowls, diameters 5j ins, to 6 ins. No.26 has a secondary

perforation in the neck.
No. 27. (fig. 6). Sharply out-turned rim and hollow neck of (possibly) shouldered

bowl; rim diameter 8 ins.
No. z8. (fig. 6). Small cup with sharply inturned rim; diameter 4 ins, and estimated

height 34 ins.
No. 29. (fig. 6). Cup with everted rim and steep inner bevel; diameter 44 ins.
Nos. 30-33. (fig. 6). Heavy intumed rims. No.30 has had estimated diameter of r6 ins.
Nos. 34-6. (fig. 6). Externally enlarged rims forming sharp angle with inner edge of

neck. No. 34 has been c. ii ins, in diameter.
Nos. -io. (figs. 6 and 7). Heavy rims, projecting on either side of neck. No.37 has been

C. 15 ins, in diameter.
Nos. 41-4. (fig. 7). Slightly thickened upright rims.
Nos. 45-8. (fig. 7). Everted rims.
Nos. 49-52. (fig. 7). Angular rims with external or internal bevels.
No. 53. (fig. 7). Small sherd from thin-walled vessel with irregular incised decoration.
No. 54. (fig. 7). Sherd from thin wall, with part of secondary perforation.
No. 55. (fig. r). Sherd with pointed lug on shoulder line. Two-piece construction

clearly visible, showing that lug and outer half of wall thickness had been applied to inner shell.
No. 56. (fig. 7). Part of broad, flat lug applied to curve of wall.
No. f,'. (fig. 7). Sherd with horizontally projecting oval lug applied to curve of walL
Nos. 58-6i. (fig. 7). Neck and wall sherds from small vessels.
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Dn
As indicated by Professor Childe, the pottery must be regarded as a unit, manufactured by

a single cultural group. Wares A and B and their varieties appear to have been used indiffer-
ently for the fabrication of vessels of all types, although decoration appears more often on the
finer textured Ware A.

Among Western Neolithic groups the Whiteleaf pottery stands apart by reason of its
abnormally soft and flaky fabric and also (though this may be less significant) because of the
absence of burnishing and fluting. These finishing techniques might have been expected to
occur on a few specimens in such a large and developed group.

Further, the group is unique as an assemblage of forms and decorative arrangementaj
although many of its constituent type. can be matched quite closely in a variety of classified
usemblag

Undifferentiated forms such as Nos. a-6, 46-8 and 57 might be expected in any Western
Neolithic context, but the thin upright rims with internal bevel, Nos. 29, 51-2, recall
specifically the pottery from Southbourne, Hants., 1 and are perhaps related to Hembury ware.
It is evident, however, that the major connexions of the Whiteleaf pottery are with the more
highly specialized Abingdon-Whitehawk-Mildenhall 5 series of south-eastern England and, as
will be shown, with another ceramic style—conventionally classified as non-Western—the
Ebbsfleet variety of Peterborough ware. It will be convenient to consider these relationships in
the order set forth above.

1. Abingdon we. The lavish use of shell as tempering material in the Whiteleaf pottery
(at least 50% of the total) immediately recalls Abingdon ware. On the other hand, only Nos.
34, a and 48 have the characteristic appearance of the latter: a smooth, well-compounde4
fabric, reddish grey or reddish black, the surfaces speckled with fine particles of shell. But the
complete profile of Nos. zo-z, the heavy rims of Nos. 34-6, the flanged rims of No.. 13, 23, 27,
and the T-rim# may all be paralleled at Abingdon.' The sharp, oblique stabs below the
shoulders of Nos. i and 2 are made in the Abingdon manner. 5 But the absence of strap-handles,
squashed..down T-rims, and pinched-out shoulders distinguishes the Whiteleaf pottery from
Abingdon ware as a whole.

ii. Whitelzawk ware. The connexions with Whitehawk ware are more generalized, but
here again are T-rims of modest proportions, a recurrence of the neat shouldered pots No. zo-i;
and there is a hint that formal patterns composed of chevrons and related to the panels of No. i
may have been present.' But Whitehawk ware was more lavishly ornamented and the
characteristic Whitehawk bowl i. not represented at Whiteleaf.

ui. Mildenhall ware. Whiteleaf No.. '-3 represent a bowl form, distinguished by an
enlarged rim, joined to a shoulder of approximately the same diameter by a nearly vertical neck,
which otherwise appears to be confined to Essex and East Anglia. 7 There it is the most
distinctive, and normally the only decorated, member of a newly recognized ceramic group with
good claims to independent status side by side with Abingdon and Whitehawk wares. But the
decorated Mildenhall bowls are also distinguished by a more or less standardized arrangement
of the ornament to which No.. 1-3 do not precisely conform. Internal decoration, either by
fluting or channelling, is common and the necks are almost invariably filled with close-set

'Calkin, Proc. Docsei Nat. Hut. & Arch. Soc., 69(1947).
'It is suggested that the name 'Mildenhali ware' may appropriately be applied to the developed form of

Western Neolithic pottery found in Essex and East Anglia. The name derives from the important habitation
site near Mildenhall in Suffolk which has already yielded much material and is now being extensively excavated
by Professor J. G. D. Clark. This group has been called • East Anglian ware' by Professor Piggott (Neo. Cult.
Br. I:., 1954,72), but the proposed alteration may be justified on the grounds that the group extends outside East
Anglia proper and that it is desirable to adhere to a uniform system of type-site nomenclature.

'It is convenient to use this brief designation for rims which project on both aides of the neck ; it should
not, however, be taken to imply that such rims invariably lie horizontally.

'Leeds, Ant.J., vu (1937), pL LU, fig. 2, n (profile not shown) ; figs. 75, Sb ; fig. 6, 4.
'fInd., p1. Lift, fig. 2, c.
• Rosa Williamson, Suit. Arch. Coil., ixxi (1930), p1. Xi, 51, 54; Curwen, Ant. 7., xiv ('934), fIg. 34 and

figs. 19-21.
'Of the considerable number of such bowls now known, few are as yet published, but for material from

—MildsnhaJl-d.-Brico., .A'oc Camb Ant S'c-. xi.vn (T954), 13-24.
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vertical or oblique channelling. Yet the zone of punctuations over or, more often, just below
the shoulder which is seen on Nos. i and 2 is completely typical, except that in Mildenball ware
the punctuations are generally made with blunt points—possibly bird-bones--producing shallow
circular or irregular impressions.

Interruption of the zone of punctuations, as in No. r, recurs on a large sherd from Dales'
Road Brickfield, Ipswicb and on a very small vessel from Lion Point, Clacton, 2 in the latter
case accompanied by a chevron pattern. The chevron patterns on the rims of Nos. 2-7, 80

common in Peterborough ware and so rare in Western Neolithic contexts, recur on bowls of
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Mildenhall type from Lion Point, 5 as does the lattice pattern on the rim of No. 1,4 again a
design of non-Western aspect A T-rizn and pointed lugs rising above the shoulder, as in
Nos. i–z and 55, are present on the bowl from Hayland House, Mildenhall. 5 But the
undecorated pottery from Whiteleaf is not especially reminiscent of undecorated Mildenball
ware, where rolled and bulbous rims predominate over other forms. Only the slightly
enlarged upright type of Nos. 41-3 seems to occur more frequently in the Mildenhall group
than elsewhere.

'Ipawich Museum.
'Warren at ci, P.F.S., it (1936), p1 WIX, 13.
'Warren and Smith, Tenth Aieuwi Report, Institute of Archaeology (icss), fig. 2,1 (also figured in Piggott,

bc. cit., fig. ii, 5 as from Ipswich) ; Warren at al., bc. cit., p1 xxxix, 4; and another unpublished specimen.
'Shards, probably from two pots, illustrated in Warren at aL, bc. cit., p1 uxix i. The lattice pattern is

PYoc. CamE,. Ant. Soc., xxxv (iç5), p1 1 ; also

- zz6
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Thus, despite its evident connexions with all three assemblages, the Whiteleaf pottery
cannot properly be dauifled with any one of them.

iv. Ebbsffret wøe. in view of the suggestive shape and chambered structure il the
Whiteleaf barrow, relationships are to be expected with the pottery from the Severn-Cotawold
tombs. Despite the relatively email quantity of the latter, it can be seen that the more normal
Western Neolithic forms of No.. i, i6 and -6 are matched at, for example, Py-isaf Long
Cairn, Brecknockshire the parallel to No. sc being decorated in 5 similar fashion.' Widely
spaced strokes across an inner rim bevel are seen again on a rim from the habitation site at
Clegyr Bola in Pembrokeshire.'

But it is the pottery from the Nympsfleld chambered tomb which affords the most interesting
comparison. Here, it will be recalled, it was possible to restore a necked jar from the antechamber
and a wide-mouthed bowl from the construction, both with inturned rims.5 It is quite clear
that these vessels are intimately connected with the building of the tomb and ita primary use.
As indicated in Piggott's report, it is difficult to find parallels for these forms, and particularly
for the rime, in Western Neolithic contexts.4 Yet, at Whiteleaf, inturned rims, sometimes
merging into T-rime, amount to nearly ao% of the total—No.. 6-u and 30-3. The widely
spaced oblique strokes on No.. 8-si recall those on the Nympsfleld bowL No.30 is the only
fragment large enough to afford a fairly complete profile and, although there is no great difference
between the rim and shoulder diameters, it does to some extent resemble a necked jar. The
other specimens probably also approximated to this form. The wide-mouthed bowl from
Nympsfleld has an unusual convex curve on the outer surface of its everted neck which, in less
pronounced degree, is seen again in No. 22.

The inturned rim of the Nympsfleld-Whiteleaf type—slightly thickened and rounded or
angular at the outer edge, projecting internally to a varying extent—does in fact occur fairly
regularly, though in small numbeis and undecorated, in several groups of Western Neolithic
pottery. To the examples cited in the report on the Nympsiield pottery the following may be
added an unpublished specimen from the primary levels at Windmill Hill, two from
Abingdon,' several from Lion Point associated with Mildenhali ware, 7 several from The
Trundle and Whitehawk.5

But in Ebbsfleet ware this rim form appears hi significant numbers and it is in fact one of
the diagnostic features of thi, ceramic group, where it may occur either on necked jars or on
wide-mouthed bowls. At Ebbsfleet itself 9 of the 2! rims are -of this type and there are at
least 5 necked jars1 ; ii of the 24 rims from Combe Hill causewayed camp in Sussex conform
to the specification and here there is an excellent specimen of a necked jar with such a rim, the
dimensions of which are almost identical with that from Nympsfleld." At both sites the rims
are either plain or decorated with widely spaced oblique incisions. The lighter forms from
Whiteleaf (No.. 8-9) are typologically indistinguishable from these. The only real difference
is that the Ebbsfleet and Combe Hill pottery is of superior quality.

Apart from the two examples in Mildenhall ware already referred to, the lattice pattern of
No: z is otherwise found exclusively in the Peterborough group, especially in its Ebbslleet

At this point we may profltably return to Whiteleaf No. 22. Although this vessel i.
represented by a single sherd with two perforations made before firing, it is probable that the
hollow of the neck was encircled by a continuous series of such holes. Decoration of this

'Crimes. P.P.A9., , (i), fl?93) 
fig. 12, 31.'Willins, Arch. Caath., cii

* Clith,rd, P.P.S., iv (i8), fig. 3.
'In Clifford, kc. dt., 211.
$ Avebury Musean, rag. no. xx8.
5 Leeds, Aat ., vu (1927). fig. 6,8 ; and, unpublished, Mhmolesn Musewn, reg. no. 1928.409.
'S. Hazzledins Warren CoU., us
• Cuswen, Buss. Arch. CoiL, 

fubuished.

• ROSS Williamson, Buss. Arch. Coil., i.xai (io), p1. XI, 36 ; Curwssi, AnL J., xiv (i), fig. 8.
BurtheIl and Piggoet, A,ut. 7., ira (i), figs. 6-8.
Musson, &A.C, ImiY (iç o) flg., all speamens are not illustrated bets, but d No.. and 14 (the

rimofthelitter*notwdfldepicted).
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kind is quite common in Western Neolithic pottery and afew specimens are to be found in
nearly every group of any size1 ; sometimes instead of a complete perforation there is a pit
with a corresponding internal boss. Such ornament occurs in the earliest levels at Windmill
Hill2, and may thus be considered a primary trait of the ceramic style. In all cases, however,
these holes or pits are found on baggy pots below simple upright rims, so that their position in
No. 22 is unusual. In the light of the more explicit relationships seen to link some of the
Whiteleaf pottery with Ebbsfleet ware, it is tempting to see a direct connexion between the
Western Neolithic element represented by the perforations of No. 22 and the pits in the necks
of Ebbsfleet and more developed forms of Peterborough ware. A few instances are known in
which the latter have been made with small pointed implements rather than with the customary
fingertip.8

There remain for discussion several unique features of the Whiteleaf pottery, for which no
parallels seem to be available. The white inlay in the incisions across the rim of No. ro seems
to be the earliest appearance of this technique in Britain, which is otherwise known only on
some of the more elaborately ornamented beakers. As for the curious broad flat lug of No.56,
it can only have served the purposes of decoration.

Finally, in the whole of Britain and Ireland there seems to be just one xample of an
enclosed panel in any way comparable to those on No. i—that on the cord-ornamented proto-
Food Vessel' from Tamnyrankin, Co. Derry.4

The diversity of the Whiteleaf pottery illustrates the complex nature of the relationships
which obtained among the Neolithic communities of southern England and the fact that the
Chilterns were, as their geographical position suggests, a focal area both for the reception and
the transmission of influences. The same mingling of traditions can be seen in the pottery
from Maiden Bower, Dunstable,5 which is partly of Abingdon and partly of Mildenhall type,
and again in the few sherds recovered during recent excavations at Barton Hill Farm near Luton,
Beds. 6, in the centre of the Chilterns. The Barton Hill site is connected with Whiteleaf not
only by its structural details (which may have included a wooden chamber or mortuary house)
but explicitly by the pottery. Apart from one sherd of normal Western Neolithic fabric, the
rest is of the poorly fired, flaky type found at Whiteleaf. There is an inturned rim with incised
chevrons which closely resembles No. 6 and another, unfortunately extremely imperfect, but
likely to have had a flat expanded top with deep transverse impressions similar to Nos. 17-19,
which are otherwise unparalleled. On grounds of fabric and form these would unhesitatingly be
classified as Peterborough ware.

But one fact which the Nympsfleld-Whiteleaf-Barton Hill evidence makes clear is that the
currently accepted ideas as to the independent origins and identities of Western Neolithic and
Ebbsfieet wares will require revision. 	 ISOBEL SMITH

(B) SECONDARY INTRUSIONS

Cremation interment in cinerary urn.
Just under the turf, during the initial stages of the excavation, an inverted urn covering

cremated human bones was exposed in the southern lobe of the barrow at U on fig. i. The
urn (p1. xxv, ) stands 5 ins, high, diameter 5 ins, at the rim and approximately 4 ins, at the
base. It is of very coarse clay heavily mixed with angular grit but hard fired. The rim

1 e.g., Whitehawk, Sun. Arch. Coil., LXXVii (1936), fig. 4 ; Trundle, ibid., xx (ic), pl. IX, 9, 10 ; Lion Point,
P.P.S., 11(1936), fIg. z,. The Grovehurst pot (Piggott, Arch.J., Lxxxviii (ii), fig. ar) must also be included
here in spite of Piggott's revised views as to its afilnities (Neo. Cult. Br. Is., 304).

'PiggOtt, Neo. Cult. Br. 1:., 71.
one of the unpublished sherds from the Thames at Mortlake; London Museum, reg. no. A.13666.

'Herring,J.P..S.A.I., Lxxi (ii), fig. I.
Piggott, Arch. J. , z.xxxvm (ic3I), fig. 6.

'A preliminary account of the first of a series of excavations has been published in The Bedfordshire Archae-
ologist, vol. 1, no. I (March i) ; Mr J. F. Dyer has very kindly allowed more specific reference to be made to
iL	 L•adr.,n.o' ': . ' P.ii	 "nt.
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is quite simple but very slightly inturnecL 0.9 in. below the rim is a shallow horizontal
groove about 0.2 in. wide. There is no trace of splay at the base. The urn might be a
final degeneration of the smaller barrel urns associated with the Deverel-Rimbury complex;
it is in fact not unlike Abercromby no. 6, though this is only 3 ins, high and has lugs—.
compare also Abercromby 469 (Coichester). But equally coarse hand-made ware was
current also in Roman times. According to a report by A4.. J. E. Cave, Royal College of
Surgeons, 24.6.38, the urn contained the cremated remains of a child, including small
pieces of occipital, frontal, temporal, and parietal bones, a maxillary molar, a fragment of
rib, and numerous splintered chips of long bones that could not be identified with certainty.
Dr Cave's opinion is 'that this material represents—in part—the remains of a child aged
3-4 years.'

Roman Finds
Just under the turf in the southern lobe, apparently not far from the cinerary urn, were

discovered f'our Roman coins identified as follows :-

(i) Decentius 351-353.
obv. Bust, bare headed, draped, cuirassed.
DN DECENTIVS NOB CAfl

rev. Two Victories holding wreath containing vor/v/MuI.T/x
vIcroR-IAE DONN AUGET CA

in cx	 Mint of Ambianum Auriens C. 43.

(z) Constans as Augustus AD. 337-350
obv. Bust, pearl diademed, draped, cuirassed.
DN CON8IA-N$ P1'AVL
rev. Phoenix on pyre
EELThNS RAPAEATIO

C. 
22 T R- 

Mint of Trier

(3) Irregular copy of coin of Decentius.
Types as regular coin but legends on rev, blundered.

() Irregular copy of coin of Magnentius A.D. 350-353.
rev, type imitates Feicitas Reipublicae type.
c.f. C.5.

In a section of the ditch (50.95) on the west side of the barrow were found, apparently
at a high level, fragments of a very coarse hand-made pot with splayed base, in Iron Age A
tradition. While it might be pre-Roman, fragments of Romano-British wheel-made ware
were found in close proximity. Finally, a Romano-British rubbish pit bad been dug into
the western flank of the north lobe just within the lip of the original ditch. It yielded a
fragmentary tile, ofla, the rim of an amphora much worn, a càlander, and other small
sherds, all of the third or more probably fourth century.
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APPENDIX: REPORT ON THE NON-MARINE MOLLTJSCA

By A. S. KENNARD, A.L.S., F.G.S.

Samples from two sources were kindly submitted for examination: (i) from beneath the
barrow, (2) from the inner barrow beneath the layer of chalk. The former yielded no molluscan
remains and is clearly not a true soil but the undisturbed sub-soil. The latter yielded thirteen
species as well as a number of indeterminate fragments. The presence of these fragments may
be due to hedgehogs or may have arisen from the construction of the barrow.

The species are :-

Pomatias elegans
	

(Mull.) common
Cwychium minimum	 ,,
Cochlicopa lubrica	 rare
Gomio-diseus rotundatus	 ,, common
Anon sp.
Retinella nitidula	 ,, rare

,, radiatula
	

(Aid.) common
Pura	 ,, rare

Vitrea crystallina
	

(Mull.)
Trochulus stniolalus
	

(Pfr.) very rare
,,	 hispidus
	

(Linn.) rare
Cepaea nemoralis
Marpessa laminata
	

(Mont.) very rare

Since the material from which this faunule was obtained probably came from the immediate
neighbourhood, the shells may be safely considered as being contemporary with, or possibly a
little earlier than, the construction of the barrow. The faunule is an interesting one. From the
total absence of the Vallonias and of Pupilla muscorum (Linn.) it is clear that it does not represent
a grassy downland, whilst the combination of species is not what one would expect in a beech-
wood. In. all probability it was a damp woodland in which the dominant tree was not the
beech. The conditions are clearly damp and, judging from the species that now live in the dry
oak woods on the chalk hills of Kent and Surrey, much damper than it is today.
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RAZORS, URNS, AND THE BRITISH MIDDLE BRONZE AGE
BY JAY J . BUTLER AND I0BEL F. SMITH

PREFACE
' HE conclusion set forth in this paper—that certain cinerary urn graves

containing Class I razors conventionally dated to Late Bronze Age II
mu t in fact belong to the Middle Bronze Age was arrived at inde-

pendently by its joint authors, one J J.B. on the basis of the razor evidence,
the other (I.F.S. on the basis of the pottcry. Since the two lines of evidence
in cr1 ck so closely, it has been thought desirable to present the results in a
single paper.

Part I describes a series of razors of the Tumulus Bronze Age on the
Contin nt, and their relation to British Class I razors. Part II discusses the
dating of the British razors in the light of the Continental and British evidence,
and swrgcsts that certain categories ol cinerary urns now classified as Late
Bronze Age must hae been flourishing iEi the preceding phase. Many aspects
of the urn problem admittedly require much fuller discussion than can be
attempted here; but it is hoped that one obstacle to the understanding of the
development of the British urn cultures has been removed, and a contribution
made to the rehabilitation of the now sadly depleted Middle Bronze Age.



L'ART I

A. Tanged Razors of the Tumulus Bronze Age
The tanged razors listed in Appendix I and illustrated, Figs. I-3, com

mainly from graves, hoards and settlements of the Tumulus Bronze Ag
There are seven razors from South Germany and one from Swiizerland t
which are added four from North Germany and one from The Netherlands
The list makes no claim to completeness; it includes, besides published exampk
several unpub'ished specimens noted by one of the writers J.J.B.) in Germa
museums in the course of a study tour in i 9541; others may no doubt exist.
As a group they have escaped attention in the literature, both in this country
and on the Continent, despite their importance for the history of the British
razors.2

The Tumulus iazors are rather larger than British Bronze Age razors;
their tangs aie proportionately smaller and in most cases more pointed. The
most common form is oval but with a broad shallow notch at the end of the
blade. Two South German specimens, Brucker Forst, Fig. 1., 2, and Onstmet-
tingen, Fig. i, i, have incised decoration (discussed below, p.o). The Onstmet-
tingen razor and those from Hilzingen (Fig. 3, 4) and Spiez have shallow
fluting on the blade. All have rounded shoulders except one, a razor from
Alteiselfing (Fig. 3, 3), which also differs from the others in having a short
broad tang containing two rivet-holes. None has a distinct midrib or a hole
in the blade.

The Onstmettingen razor is unique in having a separately cast metal
handle, with a socket to receive the tang of the razor and a ring at its end.
This provides an interesting link between the simple tanged razor and the
well-known Central European type with a ring-handle cast all in one piece.3

The few North German razors and the much-discussed Drouwen example
from the province of Drenthe in The Netherlands (Fig. 2) differ from the
South German type in having a tendency toward long tangs and pointed
blades. Two are from the North Friesian island of Amrum (Figs. 3: 6, 7)
i third specimen from Schleswig-Holstein is without exact provenance. A
razor in the Museu4lorf Cloppenburg (Fig. 3:2), probably a local find, has
a fluted blade and a broad V-notch; the tang is broken off.

Doubt has been expressed as to whether the Drouweri tanged blade is
1 eally a razor. Van Giffen described it originally4 as a lancehead or arrowhead
(although he compared it as to form with British Class I razors) and Mrs
Piggott treats it with great reserve. But the lance- or arrow-head suggestion does
not seem very convincing; the blade is described in Glasbergen's recent re-
discussion of the find as 'paper-thin', 5 which would hardly do for a missile
weapon, and in any case there are nine perfectly functional flint arrowheads
in the same grave. Examination of the originaj specimen at Groningen con-
vinced the writer that it is really a razor, and Glasbergen (in a letter to the
writer) expresses the same opinion. Its form is more like the British than the
South German razors. Chemical analysis shows that it agrees in composition
with the other metal objects in the grave-group. This suggests, along with the
typological distinctions from the South German type, that the Drouwen razor
was actually made in Northwest Germany.

Both the South German and the Northwest German tanged razors make
their initial appearance at the very beginning of the Tumulus Bronze Age.
The decorated Brucker Forst razor was found with a spearhead which is
decorated in a similar style, and with a pin of Hungarian form hich in
Southwest Germany is typical of I-Iolste's Lochham stage, his Eariiest Tumulus
horizon (Reinecke B.i). The Drouen raior belongs to a fine grave-group
including a Sogel short sword (decorated with the same combination of incised
and pointillé lines embellished with arcs as the Brucker Forst razor , a nicked
flanged axe, a slate whetstone, two gold spiral rings, and the nine hollow-
based flint arrow heads already m ntioned. The Sogel stage to which the grave
belongs (and of which stage it is quite typical is equated by Sprockhoff with
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tang and badly damaged blade from Nebel, Ainrum, which Kersten 7 thought
might be a British export, comes from a woman's grave which is dated by a
tutulus of Montelius hA type.

Southwest German razors datable to a more advanced phase of the
Tumulus Culture include those from Onstmettingen (grave assigned by
Kraft to his phase C8); Spiez (Bronze Age occupation layer in settlement site,
Reinecke C) ;9 Hilzingen (grave dated to Reinecke C by Kimrnig); and
Alteiselfing (hoard with riveted sickle and sword related to Riegsee type, dated
by Muller-Karpe to Reinecke D).The last-mentioned razor brings us to the
period when late Tumulus and Earliest Urnfield Cultures existed side by side
in South Germany.

B. Comparison with British Razors
Despite their evident differences, the South German tanged razors

clearly have sufficient features in common with many British tanged razors
to suggest that they are related. Although the notching of the South German
razors calls to mind British Class II razors, the latter have narrow, slit-like
notches while the former have very broad and shallow ones. The absence of
midribs and holes in the blade and the predominance of rounded shoulders
suggest that the Tumulus razors are more immediately related to Mrs Piggott's
Class I razors than to her Class II.

Although the British razors are on the whole distinguishable at a glance
from the Tumulus series, a few Anglo-Irish razors show distinctively Tumulus
features. The most striking of these is P.6o from Carrickfergus, which has both
the broad notch and the pointed tang, and would be quite at home in Tumulus
territory except for its smaller size. The broad notch also occurs on some
British Olass II razors, as P.53 (Idmiston, Wilts.), P.64 (River Bann at Toome,
Co. Londonderry), and P.77 (Kilgreany, Co. Waterford); tapering or pointed
tangs are also found on razors of Class I, as P. 5 (Balnalick, Inverness) and P.?'l
(Port y Shee, Isle of Man) and Class II, e.g., P.8i (Adabrock, Lewis) and P.64..

A variant form is that presented by the razor from Alteiselfing, with
angular shoulders and a short broad tang with two rivet-holes. This type of
riveted tang (but with only one rivet) is paralleled fairly closely as to shape by
British Class I razors: P.12 (Wigtownshire, P.32 (Amesbury, Wilts., present
paper, Fig. 5), and P.35 (Grassington, Yorks.), and rather less closely by
P.6 (Shanwell, Kinross), P.z6 (Belciare, Co. Galway), P.29 (Priddy, Somerset),
PI2 (Wigtownshire), P.19 (Carrowjames, Co. Mayo). The angular shoulders
are not characteristic of Class I razors, but occur commonly in Class II razors
in Britain and in Urnfield-period razors on the Continent.

Decoration provides another unmistakable link between the Tumulus
and Angle-Irish razors. Shallow fluting like that on P.i (Tullochvenus,
Aberdeen), P.6o (Carrickfergus, Co. Antrim) and P.34 (Wintersiow, Wilts.;
fluting omitted in Mrs Piggott's drawing), is found on Tumulus razors from
Onstmettingen, Hi1ingen and Spiez and on the probably North German
specimen in the Cloppenburg Museum. Equally striking is the presence on the
Brucker Forst and Onstmettingen razors of a decorated panel, oval in the
former case and rectangular in the latter, arranged much like the panels on
the Hiberno-Scottish group of decorate1 razors (P. I, 5-9, I I, i 7, 24). Althdugh
the style of ornamentation is different (hatched triangles, lozenges and bands
on the Scottish and Irish razors, lines of small arcs on the Tumulus razors),.
the similar arrangement on razors of related form can hardly be pure coin-
cidence. Pointillé lines occur on both Hiberno-Scottish and Tumulus decorated
razors.

,Thus, although none of the British razors is so similar to any of the
Southwest German ones that specimens actually exported in either direction
can be claimed, there is evidently a common tradition behind the two series;
and the Northwest German razors are in so ne respects typologically inter-
mediate.
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known to require discussion here; we need only mention the bronze pins—	 q.
spherical-headed sdth diagonal perforation Camerton) and trefoil-headed
(Bryn Crflg, Loose Howe; bone imitations of the type from Brough and one of
the Aldbourne graves ;10 grooved ogival daggers;" small bronze cones and
tubular beads (Migdale ;12 amber spacer beads with complex boring (Wessex
period in Britain, but B2 and later in Southwest Germany) 13 ihe razor
connexion is by no means an isolated phenomenon.

PART II

A. The Dating of British Class I Razors
In her careful analysis of the chronology of British Class I razois, Mrs

Piggott pointed out that a number of them had apparently early associations;
the most outstanding examples being the razors from Calais Wold (P.36) and
from Sandmill Farm, Stranraer, Wigtownshire (P.i3). On the urn in which
the Stranraer razor was found, Mrs Pigott commented: 'A date of approxi-
mately 1500 would be appropriate for this urn, if it had been found in the
South of England • .'.' She argued, nevertheless, that the evidence for early
razors was inconclusive, and suggested that in Britain Class I razors fall within
the limits 750-400 B.C. The principal factors in this conclusion were: (i)
the absence of early Continental prototypes for Class I razors; (2) doubt as to
the undeniably early Drouwen specimen being a razor; () the association of
Class I razors of 'native' type (especially those with incised decoration, which
must all be fairly close together in date) with 'late' types of cinerary urns;
() the probability of Highland Zone retardation.

At the same time, Mrs Piggott allowed for the possibility that new evidence
might disprove her hypothesis that no razors were to be dated before the
eighth century in Britain. 'This hypothesis', she wrote, 'will no doubt be more
critically examined when knowledge is accumulated. It may even be found
that the custom of shaving went back to the Early Bronze Age in the north.
and in that case such a razor as the Stranraer example might prove to be
considerably earlier than it seems wise to place it at present."5

The Tumulus razors cited above seem to tilt the balance of probability
towards Mrs Piggott's alternative suggestion. We have seen that decorated
tanged razors were known in South Germany from Tumulus Bi onward;
and that razors with oval blades were being made in North Germany, and used
in Schleswig-Holstein and Drenthe, in a contemporary phase. These regions
were demonstrably in contact with Britain and Northwest France at the time.
It would indeed be surprising if comparable razors did not appear in Britain
until six or seven centuries later.'° As for the Drouwen blade, there now seems
little reason to doubt either its character as a razor or its close relation to
British Class I razors. It would be possible to believe on typological grounds
that the Drouwen razor is an imitation of a British rather than of a Tumulus
razor; which would imply a Sogel-Tumulus Bi terminus ante quem for the origin
of the razor in Britain. Alternati ' ely, one could suppose that the Tumulus
razors came first, that the Drouwen and North German razors are local
modifications of the Tumulus type, and that British razors are derived from
these.'7

The Continental evidence thus encourages a fresh examination of the
British dating material, to see whether a tenable case can be made out for
Mrs Piggott's alternative theory of a natie and early origin for Class I razors
in Britain.
B. The Dating Ez idence Rez iewed

There are a number of associations of Class I razors in graves, in addition
to the Stranraer example mentioned above, which appear to be as early as,
if not earlier than, Drouwen and Brucker Forst. These are included in Groups
i and 2 below.'8
Group i: Razors accompan) ing inhumations
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graves, all containing objects normally associated with Beakers in
Yorkshire.

2. Barrow Ao. 2, Blanch Group, E. R. Torks. (Fig. 4 2 . With primary
contracted inhumation in small mound.

Both these razors are thin, double-edged, parallel-sided blades with a
single rivet. That from Rudstone has no separate tang: the lower end is simply
rounded off. It has a clearly defined straight hafting-mark, with vertical-
grained traces of the handle adhering to the corrosion. Blanch has a slight
narrowing of the haft end, producing a short broad tang. Although these
blades might be regarded as small tanged knives rather than true razors, they
are obviously the prototypes for the broad-tanged riveted razors like Priddy
(P.29) and the Hiberno-Scottish razors like Beiclare (P.i6), Carrowjamcs
(P.i9), and Knockast (P.23).

This type of razor, with short broad tang and single rivet-hole, might be
distnguished typologically as Class IA; since it has no known close counter-
parts on the Continent, it may be claimed as of native origin.

C'ass lB is characterized by the long narrow tang (only exceptionally with
a rivet-hole, as P.i7). The type may conceivably be derived from the small
narrow-tanged blades occasionally found with Beaker buFials: Kirkcaldy,
Ffeshire, and Well Glass Spring Cairn, Largantea, Co. Londonderry (see.Appendix III).
The Kirkcaldy Beaker was thought by Childe to be 'typologilly late and
degenerate'; the fragmentary blade from Well Class Spring Cairn was asso-
ciated with a hybrid Beaker-Food Vessel in a double-pbrtalled megalithic
chamber which also contained 'several true Beakers'. A Wessex date would not
be improbable for either burial. The blades are perhaps too small to allow
them to be classed as razors (although Radley, P.26, accepted by Mrs Piggott
as a razor, can scarcely have been much longer than the Kiikcaldy blade),
but their narrow taperings tangs, rectangular in section, suggest that they are
prototypes of the true razors of Class TB.
Group : Razors with Wessex Culture associations

3. Stancomb Downs, Larnbourn, Berks. (Greenwell's CCLXXXIX): Class
TB; with primary cremation, antler hammer, battle-axe, incense cup.
SP.2.

P.3o. Priddy Somerset: Razb lost; originally described as 'part of a bronze
spear- or arrowhead', suggesting that it had a narrow tang; it had
been in a wooden sheath. The razor was with the primary cremation,
associated with a heart-shaped amber bead, amber buttons, probably
a faience bead (S.75), a bronze ring; nearby, and either contemporary
or later, was a grape-cup. SP.27. (Note that this razor should not be
confused with P.29, which came from another of the Priddy barrows.)

Possibly to be included in this group is the oval blade with imperforate
tang from Bryn Crag, Cam., found with a cremation and urns (not preserved)
in association with a small flanged axe with two side-loops and a broad stop-
ridge, and with a bronze pin with three holes pireced in its flat bilobate head.'9
The edges of the blade appear somewhat thick in the published illustration, so
that we hesitate to classify it as a razor; but in firm it is clearly related to the
razors of Class TB.

The Bryn Cruig pin is apparently a Southwest German tpe; 2° an example
from Muschenheim, Kr. Giessen," was found in a grave ith an ogial dagger
which is decorated with exactly the same combination of incisea lines, small
arcs and pointillé as is found on the Sogel dirks and the Brucker Forst razor. The
dagger form needs no comrlent; the decoration, ' hich occurs on daggers,
dirks and swords over a wide area from Hungary to Denmarl-, is to Holste an
inportant criterion in distinguishing the earliest horizon within the Tumulus
Culture.22

The two side-loops on the Bryn Crüg flanged axe have been a pyzzling
Iitiirp Whelr23 siiucrested a connexionfwith Iberian double-boned nictuviq
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decorated flat axes, one found in Northern Ireland, 24 and another in Denmark
in association with a normal Irish axe of Megaw and Hardy's Type J•25 Thus
all three Bryn Crüg objects are consistent with a late Wessex or early Middle
Bronze Age date. (It might be added that the motif of small arcs is extremely
rare on bronzes in the British Isles, and its presence on the double-looped axe
from Ireland and on a flanged axe from the same countr) 2 ° is no doubt to be
attributed to Continental influences at this period.)

We come next to the question of the dating of Class I razors associated
with cinerary urns. The difficulties involved in dating urns need no emphasis
here; the paucity of closely datable associated objects, and the precariousness
of dating by urn typology, make the subject highly controversial. From the
point of view of method it would seem desirable to assume initially that neither
the urns nor the razors can date each other, and to begin by singling out razor-
urn associations which have a claim to be considered as Middle Bronze Age
on grounds of other associations. In Group 3, then, can be placed urns and
razors associated with objects of types (or, in one case, as a primary deposit in a
barrow of a type) known to occur in Wessex Culture contexts and which do not
demonstrably survive into the Late Bronze Age.27
Group : Razors with Middle Bronze Age associations

P.26. Radlg, Berks.: Class TB; with primary female cremation in disc
barrow, associated with biconical pot with four vertically pierced
lugs on the shoulder.

P.34. Winterslow, Wilts.: Class TB; with secondary cremation in urn
related to Cornish type; associated with bronze awl, 27 amber
beads and buttons, some V-bored; human hair; linen wrapping;
contemporary with biconical urn with two applied horseshoes and
finger-printed shoulder.

P.36. Calais Wold, E.R. Torks. (Mortimer's C.7o): Class TB; with secondary
cremation in upright urn (base only preserved) and cord-ornamented
incense cup.

4. Broughton-in-Craven, Torks.: Class TB, with rivet-hole; with cremation
in inverted urn (not preserved); also in urn were: stone battle-axe,
apparently related to Hove type; perforated hone, 3ins. x c.Iins. x
sin., conforming closely to hones found in Wessex culture graves;
bone pins with perforated heads.

How much post-Wessex survival value is to be allowed the disc-barrow,
the cord-ornamented incense cup, the battle-axe and hone of types found in
Wessex graves, is admittedly difficult to determine, but it is perhaps reasonable
to regard these graves as Middle Bronze Age on the grounds stated. Inclusion
of the Wintersiow group may occasion some surprise; but it is difficult to
suppose that V-bored amber buttons survived into the Late Bronze Age in
Wiltshire. Confirmatory evidence for the relatively early dating of the Winter-
slow urns is provided by other associations (see Group 5).

Overhanging-rim Qrns are normally assigned to the Middle Bronze Age,
even in the Highland Zone. North of the Wash, Class I razors have occasionally
&en found in such urns. 28 Razor-urn associations of this kind we have placed
in Group 4; to the list we append supporting evidence of date from other
objects found in urns of similar type.
Group : Razors associated with Overhanging-rim Urns

Ihe urns in question appear to be closely related to the Pennine series
distinguished by Varley. 29 Tihey are tripartite, with deep rims and rather
elongated necks. Decoration—cord-impressed, incised, or fingernail—appears
on the inner bevels of the rims; patterns on the outer surfaces of the rims are
often elaborate and extend over the necks in the form of lattice, panels or
hatched triangles. In fact these urns are differentiated from the Pennine type
only by the absence of the line of pits round the shoulder, and perhaps by
slight variations in the concavity of the neck.

5. Ulveon, Lancs.: Class TB; there are two urns from the site, one of
j lnnttri t }',p 	 nt,-.ir	 ,.



6.	 Broughton, Lincs.: Class IB; primary in Barrow No. 3; with fragment
of flint in upright urn covered by smaller inverted urn.

P.33. Sandmill Farm, Stranraer, Wiglown.: Razor incomplete; in urn with
battle-axe, decorated bone bead, three whetstones.

Since the urns associated with these three razors are so closely related
to the Pennine series, and since the interesting custom of using a small inverted
urn as a co er was practised by the makers of Pennine urns also, we may
perhaps be allowed to use the objects found in Pennine urns, so conveniently
smmarized by Varley,3° as dating eidence. Apart from incense cups, bronze
awls and other objects, there are: a leaf-shaped arrowhead of flint (V.20); an
archer's bracer (V.io); two knife-daggers with imperforate tangs (V.7, 4.5ifl5.
long; V.20, 5ins. long); small broad-tanged knives with single-rivet holes
(V.4, V.i3) ;31 fri urns V.19 were a (?) tanged knife, 3ins. long, with two rivet
holes, jet, amber, and engraved bone beads and four segmented faience beads
of normal type.32

The archer's bracer tends to confirm the suspicion that the tanged knife-
daggers from V.7 and V.20 are derived from West European daggers; taken
in conjunction with the segmented faience beads from V.19, these associated
objects indicate that Pennine urns made their first appearance at a relatively
early date.

In connexion with the Stranraer razor and urn and the question of
Highland Zone 'retardation', we may recall the related urns from the flat
cremation cemetery at Brackmont Mill, Leuchars, Fife. 33 Here several of the
urns conform well to the Pennine type, apart from greater concavity of the
neck. Two contained decorated incense cups. No. IX contained an ivory
belt-hook and a bone toggle; of these the former is specifically, the latter less
certainly, related to objects found in Wessex Culture graves. The combination
of battle-axe, whetstones and bead found with the Stranraer razor and urn is
in a general way suggestive of Wessex Culture connexions.

The supporting evidence only shows, of course, that sonie urns of this kind
are likely to be relatively early, not that all are. Nevertheless, this allows for
the probability that some of the razors in such urns may be early too.

It is curious that in the South razors have not as 'j et been found in associa-
tion with Overhanging-rim urns, but with vessels of a different type (Group 5).
As will be shown, however, this has no chronological significance.
Group : Razors associated with urns in Southern England34

In addition to P.26 (Radley, Berks.) and P.34 (Winterslow, Wilts.),
which have been listed in Group 3, two further instances must be considered:

P.28. jVether Swell, Glos.: Class IB; with secondary cremation in cordoned
urn with two bands of applied horseshoes, a small oval lug, and
twisted cord impressions.

P.32. Amesbury, Wilts., Barrow G.71: Razor hybrid Class IA IB; with
secondary cremation in biconical urn with two horseshoes applied
to the neck. See Appendix II and Figs. 5 and 6.

The fact that all five urns associated with these four razors are of types
believed to belong to the Late Bronze Age, and that the shape of the urn from
Amesbury recalls the situlate pots of Iron Age A, seems to have been a major
factor in Mrs Piggott's dating of the razors. 35 It will therefore be of interest to
examine the other associations of urns of this kind.

1. Bircham, .Norftlk: 36 Secondary (?) in bell-barrow: biconical urn with
(apparently) t°horseshoes in the neck and evertcd rim; almost
identical with the urn from Arnesbury G.7 i; inverted over cremation,
bronze awl, six or seven biconical and globular gold-cased beads.
Listed by Professor Stuart Piggott as a grave of the Wessex Culture
outside the Wessex area ;37 the beads resemble most closely those from
Normanton H.x56 (SP.72

ii. Roke Down and Bere Regis Down, Dorset: 38 Biconical urns with everted
rims and applied horseshoes; Roke Down has a line of pellets below
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Down has a finger printed shoulder cordon. Each urn contained a
bead of sheet-bronze rolled to form a slender tube. The best (if not
the only British parallels for these beads are those associated with a
B2 Beaker from the & ggar's Haven, Sussex, 39 and those in the Migdale
hoard4° together with, inter alia, flat bronze axes and V-bored jet
butonsL

iii. Ringwold, Kent: 41 Biconical urn, with neat cord-impressed design above
shoulder and four horschoses below. This contained a well-made
biconical incense cup, another small vessel, three segmented and one
globular bead of faience. S.9.

iv. Uncertain association: Idmi/ston Down, G. i or : Fragment of urn with
'horseshoes and other applied bands' and segmented faience bead. S.23.

v. Near Dorchester, Dorset: Biconical urn with plain shoulder cordon and
two small perforated knobs set upon itS side by side; in addition to
other beads, it contained one quoit and one star bead of faience. S.5o.
The contemporanöLty of quoit and normal segmented faience beads
has recently been recognized ;42 the Dorchester association shows that
some star beads must also belong to the same period.

vi. Chard, Somerset: 43 Biconical urn with Jugs on shoulder; contained more
than thirty amber beads, mostly discoidal, but some with hexagonal
and biconvex cross-sections; a bead of 'greenish-blue glass'; a fragment
of bronze. The amber beads would be matched more easily in Early
than in Late Bronze Age contexts. The urn resembles that accompany-
ing razor P.26 from Radley, Berks.: both are 6ins. high and 4ins.
in diameter a the rim; the Chard turn has a slightly greater base
diameter.

The Early Bronze character of the beads in the Bircham and Roke
Down-Bere Regis Downhardly requires emphasis. There is no evidence what-
ever that the particular technique of gold-casing used on the Bircham beads
was practised after the end of the Wessex culture. Of the tubular bronze beads
it can at least be said that the relevant British parallels occur in early contexts
and the same may be said of the amber beads from Chard. As for the date of
faience beads in the South of England, we have a firmly fixed upper limit in
Wessex culture graves, but in connexion with these beads in particular we must
pause to consider the question of survival.

Since the publication of Beck and Stone's invaluable study of faience
beads, it has been obvious that even the normal segmented variety occurs in
association with a wide range of ceramic forms. Although these authors were
clearly of the opinion that the beads belonged to one period and that therefore
the associated grave-goods must be roughly contemporary, 44 they nevertheless
were troubled by the apparently great chronological discrepancy in the urn
t) pes. Their approach to the question and that of the authors of later contribu-
tions to the discussion 45 has been dominated by considerations of urn typology
based more or less closely on Abcrcromby's scheme, whereby Overhanging-rim
Urns ere supposed to have undergone a uniform process of devolution.

But, in the absence of abundant confirmation from stratified sites, ceramic
typology is by itself an unreliable chronometer. Although Abercromby's
scheme may in sorre instances be supported by evidence from barrows, there is
usually no indication of the re1ati e length of time which elapsed between the
depesition of the primary and secondary urns. It seems safer therefore to date
such urns as e can by the associated grave-goods.

In many cases the only approximately datable objects are faience beads.
Since 'normal' segmented faience beads are likely to have been imported at
one time, or to have arrived in a closely spaced series of shipments from one
source, and since some quoit and star beads are seen to have been in use at the
same time as the former, 46 the only question e are in a position to consider,
pending the results of further detailed work on the origin of the beads them-
scles, is the length of time which elapsed between the acquisition of the
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personal ornaments change, but beads are easily lost; and obviously every
bead deposited in a grave reduced the number in circulation. We have clearly
no means of estimating the total number of beads imported, but it is unlikely
to have been large. Since so many Wessex Culture women took their beads
with them to their graves (faience beads occur in twenty-five of the ninety-nine
graves in the Wessex area listed by Piggott 48), the dwindling of the supply
must have been rapid. The regularity with which beads appear in these graves
shows that this as an established custom, enforced by piety or social pressure.
As the number of beads available was limited, the custom cannot have been
observed for very long.

On these grounds we think it to be improbable that faience beads con-
tinued to be deposited in graves over a period covered by more than two or
three generations; a century from the date of importation is the maximum
that can reasonably be allowed. Similar considerations apply to locally manu-
factured ornaments of specialized types. If these arguments are valid, it follows
that all raves (at any rate in the South of England) 49 containing faience
beads ° objects of Early Bronze Age type should belong, at latest, to the
immediately post-Wessex period.

We may now return to the urns found in such graves. The supposed
difficulty of fitting, for example, all the types of Overhanging-rim Urns into
this brief span of time disappears if we simply forget Abercromby's devolutionary
scheme and admit that all the major turn types (except, on present evidence,
the globular) appeared at an early date. This applies not only to tripartite and
bipartite Overhanging-rim Urns, but to the Cordoned and Encrusted Urns
of the Highland Zone and to urns with relief decoration in the South. During
the Middle Bronze Age varieties of urns may thus be regarded as cultural
rather than chronological manifestations. The whole history of Bronze Age
pottery and cultures seems to be on the one hand more complicated, and on the
other simpler, than has hitherto been recognized.

It should be made clear //iat oncet we do not intend to imply that no
t,plogical changes took place, but rather that, pending much more detailed
examination of the hole problem, it is most unwise to date by typological
criteria only. It must also be emphasized that here we are concerned merely
with the date of the initial appearance of certain types of urns and not with the
length of time during which they continued to be manufactured.

It should be recalled that in his original analysis of Bronze Age pottery,
Abercromby placed urns with horseshoes (his Type III, Group 2) and urns
with horizontal, vertical and undulating cordons (his Type III, Group 3) in a
separate category from Deverel-Rimbury' urns (his Type IV). Of late,
ho ever, there has been a tendency to merge all these types into the 'Deverel-
Rimbury' class. As we believe Groups 2 and 3 of Type III to be intimately
related and not readily distinguishable, unless elaborately decorated, from
Group IV (always excepting the globular urns, Abercromby's Deverel Group
I, which represent an entirely different tradition), it will be convenient to
consider them as a whole.

The origin of the 'Deverel-Rimbury' pottery has been the subject of much
discussion, but Glasbergen's recent comprehensive review relieves us of the
need to recapitulate it here. 5° We need only recall that British archaeologists
hae been accustomed to look to the Continent for its origin, although admitting
that some traits must be native. Glasbergen, however, in his important study
of Dutch cinerary urns, has been able to show that 'Deverel' urns cannot have
come to Britain from The Netherhnds, formerly the most favoured centre of
dispersal, but rather that on the Continent they represent an emigration from
Britain and that this movement took place long before the arrival in The
Netherlands of Continental Urnfield Cultures.
C. Continental Evidence for the Date of British Biconical Urns

Glasbergen has been able to single out two types of 'Continental Deverel
IT......' - L1-. k	 l..	 h.	 (,\
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terns between rim and shoulder-cordon; (2) Drakenstein Urns, undecorated 	 (01
except for horizontal cordons. In both types the edges of the rims, the shoulder
and other cordons may be notched or finger-printed. The fabric of these urns
is, allowing for differences in the raw materials used, identical with that of
British Middle Bronze Age urns. They have rough surfaces and are heavily
gritted and poorly fred; shrinkage cracks are often present; the profiles tend
to be irregular. Glasbergen believes the .Hilversum Urns to be derived from
British Overhanging-rim Urns by replacement of the lower edge of the rim
with a cordon, and Drakenstein Urns to represent a further devlution, which
took place on the Continent. Some members of the Drakenstein group, how-
ever, are just British biconical urns without cord-ornament, e.g., Glasbergen's
Figs. 58, 5; 59, 14.

Hilversum Urns have a limited distribution in Belgium and The Nether-
lands; Drakenstein Urns are clustered round the same foci, but are more
numerous. If really later than the Hilversum type, they indicate an eipansion
of the original colony from Britain. Highly significant are the facts that Hilver-
sum and Drakenstein Urns are characteristically found in disc barrows and
that ritual pits occir under these bar1ows, again signs of the translation of
British Bronze Age funerary customs to the Low Countries. The few grave-
goods found in Hilversum and Drakenstein Urns are equally exotic ;51 these
include bone pins, probably the most common objects found in British cinerary
urns, and a decorated bone bead and bone toggle, neither of which is a rarity
in Britain. Grooved arrowshaft smoothers, such as occurred in one Dutch grave
of this group, had a long history on the Continent nevertheless it seems rele-
vant to note that similar objects have been found in Wssex Culture or approx-
imately contemporary graves in Britain—e.g., Wilsford H.i8 (SP.89), 52 and
Breach Farm, Llanbeddian, Giam.53

In our view, flu. .,rsum Urns do not derive directly from British Overhan..
ine-rim Urns; they belong basically to the biconical, relief-decorated group and
the impressed patterns are simply imitations approximating to those used on
the Overhanging-rim group. The notching of rims and cordons does not come
from the latter source, but is proper to the series with relief ornament. The
Ringwold urn, with a cord-impressed design on the neck and four appli
horseshoes below the houlder, shows this hybridization very clearly. This urn
is the only British hybrid of the kind which contained datable grave-goods--
normal segmented faience beads.

We have not made a systematic search for British parallels to Hilversum
Urns and simply list below those which have come to our notice.

Tyning's Farm South Barrow, T. i i 54 (Fig. 7, i): Notched rim and shoulder-
cordon; four lugs on shoulder; twisted cord impressions in groups of three
between rim and shoulder; identical with the primary urn from Tumulus JB,

Toterfout-Haive Mijl (Fig. 7, 2) (Giasbergen's Fig. 59, i), except for greater
height, lugs and more angular profile; it is possible that the original vessel may
not have been quite so straight-walled as the reconstruction. The Tyning's
Farm urn contained number& of fossil crinoids; as pointed out by Beck and
Stone, 55 these can be regarded as cheap substitutes for segmented faience beads
(and have been found several times with such). We might therefore assume
that this urn dates from a time wtien such beads were fashionable, though
Taylor56 indicates that the presence of the crinoids may be accidental.

Barrow No. 24, Thickthorn Down, Dorset (Durden Coil., British Museum,
reg. no. 1892.9-I .241): Notched rim and shoulder cordon; rim of Giasbergen's
type A (see his Fig. 55)T; lugs on shoulder, cord-impressed horseshoes in series
on the neck. Probably to be connected with the latter is the cord-impressed
design on an urn from Mont de l'Enclus, East Flanders (Glasbergen's Fig. 6o,
8; de Laet and Roosens, Arch. Belgica i P1. IV, 2.). On the neck of this
pot (which has a rim of type A and a notched shoulder-cordon) are four groups
of three looped cord impressions, two of the groups being enclosed by a single
line of cord.
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l'Enclus urns. In each case the urn was inverted on a stone slab, either ho1lo
(Mont de l'Enclus) or naturally perforated (Tyning's Farm), and was protected
by a ring of large stones. In each case the urn was related to a secondary enlarge-
ment of an original ditched barrow; the secondajy barrows had no ditches,
but probably wese supported by stone revetments.

Oldbury Hill, Wilts. (Thurnam, Arch., xliii (1871), P1. XXX, 3): Primary
in cist irs barrow; decoration inside rim as well as in alternately hatched
triangles above shoulder; notcheti shoulder cordon.

Bush Barrow, Salisbury Plain, Wilts. (Cunnington, Cat, of Antiquities in
Devices Museum, 1 (1934), P1. X, 3): Fragment; notched rim and shoulder-
cordon, with cord-impressed hatched triangles between; oval lug below
shoulder.

Mildenhall Fen, Suffolk (Clark, Ant. j., XVi (1936), Fig. 6, 2) Rim
approximating to tyre A; notches on outer edge of rim and on shoulder-cordon;
perforated lugs on shoulder; fingernail impressions in oblique lines in neck.
From the same settlement comes an interesting mixture of cerjamic styles
which on the whole are likely to be substantially contemporary and to reflect
, st the process of hybridization we have postulated. In addition to fragments
of Overhanging-rim Urns (some of which may slightly antedate the rest),
there are various biconical formsj one sherd with part of a vical cordon,
and another with part of an applied horseshoe.

A few other hybrids are figured by Abercromby—e.g., Figs. 425, 428,
43' and 491.

Present evidence suggests that relief decoration, apart from horizont2il
cordons, did not survive the sea-crossing in strength. But in 1953 an urn57
was found at Budel/\Veert, on the borde .between Belgium and The Nether-
lands, which is of biconical form and has heshoes applied to the shoulder.
On the flt, externally projecting rim, in the neck and round the shoulder
between the horseshoes, are cord-impressed patterns. Except for differences of
detail, this urn is identical with one from Barrow B.47, Bulford, Wilts. (Salis-
bury Museum, reg. no. 139 48). (The fornof these urns is well represented in
Abercromby's Fig. 439, undecorated save for projections on the shoulder.)
From the same barrow at Bulford comes another urn (reg. no. 132/48) with
two horseshoes and two imperforate lugs; the rim is of Glasbergen's type A.

Glasbergen illustrates one pot (Fig. 58, 6) with four lugs; and another
(Fig. 58, 2) with four short vertical cordons or lugs joining two notched hori-
zontal cordons. This arrangement is paralleled on an urn from the Isle of
Wight (Abercromby, Fig. 373 bis) and on one found in 1951 at Dugard Avenue,
Colchester (Coich er Museum).

It thus becoir es apparent that, from the evidence of their pottery, the
settlers in Belgium and The Netherlands represented a special group which is
distinguishable also in the South of England and that some degree of cultural
fusion had already taken place before the migration. It is further of interest to
note that the sherds of Hilversum Urns from the lowest layer of the site in the
'Wezelsche Bergen' at Wijchen were found in connexion with traces of square
houses. 5 This throws a little new light, perhaps, on the dwellings occupied by
the Bronze Age inhabitants of Britain.

It remains only to summarize briefly the Dutch evidence for the dating
of this migration. In The Netherlands close dating of cinerary urns offers the
same difficulties as in Britain; but tIJugh a combination of methods—careful
stratigraphical excavatiOn of barrows, extensive study of their soils and pollen
content, and other techniques—useful results have been obtained. The most
important evidence is that derived from Barrow lB in the Toterfout-Halve
Mijl cemetery. Here the cord-ornamented biconical urn of Hilversum type
(Fig. 7, 2), which resembles so closely that from Tyning's Farm (Fig. 7, i),
contained the primary cremation in a disc barrow; Drakenstein Urns were
secondary. Although there were no grave-goods with the primary urn, Watei-
bolk was able to show on palynological grounds that the erection of the barrow
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bergen, ii, Fig. 72). In Glasbergen's view, this evidence 'makes a dating of	 iL.
these monuments to an early phase of the Middle Bronze Age (Montelius
11111) seem probable'. 59 If he is correct in believing that the Toterfout-Halve
Mijl Barrow lB was built by 'a clan . . . certainly of British origin', then the
biconical urns of Tyning's Farm type must have appeared by that time in
Britain. From the British side, this dating is supported by the segmented faience
beads in the Ringwold urn; into the same context fits precisely the Odoorn
necklace, with its amber and segmented tin and faience beads (Beck and
Stone, 221).

Note may also be taken of the radiocarbon date obtained from charcoal
found in the same primary urn from Barrow JB, Toterfout-Halve/MijI. The
determination, by de Vries and Barendsen at the Physics Laboratory of the
University of Groningen, was 3450±100. 60 If the method is reliable, there is
accordingly a 2:3 probability that the deposition of the urn occurred within
the limits 1600-1400 B.C. if we use instead the 2 a- range, doubling the stated
limits, the probability of the urn having been deposited within the period
1700-1300 B.C. is 21:22. (This allows only for the counting error, and not for
possible errors in the method.) 61 The radiocarbon determination is therefore
consistent with the urn having been deposited within Montelius II (cf. Bro-
hoim's estimate of 1450-1400 to 1200-1100 B.C. for his Period 1162), but not
Period III. This at any rate agrees with the testimony of the 'Zwartenberg'
paistave chisel, since there is really no reason for assigning it to Montelius III.
The degree pf reliance which can be placed upon radiocarbon determinations
will undoubtedly become clearer as further results are published; for the moment
this determination may be taken as affording confirmation for a Middle Bronze
Age date for the Hilversum Urns in The Netherlands, and therefore also for
their prototypes in the British Isles.
D. The Origin of Southern Relief-decorated Urns

We have seen that 'Continental Deverel' urns must represent a British
Middle Bronze Age colony abroad and that it has so far been difficult to explain
their ultimate origin. A small amount of new evidence is now available which
throws the matter into a different perspective.

It is generally agreed that Overhanging-rim Urns derive mainly from
Peterborough ware with some traces of Beaker traditions. 63 Childe has further
shown that Encrusted Urns derive basically from Rinyo-Clacton ancestors.64
We suggest that (except for the globular urns, which probably do represent the
influx of a foreign group) all the features of 'Deverel-Rimbury' pottery derive
from the southern facies of Rinyo-Clacton ware; that in fact the group we
have preferred to call 'relief-decorated urns' is simply the southern counterpart
of the Encrusted Urns of the Highland Zone.

It has been seen that chroilogically there is no serious obstacle to this
view. Despite their extraordinal!y 'metallic' appearance, biconical urns with
horseshoes cannot be skeuomorplis of bronze situlae (unless it could be shown
that the latter were known towards the end of the Wessex Culture or immediately
thereafter). Inseparable from this group is the urn of similar shape from the
Southern Barrow at Oliver's Camp, Wilts. (Cunnington, Cat. of Antiquities in
Devizes Museum, ii (1934), P1. XIV). The latter is also, like the urn from
Nether Swell, essentially a cordoned urn; it is encircled by four cordons with
finger-prints, but it had two ribbon-handles similar to those on Cornish urns.
It contained a small flat knife with two rivet-holes, probably not closely datable,
but resembling the diminutive knives found in Wessex Culture graves (cf.
SP.6o and 69).

To the same group may be added the urn from Barton Common, Hants.
(Abercromby's Fig. 382, which contained three solid bronze beads. Though
no relevant parallels have been found for these beads, we incline to the view
that the custom of placing such ornaments with cremations was not inordinately
long-lived. The urn is of the well-known variety with finger-printed cordons
placed horizontally on the upper part, in a wavy band round the neck, and
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specimens of the Barton Common type are just contiguous horseshoes or varia-
tions on this motif. 	 15

A connexion of some kind seems to have obtained between Cornish urns
and those with relief decoration. We have seen that raised patterns in the bases
are common to both and that ribbon-handles might be borrowed—Oliver's
Camp and perhaps Wintersiow, where the urn which contained the razor and
beads belongs essentially to the biconical group and is not a normal Cornish
urn. 65 Further, there is the direct association at Winterslow of ribbon-handled
and horseshoe-ornamented urns. Yet the horseshoes (which were probably
ornamental rather than fuictional) and the cordons must represent a tradition
independent of that manifested in the Cornish series. On the other hand, the
rim-to-shoulder profile of Amesbury G. i, for example, is very like that of the
four-handled jars from Brittan) ,66 to vhich the Cornish urns are thought to be
related; but the relief decoration cannot come from this source either.

Childe 67 has already suggested that the raised reinforcements in the bases
of southern urns are like those in the bases of Orcadian Rinyo-Clacton ware.
Although there is as yet no sign that this strengthening technique was used
in the southern facies of the latter, eidence is accumulating that external
plastic decoration of a kind particularly relevant to this discussion (horizontal
and vertical cordons) was applied fairly commonly. In addition to the well-
knon pottery from Woodhenge, where a number of sherds have vertical
cordçns (e.g., Cunnington, rVoodhenge, (1929), P1. 25, Fig. i; also P1. 30, 36,
with'rtical cordons, wrongly orientated in the illustration), thcre is the
recently published group of sherds from Durrington Walls (Stone.d Piggott R.bt.,

Ant. J. , xxxiv (1954)). Of great significance in this connexion is the design of
the reconstructed pot (ibid., Fig. 7, i), where the walls are divided into panels
by vertical grooves. A small sherd (ibid., Fig. 7, 12) probably came from a pot
of similar design, but was divided into zones and panes by cordons. Un-
published pottery from the same site (in Salisbury Museum) includes sherds
from three pots, each of which had the walls divided into panels by low ridges.
Further, there is a pot, represented only by three joined sherds, with a rim form
like that of the reconstructed vessel referred to above, but having on the
exterior below the rim an arrangement of cordons in arcades or a wavy band.68

One of the features which distinguishes the southern facies of Rinyo-
Clacton vare from the northern is, as pointed out by Piggott, 69 the liberal use
of fngcr-tip techniques; similarly , one of the features which distinguishes urns
with relief ornament in the South from Encrusted Urns is the application of
finger-prints to the cordons. Known from the South of England, but unfortu-
nately still unpublished, are to large Rinyo-Clacton esse1s hich bore, along
'with elaborate groo ed and rusticated patterns, lorizontal and vertical cordons
with transverse notches made by the fingernail.

The more complete is a pot from Stanton Harcourt, Oxon., 7° which was
found in a gravel pit. It is biconical, with a plain shoulder cordon from which
descend ten ertical notched cordons toards the missing base. The other pot,
from Dales Road BrickJfiild, Ipsich, Suflolk, 71 is much more fragmentary,
but seems to have been of c)lindrical or flow er-pot shape. A notched horizontal
cordon encircled it at an uncertain depth probably 2-3ins. below the riml;
from this extended towards the base a series of notched cordons. Plastic orna-
ment is also present in the form of a truncated cone, 3 ins. in diameter. This
provides a link not only ith Woodhenge ware, but also with the circular
blobs on sherds from Skara Brae, on Encrusted Urns, and on some 'Deverel-
Rimbury' urns: e.g., Roke Do'n see p.00 and at Latch Farm, Christchurch,
Hants. C. M. Piggott, PPS., iv 1938 , 117, nos, 43 and 45 . It may be recorded
here as se1l that a small sherd of Rin)o-Clacton ware from Lion Point, Clac-
ton, 72 has a line of pellets just like those on the pottery from the Orcadian and
other northern sites e.g., Rin)o: Childe, PSAS., lxxiii 1938-9), P1. XX, 5

Slight though this evidence is, it does show that nearly all the characteristic
features of southern relief-decorated urns had already appeared in Late
1'.T1:1.:,.	 A1ih,-..n1, tl-.,. hrrIpth-1pQ	 11;rpctl%,	 rriintp I mr
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in fact, on an Encrusted Urn from Comber, Co. Down Fox, Ant. 3. , vii	 14
(1927 , P1. XXIV, 3 , and more complicated arcades are common on such
pots. The horseshoes may be iewed as a single (and significant?) motif sclected
f om a wider repertoire; a similar selectivity and restraint is manifested in the
abandonment of grooving and punctuation (as in the Rinyo-Clacton proto-
t pes) and failure to adopt stamping and slashing (as in many Encrusted

Fox indeed suggested long ago that there must be some connexion between
s uthern relief-decorated urns and the encrusted type, explaining both as
dfferentia1 manifestations of an invasion. 73 In the sequel it proved difficult
to find an entirely plausible Continental ancestry for the horseshoes, vertical
cordons and wavy bands, 7 and it as admitted that such nTust be of native
origin.

Now that it is seen not only that cremation cemeteries were already used in
Britain by two or more Late Neolithic groups, 75 that there can be no question
of a 'Deverel' invasion from the Low Countries, and that some types of so-called
'Deverel' urns had appeared in England at latest by the early Middle Bronze
Age, it is evident that the whole concept of the 'Deverel Rimbury Culture' will
have to be re-examined. This formidable task cannot be attempted here, but as a
preliminary to it we should like to suggest that, in the light of the evidence
surveyed above, the economical hypothesis of an indigenous (Rinyo-Clacton)
origin for all save the globular urns should be seriously considered. Even though
more or less precise Continental analogues can be found for the plastic orna-
ment, 76 these need indicate nothing more than parallel developments. Since
this kind of decoration was already in use in Britain before the Middle Bronze
Age it seems unnecessary to invoke an invasion to account for its appearance
in the latter period. Furthermore, in contrast with the British Middle Bronze
Age emigration to the Continent, which is documented not only by exact
smilarities of pot form and decoration (including cord-impressed patterns
which have no known precursors in the area of settlement), but in addition by
acsociated grave-goods, barrows and even details of funerary rite of specifically
British types, the hypothetical 'invasive Deverel-Rimbury Culture' would now
appear to be represented solely by pottery. But a ceramic industry does not by
itself constitute a culture.
E. Cordoned and Encrusted Urns in the Highland Zone

In the Highland Zone the dating of Cordoned and Encrusted Urns has
been based in the past on the same three assumptions whii we have shown
do not hold good in the south of England: that urn- and cremation-cemeteries
are exclusively Late Bronze Age phenomena; that Cordoned Urns can be
explained in terms of Abercromby's typological scheme; that Class I razors
must belong to the Late Bronze Age. Interpretation of the evidence has further
been influenced by the explicit assumption that, after the Neolithic period at
any rate, the North was a retarded area.

But if Encrusted Urns are to reflect the strong survival and even expansion
a Late Neolithic culture," they must first appear at a relatively early date.

That in fact they do so is show n by the association of an Encrusted Urn with a
normal segmented faience bead at Brynford, Holywell, Flints. (S.8 and Davies,
Prehistoric and Roman Remains of Flintshire (ig), 47-8).

A similar explanation can apply to Cordoned Urns ;78 in this case the use
o twisted cord patterns may indicate adoption of the decorative techniques
pioper to Overhanging-rim Urns by hybridization of a kind which has already
b en seen to have taken place in the South . The faience quoit bead (S.6i)
ard bone crutch-headed pin associated with the plain Cordoned Urn from
Balneil hae clearl) Early-Middle Bronze Age connexions, while the lugged
chi el need not be later than Middle Bronze Age. 79 The Early Bronze Age
character of the decoration on razor P.17 (Pollacorragune, Co. Gaiway),
f und in a Cordoned Urn, and the evidence adduced in Part I of this paper for
t'e date of such decorated razors, point in the same direction. These arguments

11r fn t1i Tnnr1t \'Vest Meath. razors (P.22-21t and associated
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which were 'typologically early', a Late Bronze Age date was assigned to it on
the grounds that cremation-cemeteries must belong to this period. 80 Since
this argument is no longer valid, it seems preferable to try to use the grave-
g ods as dating evidence. The slug knife and especially the five bone cylinders
and the decorated razors should not be discounted. The Cordoned Urn with
the plain razor (P.23, Class IA) differes only in detail of ornament from the
Pollacorragune urn.

CONCLUSIONS
1. British Class I razors may be divided into two sub-classes. Class IA

h s a short broad tang and a rivett hole. The prototypes of this group accom-
pany Early Bronze Age inhumations in Yorkshire and the type may therefore
be of native origin. Class lB has a long narrow tang and is usually unriveted.
This groupj hich may be derived from small tanged blades occasionally found
with late Beakers, is related to the tanged (and sometimes similarly decorated)
razors of the Tumulus Cu1tue on the Continent and was demonstrably in use
in the South of England by at least the end of the Wessex culture.

In both Lowland and Highland Zones the main period of use of both
groups was//i the Middle Bronze Age. But that Class I razors continued in
use into the late Bronze Age is seen from the presence of Class I/Il hybrids in
hoards (P.3i, Taunton; P.79 and 8o, Glentrool) and from the Ballymena
mould, which bears forms for both classes (P.15 and 59).

ii. Biconical urns with horseshoes and other applied decoration, generally
attributed to the 'Late Bronze Age Deverel-Rimbury Culture', appeared at the
latest immediately after the end of the Wessex Culture in the South of England.
A case can be made for the development of these urns from indigenous Late
Neolithic Rinyo-Clacton ware. In the Highland Zone Cordoned and Encrusted
Urns also appeared by the Middle Bronze Age and were derived in the same
way from native Neolithic ceramic forms.

The dating of the southern bicoical urns (some of which show the results
of hybridization with the Overhanging-rim family) is confirmed by the evidence
fiom The Netherlands, where it can be shown that a British colony using such
cnerary urns had emigrated already during the Middle Bronze Age. (For one
of these urns there is a radiocarbon date of 3950+ zoo. B.P.)

iii. The cultural pattern of the Middle Bronze Age in the whole of the
British Isles as, so far as ceramic forms afford a basis for cultural distinctions,
much more complex than has been realized. Pottery types which formerly were
believed to succeed one another are now seen to have been more or less contem-
porary and to represent the parallcl suivals of several Late Neolithic tradi-
tions. 81 The only necessarily intrusive element of the 'Deverel-Rimbury
complex' is the globular urn, the origin of which still remains uncertain and
which has a limited distribution in the South; it appears that the makers of
these vessels were quickly absorbed into native groups. The ceramic border
between Middle and Late Bronze Ages now requires redefinition, for it is
eident that 'Deverel-Rimbul' types and Cordoned (and perhaps Encrusted)
Urns must spread over both periods; a refined analysis of typology and fabrics
may afford clues.
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List of Tumulus and North German Tanged Razors
South Germany and Switzerland
i. Biucker For t, Ldkr. .Neubu g a. d. Donau. Fg. I, 2) Razor decorated (oval

panel). Hoard possibly grae : decorated spearhead, pin. Germania,
1952, 275, Fig.	 4-6. Mus. Singen.

2. Onstmettingen, Wurttemberg, Graie 9. Fig.i, r Razor decorated (rectangular
panel), fluting on face, detachable bronze ring-handle. Grave: 2 daggers,
saw blade, punch, pin. Kraft, Die KulIr der Bronzezeit in Sli'ddeutschland
(1926, 31; Abb. 3, 1-5.

3. Hilzingen, Kr. Konstanz. Fig. 3, 4 Razor with fluting on face. Grave:
-	 spatulate flanged axe, bracelets.BadischeFundberichte, I94I .2, 27O, Taf. 67A.

4. 'Burg', nr. Spiez, Canton Bern. Razor with fluting on face. Settlement site:
Bronze Age occupation la}er. JSCU., 30 (i8 , 55; Abb. 12, 6.

5. Unterbrui n/urn, Ldkr. Traun 1cm, Grabi5gel 2. (Fig. 3, i) Grave: rivets.
small bronze spirals, etc. Mus. Munich. U.npublishcd.

6. AlteiselJt' g, I dir. W s erburg. (Fig. 3, 3) Hoard: sword, sickle. Mus. Munich,
7. Mucklenu ii kling Kr. Stra bing. Gras e: two urns, spiral ring, dagger, pin.

Unpublished.
8. Arndorf, Ldkr. Feggendorf. (Fig. 3, 5) Razor distorte.d by fire; grave. Mus.

Munich.

Jt[orth Germany and .Netherlands
g. J*febel, An rum, Tumulus 'Ingjongbun Berg'. (Fig. 3, 7) Razor with tang broken

off. Grave: cremation in small stone cist. 0. Olshausen, Amrum (1920),
162; Abb. 89.

io. Xebel, Amrum. (Fig. 3, 6) Razor with long tang; blade damaged. Grave:
tutulus. Kersten, Zur lteren nordischen Bronzezeit (1936), 'lIaf. V, 7. Mus.
Schleswig.

ii. Provenance unknoun, probably Lower Saxony. (Fig. 3, 2) 'Gef. in einem Urnen-
hugei.' Mus. Clopjcnburg (Museumsdorf), Konig Coil. Unpublished

12. Schleswig-Holsein. Exact pros enance unknown. Kersten, Ibid., 83.
13. Drouwen, Gem. Borger, Drenthe. (Fig. 2) Razor with long tang. Grave:

Sogel dirk, nicked flanged axe, gold spirals, hollow-based flint arrowheads,
perforated whetstone; mortuary house. Van Giffen, Die Bauart der Einzel-
gräber, I (1930), 84-93; Taf. 83; Glasbergen, Palaeohistoria, iii (iz),
145; Fig. 68.

APPENDIX II
The Razor and Urn from Barrow C.,7, Amesbury,(j/f)lts.

The razor and urn are in the Salisbury Museum, Accession No. 53/193 I,
Catalogue Nos. 208 and 207; in the Museum's register it is recorded that the
urn was found in May 1931 'inserted 6 feet N.E. of the centre of the barrow,
the base of the urn being only 6 inches below the top of the barrow'. The i azor
was with the cremated bones covered by the urn.

The razor is No. 32 in Mrs Piggott's Schedule (PPS., Xii (1946), 137 and
Fig. 5). It is shown in greater detail in our Fig. 5. The blade is very sharp and
seems to have been hollow-ground; there are many fine striae indicating the
use of a hone. The edges near the tang show the asymmetry which is character-
istic of Class I razors; the medial thickening also terminates in a sharper
point on one surface than on the other. The decoration, which has probably
been applied after casting, consists of series of irregular shallow oval depres-
sions arranged to form two pairs of lines which converge towards the end of the
blade. These depressions are quite smooth, and seem to have been made by a
punch with rounded edges; a few fine scratches over the surfaces of the blade
suggest that grinding or poishing may have removed any roughness resulting
from di placement of metal. Apparently the intention was to imitate a 'plan-
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surface and was evidently drilled.
Except here covered by patches of corrosion, the bronze has a highly

polished and slightly iridescint patina. On both surfaces the corrosion seems
to hae pi sered traces of a leather sheath. A semicircular mark left by the
handle is isible at the base of the blade (indicated by a dotted line).

The urn (Fig. 6 is r 'ns. high; the mouth is oval, gins. in diameter
across the hoisshoes and ioins. in the oth"r diameter. The diameter of the
bse is 6ins., and it is Iins thick. T%%o horseshoes have been applied in the
hollow of the necks their ends extending over the line of the shoulder. The
essel is complete except for a small portion of the basewhich has been restored.

It is fairly dl fired and a light pinkish buff in colour. There are a number of
shrinkage cracks. The clay is abundantly gritted with coarse fragments of
burnt flint which projcct from the surfaces, especially towards the base.

APPENDIX III

List of razors additional to those included in PPS., xii (1946)
i. Rudtone, E. R. Yorks.: (Fig. 4, i) Greenwell's LXVIII. 'Parallel-sided

blade, 2ins. long, with rounded ends; rivet-hole in undifferentiated tang;
straight hafting-mark. Associated with axe-hammer of Beaker type and

- skeleton of large man. This grave was cut into another with inhumation,
three-riveted dagger, jet 'pulley-ring' and V-bored button; a third
contemporary inhumation was also accompanied I,y conical jet buttons.
All three graves were sealed by a mound cf trampd earth capped with
chalk. Grecnwell, British Barrows, 265; axe-hamiier, Fig. 126. British
Museum, reg. no. 1879.12-9.1061.

2. Barrow .No. 2, Blanch Group, E. R. Yorks.(Fig. 4. 2) Oval blade with 'two
keen cutting edges', broad tang with rivet-hole; end of blade apparently
used as chisel. Primary in small barrow with 'doubled-up' skeleton.
Mortimer, Forty 1 ears . . ., 322-3; 438; razor, Fig. 956.

3. Stancomb Downs, Lambourn, Berks.: Greenwell's CCLXXXIX. Bronze blade,
overall length 3ins.; imperforate tang un. long; blade tin. wide. Rested
against primary cremation with battle-axe, antler hammer, incense cup.
Greenwell, Arch., lii (1890), 6o-i; battle-axe and antler hammer, Figs.
26, 27 incense cup, Abercromby, BAP., ii, 229. Grave-group in British
Museum (reg. loS. 1879.12-9.1795-1803), but recent search failed to
discover razor; there is, however, a sketch in the catalogue (No. 1799) which
shows that it is similar in form to P.25 (Inkpen, Berks.), though the tang
may be somewhat wider in proportion to the blade.

4. Broughton-in-Craven, Yorks. Razor of Class lB with rivet-hole; less than 3ins.
long (tip missing and lcss than un. wide; the blade seems to have had a
broad flat medial thickening or fluting; from the tang it curves outward
on either side and narrows again towards the tip. 'It is sharp enough to
shave a Sabine priest.' Found in 1675 with cremation in inverted urn

tnot prcsercd , together ith stone battle-axe ('the Securis Lapidea or
rather Marmorea . . . of speckled marble polished, 6 ins, in length, 3-tins.
broad. . . . The eye for the Manubrium to pass through is iins. in dia
meter' , a perforated hone 'The Cos Olearia is of a blewish Grey Hone,
only half an inch in Thickness, though three long, and near one Broad, all
its Parts Equal' , and bone pins with perforated heads. From the rather
crude illustration, the battle-axe seems to resemble the Hove specinen.
Musaeum Thoresbyanum in Whitaker's ed. of Ducatus Leodiensis (i8i6),
114-5; razor and battk-aze are Nos. 28-30 in 'Table of Antiquities', p.1 i6.



5. (Ilverston, Lancs. Razor 8imm. long tip rmssing , Class TB. Tang is rec-
tangular in section, imm. thick at end, 3mm. thick near blade; its line
continues as broad oval thickening in blade, 3mm. thick in centre, 1mm.
near tip. The edges of the blade are sharp. The razor may have been
bent and snapped across deliberately or by the heat of the pyre. It was
found in one of two pots of type related to Pennine urns, one of which
contained also a small V ssel with encircling cordon. ?Unpublished.
Biitish Museum, Green veil Coll ; razor is No. I87.I2-.I78.

6. ijughton, Lincs. Class TB; end of blade missing; overall length approx.
5 1mm. From Barrow No. 3; primary cremation in urn related to Pennine
type and covered by smaller inverted urn. Fragment of flint included with
cremation. Troflope, Arch. J. , Viii (1851), 341-351, urn figured opposite
p.344, razor on p.346. Larger urn, Abercromby, BAP., ii, 77 . British
Museum; recent search failed to discover razor, reg. No. 1866.12-3.24;
sketch in register.

Razors not mentioned in text

7. Keswik, Xorthumberland. Class TB; end of blade missing, but still 7g mm.
long. When acquired by the British Museum the razor was in a Food-
Vessel, but the association is uncertain. Reg. No. 1870.10-13.4.

8. Possibly from Priddy, Somerset. Class TB, sith narrow midrib. An old, un-
registered acquisition in the British Museum. Present reg. No. 1937.12-15.2.

9. Ty'n-y-Pwll, Llanddyfnan, Anglesey. Class IA, part of blade missing. In
Cordoned Urn, secondary in barrow. Baynes, Arch. Camb., 64 (1909),
312 if., Figs. 3, c, and 6. Identified as razor by Grimes, Prehistory of Wales
(içi), 216.

io. Dalmore, Alness, Ross-shire. Class TB (tang unusually long). Apparently flat
oval blade (at least half missing), with chiracteristic asymmetry above
tang. With cremation in cist in flat cemetery. PSAS., Xiii (1878-9), 256,
Fig. 5.

i i. Shuttlefield, Lockerbie, Dumfries-shire. Class IA; in outline the blade resembles
that from Broughton-in-Craven, Yorks. With a cremation in an inverted
cordoned urn. Anderson, Scotland in Pagan Times: The Bronze an4 Stone
Ages, 21-22, Figs. 15 and i6.

12. Kirkcaldy, Ffeshire. Nearly complete br@nze blade, tip missing; length
1ins. Tapering tang (cf Largantea). Hazel-wood haft (not preserved).
In cist with inhumation, Beaker, awl, flint flake, 12 conical 'jet' V-bored
buttons, fusiform 'jet' bead. Possible razor prototype. Chil1e, PSAS.,
lxxviii (i-), {I-I; ppviii-.	 !J!i. I.

13. Campbeltown, Argyll. Stone mould for razor (Class TB) or razor-like knife;
on another face, mould for spearhead with loops on socket. Piggott,
PSAS., lxxxi (1946-7), 171; pl. XX: i.

14. Laughton's Knowe, Hoim parish, Orkney Mainland. Razor 4ins. long, Class I II
hybrid. Sligh midrib on one side only. With hazel-wood sheath. Cremation
in stone cist (speculatively described as secondary by Mrs Piggott in
mound. RCAM. Inventory, No. 368; Piggott, PSAS., lxxxi (1946-7), '73;
pI. XX:2.

15. Well Glass Spring Cairn, Largantea, Co. Londonderry. Fragmentary bronze
blade with short pointed tang (similar to P.6o, also from Northern Ireland
overall length now un. Found in secondary deposit which yielded two
fragments of a bone dagger-plate, Beakers, Food-vessels, and plain, coarse
pots. It has been suggested that this blade might be related to Palmella
points, but these are always made of copper. Possible prototype for Class
TB razors. Herring, UJA., i (i8 , pl.XX.
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2 Cf. C. M. Piggolt,'The Late Bronze Age Razors of the British Isles', PPS., xii (1946, 121-141,
with a corpus of drawings and full discussion of the British Bronze Age razors. The present paper is
mer ly a supplement to Mrs Piggott's admirable stu4y; frequent reference to it is made in the following
page. Razors listed in Mrs Piggott's schedule are here referred to bya f followed by Mrs Piggo t's
n ber. See also Mrs Pigg tt in PSAS., lxxxi (1946-7 , 171-3).

g As Childe, The Danub	 eh tory sgag , fl. V: Ar, Aa.
D e Bauart des' Etnzell/ er. I. Mannus-Bibliothek, 44 1930), 84-93.

5 P laeoh,stona,	 1945 , '45 and fig. 68.
6 BRGJ(., xxxi, Part 2 1941 ,32-42
7 ur alteren north chen Bronzeze t 1936 , 8; Taf. V, 6,7.
8 N te that Kraft's C !is placed by Hoiste (Bronzezest in Sds tVestdeut Island 1953 , 114 in his

Dc eloped Tumulus phase B2 in the Reinecke termin$y , although its types may run on into Late
T m lus.

Thus dated by Kimmifg, although Tschumi Urges hichte de Kantons Bern, 1953, 21, 347-8,
so places the sos.kfnent in the Urnfield period. The form of the razor is very similar to that from

HI	 n.
10 S e p. 000 below.
ii V de Apsimon, Te th Annual R port5i Institute of Archaeology (1954), 45.
12 See page 00 below.
'3 Vde Merhart, Ger,nania, 24 (1940), 99.
14 Loc. cit., 124.
15 I d., 126.
z6 Tumulus Br, a short phase ,ends at about 1500-1450 Ofl views currently prevailing. The low

hron logy of Childe and Hawkes PPS., xiv 1948 , 197 would not reduce this date by more than
a century at most: they allow B to begin c. 1500-5450. Brucjser Forst and Drouwen sire, then ,earlieijthan
I 150 at the most conservative estite. Broholin I (Monteus I La should begin E4fore the end of Es;
but hA in Schleswig-Holstein with the Amrum ror partly overlaps Brohoim II in pmark. Cf.
Merhart, Germania, 24 5940, 99; ApSimon, lo(.clt., 48ff.; Holste, Bronzezeit in Sd-Wfldeutschla,rd
(195 , 115-6; Childe, As-chivo de Prehistoria Levantina, IV, 1953, 167ff.

17 Another route by which Tumuus razors (y have reached Britain is of course France,jsrherc
T m slus-derived razors seem to be plentiful. An example from the Seine at Paris (Ashmolean Museum,
E ans CoIl., 1927 2037 has a blade with characteristically Twnulus features, including the very broad
shallow notch; the tang, however, is pointed-oval in section, and this seems to be a peculiarl French
de lopment. The French Tumulus Bronze Age hoard from Porcieu-Amblagnieu, Ise (Dechelette,
Manuel ii fig. 49, 13) contains a cgmparable specimen. The gradual deçpening ofhe notch can be
tra ed on French UV1leld razors like those from Pougues-les-Eaux, Nie\re (Mater aux, 2me ser., x
1879 , 385 if. : one razor with long narrow tang, another with open-work ring-handle and an incised

Ia d r p tt rn on the blade. Cf. Savory, PPS., xiv 1948 , 571.
i8 Razors additional to those in luded by Mrs Piggott in her Schedule will be listed senally; details

and documentation are given in Appendix III. Razors which appear in Mrs Piggott's Schedule will be
ndicated by her numbers, pr fac d by P. Other abbreviations are as follows:

SP. fol owed by a number, indicates a grave-group listed by professor Stuart Piggott in his Register
I Gr ye-groups of the Wessex Culture in the Wessex Area, PPS., iv (1938 , 102-106.

S.: followed by a number, indicates a grave-group including faience beads listed by Beck and Stone,
Arh., lxxxv (1935, 234-25P.

19 A Is. .3 xxv i868 ,46; Wheeler, Prehistoric and Roman Wales (1925), 146; Fig. 48.
20 Parall Is are cited by Holste, Die Brontezeit im nordmainisclaen Hessen 1939 , 50, n.3.
21 1 d.,Taf.2o,4.
22 Ibid., o.
23 Loc. t,
24 Evans, Aneent Bronze Implements (s88i , Fig. 107.
2'I Butler, KumI, 1956,00.
26 Evans, oc. c t., Fig. 35.
27 Conforming to the rule en nciated by Chide in another context PPS., xiv (1948 , i82 :'. . . in

an typol s al vision types f two consecutive phases must sometimes occur tog ther; the rule is
n y th t types of ne phas must not nux with those of the next-but-one.'
28 As have sm II pointed bl des with a singl rivet-hole in a broad tang which appear to be related

to the razors of our Class IA.
29 Ant. J. , Xviii 1938 ; ,6x-6.
30 Lüc.ct., 169-171.

i A similar kn fe was found beside C) erhanging-rim Urns of uncertain type at Oldbury, Atherston,
Warwi kshire Bloxam, F a menta Sep hrdia 1855), 2Z-3.

2 Fox and St ne, Ant. J., XXX! 5951 , 31.
33 Chil e and \%aterston, P.SAS., lxx i 1941-2 , 84-93....
34 P., from South Lodg Camp, Dorset, has angular shoilders, which are (on present knowledge

n t kn wn until Reine ke Din Central Europe Alteiselfing and area feature of Class II razors in
Britain.

5 Loc LIt., 125.
Lukis, A B ief Ac ouiif f the Borrows near B rhom Magna ... Guernsey, 1843).
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7 PP/i., iv 1938 , 92.
38 Urns, Aber romby, BAP., ii, 374-5 and p.g; beads, Beck and Stone, Arch., bcxxV 1935 , 213
g Curwen, Archae I gyofSusex, 1954, P1. XI, 3 and 4.
o Anderson, PSAS., xxxv 1900-01 , 266-275, Fig. 1.

4! Jessup,Ar haeologyof Kent, 1930, l214nd Figs. 17:1; 14:3,4.
42 Fox and Stone, bc. cit., u.
43 Proc. Som. Ar/i. and N. H. So ., lxiii igi 7 , 116; urn, Abercromby, BAP., o; beads, ibid., 0.14.

Beck and Stone, bc .cit., 220.
45 E.g. Fox, Ar h., lxxxix 1943 , io6ff., 126; Savory, Arch. Camb., C (1949 , 79ff.
46 Confirmed by the finding of a star bead in an Farly Bronze Age Reinecke A2 settlement at

Arbon-Bleich in Switzerland. i he site is described in aprehininary report in JSGU., xxxvi (i), i 9ff.
47 Loc.ct.,8i.
48 PPS., iv ig 8 , 80.
4 And all graves, without geographical hrmtations, which contain normal segmented or quoit

faience beads.
50 Glasbergen, Palae histora, iii ig, 109-119.
51 Glasbes' en,Palaeoh storla, 0 1954 103.
52 Cunni,g I, Cat, of Antq tes ,n Devizes Mujeum, i i8g6 , Fig. 172A.
53 Grime	 1938 , p.ii, Fig. 4.
54 Read, ]BUSS. 2, No. 2 1924 , P1. XI, 4; Taylor, ibid., 6, No. 2	 P1. XVII, B.
55 Loc.ct., 214.
56 Loc. cit., I5O.	 b,..v"I I	 %t.ticc bi	 8ind ti1. ,4.
57 Pttkrrcd to in ava?cc of pul3ltefttion iyrkind permission-of he excavator, Dr-Mr E. Maneia.6 i,
58 Glasbergen, bc. cit., iii, 123
59 Ibid., 167-8.
6o Ibid., ii, 129, sample 74a.
6i We arc g4ateful to Professor F. E. Zeuner for advice as to the interpretation %of the radiocarbon

results. Cf. Zeuner, Science Progress, No. 154 1951 , 234-5.
62 Danske Oldsager, III: Aeldre Bronpalder Copenhagen, 1952), 42. Note that Broholm's Period II

comprises Montelius lIb and IIc, but Viot ha.
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aPPENDIX V

I1ode of occurrence of inclriill Hill pottery in the

'outh-eastern area

List of sites from vhdch tie figures in Table III have

been compiled.

1. Primary in causewayed. ca!lps:

Beds.:	 laiden Bower
Berks.:	 itbin,don
ussex:	 The Trundle

ihitehawk

2. In pits, assumed to be doriestic:

Berks.:	 Blewbury - under Barrow C
Bucks.:	 Iver
Cambs.:	 Chippenham - under Barrow 5
Essex: Clacton - ite 105

Clacton - ite 106
Pledgdon
alton

Hants.:	 Southbourne
Kent:	 inghain

3. utfloors:

ex:	 Clacton - ite 109
Kent:	 Grovehurst
uffolk:	 Ipswich - Kesteven Road

Ipswich - esteven Road
ussex:	 New Barn Down

Playden

4. On occupation sites, no structures detected:

Carnbs,:	 e cook's arm
Essex:	 Clacton - ite 107

overcourt - ite 104
Hants.:	 ichelhiersh
uffolk:	 aylard Ho Se, ildenhall

Hurst Fen, I ildeni all
artlesham Plartation
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5. Accompanying inhuiriatlons or cremations:

Berks,:
Bucks.:
Suffolk:

6. In primax
monument:

Pnngbotirne
Whitelea
Won iiigt on

rassociation With a ritual and/or fune

Beds.:	 Barton Bill Farm - Site I
Oxon.:	 Dorchester - Site I

Dorchester - Site IX
North Stoke - Long Mortuary Enclosure

7, In primary silt of_ditch of long barrow:

Hants.:	 Ho ldenhurst
Surrey:	 Badshot

8. In shaft-filling of flint-mine:

Norfolk:	 Grime's Graves
Sussex:	 Cissbury

9. In bed of river:

Northants,:	 Milton Perry

10. Multiple strs:

Bucks.:	 Manlow
Essex:	 Claoton
Norfolk:	 Edingthorpe
Suffolk:	 Creeting St. Lary

Ipswich - Dales Road
Sussex:	 Selsey

11. Single strays:

Hants.:	 Corhanipton
Haddon Hill

Norfolk:	 Gaton
Shro phain
Snett is ham

Suffolk:	 Eniswoll
1ildenhal1 - Bombay Cottage

12. Redeposited in mound of round barrow:

Beds.:	 Dunstable - Barrow 2, The Five Knolls
Isle of Wight:Niton



LPPENDIX VI

Mode of occurrence of Peterborough pottery: detailed list of
sites forming the basis from which Table VI has been compiled.

1. Primary in oausewayed. camps:

Sussex:	 Cprnbe Hill
Whit ehawk

2. In ditch-filling of camp 1 strat
uncertain:

Berks.:	 Abingdon

3. In pits 1 assumed to be domestic:

hical position

Beds.:	 Eaton Socon
Berks.:	 Newbury - Enborne Gate
Bucks.:	 Iver
Hunts.:	 Orton Longueville
Middlesex:	 Heath Row
Northants.:	 Astrop
Oxon,:	 Astha].l

Cassington - Tolley's Gravel Pit
Eyn.sham - Foxley Farm

Surrey:	 Farrtham - Bourne Hill Spring
Wisley

Sussex:	 Selmeston
Selsey

4. On hut floors:

Norfolk:	 Edingthorpe
Northants.:	 Pet erborough

5. On occupation site c , no structures detected:

Bucks.:
Kent:

Suffolk:

Surrey:

High Wycombe
Canterbury
Tunbrl&ge Wells - High Rocks Caves
Creeting St. Mary
Honin.gton
I ckl ingham
Thorpe
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6. In primary association with a ritual/fu.nerary monument:

Oxen.:	 Cassington - Smith's Pit II
Dorchester - Site XI

7. In secondary association with a ritu.al/funerary monument:

Beds.:	 Streatley - Barton Hill .arm, Site III
Oxon.:	 Dorchester - Sites I, II, III, VI, VIII

8. In primary silt of ditch of long barrow:

Hants.:	 Hinton Ampner

9. In secondary silt of ditch of long barrow:

Hants.,:	 Holdenhurst
Surrey:	 Badshot

10. In shaft-filling of flint-mine:

Norfolk:	 Grime's Graves

11. In bed of river:

Beds.:
Bucks.:
Kent:
London:

Oxen.:
Surrey:

Keuipsto.
He ds or
Ebbafle et
Hanamer smith
Put ne y
Wandsworth
Iongewel1
Ilort lake
Weybr I de

12. ru1tiple strays:

Essex:	 Clacton - Lion Point
Isle o± Wight: Ryd.e
Kent	 Folkestone - Caesar's Camp
Suffolk:	 Lakenheath
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13. Single strays:

Cambs.:
asex:

Hants.:
Kent:
Norfolk:
Oxon.:
Suffolk:

Surrey:

Sussex:

Chippenhani - Barrow 5
Danbury
Walt hanist ow
Prior's Dean
Tankerton Bay
Iokburgh
Cssington - Tuokwell's Gravel Pit
Barnhai
Ipswioh - Brainford. Road.
Brockham
Croydon
Fri et on
Newhaven

14. Redeposited. in mound. of round. barrow:

Beds.:	 Dunetable - Barrow a, The Five Knolls
Berks.:	 Blewbury
Haute.:	 Bishop's Waltham
Isle of Wight: Niton

15. Circumstances uncertain:

Kent:	 Canterbury
Oxon,:	 Cassington - Partridge's Gravel Pit

Caseixigton - Tolley's Gravel Pit
Caaslngton - ol1ey's Gravel Pit
Stanton Harcourt



Berks,:
Cambs:
Essex:

Rants.:
Herts.:
Hunts.:
Kent:
Northants,:
Oxon;:

S uffok:

Appendix VI I

Mode of occurrence of Rlnyo-Clacton ware in the

South-Eastern Area

List of sites from which the figures in Table J
have been compiled.

1. In ditch-filling of causewayed camp, stratigraphical
posi1on uncertain:

Berks;:	 Abingdon

2, In pits, assumed to be domestic:

Sutton Courtenay
Cambridge - Hills Road
Ciacton - Lion Faint
Newport
Christchurch - Purzy, Latch Farm
Pishobury
Orton Longueville
East Mailing - Snodiand Q.uarry
eterborougli Fengate Site
"assington Tolley's Pit
Cassington - Pit I
Stanton HarcOurt - Partridge's Fit
Creetin St. Ma'y
Honington
Ipswich tales Road Brlckfield

3. On occupation sites, rio structures detected:

Cambs,:
	 Shippea Hill - Plantation Farm

4. In	 association with a ritual and/or
monumenu:

Beds.:	 Leagrave - Waulud's Bank
Oxon.:	 Dorchester - Site I

5. Accompanying cremation deposits:

Cambe.:	 Chippenham - Barrow 2
Northants.: Peterborough - Tebb's Pits
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6. A5paroUt].1 significantl7eohrteoted wi1 barrow or gx'ave

Oanibs •;	 Cherry Ilinton - $outb Barrow
Christchurcb Rthi, barrow I

&iffolk:	 pakerthaim - Grimatone Zxid

7. In filling of shaft of fl1ntm1ne:

usex:	 Fi.ndon - Church fljfl 'lint Mine

a.	 ii strays:

orfo 1k:	 Edingthorpe

9, Reaeposited in mound of round brrowr

Dunstable - Barrow 2 13o Five ICflolla
B,erks.:	 Blewbury - Churn. itr
Hait S	 Rotmdwood - The Round narrow

LQ. Circumstances uncertain:

Camba.:
Norfplk:	 West Runton
Sufrolk:	 Great Bealings

Icklingham



Peter-	 Rinyo-
)orough Clacton

%of72 %ot33
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LPPZNDIX VIII

Comparative table showing the modes of ocourrence of Windmill
Hill, Peterborough and. Rtnyo-Claoton wares

1. Primary in causewayed. camp
2. In ditch-filling of camp,

stratigraphioal position
uncertain

3. In pits, assumed to be
domestic

4. On hut floors
5. On occupation sites, no

structures detected
6. In explicitly funerary

contexts (with inhumations
or cremations)

7 In primary association with
a ritual/funerary monument

8. In secondary association with
a ritual/funerary monument

9. Apparently significantly
connected with barrow or grave

10. In primary silt of ditch
of long barrow

11. In secondary silt of ditch
of long barrow

12. In shaft-filling of flint-mine
13. In bed. of river
14. Multiple strays
15. Single strays
16. Redeposited in mound of

round, barrow
17. Circumstances uncertain

Windmill
nil 1

% of 53
sites

8

17
11

13

S

8

4

4
2

11
13

4

100
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